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ABSTRACT 
The mathematical formulation of various control synthesis problems , (such as 
Decentralized Stabilization Pro~lem , (DSP) , Total Finite Settling Time Stabilization 
for discrete time linear systems, (TFSTS) , Exact Model Matching Problem, (EMMP), 
Decoupling and Noninteracting Control Problems) , via the algebraic framework of 
Matrix Fractional Representation . (MFR) - i.e. the representation of the transfer 
matrices of the system as matrix fractions over the ring of interest - results to the study 
of matrix equations over rings , such as : 
A . X + B . Y = C , (X. A + Y . B = C) 
A· X = B , (y. A = B) 
A·X·B = C 
A·X + Y·B = C, X·A + B·Y = C, 
A·X·B + C·Y·D = E 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
The main objective of this dissertation is to further investigate conditions for existence 
and characterization of certain types of solutions of equation (1) ; develop a unifying 
algebraic approach for solvability and characterization of solutions of equations (1) - (4), 
based on structural properties of the given matrices, over the ring of interest. 
The standard matrix Diophantine equation (1) is associated with the TFSTS for 
discrete time linear systems and issues concerning the characterization of solutions 
according 'to the Extended McMillan Degree, (EMD) , (minimum EMD , or fixed 
EMD) , of the stabilizing controllers they define , are studied . A link between the 
issues in question and topological properties of certain families of solutions of (1) is 
established . Equation (1) is also studied in association with the DSP and Diagonal DSP 
(DDSP) , for continuous time linear systems . Conditions for characterizing block 
diagonal solutions of (1) , (which define decentralized stabilizing controllers) , are 
derived and a closed form description of the families of diagonal and two blocks diagonal 
decentralized stabilizing controllers is introduced. 
The set of matrix equations (1) - (4) is assumed over the field of fractions of the 
ring of interest , ~ , (mainly a Euclidean Domain, (ED) , and thus a Principal Ideal 
Domain , (PID» , and solvability as well as parametrization of solutions over ~ is 
investigated under the unifying algebraic framework of extended non square matrix 
divisors , projectors and annihilators of the known ma.trices over CJ, • In practice the ring 
of interest is either the ring of polynomials R[s) , or the rings of proper Rpr(s) and 
especially proper and stable rational functions R,,(s) . The importance of R~(s) is 
highlighted early in the thesis and further computational issues arising from its 
structure as an ED are considered. 
UI 
NOTATION AND ABBREVIATIONS 
The following notation and abbreviations are used throughout this thesis unless 
otherwise is stated in the text : 
- IR[S} 
- IR(S) 
- IRpr(S) 
- IRGjI(S) 
pxm 
- IR (S) 
pxm 
- IRpr (5) 
• IrDPxm 
- ~ (S) GJ 
- IGjI 
- y 
- c:r/ A 
- Nr{A} 
- N,{A} 
_ ..A\,r 
A 
: the set of natural numbers 
: the field of rational numbers 
: the field of real numbers 
: the field of complex numbers 
: the right half plane of the complex 
numbers 
: the area of instability of linear, 
continuous time , control systems 
: the ring of polynomials 
: the field of rational functions 
: the ring of proper rational functions 
: the ring of proper and CP stable rational 
functions 
: the set of pxm matrices with entries over 
IR(S) 
: the set of pxm matrices with entries over 
IRpr(S) 
: the set of pxm matrices with entries over 
IR~(S) 
: a norm function over the ring of 
polynomials 
: a matrix metric defined over a set of 
matrices 
: the Euclidean degree of the Euclidean 
domain Rc:p(s) 
: the extended McMillan degree 
: the vector v 
: row span of {A} over a field = row space 
of A over a field 
: column span of {A} over a. field = 
column space of A over a field 
: right null space of A 
: left null space of A 
: row span {A} over a. ring = row module 
_ ..At,c 
A 
~ r 
-..At, 
A 
~C 
-..At, 
A 
- > lex 
- A E B r 
- A E/ B 
- A E B 
- BIBO 
- CSP 
- DSP 
- DDSP 
- DBRP 
- DDP 
- DDISP 
- EMMP 
- EMD 
- ED 
- eld 
- erd 
- GCD 
- gcerd 
- gceld 
- gIrd 
- geld 
- gerd 
- lrd 
- MDE 
- MDP 
- MIMO 
of A over a ring 
: column span {A} over a ring = column 
mod ule of A over a ring 
: the maximum row module of A in g;~ 
: the maximum column module of A in 
g;C 
A 
: a block diagonal matrix, with blocks Cj , 
i = 1 , ... ,n 
: the ring of polynomials in Xl , ... , Xn 
with coefficients in the field 9G 
: the affine variety by fl , ... , f6 , fj E 
9G[X 1 , .•. , xnl 
: the lexicographical order over !\-In 
: the matrices A , B are right equivalent 
: the matrices A , B are left equivalent 
: the matrices A , B are equivalent 
: bounded input, bounded output 
: centralized stabilization problem 
: decentralized stabilization problem 
: diagonal decentralized stabilization 
problem 
: dead - beat response problem 
: disturbance decoupling problem 
: disturbance decoupling with internal 
stability problem 
: exact model matching problem 
: extended McMillan degree 
: Euclidean domain 
: extended left divisor 
: extended right divisor 
: greatest common divisor 
: greatest common extended right divisor 
: greatest common extended left divisor 
: greatest left - right divisor 
: greatest extended left divisor 
: greatest extended right divisor 
: left - right divisor 
: matrix Diophantine equation 
: minimal design problem 
: many inputs , many outputs 
- MFR 
- MFD 
- NICP 
- NCISP 
- PMDE 
- PID 
- RP 
- RP1S 
- <],cp 
- <],rp 
- <],pra 
- ~pla 
- <],ri 
- <],li 
- <],mr 
- <]'lmr 
- ~cmr 
- c:R,lcmr 
- <],mc 
- <]'lmc 
- ~cmc 
..... <]'lcmc 
SEMMP 
- S1S0 
- TFSTS 
- VDE 
VI 
: matrix fractional representation 
: matrix fractional description 
: nonint('racting control probkm 
: Iloninteracting coutrol with interna.l 
stability problem 
: polynomial matrix Diophantine equation 
: principal ideal domain 
: regulator problem 
: regulator problem with internal stahility 
: <], column projector 
: <], row projector 
: <], prime right annihilator 
: ~ prime left annihilator 
: <], right inverse 
: <], left inverse 
: <], multiple of the rows 
: <], least multiple of the rows 
: <], common multiple of the rows 
: c:R, least common multiple of the rows 
: c:R, multiple of the columns 
: <], least multiple of the columns 
: ~ common multiple of the columns 
: ~ least common multiple of the columns 
: stable exact model matching problem 
: single input, single output 
: total finite settling time stabilization 
: vector Diophantine equation 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
This dissertation is concerned with linear algebraic synthesis methods for linear, 
multivariable , time invariant , control systems and additional algebraic tools are 
developed 011 matrix divisors, projectors, annihilators , in order to achieve a unifying 
approach for solvability of certain types of matrix equations . It is well known that 
algebraically many control synthesis problems are reduced to the solution of , (sets of) , 
matrix equations such as : 
A· X + B· Y = C , (X. A + y. B = C) 
A.X=B,(Y.A=B) 
A·X·B = C 
n 
"A··X·B· = C L..J 1 , I 
i = 1 
(1.1 ) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4 ) 
where , A , B , Ai , Bi , C , X , Y , Xi , are matrices over the ring of interest , i.e. a 
given Euclidean domain, (ED) , or principal ideal domain, (PID) . The main aim of 
this thesis is to further investigate conditions for existence and characterization of 
special types of solutions of equations (1.1) ; develop a unifying algebraic approach for 
solvability and parametrization of solutions of equations (1.1) - (1.4) , based on the 
structural properties of a matrix over a PID . Recent work in this area is based on what 
is termed the Matrix Fractional Representation approach, (MFR) , to linear systems 
theory, [Des. 1] , [Sae. 2] , [Ant. 1] , [Vid. 1] , [Vid. 3] , [Vid. 4] , [Fra. 1] , [Ozg. 1] , 
[Bra. 1] , [Kal. 1] , [Kuc. 2] , [Var. 6] . The motivation to study matrices having 
elements in special rings , comes from the need to describe algebraically the familiar 
problems of stability, realizability and performance of linear systems. 
From a' control theory viewpoint the rings of importance are , IR(S]- polynomials, 
IRpr(S) - pr6per rational functions, Rc:p(s) - proper rational functions with no poles inside 
a prescribed region c:P of the complex plain . The structure of the set 1Rc:p(S) has been 
investigated in [Var. 3] , [Var. 5] , [Vid. 4] , and structural as well as invariant aspects 
of it have been defined. Among the algebraic properties of R~(s) , the one that makes it 
more interesting is that of the Euclidean ring or in other words , the existence of a 
Euclidean division. In [Vid. 4] , [Var. 5] , has been noticed that the pair of quotient and 
remainder of a Euclidean division in R~(s) is not characterized by a uniquely defined 
"Euclidean degree" , and the family of least possible "Euclidean degree" remainders is 
introduced . A quite tedious construction of this family based on the interpolation 
theorem of [You. 1] , is known, [Vid. 4} . An existence approach by using interpolation 
in a disc algebra has been introduced in [Vid. 4} . Further computational issues 
concerning the construction of more practical algorithms for the determination of the 
family in question are studied here . The role of ~(s) and Rpr(s) as the rings of interest 
in the case of linear, multivariable , continuous time, time invariant systems is taken 
over by IR[S] in the case of linear , multi variable , discrete time , time invariant systems. 
The basic control schemes consisting of a precompensator , (or feedback compensator) 
1 
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and unity output feedback which are used to stabilize unstable plants , always lead to 
the study of a matrix Diophantine equation, (MDE) , of the type (1.1) over the ring of 
interest , (1R<p(S) for continuous time , IR[Sj for discrete time linear systems) . In our 
study we associate the MDE (1.1) with the following two control synthesis problems: 
i) The Total Finite Settling Time Stabilization, (TFSTS) , for discrete time linear 
systems. 
ii) The Decentralized Stabilization Problem, (DSP) , for continuous time linear 
systems, 
The TFSTS requires all the internal and external variables, (signals) , of the system to 
settle to a new steady - state after finite time from the application of a step change to 
its input and for every initial condition, [Kar. 1] , [Mil. 1] . The TFSTS comprises the 
Dead - Beat Response Problem, (DBRP) , i.e, the forcing of the state or output vector 
from any initial state to the origin in minimum time, [Ber. 1] , [Ise. 1] , [Kal. 1] , [Kuo, 
1] , [Kuc. 1]- [Kuc. 8] , [Vid. 4] , The TFSTS and DBRP can be viewed as a type of 
Minimal Design Problems , (MDP) , i.e. as problems requiring the investigation of 
existence and parametrization of solutions of the corresponding MDE (1.1) , over IR[S) , 
which define stabilizing controllers with minimum number of finite and infinite poles, 
(minimum extended McMillan degree, (EMD)) , among the family of all stabilizing 
controllers . In our approach, in order to determine the required family of solutions of 
equation (1.1) , over IR[S) , we first focus on those solutions, (X , Y) , that correspond to 
column, (row) , reduced matrices tXT : yT]T , ([X: Y)) . We are motivated to do so by 
the fact that the EMD of a controller defined by a column, (row) , reduced solution of 
(1.1) , is equal to the sum of column, (row) , polynomial degrees of the corresponding 
matrices tXT : yTr , ([X: V]) , [Var. 5] , [Mil. 1] . 
We prove that the solutions in question form a nonempty , dense but neither open 
nor closed subset of the family of solutions of (1.1) , (with C an arbitrary 
IR(S]- unimodular matrix) , and thus the sum of minimum column, (row) , polynomial 
degrees of the corresponding matrices tXT : yT]T , ([X: V]) , are more likely to serve as 
an upper bound rather than be equal to the minimum EMD of the corresponding 
controllers x-to Y , (Y.X- t ) . By transforming (1.1) to Vector Diophantine equations, 
(VDE) , over IRIS) , using the exterior product expressions of the rows, (columns) , 
columns, (rows) , of [A : B] , ([AT: BT]T) , tXT : YT)T , ([X: YD , respectively and then 
expressing (1.1) and the corresponding VDEs via their Toeplitz matrix representations 
we can construct reliable bounds for the minimum EMD , i.e. the minimum EMD is 
bound between the sum of minimum column, (row) , polynomial degrees of tXT : YT)T , 
([X: Y)) , and the minimum column, (row) , polynomial degree of the vector solutions 
of the VDE corresponding to (1.1) . A parametrization of the families of controllers 
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corresponding to the upper and lower hounds is given. 
A different stabilization problem is the DSP for continuous time linear systems. This 
prohlem is due to restrictions 011 the feedback compensator structure, which arc often 
encountered in large scale systems . These systems have several local control stations ; 
each local compensator observes only the corresponding local outputs . Such 
decentralized control of systems results in a block diagonal compensator matrix scheme 
[San. 1] , [Gun. 1] , [Wan. 1] . Thus the DSP requires the stabilization of an unstable 
system by using a decentralized compensator and unity output feedback scheme. Wang 
and Davison, [Wan. 1] and Corfmat and Morse, [Cor. 1] , [Cor. 2] , have introduced 
synthesis methods for the design of stabilizing decentralized compensators. It has been 
derived that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of local control lows 
with dynamic compensation to stabilize a given system is that the system has no "fixed 
modes" , [Wan. 1] , over the region of instability. Further study of the problem has 
been done in [And. 1] , [And. 2] , [Vid. 3] , [Guc. 1] , [Ozg. 1] , [Kar. 2] , [Kar. 3] . In 
[Gun. 1] , the DSP is treated within the algebraic framework of Matrix Fractional 
Representation of the plant and controller transfer matrices over 1Rc:P(S) . A solution of 
the DSP is constructed but a closed form parametrization of all decentralized stabilizing 
controllers is not given. 
Our interest is to examine equation (1.1) in the algebraic framework already 
established and try to derive new results concerning the remaining open parametrization 
issues of the DSP . More precisely , if (A , B) denotes a coprime left Matrix Fractional 
Representation of the plant transfer matrix over 1Rc:P(S) , T i' are matrices formed by the 
Pi , mj columns of the partitioning of A , B according to the number of local 
inputs - outputs respectively, then the parametrization of solutions of the DSP can be 
derived from the family of 1Rc:P(S) -left unimodular solutions, Xi , of the set of equations 
T j • X j = Ci , i = 1 , ... , It for which [C I , ... , Cit] is 1Rc:P(S) - unimodular. In our study we 
show that the above parametrization requires the existence of a constructive method 
that enables us to generate the family of all Rc:P(s) - unimodular matrices of given 
dimensions , as well as , the families of 1Rc:P(S) -left , right unimodular matrices which 
complete given 1Rc:P(S) -left , right unimodular matrices to square Rc:p(s) - unimodular . 
Such methods are examined and a parametrization of solutions of the nsp is 
introduced. 
The parameters are expressed in terms of upper I lower triangular unimodular 
matrices which must satisfy certain constraints . These constraints introduce a 
necessary and sufficient criterion that enables us to identify the admissible parameters. 
Although in the general case the family of qualifying parameters is not described in 
closed form, there are particular cases when this is possible. These cases are based on 
the property I [Vid. 4] , of the Smith forms of T i over R,,(8) to be generic . A closed 
form description of the family of parameters is given in the case of two blocks 
3 
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decentralized stabilizing controllers. 
A special case of decentralized stabilization of continuous time linear systems , for 
which a complete parametrization of stabilizing controllers can be achieved using it 
different approach , is the Diagonal Decentralized Stabilization problem , (DDSP) . 
[Kar. 2], [Guc. 1] . In this special case, given a plant transfer matrix over 1R::p(S) , the 
problem is to determine a stabilizing compensator C = diag{ C1 , •.• , c,,} over 1R::p(S) , 
such that the feedback system is stabilized by C . As in the case of the DSP the 
stability requirement may be expressed in terms of Matrix Fractional Representations 
of transfer matrices [Vid. 4] , and highlights the important role of "fixed modes" over 
the region of instability , [Wan. 1] , [And. 1] , [And. 2] . The existence and 
characterization of solutions of the DDSP is intimately related to systems that exhibit 
the property of cyclicity. After formulating the DDSP in a similar manner to the DSP , 
the construction of the family of all diagonal stabilizing controllers is reduced to 
determining what are termed mode T mutually stabilizing pairs. The existence of such 
pairs forms the base of a complete characterization of the family of diagonal stabilizing 
controllers . This characterization is essential , since it provides the means to define 
certain diagonal stabilizing controllers , such as proper , reliable, stable. 
Notice that equation (1.1) is a special case of the more general equation (1.2) . 
Furthermore equation (1.2) is central to the formulation of the Exact Model Matching, 
(EMM) and Stable Exact Model Matching, (SEMM) , problems. The EMM requires 
the existence and characterization of proper solutions of (1.2) , when A , B are given 
matrices over IRpr(S) , [Wol 1] , [Wo!. 3] , [Var 5] , [Var. 6] , [For 1] . If the requirement 
that the solutions of (1.2) should be stable is added then we define the SEMM problem, 
[Wo!. 3] [Sco 1] , [And. 3] , [Kuc. 9] , [Emr. 1] , [Kar. 5] , [Per. 1] . Equations (1.3) and 
(1.4) , (the last in the reduced form A· X + y. B = C , X· A + B· Y = C) , appear in 
the formulation of a group of control synthesis problems known as Noninteracting , or 
Decoupling Control Problems. There are many different versions of such problems, 
depending on the control feedback configurations postulated. These are problems which 
require the existence and characterization of controllers that achieve certain outputs to 
be independent of certain inputs , or the transfer matrices of certain input - output 
channels to meet prespecified constraints , such as stability. Internal stability of the 
feedback scheme is quite often an additional requirement. We distinguish between the 
Disturbance Decoupling , (DDP) , and Disturbance Decoupling with Internal Stability, 
(DDISP) , Problems, [Aka. 1] , [Mor. 3] , [Ohm. 1] , [Ozg. 1] , [Ozg. 2] I [Sch. 1] , [Sto. 
1] , [Wol. 4] , [Won. 1] , [Wil. 2] , [Tak. 1] ; the Noninteractive Control, (NICP) , and 
Noninteractive Control with Internal Stability, (NCISP) , Problems, [Aka. 1] , [Aka. 
2] , [Bay. 1] , [Dsc. 1] , [Fal. 1) , [Ham. 1] , [Mrg. 1] , [Mor. 3} , [Wil. 1) , [Wol. I} , 
[Won. 1]. Some additional problems to the above concerning especially equation (1.4) 
are the Regulator Problem, (RP) , and Regulator Problem with Internal Stability, 
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(RPIS) , [Bcn. 1] , [Chg. 1] , [Hau. 1J , [Kha. 1J , [Sae. 1J , [Sch. 2J , [Sch. 3] , [Wol. 5J , 
[Won. 1] , [Won. 2J , [Won. 3J . The first, second, fifth and sixth problems, i.e. DDP , 
DDISP , RP , RPIS arc considered over a two vector channel, continuous time, linear 
system with feedback applying round the first channel. The first channel input - output 
is referred to as the control input - measured output , whereas the second one as the 
disturbance input - controlled output , For the third and forth problems , i.e, NICP , 
NCISP , a three vector channel, continuous time linear system with feedback applying 
around the first channel is postulated, 
From establishing the existence of an intimate relation between certain control 
synthesis problems and matrix equations so far , the need for developing a unifying 
algebraic framework for treating these equations is motivated. In our attempt to do so 
the given matrices A , B ,Ai' Bi ,C ,in (1.1)-(1.4) ,are considered over the field of 
fractions of an arbitrary PID , whereas the unknown X , Y , Xi , are required to be over 
this PID . The approach of solving matrix equations within the same algebraic 
framework is based on the structural properties of matrices o\'er PIDs , More precisely, 
if a matrix over a given PID , G];, , is considered I then certain algebraic tools over G];, 
such as , greatest left - right divisors , nonsquare left - right divisors , projectors , 
annihilators , left - right inverses can be defined; whereas if a matrix over the field of 
fractions of G];, is given , an _ extension of the notions of common and least common 
multiplies of its rows , columns is introduced . Then the structural properties of a 
matrix over G], can be investigated via these algebraic tools, The solvability conditions 
and parametrization of solutions of (1.1) - (1.4) can be expressed in terms of greatest 
left - right _,divisors, projectors and left - right inverses, over the PID of interest G];, , of 
the given matrices along with parametric matrices over G], , 
The structure of this thesis and the organization of the material are developed as 
follows: 
Chapter 2 is a survey of control synthesis problems and matrix equations that emerge 
in their mathematical formulation , In section 2.2 we briefly present the concept of 
stability of linear systems and the relation between the notions of internal and external 
stability . Stability is a very important requirement in all the control problems we deal 
with and in general it is an essential qualitative property of linear control systems , 
since there is great danger for an unstable system to "burst" as time goes to infinity. In 
sections 2.3 and 2.4 we review the classical control synthesis problems of Centralized 
and Decentralized Stabilization , the solution of which can be reduced to the study of 
solvability and characterization of solutions, (or special types of them) , of the standard 
matrix Diophantine equation (1.1) , over R,,(s) . In section 2.5 we review the Exact 
Model Matching and Stable Exact Model Matching Problems , central role in the 
formulation of which is played by the matrix equation (1.2) over Rpr(s) , R,,(s) 
respectively. In section 2.6 we switch to a group of control synthesis problems known as 
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NOllilltcracting , or Decouplillg COlltrol Prohlellls . 'vVe prescnt vanous case of them 
(Disturbaw'e Dccoupling and Disturbance Dc("oupling with Internal Stability , 
:\'ollillteracting Control. illlt! Nonillteradiug Coutrol with lutemal St.ability) , and we 
associate t.hem with tIl(' solvability of the matrix equation (l.3) . Finally, in section 2.7 
we collsicin the Regulator Problem and Regulator Problem with Illternal Stability that 
gives rise to a special case of the matrix equatiou (1.4) , i.e. the equations A· X+ y. n = 
= C , X· A + B· Y = C , A . X . B + C· Y . E = F) . 
Chapter 3 is concerned with computational issues of the set of proper and <p stable 
rational functions, IRcp(S) . Our aim is to give an algorithmic construction of the family 
of least" Euclidean degree" remainders, bysteping the existing tedious one that can be 
found in [You. 11 . Our effort is based on the approach introduced in [Vid. 41 for the 
(ietermination of the existence of a family of least" Euclidean degree" remainders . The 
construction of such a family is not presented there . More precisely , in section 3.2 the 
ring of proper and stable functions is introduced; in section 3.3 a unique, modulo a real 
number of <pc , factorization for the elements of IRcp(S) is introduced and in section 3.4 
the Euclidean division as well as its non uniqueness of remainder is examined . The 
motivation for the use of unit interpolation in the following sections is given at the end. 
In section 3.5 the interpolation by unit over IRcp(S) is examined, by using the concept 
of the logarithm of an element of a Banach Algebra and introducing a special type of 
Banach algebra the Disc Algebra of symmetric analytic functions , which map a disc 
onto C . Two approaches for the derivation of an interpolating unit over IRcp(S) are given 
and lead to two algorithmic constructions of the least "Euclidean degree" family of 
remainders in section 3.6 . A comparison between the two methods gives the more 
efficient one. Finally, in section 3.7 a generalization of the Euclidean division between 
square matrices with entries proper and stable functions, [Vid. 4] , is presented. As an 
application of the knowledge of the family of least "Euclidean degree" remainders of a 
Euclidean division between two elements of IR (S) , the construction of the least number 
cp 
of unstable poles family of stabilizing controllers is described. 
In Chapter 4 an alternative method for the computation of the greatest common 
divisor, (GCD) , of a set of polynomials is studied. The notions of common and GeDs 
of sets of polynomials are basic mathematical tools underlying the definitions and 
properties of concepts , such as multivariable zeroes , [Mac. 1] , decoupling zeroes , 
[Ros. 1] , of linear systems theory. These concepts are central in the computation of 
tools such as Smith forms, Hermit forms matrix divisors etc. of the algebraic systems 
theory, [Kai. 1] , [Kuc. 1] , etc. The computation of the GeD , f(s) , of a set of m 
polynomials of IRIS) , E (s) , of a maximal degree 8 , has attracted a lot of attention, 
[Bar. 1], [Bar. 2] , [Kai. 1] , [Kar. 7] , [Kar. 8] , [Mit. 1] , [Mit. 2] , [Mit. 4] . The role of 
GeDs in the solution of problems of linear control theory is well established , [Kai. 1] . 
Various approaches for the computation of the GeD of E (s) have been established; an 
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analytical survey of the existing numerical methods cau be found in [lVIit. 2] , [Kar. 7] . 
Characterizations of the GCD in terms of standard resnlts from linear systems theory 
and their relatioll to classical Matrix Pellcil theory can be fonnd in [Kar. 2] . 
Our aim is to provide an alternative characterization for the GCD , f(s) , of a set of 
polynomials represented by the vector ~ (s) by expressing the relationship 
~ (s)=g (s). f(s) ill terms of real matrices, (basis matrices (h.m.) P , Q of ~ (s) , g (s) 
respectively) , and the Toeplitz representation of f(s) . This relates the GCD with the 
existence of a special Toeplitz base {W} of a subspace 'V' ~ Nr{P} ; this base has the 
additional property that the nour-ero entries of W, (the matrix formed by {W}) , have a 
certain expression involving the coefficients of f( s) and 'V' has the greatest possible 
dimension , ('V' may be N r {P}) , that the latter may happen . The above leads to the 
introduction of an algorithm which constructs the coefficients of the GCD as a tuple 
which belongs to a certain affine variety. The employment of Groebner bases, [Cox. 1], 
[Bee. 1] , [Sha. 1] [Hal'. 1] , is essential for the application of the algorithm. 
In Chapter 5 we investigate struct.ural properties of matrices over a PID , ~ . The 
matrices are assumed to have entries over ~ . These properties are used to generate 
algebraic tools that , (later on in Chapter 6) , will enable us to formulate a unifying 
framework to deal with solvability of matrix equations over G], . The existence and 
characterization of families of greatest left - right divisors , greatest extended (non 
square) left - right divisors, projectors, annihilators, left - right inverses over G], is 
introduced . An extension of the notion of common , least common multiples of the 
rows , columns of a matrix over the field of fractions of ~ is also considered . The 
relation between these algebraic tools and the column, row G], - modules, maximum 
G], - modules of the matrices under investigation is established. 
In Chapter 6 we tackle the very important issue of formulating a unifying approach 
for solving the matrix equations (1.1) - (1.4) over the PID of interest , ~ . In our 
attempt to do so we use the results derived in Chapter 5 . The given matrices A , B , Ai 
Bi , C , in (1.1) - (1.2) are considered over the field of fractions, g , of G], , whereas the 
unknown matrices X , Y 1 Xi are required to be over G], . Condi tions for the existence as 
well as parametrization of solutions of the equations in question are provided in terms of 
greatest left - right divisors of the given matrices as well as parametric matrices over G], 
Equations (1.2) , (1.3) are the most important in our study , since the remaining 
equations are special cases of them . The solutions of equation (1.4) for example are 
special type "block diagonal" solutions of (1.3) . The pararnetization over G], of the 
families of solutions of the equations in question provided here are in closed form. 
In Chapter 7 we consider equation (1.1) as it arises from the Total Finite Settling 
Time Stabilization and Dead - Beat Response Problems , for discrete time linear 
systems. Our main interest is to investigate equation (1.1) for solutions that define 
controllers with minimum extended McMillan degree , (EMD) . After an initial 
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introductioIl and forlllulation of the problem III section 7.2 , parametrization issues for 
such st abilizing controllers are examined in section 7.3 . The import.ance of 
characterizing soll1 tiolls of (1.1) tha t correspond to colullln , (row) , red 11ced matrices is 
established. \Ve prove that those solutions of (1.1) , (with C an arbitrary polynomial 
unimodular lllatrix) , form a now'mpty , dcnse , but neither open, nor closed subset of 
the set of solutions. The latter result implies that the sum of minimum colullln , (row), 
degrees that occur in the set of solutions of (1.1) is more likely to serve as an upper 
bound rather than be equal to the minimum EMD . 
The approach employed for the parametrization of least column , (row) , degrees 
solutions of (1.1) is based on its Toeplitz matrix representation. This approach leads to 
a very simple algorithm involving only the computation of right, (left) , null spaces of 
real matrices . The construction of a lower bound for the minimum EMD takes place in 
section 7.7 . A method similar to the one used for the characterization of minimum 
column degrees is employed . Some additional issues , such as , the PI controller 
problem and fixed controllability index stabilizing controllers are studied as well . 
Chapter 8 is concerned with the Decentralized Stabilization Problem, (DSP) , for 
multivariable , linear, continuous time, systems. Our aim in this chapter is to study 
alternative means of parametrization for the solutions of the DSP and try to provide 
closed form descriptions of the families of parameters in some cases. In section 8.2 we 
give a statement of the problem and present the mathematical framework for 
approaching it. If (D , N) denotes an IR~(S) - coprime left MFD of the plant, Ti are 
the matrices formed from the Pi , mi columns of the partitioning of D , N according to 
the number of local inputs - outputs respectively, then the parametrization of solutions 
of the DSP is derived from the set of left unimodular solutions , Xi , of the set of 
equations T i . Xi = = U i , i = 1 , ... , K , for which [ U 1 , •.. , U I( ] is unimodular. 
In our study we show that the above parametrization requires the existence of a 
constructive method that enables us to generate the family of all unimodular matrices 
of given dimensions, as well as the families of left, (right) unimodular matrices which 
complete given left, (right) , unimodular matrices to square unimodular ones. Such 
methods are examined in section 8.3 . The issue of interest in this chapter is introduced 
in section 8.4 . There , a parametrization of solutions of the DSP is introduced . The 
parameters are expressed in terms of upper , lower triangular matrices which must 
satisfy certain constraints . These constraints introduce a necessary and sufficient 
criterion that enables us to identify the admissible parameters . Although , in the 
general case , the family of qualifying parameters is not described in closed form there 
are particular cases when this is possible. These cases are based on the property, [Vid. 
4] , of the Smith forms of Ti to be generic; Then a closed form description of the family 
of parameters defined is given in section 8.5 . 
Finally in chapter 9 we study a special case of Decentralized Stabilization , the 
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Diagona.l Decentralized Stabilization . (DDSP) , ProbleIll ' The fOrIllULttioll of thl' 
problem is simila.r to the OIlC in chapter 8 . but the approach employed for its solution is 
COlli pic! ely differcIl t , and result s t.o (L closed form parametriz(l t.ion of t.he desired 
sta.bilizing controllers A statement of the problem and its consequ(,nt formulation arc 
iIltroduced in sC'ction 9.2 ; the notion of cyclicity is defined. Section 9,3 ref('rs to iUI 
equivalent formulation of the problem which finally transforms it to tlw search for 
necessary and sufficient solvability conditions of a scalar Diophantine equation , over 
IRGjI(S) , the solutions of which must meet certain factorization constraints. 
The actual necessary and sufficient solvability conditions for the problem are 
introduced in section 9.4 . The connection between the cyclicity property of the plant 
and the existence of diagonal stabilizing controllers is established . The parametrization 
of all stabilizing controllers is studied in section 9.5 , It is reduced to determining what. 
are termed mode T mutually stabilizing pairs and the existence of such pairs forms the 
basis of a complete parametrization . The rest of the chapter deals with the 
determination of proper , reliable , stable stabilizing diagonal controllers by making use 
of the parametrization introduced in section 9.5 . 
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2.1. INTRODUCTION 
A great deal of research issues addressed ill this th('~i~ are motivated by the need of 
(leriving couditiollS for thc existence aud dwracterizatioll uf solutions, (or special types 
of them) , of ccrtaiu matrix equations. over the rin,!!; of iutcrest , (in practice IR[Sj , or 
IR,,}(S)) . This chapter is a brief survey of control synthesis problcms , (such as the 
centralized and decentralized stabilization problems , t he model matching and exact 
model matching problems , the total finite settling time stabilization for discrete time 
systems, the decoupling and noninteracting control problems, the regulator problem) , 
the solution of which can be reduced to the solution of such matrix equations . A 
central requirement to all the problems we review here is the internal stability of the 
feedback system. Stability in general is a very important qualitative property of control 
systems , siuce an unstable system will "burst" as time approaches infinity . In 
literature [Won. 1] , [Vid. 4] , [Che. 1] , [Kai. 1] , [Ozg. 1] , [Ka!. 1] , [Kuc. 2] , [Des. 1] , 
[Ros. 1] and references therein , one can find various concepts of stability such as , 
bounded input - bounded output (BIBO , or external) stability, stability in the sense of 
Lyapunov , asymptotic (or internal) stability, total stability. Following the approach 
of [Vid. 4] , [Che. 1] and [Kai. 1] , we concentrate in section 2.2 on the issue of internal 
and external stability, their interconnection and the properties a system should meet in 
order these two concepts to be equivalent. 
The more general problem of centralized stabilization, (CSP) , [You. 1J , [Des. 1J , 
[Vid. 4] , [Kuc. 2] , i.e. the stabilization of an unstable plant using a precompensator , 
(or feedback compensator) , and unity output feedback scheme is presented in section 
2.3 . The 'ring of proper and <P - stable rational functions, IR,,}(S) , serves as the ring of 
interest . In this problem no restrictions on the input - output connections between 
controllers are required . The solution of the CSP is associated with the study of the 
standard matrix Diophantine equation, (MOE) : 
A·X + B·Y = C, (X.A + Y·B = C) (2.1.1) 
where (A , B) is a left , (right) , coprime matrix fractional description , (MFD) , of the 
plant transfer matrix and C an arbitrary unimodular matrix over the ring of interest . 
Later on , in chapter 7 , equation (2.1.1) will be associated with the ring of polynomials 
and certain issues concerning its solutions will be studied. Such polynomial MDEs arise 
from stabilization problems of discrete time linear systems, like the total finite settling 
time stabilization, (TFSTS) , and the dead - beat response, (DBR) , [Ber. 1] , [Ise. 1] , 
[Kal. 1] , [Kuo. 1] , [Kuc. 1] - [Kuc. 8] , [Vid. 4] , [Kar. 1] . Characterization of solutions 
of (2.1.1) according to the extended Me Millan degree, (EMD) , of the controllers they 
define is an essential research issue. A problem of similar nature is the decentralized 
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stabilization problem, (DSP) , [And. 1] , [And. 2] , [Cor. 1] , [Cor. 2] , [Won. 1] , [\Van. 
1] , [Kar. 2] , [Ozp;. 1] , only hcre the stclbilizinp; controllers' transfer Il1ittrices must be of 
it block (iiap;onal type. i.c. a well defined input output relationship betw('en coutrollers 
must h(~ maiIltaiucd . Thc need for such type of stabilizing controllers ('specially appears 
in the stabilization of large scale systems with seyeral control stations. The formulation 
of the DSP via the algebraic method of expressing the plant and controller transfer 
matrices as MFDs results to the need for existence and parametrization of a special type 
of solutions of (2.1.1) . The DSP and its formulation are presented in section 2.4 . 
In section 2.5 the exact model matching , (EMMP) , and stable exact model 
matching, (SEMMP) problems are associated with the matrix equation: 
A· X = B , (y. A = B) (2.l.2) 
over, IRpr(S) , or IRcp(S) . The EMMP , [Wol. 1J , [Wol. 3J , [For. 1] , [Var. 6] , requires 
the existence and characterization of solutions of (2.1.2) over IRpr(S) , where A , Bare 
known matrices over IR':P(S) . If the requirement that X , (Y) , should be stable is added 
then we define the SEMMP , [Wol. 3] , [Sco. 1J , [And. 3J , [Kuc. 9] , [Per. 1J , [Emr. 1J , 
[Kar. 5] . 
In section 2.6 we switch to a type of problems that require one or more output 
vectors to be independent from one or more input vectors and are known as 
noninteracting or decoupling control problems . There are many different versions of 
such problems depending on the control feedback configurations postulated . In this 
section we .distinguish between the disturbance decoupling , (DDP) , [Aka. 1] , [Mor. 3], 
[Ohm. 1] ,'[Sch. 1J , [Sto. 1J , [Wol. 4J , [Ozg. 1J , [Ozg. 2] , [Won. 1J , [Wi 1. 2] , [Tak. 1 ] 
and noninteracting control, (NICP) , [Aka. 1J , [Aka. 2] , [Bay. 1] , [Dsc. 1] , [Fal. 1] , 
[Ham. 1J , [Mrg. 1J , [Mor. 3J , [Wil. 1J , [Won. 1J , [Wol. 1J , [Ozg. 1J , with or without 
the internal stability requirement for the feedback system. 
The DDP and DDP with internal stability, (DDISP) , are considered over a two 
vector channel system , with feedback applying around the first channel . The first 
channel input - output is referred to as the control input - measured output , where as 
the second channel one is referred to as the disturbance input - controlled output. The 
NICP and NICP with internal stability, (NCISP) , are considered over a three vector 
channel system, with feedback applying around the first channel. The solvability of all 
these problems is associated with the solvability and characterization of solutions of the 
matrix equation : 
A·X·B = C (2.1.3) 
over 1Rc:P(S) . Finally a different type of problem associated with the same feedback 
configuration as the DDP and DDISP is the regulator problem and regulator problem 
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with illternal stahilit,Y , (RP) , (RPIS) , respectiv<'iy , [BCll. 1] , [Chg. 1] , [Hau. 1] , 
[Klw. 1] , [Sac, 1] , [SelL 2] , [Sell. 3] , [Won. 1] , [Won. 2] , [\VOll. 3] , [\Vol. 5] . The RP 
r(,quires the j>iua.llldriz<ltion of controllers that result to disturbaIlce input - controlled 
output trclllsfcr lllatrices to be stable , where as in the case of RPIS the requiremcnt 
t hat the controllers must internally stabilize the system is added . The solvability of 
this problems is reduced to the solvability and charactC'rizatioIl of solutions of the 
matrix equations: 
A·X + Y·B = C, X·A + B·Y = C, A·X·D + C·Y·D = E (2.1.4) 
over 1RG]l(S) , The matrix equations (2.1.1)-(2.1.4) derived in this chapter arc treated 
later on in this thesis via a unifying algebraic framework established in chapter 6 . 
2.2. THE CONCEPT OF STABILITY FOR LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Stability is a very important qualitative property of linear control systems , SInce 
every working system is designed to be closed loop stable. If a system is not closed loop 
stable, it is usually of no use as far as applications are concerned. In literature [Won. 
1] , [Vid. 4] , [Chc, 1] , [Kai. 1] , [Ozg. 1] , [Kal. 1] , [Kuc. 2] , [Des. 1] , [Ros. 1] and 
references therein , one can find various concepts of stability such as , bounded 
input - bounded output (131130 , or external) stability , stability in the sense of 
Lyapunov , asymptotic (or internal) stability , total stability . But the two main 
concepts of stability that concern us here is external and internal stability . These are 
characterized by the external, (input -output) , internal, (state space) , descriptions of 
the system and under certain constraints, (stabilizability , detectability) , they are 
equivalent, [Kai. 1] , [Vid. 4] , [Ros. 1] , [Won. 1] . 
More precisely , consider the standard feedback configuration associated with a 
precompensator and unity output feedback shown below: 
where , P E 1R:;m(S) represents the plant and C E R;rzP(s) the compensator transfer 
matrices respectively ; !h , 112 denote the externally applied inputs to the compensator 
and plant respectively ; ~1 , ~2 denote the inputs to the compensator and plant 
respectively . The system under study is then described by : 
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(2.2.1 ) 
These system equations Gill be rewritten as : 
~=!! -F·G·~ , y= G·~ (2.2.2) 
where, 
(2.2.3) 
It is easy to verify that I I + F· G I = I I + p. C I = I I + C· PI. 
Definition (2.2.1) (Vid. 41 : The system described by the set of equations (2.2.1) is well 
posed if / I + F· G / is nonzero as an element of IR(S) , i.e. if / I + F· G / is not 
identically zero for all SEC U {oo} . 0 
This condition is necessary and sufficient to ensure that (2.2.1) has a unique solution 
over IR~ + m)x(p + m)(S) for ~I , ~2 corresponding to every !!I , !!2 of appropriate dimension 
If the system described by (2.2.1) is well posed then (2.2.1) can be solved for ~I , ~2 ; 
this gives: 
(2.2.4 ) 
where H(P,C) is the transfer matrix from!! to ~ . It is possible to obtain several 
equivalent expressions for H(P ,C) . One of them may be proved to be : 
-I 
(I + p·C),1 -p.(I + C.p)'1 1 P 
H(P,C) = = (2.2.5) 
C·(I + p.C)'I (I + C.pr i -C 1 
If we do not wish both (I + p. Cr1 , (I + C· pr} to occur in (2.2.5) we can transform it 
by using the following matrix identities [Vid. 4J : 
(I + p. crl = 1 - p. (I + c· pr1 . c , c· (I + p. cr1 = (I + c· pr1 . C (2.2.6) 
(2.2.6) holds true with P , C interchanged throughout as well. Thus H(P ,C) takes the 
following two equivalent expressions: 
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I-P·(I + c·pr1.C -P·(I + (,·pr 1 
H(P,C) = (.) 2 -) _ .. 1 
(I + C'Pf1·C (I+C·pr l 
(2.2.8) 
C.(I+p·Cr l I-C·(I + p·crl.p 
of these the first involves only (1 + C· pr 1 and the second only (1 + p. Cr 1 . 
Definition {2.2.2} {Vid. 4} : The pair (P , C) is stable , if the system described by 
(2.2.1) is well posed and H(P, C) E IR~ + m)x(p + m)(S) . 0 
The condition for stability in definition (2.2.2) is symmetric in P and C ; thus (P , C) is 
stable if and only if (C , P) is stable . Consider now the transfer matrix from y to ~ , 
W(P,C) . Then: 
W(P,C) = G·(I + F·G)"I and ~= W(P,C)·y (2.2.9) 
Lemma {2.2.1} {Vid. 4} : W(P,C} is over lR(p+m)x(p+m)(S) if and only if H(P, C) is over 
CJl 
lR(p + m)x(p + m)(S) . 0 
CJl 
The above lemma justifies why stability for a pair (P , C) was defined is terms of 
H(P ,C) and not W(P ,C) ; both notions of stability are equivalent. We proceed now 
with the concepts of external, internal stability and their relationship. 
Definition {2.2.9} {Kai. 1} I {Che. 1} : The system described by the set of equations 
(2.2.1) is said to be externally, (BIBO) , stable if every bounded input II y (t) II < M I , 
- 00 < - T:::; t :::; 00 I produces a bounded output II JL {t} II < M2 , - 00 < - T:S t :S 00 0 
Remark {2.2.1} : Definition (2.2.9) makes it clear that external stability refers to the 
external description of the system . It can be shown, [Kai. 1} , [Che. 1} , [Vid. 4} , that 
a system with external description given by (2.2.9) is externally stable if and only if the 
poles of W{P,C) have negative real parts. 0 
Assume now that the state space equations of a realization of the system, described by 
(2.2.1) , is given by : 
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{~= A-~ + B-" . ~ ,.(1.)." ~"(t) 
~= C·~ + D·!! ,X :=~:(t) 
(2.2.10) 
Definition (2.2 ... 1) [Kai. 1} , [Cite. 1} : The .-:ystern deslTibed by the 8tt of equations 
(2.2.1) and a Halization of it is given by {2.22.10} . iii said to be internally, 
(asymptotically) . stable if the solutions of : 
{2.2.11} 
tend towards zero as time approaches infinity , for ar·bdTal'Y ~ . o 
Remark (2.2.2) : Definition {2.2.4} makes it clem" that internal stability refers to a 
realization of the system. It can be shown, [Ka.i. 1} , {Che. 1} , [Vid. 4J that if a system 
has a realization given by (2.2.10) then it is internally stable if and only if the 
eigenvalues of A have negative real parts. o 
The interconnection between external and internal stability is established next . 
Remarks (2.2.1) • (2.2.2) clearly yield that internal stability always imply external one, 
since the poles of the system transfer matrix form a subset of the set of eingevalues of 
the state space matrix A . The inverse though is not always true, since cancellations in 
the system transfer matrix may lead to the existence of unstable unobservable modes , 
(eigenvalue..s) , of A . The latter is illustrated in the following example: 
Example (2.2.1) : Assume that a linear system has state space description given by : 
Then, 
[ ~I]=[ 1 O].[XI]+[ 1].u,[X 1(O)]=[XlO] x2 -2-1 x2 ° X2(O) x20 
y = [ 1 1 ) -[ :: ] 
t + t xl=e·x lO e*u 
X2 = (e-t-et).xIO + e- t ,x20 + (e-t_et)*u 
y = e- t . (XlO + X20) + e-t*u 
(2.2.12) 
(2.2.13) 
(2.2.14) 
(2.2.15) 
where, f*u denotes the convolution of the functions f , u . While (2.2.15) implies that 
the system is externally stable , (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) imply that it is not internally 
stable . Furthermore we notice that the unstable eigenvalue of A , 1 , does not appear 
in (2.2.15) , i.e. is an unobservable mode, [Kai. 1] , whereas the sta.ble one, -1 , does. 
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On til<' other hand, if We' apply constant state fceohack in (2.2.12) , descrihed by : 
v = 11 - [k l k'2]';"; = 11 - k r . x (2,2,16) 
the system is transformed to : 
[ 
~J 1 = [k~+l k2 ].[ ~I 1 + [ 1 l.v, [X1(O)] = [XIO] 
X 2 2 -1 x2 0 x2(O) X 20 
y = [ 1 1 J -[ :: 1 
(2.2.17) 
If we select kJ = - 3 , k2= 0 , then the system with state space description given by 
(2.2.17) is both externally and internally stable. Thus the original system in (2.2.12) 
has an unstable mode which can be shifted arbitrarily , 1.('. the mode is controllable, 
[Kai. 1] . 0 
Example (2.2.1) has illustrated the effect the concepts of observable, unobservable, 
controllable , uncontrollable modes have to external and internal stability of a linear 
system . Simultaneously example (2.2.1) introduces the notions of detectability , 
stabilizability . In literature [Won. 1] , [Kai. 1] , [Ros. 1] , [Vid. 4] , [Kuc. 2] , one can 
find various definitions of detectability , stabilizability of a linear control system. The 
definition we state in the following is motivated by the observations of example (2.2.1) . 
Definition {2.2.5} [Kai. 1} , [Won. 1} : i) A system with state space description given in 
(2.2.10) is said to be stabilizable if all the uncontrollable egenvalues , (i.e. all the 
eigenvalues that can not be arbitrarily shifted by state feedback) , of the state matrix A 
are stable. 
ii) A system with state space description given in {2. 2.1 O} is said to be detectable if all 
the unobservable eigenvalues, (i.e. all the eigenvalues that do not appear as poles of the 
system transfer matrix) , of the state matrix A are stable. 0 
Remark {2.2.9} : It is clear that when a system is stabilizable , then it can be internally 
stabilized and thus become externally stable as well . On the other hand a detectable 
system which is externally stable is internally stable as well . o 
Theorem (2.2.1) [Kai. 1} , [Vid . .I} : Let a system be described by the set of equations 
(2.2.1) . Then external stability is equivalent to internal stability I if and only if the state 
space realizations of both P,C are stabilizable and detectable . 0 
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2.3. CENTRALIZED STABILIZATION AND THE STANDARD MATRIX 
DIOPHANTINE EQUATION 
Consider a \vel! posed detectable ano stabilizable control linear system described hy 
the set of equations (2.2.1) , or equivalently (2.2.4) , (2.2.9) . The system is stable if and 
only if every element of W(P ,C) , or equivalently H(P ,C) belongs to 1Rc;y(S) , 'P = 
=L + U {oo} . If \v(P,C) == Wand H(P,C) == H then: 
W = G·(I + F·Gfl = G·R ¢} G = W·H- I = W.(adjH/1 H I) (2.3.1 ) 
The last expression implies that every clement of the matrix G = diag{ C , P} (I.nd 
hence every element of C , P can be expressed as a ratio of two functions from IR (s) . 
c;y 
The latter has led to the development of an algebraic framework for solving stabilization 
problems , known as the matrix fraction description approach, (MFD) , [Vid. 1] , [Des. 
1] , [Sac. 2] , [Ant. 1] , [Kal. 1] , [Kuc. 2] , [Fra. 1] , [Var. 3] and references therein. The 
most classical stabilization problem is the so called centralized stabilization problem , 
(CSP) , [You. 2] , [Des. 1] , [Vid. 4] , [Kuc. 2] , which requires the derivation of 
conditions for existence and characterization of stabilizing controllers for an unstable 
linear system. Within the algebraic framework of MFD approach the expression of P , 
C as coprime MFDs over 1Rc;y(S) is important. Thus if : 
P = D~I.NI = N2 ·Dil 
C = A~I.81 = B2 ·Ail 
(2.3.2) 
(2.3.3) 
with (DI , NI) , (AI' 8 1) left coprime MFDs , (D2 , N2) , (A2 , 8 2) right coprime MFDs 
of P , Cover 1Rc;y(S) respectively. By inserting (2.3.2) , (2.3.3) to (2.2.5) , H(P ,C) is 
transformed to: 
-I 
-I 
o 
H(P,C) = (2.3.4) 
Proposition (2.9.1) [Kai. 1} : If (DI I NI ) I (AI I B1) left coprime MFDs I (D2 I N2) I 
(A21 E2) right coprime MFDs of P , C over IR~(S) respectively, then (2.9 .. 4) defines a 
left I right coprime MFD of H(P, C) over IR~(S) • 0 
Let a system described by the set of equations (2.2.10) , be free of "hidden modes" , i.e. 
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1lIlobservable . uncontrollable eigenvalues of the state matrix A , and kt the plallt Cl.ud 
compensator be expressed as in (2,3.2) , (2.3,3) , Then we state the following res1llt : 
Proposition (2,:/.2) {Kuc. l} : The c/t.aT'actcTist'ic pole function of H(P, C) is qim:n by the 
ridcnninants of the denominator- matr-ir:es : 
multiplied by a unit of IRGjl(S) , or equivalently by : 
modulo units of 1R"]l(S) , 
(2.8,5) 
(2.8,6) 
o 
Thus solvability of CSP is associated with the study of existence and characterization of 
solutions of the standard matrix Diophantine equations, [Vid. 4] , [Kuc. 2] , [You. 2] , 
[Des. 1] : 
(2.3.7) 
where, (X , Y) must be right, left coprime pairs such that U , V are IRGjl(S) unimodular 
Equations (2.3.7) have always a solution, since (Dl , Nl ) , (D2 , N2) are left, right 
coprime over IR (s) ; if (Xo , Yo) is a solution of (2.3.7) the family of solutions is given Gjl 
by: 
[ ~ ] = [ ~: ] + [ _~:]. L , IX , YI = IXo , Y 01 + T· I - N, , D,I (2.3.8) 
with L , T parametric matrices over IR (S) . It has been proven , [Vid. 4] , that the Gjl 
determinants of the matrices X defined in (2.3.8) are generically nonzero and thus the 
pairs (X , Y) generically correspond to coprime MFDs over 1Rc:p(S) . In our study we 
concentrate to the investigation of conditions for the existence and characterization of 
special types of solutions of (2.3.7) in order to meet the constraints of the decentralized 
and diagonal decentralized stabilization problems , (DSP) , (DDSP) , as well as 
characterization of solutions of (2.3.7) , ((2.3.7) is assumed over the ring RId] , d = Z-l) , 
which define minimum extended McMillan degree , (EMD) , controllers so that the 
requirements of the total finite settling time stabilization, (TFSTS) , and dead - beat 
response, (DBRP) , problems, (for discrete time systems) , are satisfied. 
The TFSTS requires all the internal and external variables, (signals) , of the system 
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to settle to a nC'w stcady - state after finite time from the application of a step change 
to its input and for every initial condition , [Ka1'. 1] . The TFSTS comprises the 
dead - beat l'CSPOIlSC problem, i.e. the forciug of the state or output vector from any 
iuitial state to the origin in minimum time. [I3Cl'. 1] . [Ise. 1] . [Ked. 1] . [KilO. 1] , [Ku<:. 
1] .. [Kl1c. 8] , [Vid. 4] . The TFSTS and DI3RP call be vi('\YC'd as a type of minimal 
desigIl problems , (MOP) , because of the constraints imposed on tll(' stabilizing 
coutrollers to have minimum number of finite and infinite poles , EMD , among the 
family of all stabilizing controllers. Additionally the DSP and DDSP arc central in our 
study and much of our research effort has been devoted to them . The formulation of 
the DSP and DDSP as well as their interconnection to equation (2.3.7) is presented in 
t he next section . 
2.4. DECENTRALIZED STABILIZATION AND THE STANDARD MATRIX 
DIOPHANTINE EQUATION 
Significantly different from the CSP is the DSP for continuous time linear systems . 
This problem is due to restrictions on the feedback compensator structure , which are 
oftpn encountered in large scale systems . This systems have several local control 
st.ations ; each local compensator observes only the corresponding local outputs . Such 
decentralized control of systems results in a block diagonal compensator matrix scheme 
[San. 1] , [Gun. 1] , [Wan. 1] . Thus the DSP requires the stabilization of an unstable 
system by using a decentralized compensator and unity output feedback scheme. \Vang 
and Davison, [Wan. 1] and Corfmat and Morse. [Cor. 1] , [Cor. 2] , have introduced 
synt hesis methods for design of stabilizing decentralized compensators . It has been 
deri\'ed that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of local control laws 
with dynamic compensation to stabilize a given system is that the system has no "fixed 
modes" , [Wan. 1] , in the region of instability. Further study of the problem has been 
done in [And. 1 ] , [And. 2] , [Guc. 1] , [Ozg. 1 ] , [Kar. 3] . In [Gun. 1] , the DSP is 
treated within the algebraic framework of matrix fraction description of the plant and 
controller transfer matrices over 1Rc:p(S) • 
A special case of decentralized stabilization of continuous time linear systems is the 
diagonal decentralized stabilization problem, (DDSP) , [Kar. 2] , [Guc. 1] . In this 
special case, given a plant transfer matrix over 1R::p(S) , the problem is to determine a 
stabilizing compensator C = diag{ c1 , •.. , cp } over 1R::p(S) , such that the feedback 
system is stabilized by C . As in the case of the DSP the stability requirement may be 
expressed in terms of matrix fraction descriptions of transfer matrices [Vid. 4] , and 
highlights the important role of "fixed modes" over the region of instability, [Wan. 1] . 
As it will be made clear in chapters 8 and 9 , the DnSp is considered separately from 
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the DSP so that wc iHC ahle to apply it diff(~rellt. method of investigat.ing issues 1 
cOIlccrlliug the llaturc of stabilizing controllers , that. call uot be fully iuldn'sscd via 
geIleral DSr . Thl' existence and characteri;:atioll of solutions of the DDSr is illtimately 
related to syst.ems that exhihit the property of cyclicity. After formulating the DDSP 
in a similar IllaIllH'r to t.he DSP , the constrnction of the family of all diagonal 
stabili;:illg cont.rolkrs is reduced t.o determining what are termed mode T mut.ually 
stabilizing pa.lrs The existence of such pairs provides a base for addressing issues 
concerning the characterization and nature of the stabilizing controllers , (proper , 
reliable , st.able con trollers) . 
The algebraic formulation of the DSP is following next . The same formulation 
applies in the case of the DDSP if P = m = I\, , PI = mj = 1 , i = 1 , ... , I\, . If 
P f[])l'xm . Iff t' f th I C f[])mxp . h f f t' f E ~l'r (S) IS t lC t.rans er unc IOn 0 e pant, E ~pr (S) IS t e trans ('1' unc Ion a 
the controller. Assume that P is cP - stabilizable , cP - detectable, with <pt' the area of 
stability. If cP = C + U {oo} and IRG)(S) denotes the ring of proper and <P - stable functions 
consider an IRG)(S) - coprime MFD of the plant P = 0- 1 . N , where 0 E lR;p(S) , 
N E lR;m(S) and (Dr ' N p) is an IRG)(S) - coprime pair; and let C = diag{ C) , ... , CK } 
=N
c
' O~) be an IRG)(S) - coprime MFO of the diagonal controller , where , Ci 
I TIl -xp -. K K • • 
=Nj·Oi EIR I I(S) , (z = 1 ,2, ... , K. ,L mj = m,L Pi = p), IS an IRGb(s)-copnme 
G) 1=1 1=1 ;r 
MFO of C j . Then Nc = diag{N l , ... , NK } and Dc = diag{Dl , ... , OK} . It is known 
that t.he controller internally stabilizes the feedback system if and only if there exists 
some IR (S) - unimodular matrix U such that: G) 
(2.4.1) 
Partitioning 0 , N in terms of columns, (2.4.1) is expressed as : 
Dl 0 NI 0 
[D P} DP2 DPK ]. D2 [Nml Nm2 NPK 1 N2 , , ... , + , , ... , . 
0 DK 0 NK 
=[U1 ,U2 , .. ·,UK l (2.4.2) 
Or equivalently, 
(2.4.3) 
where, 
_ [DT 
- j 
[ 
p. m.] pz(p.+m.) . Ti = D 1 : N 1 E IRG} 1 1 (s) are matnces defined by the plant and Xi = 
NT]T n(p·+m.)zp. h t' h . 
, i E ftG)1 1 1(5) C arac enze t e Pi mput , mi output local controllers . 
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'1'1 Tf 1 . . PIT'. . . 1 U ~_ [ U
I 
, lC ~, are ill' )]trary lllatnces of iRep '(S) , wIth the additional prop(~rty t lat 
C'2'"'' 0" 1 is iRep(s)-unimodlllar. The latter condition implies tlliLt 0, arc left 
lluilllodular ill iR;'l',(S) . Parametrization issucs imd rdated topics of the DSP and DDSP 
iln' studied ill chapters 8 and 9 . 
2.5. MODEL MATCHING AND THE MATRIX EQUATION A·X = B, (Y.A = B) 
Consider a well posed detectable and stabilizahle control linear system described by 
the set of equations (2.2.1) 1 or equivalently (2.2.4) , (2.2.9) . If Co denotes a stabilizing 
controller for the system, then matrices DI , NI 1 Al , HI 1 D2 1 N2 , A'2 . H'2 over iRep(S) 
C'xist such that : 
P = Dil.NI = N2 ·D;1 
Co = All. HI = B 2 • A;I 
(2.5.1 ) 
(2.5.2) 
with (DI , N I) , (AI' 8 1) left coprime MFDs , (D2 , N2) , (A2 ,82) right coprime MFDs 
of P , Co over iRGjl(S) respectively and the following Bezout identity holds true: 
o 
(2.5.3) 
N I o 
Multiplying (2.5.3) on the left and right by the IRGjl(S) unimodular matrices: 
w 
(2.5.4) 
o o 
we obtain: 
= (2.5.5) 
Furthermore all the stabilizing controllers are given by : 
(2.5.6) 
Consider now the closed loop transfer matrix of the system from Yl to ~2 : 
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H ( .) - T - [ -1 l- 1 C I'~'I', ~1~2s = - 11'+P,C] .p,C=P,[I".+C·P . EIRGJ (S) 
Then we het v(' the following resul t conc('ming T : 
Proposition {2_5.1} [Var. 5} : T satisfies the following n~lat-i()ns : 
T = N2 ·[Bt + W·D)J 
Ip- T = [A 2 -N2 · WJ.D\ 
(2.5.7) 
(2.5.8) 
(2.5.9) 
o 
From proposition (2.5.1) it follows that the matrices X = [B) + W· Dll , Y = 
=[A2 - N2· Wl represent a pair of solutions to the matrix equations: 
T = N2 ·X 
Ip-T=Y.D\ 
(2.5.10) 
(2.5.11) 
If the matrices T , N2 , D) arc all known then the problem of determining conditions 
under which the matrix equations (2.5.10) , (2 .. 5.11) have solutions over IRpr(S) , or IR'!P(S) 
is known as the exact model matching, (EMMP) , or stable exact model matching, 
(SEMMP) , problem respectively and has been the subject of numerous investigations, 
[Wol. 1] , [Wol. 3] , [For. 1] , [Var. 6] , [Sco. 1] , [And.3 ] , [Kuc. 9] , [Per. 1] , [Kar. 5] . 
An additional constraint to the EMMP and SEMMP could be the characterization of 
proper, or proper and ~ stable solutions of (2.5.10) , (2.5.11) with minimum Me Millan 
degree . These are known as the minimal design and stable minimal design problems 
associated'with the model matching problem, [For. 1] , [Var. 6] , [Sco. 1 ] , [Wol. 3] . 
In the next section we consider an other class of control synthesis problems known as 
noninteracting , or decoupling problems. These are problems associated with the matrix 
equation A· X . B = C . 
2.6. DISTURBANCE DECOUPLING AND THE MATRIX EQUATION A-X·D = C 
Some control problems in which a number of variables are made independent of one, 
or more other variables via feedback and/or feedforward compensation are known as 
noninteracting , or decoupling control problems. There are many different versions of 
noninteracting control problems in literature depending on the control configurations 
postulated . In the following sections we review noninteracting control problems the 
solvability of which is associated with the study of the matrix equation A· X· B = C . 
Such problems are the disturbance decoupling , (DDP) , [Aka. 1] , [Mor. 3] , [Ohm. 1] , 
[Sch. 1] , [Sto. 1] , [Wol. 1] , [Ozg. 1] , [Won. 1] , [Talc. 1] , and noninteracting control, 
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(NICP) , [Aka. I], [Aka .. 2] , [Day. 1] , [Dse. 1] , [Fal. IJ , [Ham. IJ , [Mrg. IJ , [Mol'. 3] 
[Wil. 1] 1 [\YOIl. 1] , [Wol. 1] , [Ozg. 1] , with or without the intf'rIlal stability 
rcquircnwnt for the feedhack systclll . COIlsider a lincar , llluitivariabk , continuolls 
time, tiIlW illYaria.llt , cOlltrol systelll associated with t1w following fecdba"k schelllc : 
I 
-c I I I 
!de Ym 
!:!d p Ye 
where , P E IR~. + q)x(m + ")(8) represents the plant and C E lR;'xP(S) the compensator 
transfer matrices respectively and: 
(2.6.1) 
. rn pxm p rn pxn p rnqxm p rnqrn d p' . I with, P 11 E If'(>pr (8), 12 E If'(>pr (S), 21 E If'(>pr (S), 22 E If'(>pr (S) an 11 IS stnct y proper 
in order to avoid complications concerning the well defined nature of the feedback loop, 
when a feedback is applied . This model is widely used for various control problems , 
where it is either convenient , or necessary to distinguish between two types of inputs 
and outputs. The outputs that can be used as inputs to the controller and those with 
unwanted 'influences on the plant . Naturally , some outputs may be included in both 
channels if they are measurable, i.e. can be used to derive the controller. while at the 
same time its behavior needs to be changed . Similarly, a particular input may have 
unwanted influences on the plant and it may be suitable for control purposes, in which 
case it may be included in both channels. Motivated by application, the output vector 
lm is called the measured output and lc the controlled output , the input vector Yc is 
called the control input and Yd the disturbance input . Thus the first channel of the 
plant is the control channel around which the feedback is applied. The need to use a 
two - channel system model can also arise due to geographical separation of various 
subplants of the original plant as in the case of large scale plants. The plant transfer 
matrix can be represented in matrix fractions over IR~(S) as : 
(2.6.2) 
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where, ZI E 1R1"I:7'(S) , Z'l. E 1R1lJ"(S) ,Q E IRru(S) , R I E IR r2''''(S) , rtl E IR r1 "(S) . WE [R1l.L"'(S) , cy cy II cy cy cy cy 
\\ ' I[1)I'I" \Xl I[1)'P'!I! "P'" . I \\' I I . , 12 E 1J'<.Gr\ (S), '\ 21 E IJ'<. (S), \V '22 E IR (S) and Q IlOIlSlllgll ill'. .! e aSS11llle t la t t LIS 
J cy cy' II 
representatioIl is bicoprime . If now t.he transfer lllatrix C of thc cOIltroller is wriU('n ill 
mittrix fractiolls as : 
(2.6.3) 
thcH it can be shown , [Ozg. 1] , that a resulting fractional representation for the 
transfer matrix between the disturbance input and the controlled output) P de ) is given 
by : 
(2.6.4) 
Given the bicoprime fraction representation of P II by : 
(2.6.5) 
matrices K , L , M , N , Q/ , R/ , P r , Qr , M/ , N/ , Kr , Lr over IRcy(S} exist such that. 
(Q/ , R/) are left coprime, (P r , Qr) are right coprime over IRcy(S) respectively and: 
(2.6.6) 
r K -L] r Q N/] l R, Q, 1 -Z M, = I (2.6.7) 
r Q R] r M -P r] l- L, K, 1 N Q, = I (2.6.8) 
It can be proved , [Ozg. 1] , that the set of disturbance input , controlled output 
transfer matrices, P de , admissible for internal stability of the system is given by : 
[ 
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or eqllivalently , 
with, 
(-)12 = K.S-L·W I2 ·j) 
8 21 = T· N - C1 . W 21 . N 
0 12 = RrS + Q/.W I2 ·j) 
0 21 = T· P r + C1 . W 21 . Qr 
Z C-I - C-- 1 • T D-1R - S D-- 1 2' 1- 1 , 2-' 
C1 = gcnl(ZI , Qll) , Qll = Ql ,C1 ' D = gcld(QI , R1) 
(2.6.10) 
(2.6.11) 
(2.6.12) 
(2.6.13) 
(2.6.14) 
(2.6.15) 
(2.6.11) 
SOlIl<' control problems in which the main objective is to decouple one or more outputs 
from one or more inputs, can be posed as follows: 
Disturbance Decoupling Problem, (DDP) , [Ozg. 1} " Consider the two channel system 
described by the set of equations {2.6.1} , {2.6.2} J (2.6.3) . Given the transfer matrix of 
the system P determine a controller C such that the disturbance input , controlled output 
transfer matrix J Pdc , given by " 
is identically zero . 
{2.6.16} 
o 
Disturbance Decoupling with Internal Stability Problem, (DDISP) , [Ozg. 1J : Consider 
the two channel system described by the set of equations {2.6.1} , {2.6.2} , {2.6.3} . 
Given the transfer matrix of the system P determine a controller C such that in the 
closed loop system the pair (Pit , C) is internally stable and the disturbance input J 
controlled output transfer matrix , Pde , given by " 
is identically zero . 
(2.6.17) 
o 
The decoupling objective P de = 0 accounts to making the controlled output ~e 
independent of the disturbance input· Yd . It is important to note that the dynamics 
with which the disturbance input Yd itself is generated has no relevance here . Our 
analysis so far implies that the DDP and DDISP can be transformed to the following 
equivalent problems: 
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i) The DDP can 1)(~ seen as a general model matching problem, I.e. gIven to transfer 
. 1 I P I[bl'xn 'p'm 1 I qxn 
IllilJnx IIlO( C s 12 E I1\\l'r (S) , P21 E !R,ll' (S) , awl a rt'ferC'Ilce mo( (' P22 E !R,,,. (S) • 
d('tcrmill<' an ill - lwtwccn lllodel Y E 1R 1II ·l'I'(S) t hat their Glscade COllItectioll of In ,so 
transfer matrix P 21 . Y . P 12 is idem ical wi til P'n . Furt.hermore , if 
I Q11 R}' . . 
IIij = l. ' l , J = 1 , 2 
-P, W,} 
(2.6.18) 
t.hen : 
Theorem (2.6.1) [Ozg. I} : The DDP is solvable, if and only if there exists a solution 
X E lR~r + m)x(r + 1')(S) satisfying equation: 
(2.6.19) 
o 
ii) The solvability of the DDISP can be reduced to the existence of a matrix X E 1R;.:r1'(S) 
for which P dc(X) = 0 , i.e. determining X such that the elements of the set GJ~sc are 
identically zero. A necessary and sufficient condition for the latter to happen is stated 
in the following proposition: 
Proposition (2.6.1) [Ozg. 1} : The DDISP zs solvable , if and only if there exists an 
X E IRm.:rP(S)· satisfying: 
GJ 
(2.6.20) 
o 
An alternative condition for soh'ability of the DDISP is stated next Consider the 
system matrices : 
Q Q Q (2.6.21) 
-z -T -T 
Theorem (2.6.2) [Ozg. 1} : The DDISP tS solvable if and only if there exists an 
X E IR~ + m)x(r + p)(S) satisfying equation: 
{2.6.22} 
o 
It is clear from the above analysis that the matrix equation A· X . B = C is central to 
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the solvability of the DDP and DDISP . 
2.7. NONINTERACTING CONTROL AND THE MATRIX EQUATION A·X·D = C 
Consider a linear, multivariabl(' , continuous time, time invariallt , cOllt.rol system 
associated with the following feedback scheme: 
I 
-c I 
!d1 Y1 
!d2 P Y2 
!d3 Y3 
(p+q+s)x(m+n+l) h 1 d C [])m:cp 
where, P E IRpr (S) represents t e p ant an E II'lopr (S) the compensator 
transfer matrices respectively and: 
Pll P12 P13 
P = P21 P 22 P 23 
P31 P32 P33 
(2.7.1) 
with, P II' E IR::"\S) , P 22 E 1R~:n(S) , P 33 E IR~:I(S) and P11 is strictly proper in order to 
avoid complications concerning the well defined nature of the feedback loop , when a 
feedback is applied. In terms of the matrix: 
(2.7.2) 
the resulting two channel plant has the input I output representation: 
(2.7.3) 
Noninteracting Control Problem, (NICP) , {Ozy. 1} : Given the three channel plant in 
(2.7.1) , determine a controller C such that in the closed loop plant resulting /rom the 
application of the feedback control low 1h = - C'lb ' it holds that: 
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(2·7.4) 
o 
Noninteracting Control Problem with Internal Stability, (NCISP) , [()zg. 1} : G-iven tlu: 
tll.7't: £: c/wnnd plant in (2.7.1) , determine a controller C .'iuch that the ])(ur (Pll , CJ is 
int£T1wliy stable and in the closed loop plant resulting from til.(: applu:(].tion of the 
feedback control low 1fJ = - C· Jb ' it holds that,' 
{2.7.5) 
o 
Thus the resulting closed loop plant is required to be block diagonal wit h the same size 
of blocks as ill the open loop plant from (:!h , !!:J) to (~) , ~3) , \ .... hile assuring the 
stability of the feedback loop in the case of the NelSP , (for refercllc('s OIl the two 
problems sce sections 2.1 and 2.6) . Let the plant transfer matrix in (2.7.1) he written in 
bicoprime fraction representation over 1Ra.p(S) as : 
(2.7.6) 
wherc , QlI E lR:;r(S) is nonsingular . Let a bicoprime fraction representation of PH given 
by: 
(2.7.7) 
and definc the matrices K , L , M , N , Q, , R, , P r , Qr , M, , N, , Kr . Lr over 1Ra.p(S) 
exist such that: 
(2.7.8) 
If P cr(X) , Qcr(X) denote the matrices: 
(2.7.9) 
Qcr(X) = M, + (Z.M-W.N).N,-(Z,Pr + W·Qr)·X (2.7.10) 
as X runs in lR;xP(S) , it can be proved, [Ozg. 1] , that the set of closed loop transfer 
matrices from (Y2 , YJ) to (~2 , ~)) admissible for internal stability is given by : 
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mxp } V X E IRGJ (S) (2.7.11) 
Let now: 
(2,7.12) 
(2.7.13) 
for some left coprime pairs (C2 ,T2 ) , (C3 , T J ) , right coprime pairs (S2 , D2) , (S] , 
D3 ) over IRGJ(S) . Define: 
over IR (S)' , The latter can be used to give simpler definitions of the admissible 
GJ 
off - diagonal closed loop transfer matrices, [Ozg. 1]: 
(2.7.14) 
(2.7.15) 
We can now state some solvability conditions for the NICP and NCISP . 
Theorem (~. 7.1) [OZ9. 1} : The NICP is solvable , if and only if there exists 
X E IR~/ m)x(r + p)(s) satisfying equations: 
(2.7.16) 
o 
U sing the expressIOns (2.7.14) , (2.7.15) for admissible off - diagonal , closed loop 
transfer matrices, it is straightforward to state a similar result to theorem (2.7.1) for 
the NCISP : 
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Theorem (fJ.7.fJ) [Ozg. 1 J .' Th,(; NCIS? is solvablc , if and only if thcrc cxists 
X !R(f' + IIl)T(r + p) 'f ' , E 'P (S) satz.'> ymg rylw.twns .' 
(2.7.17) 
(2.7.18) 
o 
An a.lternative solvability condition for the NCISP is given next. Define the' ma.trices : 
Q Q 
(2.7.19) 
-z 
Q S2 ] (2.7.20) 
C3 ·W32 ,D2 
Theorem (2.7.9) [Ozg. 1} : The DDISP tS solvable , if and only if there exists an 
X E lR(r + m)x(r + p)(S) satisfying equations: 
'P 
2.8. THE REGULATOR PROBLEM AND THE MATRIX EQUATION 
A·X·B + C·Y·D = E 
(2.7.21) 
o 
Consider a linear , multivariable , continuous time , time invariant , control system 
associated with the following feedback scheme: 
-c 
.!de ~ 
.Y.d P Y.c 
where , P E IR~ + q):r:(m + n)(S) represents the plant and C E R;:"(s) the compensator 
transfer matrices respectively and : 
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(2.8.1 ) 
. Ill"'" pxn (IIrl! qI" .. 
wIth, P 11 EIR"r (S) 1 P I2 EIRpr (S), P 21 ElRpI (S), PnEIR"r (S) and PIllS stnctly proper 
ill order to avoid complications concerning the well dC'fined nature of the feedback loop 1 
when a feedback is applied. For references on the regulator problem see section 2.1 
Regulator Problem with Internal Stability, (RPIS) , [Ozg. 1) : Given the two channel 
plant introduced in (2.8.1) , determine a compensator C such that, in the closed loop 
system the pair (PI I , C) is internally stable and the disturbance input to controlled 
output transfer matrix, Pde , given by : 
. 'IX II 
zs over 1R<Jl (S) 
(2.8.2) 
o 
The regulator objective P de E lR;n(S) , ensures that the closed loop system is bounded 
input , bounded output stable. Thus, if the regulator objective is achieved, then (in 
time domain) for all inputs Yd generated by stable dynamics , the output ~e will 
asymptotically approach zero. The flexibility in choosing the area of stability 'PC allows 
us to consider continuous time, as well as , discrete time systems and also to adjust the 
speed of convergence to zero of state and output variables in the closed loop system 
Recall from section 2.6 that if a bicoprime fraction representation of the plant , P , 
controller, C , transfer matrices is given by : 
(2.8.3) 
C=Z.Q-l.R 
C C C (2.8.4) 
respectively as well as a bicoprime fraction representation of P 11 is : 
(2.8.5) 
then the set of disturbance input to controlled output transfer matrices , P dc , 
admissible for internal stability of the closed loop system is given by : 
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or equivalently. 
'Pl." = { P d (X) = GIl. (To 8 12+821 , S - 8 21 , Q. 8 12 +G I · W 22.0 - n21 . x· nI2 )· 0- 1 , de C 
mxp } 
, V X E /Roy (S) (2.8.7) 
with K , L , M , N 1 Q/ , R/ 1 P r , Qr , M/ , N/ , Kr , Lr ,812 , 8 21 ,021 , nl2 , GI , T , S 
o defined in section 2.6 . The RPIS can now be reduced to determining a matrix 
X E IRmxP(S) such that: 
oy 
(2.8.8) 
Proposition (2.8.1) [Ozg. I} : Consider the matrix equation: 
i) RPIS is solvable , if and only if there exist matrices X E IR;IP(S) , Y E IR;"(S) 
satisfying (2.8.9) . 
ii) The set of all solutions of the RPIS is given by : 
j:pis = (Ccr(X) : XEIR;xP(S) and (X, Y) satisfies (2.8.9) for some YE lR;n(S)) 
(2.8.10) 
H ~] (2.8.11) 
iii) The set of admissible transfer matrices Pdc for the RPIS is given by : 
~:pi3 = ( Y+ W22 : Y E IR;"(S) and (X , Y) satisfies (2.8.9) } (2.8.12) 
o 
The next result improves proposition (2.8.1) by eliminating the matrices K , L , M , N , 
(that occur in 8 12 , 8 21 , 0 21 , 0 12) , from the solvability conditions. Let: 
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0" ···l 
Q 
s _ j U" ~ I Q R J r Q C":"Dj ~Z _ , fin = \\1 12 , D -T C I '\\'21_ -T 
(2,8,13) 
~l 0 J' ~ ~ l 0 J i\ C1 D 0 0 
Theorem {2.8.1} [Ozg. 1} : The RPIS is solvable, if and only if: 
i} The system (ZI , QII , Rl , W) is free of unstable input, output decollpling zeroes, 
"} TJ 't t' X- l[J)(r+rn)r(r+p) -y ro(r+q)r(r+n) t'!: ' U LCTC exzs ma nees E ~'P (S), E ~'P (s) sa tS ymg .' 
(2.8.14) 
o 
The following results refer to the solvability of the RPIS in terms of bilateral matrix 
equations, Let: 
C 1 l D.Q 11\2 = 
-z \~:, l rr~' ~ [~~~ ~, j (2.8.15) 
r, ~ [~ ~ l ~ ~ [~' ~ J (2.8.16) 
with C1 = gcrd(Z , Qll) , D1= gcld(QIl , R) and (Ro , Qo) such that if QII = D}· Q2 , 
C = gad(Zl , Q2) , then RI = DI ,Ro , Q2 = Qo' C . 
Theorem {2.8.2} [Ozg. 1} : The RPIS is solvable, if and only if: 
i} The system {Z} , Q11 , RI , W) is free of unstable input, output decoupling zeroes. 
ii} There exist matrices )(J E IR~ + p)x(r + n)(S) , y> E IR~ + n)x(r + p)(s) satisfying: 
C1 
xl.1112 + r}. y> = I {2.8.17} 
iii} There exist matrices Xo E IR~ + m)x(r + q)(S) ) Yo E IR~ + q)r(r + m)(S) satisfying: 
Dl 
1121 . Xo + Yo' ~l = I {~.8.18} 
o 
It is clear that the solvability of the RPIS is associated with the matrix equation 
A·X·B + C·Y·D = E. 
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2.9. CONCLUSIONS 
A survey of cont.rol synthesis prohlems . t 11(' soh'ability of which is associat.ed wit.b 
t.he sol v ahili t y and charact.erization of solH tions . (or special types of t.heIll) . of ('('rt aill 
Jllatrix equatioIls over the ring of interest has been presented in this chapter, C{'utral to 
all these problems has been the concept of st.abili ty of a linear system, A brief account 
of stahility and especially the constraints imposed on a system so that ext(~rnal stability 
is equivalent to internal stability has been introduced in section 2.2 . The first problem 
reviewed has directly risen from the concept of stability itself, and it is t.he cent.ralized 
stabilization problem , (CSP) , This problem has been associated wit.h the standard 
matrix Diophantine equation over the riug of interest, IR (S) , or IR[S] , and the study of 
':P 
special types of solutions of it have been related to the total finite sdtling time 
stabilization, (TFSTS) , and dead - beat response, (DBRP) , problems, The case of 
imposing restrictions on the stabilizing controllers structure has been presented next . 
These structural constraints lead to the formulation of the decentralized stabilization 
problem , (DSP) , and to the investigation for special block diagonal structured 
solutions of the standard matrix Diophantine equation associated with the esp . 
In section 2.5 the model matching problem has been presented and formulated via 
the matrix equations A· X = B , y. A = B . The latter matrix equation is fundamental 
to the study of many other matrix equations and central to the model matching 
problem . Problems that require the independence of certain outputs from certain 
inputs have been also reviewed. The disturbance decoupling and noninteracting control 
problems have been formulated and their solvability has been shown to be related to the 
matrix equation A· X· B = e . Finally the bilateral matrix equations A· X + y. B = e, 
X· A + B· Y = e and their generalization A· X . B + e· Y . D = E have been presented 
and associated with the solvability of the regulator problem with internal stability 
requirement for the closed loop feedback system. 
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3.l. INTRODUCTION 
Problems of linear systcllls theory , snch as . st ahility and p(~rforlllall<'(' of lincar 
Illultiv;uiabk control systems, have motivated t.he stud!' of matrices ha\'ing dcments in 
special rings that descrilw in an algebraic sense these properties . Stability and t.o a 
certain extent the performance of a control system, for example, can be characterized 
by absence of poles from its transfer function matrix from a prescribed symmetric - with 
respect to a real axis - region n of the finite complex plane. 
The algebraic structure of the set 1R<p(S) of proper rational functions which have no 
poles inside a region cP = n U {oo} , (n c C) has been examined initially by Morse , 
[Mor. 1] . Subsequently Hung and Anderson . [Hun. 1] , showed that with an 
appropriately defined "degree" function the set IR (s) has the structure of a Euclidean 
<p 
ring, [Var. 2] , [Var. 5] , [Var. 6] . This important result has been the basis for the 
subsequent work of Vidyasagar , [Vid. 1] , Francis and Vidyasagar , [Fra. 1] , Desoer , 
Liu , Murrey and Saeks , [Des. 1] , Sacks and Murrey, [Sac. 1] , Vidyasagar , Schneider 
and Francis , [Vid. 2] , Vidyasagar and Viswanadham , [Vid. 3] , Francis and 
Vidyasagar , [Fra. 2] , Saeks and Murrey , [Sae. 2] , on "fractional representation" of 
proper rational matrices and their use to analysis and synthesis problems. The detailed 
structure of the set 1R<p(S) has been thoroughly investigated in [Var. 3] , [Var. 5] . 
Among the algebraic properties of 1R<p(S) , the one that plays crucial role in our study 
is that of the Euclidean ring, or in other words, the existence of a Euclidean division. 
This division helps to specify the family of stabilizing controllers with the least number 
of unstable' poles among the family of all stabilizing controllers of an unstable, linear, 
time invariant, multivariable control system, as well as it can be generalized, [Vid. 4], 
in the case of square matrices with entries in IR (s). 
<p 
In [Vid. 4] and [Var. 3] has been noticed that the pair of quotient and remainder of a 
Euclidean division in 1R<p(S) is not characterized by a uniquely defined " Euclidean 
degree" and the family of least possible "Euclidean degree" remainders is introduced. A 
quite tedious construction of this family by using the interpolation theorem of [You. 1] , 
as well as an existence approach by using interpolation in a Disc Algebra can be found 
in [Vid. 4] . Our aim in this chapter is to give an algorithmic construction of the family 
of least "Euclidean degree" remainders and present its powerful involvement in the 
construction of the family of least number unstable poles stabilizing controllers of an 
unstable, linear, time invariant, MIMO , system. More precisely, in section 3.2 the 
ring of proper and stable functions is introduced ; in section 3.3 a unique modulo a real 
number of ~c factorization for the elements of 1Rc:p(S) is introduced and in section 3.4 the 
Euclidean division as well as its non uniqueness of remainder is examined . The 
motivation for the use of unit interpolation in the following sections is given at the end. 
In section 3.5 the interpolation by unit in 1Rc:p(S) is examined , by using the concept of 
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the logarithm of an element of a Banach algebra and introducing a spccial type of 
Banach algebra the Disc Algebra of symmetric analytic functions, which lIlap a Disc 
onto C . Two approaclws for the coBstruction of illl interpolating unit in 1R'jl(S) are gin'Il 
dud lead to two algorithmic C()lIstructions of thc' least "Euclidean (kgrc'<''' family tlf 
n'lIlaillders in section 3.G . A comparison between the two methods gives tIl<' mort' 
efficient one. 
Finally , in section 3.7 a generalization of the Euclidean division between squarf' 
matrices with entries proper and stable functions is introduced . As an application of 
the knowledge of the family of least "Euclidean degree" remainders of a Euclidean 
division between two clements of 1R<p(S) , the construction of the least number unstable 
poles family of stabilizing controllers is described. 
3.2. THE RING OF PROPER AND STABLE FUNCTIONS 
Let IR[S) be the ring of polynomials with real coefficients and IR(S) the field of 
rational functions t(s) = n(s)Jd(s) , with n(s) , d(s) E IR[S] , d(s) f; a , SEC U {oo} . Given 
a rational function t(s) = n(s)Jd(s) with n(s) , d(s) coprime; it can be written: 
with: q = deg(d(s)) - deg(n(s)) 
00 
Definition' (9.2.1) : Given a rational function t(s) in the form (3.2.1) : 
i) t(s) is called p1"Oper if qoo ~ O. 
ii) t(s) is called strictly proper if qoo > O. 
(3.2.1 ) 
(3.2.2) 
iii) If t(s) as well as its multiplicative inverse are proper then t(s) is called biproper. 0 
Let C be the field of complex numbers. Assume IP a symmetric subset of C which 
excludes at least one point Q E IR . Regarding a t( s) E IR(S) it can be factorized as follows: 
(3.2.3) 
with n (s) , dp(s) coprime polynomials in IR[S) with their zeros not outside IP , n c(s) , p p 
d c( s) coprime polynomials in IRIS] with their zeros outside IP and let ~ = IP U {oo} . p 
Definition (S.!.!) : A rational function t(s) in IR(S) is called ~-stable I if all the zeros of 
its denominator are outside IP and q > O. 0 
00 -
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Let IR'J>(S)= {t(S)EIR(S): t(s) is 'P-stable} (3.2.4) 
If il.ddition and lIlultiplication of two functions in IR an' defined pointwise' then it is 
'J> 
kIlOWll [H1ln. 1] , [Kill'. 1] that IR'J>(S) is an integral domain. 
Definition (3.2.3) : An intrgral domain <:R, is said to be a Euclidean Domain (or Ring) if 
there exists a function, (the Euclidean Valuation or Dcgree) such that the following 
conditions arc satisfied : 
i) ,: <:R,-{O} -; 7L>u' (7L?,u the set of nonnegative integers) (3.2.5) 
ii) For all a, b in <:R,-{O} ,(a. b) ~ ,(a) (3.2.6) 
iii) For (Lll (L , b in <:R, with b i- () ther-c exist clements q , l' in <:R, (the quotient and 
7'emaindcr respectively) such that: 
a=bq+r 
where cither l' = () or else ,(1') < ,(b) . 
(3.2.7) 
o 
Let t(s) E IRGjI(S) . TheIl by (3.2.3) and definition (3.2.2) t(s) can be factorized as follows: 
n c(s) 
t(s) = nlP(s) d a.Pc(s) (3.2.8) 
a.P 
Define now the function '''.P : IR".P(S) --+ 7L > 0 U {oo} such that: 
7,p = { dcg ( d,p'(s) ) ~ deg ( n ,p'(s) ) , if t(s) ,,0 
00 ,ift(s) = 0 
(3.2.9) 
Our next step IS to define a Euclidean Division in IR".P(S) and show that IR~(S) is a 
Euclidean Domain with '''.P serving as a Euclidean Valuation (Degree) . In order to 
proceed so we have to present a procedure for factorization in IR (S), [Kar. 1] , [Var. 1] , 
GjI 
[Var. 2] . 
3.3. FACTORIZATION IN THE RING OF PROPER AND STABLE FUNCTIONS 
Consider a t(s) in IR~(S) . It can always be factorized as in (3.2.8) . By (3.2.2) I (3.2.8) 
(3.2.9) is implied that: 
qoo = deg (d~c(s)) - deg (np(s) . n ~c(s)) = 
= deg (d~As)) - deg (n ~c(s)) - deg (np(s)) (3.~.9) 
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(3.3.1) 
I3y (3.3.1) we take: 
q = ,oy(t(S)) = q + <leg (n (s)) 
ce' IP 
(3.3.2) 
Now by (3.2.8) and for 0 > U , t(s) can be written as : 
(3.3.3) 
with both u(s) = {(n c(s)Jd c(s)), (s+a)q} and its multiplicative inverse' ~ -stable. 
rp rp 
Definition (.1.:1.1) : Let t(s) in IRrp(S) and t-1 (s) its multiplicative inverse. If both t(s) 
and t- 1 (s) are ~-stable then t(s) is called a unit in IRrp(S) . 0 
Denote d' = dcg (nlP(s)). By (3.3.2) , (3.3.3) is implied that: 
n lP( s) 1 
t(s) = (s+a)dl (s+a)qoo u(s) (3.3.4) 
By (3.3.4) and by factorizing IlIP(S) into irreducible factors over R[s) as : 
I I 
nlP(s) = K. (s + l\f\· ... · (s + l",f"'· (s2+ b\s+ C\)"l ..... {s2+ bp s + cp)"p (3.3.5 ) 
we have that: t(s) = 
(3.3.6) 
·u{s) = [p\(s)f1 ..... [p)s)]""'. [p~{s)r~ ..... [p~{s)r~ .[p*(s)foo . u(s) , _oE~c, real 
The uniqueness of factorization of np( s) implies that the one in (3.3.6) is also a unique 
factorization of t(s) over IRrp(S) , modulo a and units. The elements p(s) , p'(s) , p*(s) 
. ' ] 
with i E {I , ... , v} , J E {I , ... , p} are the primes of t(s) . By (3.2.9) we observe 
that: 
/G}(P.(s)) = 1 ,iE {I , ... , v} 
{"(':P(P;(')) = 2, jE {I, ... , p} (3.3.7) 
/G}(p (s))= 1 
* We also observe that : 
(3.3.8) 
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(something \\!c shall proV<' later in proposition (3.4.1)) . By (3.3.6) , (3.3.7) . (3.3.8) \\'(' 
bave that: 
1/ P 
I ep ( t ( s )) = .2: n I + 2: 2 II' + q 
1=1 j=I] C)() 
(3.3.9) 
which reveals that rep expresses t.he totaluumber of 7,c1'Os of t(s) in <P . 
(s-l) (s~+ 2 s + 2) 
Example (3.3.1): Let <P = c+ U{cx:>} . t(s) = ", tlwn according to 
f .. ( ) (). . (5+1) actonzatlOn 3.2.6 t S IS wntten as : 
(s-l) (s2+ 2 s + 2) 1 
t(s) = (s+l) (5+1)2 (s+l) . 
o 
V\!e are presenting now the procedure for carrying out Euclidean divisioIl betweeIl t\\'O 
elements of !RGj>(S) , [Hun. 1] , [Kar. 1] . 
Proposition (3.3.1) : Let t(s) in !Rep(S) -0: E <pc, real and let us denote by w -
=(l/(s+o:}). Then t(s) may be expressed as : 
t(s) = t~ (w) 1Lo(s) (8.3.10) 
where 1Lo(s) is a unit in !RGj>{s) and t~(w) is a polynomial in R(w) such that deg(~(w)) = 
= rGJ(t(s)) . 
Proof 
c 
For any 0 , such that -0 E cP , real by (3.3.4) we Illay write: 
= t~ (s) uo(s) (3.3.11) 
Given that w = (l/{s+a)) , then s = ({l-a w)/w) ; substituting s in t~ (s) we have: 
(3.3.12) 
(l-a w) _ 1 [( )d' d'] _ 1 , 
np\ w - wd' ad' I-a w + ... + ao w - wd' np (w) (3.3.13) 
where n~ (w) polynomial in IR[W] with deg{np (w)) = deg(np(s)) = d' {3.3.14} 
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By (3.3.11) . (3.3.12) , (3.3.13) , (3.3.14) is implicd that: 
, 1 'I 'I 
tis) = wel 7 nIP' (w) \V 00 un(s) = Il' (\\') \\' oc uo(s) = t~ (w) lln{S) 
W IF' 
. 1 I (' ( ) ) 1 (' ( ) '/(0) 1 ( '1 (0 ) I' (:I.:.!. :2) (()) wltl:(cgt"w =(cgll W,W =<cgll' (w))+(kg(w· =( +<1 = /Gf'lts IP IF' 00 .r 
o 
Remark (3.3.1) : The transformation w = (1/(s+o)) maps cP onto 'P w which is a subset 
of the w- plane. If cP = C + U roo) the transformation w = (l/(s+o)) maps 'P onto 
cP w U {O} which is a closed circle in the w - plane with centre ((1/2a) , 0) and radius 
( 1/20:) . If cP C C + U {oo} the above mentioned tmnsformation maps cP onto a closed 
imbset ofCPwU (OJ. 0 
Remark (3.3.2) : The primes of 1R"]l(S) are transformed under the transformation s = 
=((1-a w)/w) into irreducible factors of the polynomials in IR(W] with zeros inside <P w . 
Hence: 
p (s) = -( 1 ) = w 
* s+a 
(s+i) 
p.(s) = -( ) = (i-a) w+1 
I S+O 
(82+ b s + c) . 
p'(s) = 2 = (02_ 0 b + c) w2 + (b-20) w + 1 
J (s+o) 
o 
Definition (3.9.2) : Let tt (s) , t2(s) be two functions in 1R"]l(S) • We say that t} (s) divides 
t2(s) if there exists a t3(s) in 1R"]l(S) such that t2 (s) = tt (s) . tis) . 0 
Proposition (3.9.2) : If tt (s) , t2(S) E 1R"]l(S) then tt (s) divides t2(S) , if and only if the set 
of zeros of tl (s) in'P is a subset of the set of zeros of t2(s) in CP • 
Proof 
(~) If t}(s) divides t2(S) and we factorize t}(s) and t2(S) as in (3.3.6) then all the primes 
of tt{s) are also primes of t/s) and so the zeros of t}(s) in 'P I which are the zeros of its 
primes I are also zeros of t2(s) and the necessary condition has been proved. 
(<=) Denote by 2';} I 2';2 the two sets of zeros in 'P of tl(s) and t2(S) respectively. Let 
2';} C 2';2 then by (3.3.6) , (3.3.9) the set of primes of t2(S) contains the set of primes of 
tl(S) and so there exists t/s) E IR'.P{S) such that t2(S) = tl(S) .t3(s) I where t3(S) contains 
the primes of t2(S) which differ from the ones of tl(S) as well as the product u2(s) .u~l(s), 
where u}(s) , u2(s) are the units of tl(S) , t2(s) respectively as they come out from 
(3.3.6) and U~l(S) the multiplicative inverse of u1(s) . 0 
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Proposition (8 .. '1 .. '1) : Let t' (w) in IR[W] , -0 E 'Pc, 1'(:al a.nd 'P", bl: the n:g'ton oj tilt: 
'/lJ- plane deJined as the mnpping oJ'P under the t7'Q.nsjormatio1/. W = (1/(8-!-0)) . The 
'T'ntioT/,al function dcfinr:d as t(8) = t' (1/(8-!-0)) belongs to 1R'J'(s) and l'Jl(t(S)) .::: 
.::: deg(t' (w)) . F1LrthcT TTWTe l'Jl (t(s)) is equal to the total nnmbcT oj uros of t' (w) in 
'P",. 
Proof 
Let t'(w) = a w d + ... + ao . Then: rl 
t(s) = t' (-( 1 )) = 1 d [ad + ... + ao (s+o)d] = n(s) I s+o (s+o) (s+of 
and thus t(s) E IR (S) . The maximum number of zeros of n(s) is d . Givcn t.hat 
'Jl c 
n(s) has zeros in 'P it follows that: IGjl(t(S)) ~ d . By (3.3.3) wc have t(s) = 
=(nlP(s)/(s+o)d').u(s) , where u(s) is a unit, d ' = IGjl(t(S)) and np(s) has no zeros 
outside IP then by proposition (3.3.1) and remark (3.3.1) (nlP(s)/(s+o)d') yields under 
the transformation s = ((I-a w)/w) a polynomial p[w] in IR[W] with all its zeros in 'P w 
and of degree /Gjl( t( s)) . 0 
3.4. EUCLIDEAN DIVISION IN THE RING OF PROPER AND STABLE 
FUNCTIONS 
In the following we introduce a Euclidean division algorithm over the ring of proper 
and 'P stable functions. 
Theorem (9.,/.1) : Let tl (s) , t2{S) E IRGjl(S) , t2{s) -# 0 and let w = (l/{s+a)) , -a E ~c, 
real. If tJw) = t'o(w) U;tJw) , i = 1 , 1] are (mod a) factorizations of tJs) I t2{S) I 
where t~a(w) E IR[W] , Uio{w) units in IRGjl(S) and /Gjl(tJs)) = deg (t~o(w)) , then: 
i) There exist polynomials l/o(w) , r'o(w) E IR[W] such that fto{w) = ~(w). l/o (w) +1'0 (w) 
and either 1'0 (w) = 0 or else deg (rIo (w)) ~ deg{~ (w)). 
ii) The rational functions qo (s) , ro(s) E IRGjl(S) defined by : 
q. (s) = '"'to(s)· [,.., (sf· if. ((sia)) 
r.(s) = '"'to(s).". ((s';orJ) 
satisfy the Euclidean division conditions for tl (s) J t2(S) : 
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Proof 
Tlw modulus (} factorization of t\(s) , t2(s) has been established by proposition (3.3.1) 
and for the polynomials t ~a( w) , t~( w) of the part i) of the theorem we know from the 
theory of polynomials that there exist unique q~ (w) , r~ (w) such t.hat : 
(3.4.1 ) 
aud either r~.(w) = 0 or else deg (r~(w)) < deg(t~(w)) . By multiplying both sides of 
(3.4.1) by u\<>(s) and by setting w = (l/(s+O')) we have the following identity: 
or , 
t\(s) = t~<>(w).u\<>(s) = {U\a(S).[u1a(S)r ·q~((s~o))} . {U1a(S).t~((s~n))} + 
+ Ula(S). r~ ((s~a)) 
By proposition (3.3.2) qa(s) , ro(s) E lRep(S) and TGJ(ro(s)) < deg(r~(w)) . Given that: 
deg(r~(w)) < deg(t~(w)) = TGJ(t/S)) 
o 
Now we can return to the last statement of section 1 that Tep serves as a Euclidean 
Valuation for lRep(S) . 
Proposition (3 .• 1-1) : The function TGJ as it was defined by (3.2.9) tS a Euclidean 
Valuation for lRep(S) . 
Proof 
By definition of TGJ in (3.2.9) condition 
t/s) E lRep(S) , then by (3.2.8) we take: 
n' c(s) 
tl(s) = np (s) d:c(s) 
(3.2.5) IS satisfied . Consider now t}(s) 
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ilud couciitioll (3,2.6) is satisfied. By thcol'C'Il1 (3.4.1) cOllditioll (3.2.7) is satisfi!'c1 . 0 
Corollary (.'i .. rI) : By proposition (.'J.4.1) we r:onc!udf: that IRcp(S) is a Euciuica.n Rin,q . 0 
Proposition (3.".2) : Let ~ be a Eu,clidean R'in,q . The quotient and the 1'emainder of 
(:1. 2.7) . (in definition (.'i. 2 . .9)) arc uniquely defined, if and only if : 
,(c+,q) ~ maxh(c) , ,(,q)} (8·4·2) 
V e , ,q E ~ , [B1J.r. I} . 
Proof 
Co:}) Let t he quotient and remainder of the Euclidean division of any two elC'ments of ~ 
1)(' uniquely ddined . And let (3.4.2) does not hold true, namely ,,( e+g) > max{ ,( e) , 
,,(g)} . Then for e , (e+g) E ~ we take: 
e = (e+g) 0 + e and ;-(e) < ,(e+g) 
e = (e+g) l-g and ;-( -g) = ;-(g) < ,( e+g) 
Hence we take two quotients and two remainders for the Euclidean division of c by 
(e+g) which is a contradiction; and (3.4.2) holds true. 
(<=) Let (3.4.2) holds true V e , g E G], . And let e, g E G], for which: 
c = g q + r , (r = 0 or ,,(r) < ,,(g)) 
e = g q' + r', (r' = 0 or ,,(r') < ,(g)) 
Then r'-r = g (q-q') and by (3.1.6) ,,(g)~,,(r'-r) < max{r(r'), ,,(-r)} < ,,(g) 
This is a contradiction, so r' must be equal to r and hence q' must be equal to q . 0 
Remark {9.".1} : When tp = C + U roo} , we consider two functions tl (8) 
=(-(2s+1)/(s+1)) , t2(s) = ((8+2)/(8+1)) , Both tJs) , t2(s) are units in 1RGj>(S) so 
,,(t1 (s)) = ,(t2(s)) = 0 , whereas ,,(t1 (8) + t2(S)) = 1 . By proposition (9.4.2) we 
conclude that the quotient and remainder of the Euclidean division in 1R,,(8) are not 
uniquely defined, [Kar. I} , {Vid. 9} , {Vid. "} . Similar arguments can be stated when 
'PCC+U{oo}. 0 
Because stability for 5150 , lumped, linear systems is studied over the extended right 
half plane of the complex numbers (or subsets of it) in the following we assume ~ ~ 
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~ C + u {ex.;} . Especially we study the cas(' of Cjl = c + u {:;.o} ; SiIlC(, e\,erythiIlg we 
state for Cjl holds for the subsets of Cjl as well (by Ilsing remark (3.3.1) ) . Propositioll 
(3.4.2) awl ['('maTI.. (3.4.1) imply that th(' quoticllt and the r('maiIl<ic-r of tlH' Euclideall 
division ill iR'J'(S) are not ulliquely defined . \Vhat follows is tll(' pn's('utatioll of ,m 
algorithm for the ccmstructioll of the class of the miuimulll possible Eudici('an oegrc'<' 
remaiuders in iR'J'(S) . Consider two fUIlctiollS t. 1(s) and t2(s) copriul<' alld take the 
Euclidean division of t\(s) by t2(S): 
t}(s) = t2(s) q(8) + r(s) (3.4.3) 
We can equivalently write t}(s) -r(s) = t2(S) q(s) and if Sj denotes a zero of t2(5) over 
'P, with 7Ttj its multiplicity then: 
d]). (t}{sj)-r{sJ) = 0 , j = 0, ... , m,- 1 (ds J (3.4.4) 
and if we factorize r(s) as in section 3.3 , namely r(s) = ro(s) u{s) (where u(s) is a unit 
in IR (8)) then it is implied by (3.4.3) that (t1(Sj) u- 1(s,))(]) = (ro(sj))(J) , j = 0 I ••• I 
'J' 
Tn j -1 . Further more we can take: 
. ,.(sfl -{];o U) t,I,-KI(s) U- 1(s/l} 
(u-1(Sj))(J) = ----~--t--,}(,..-s-:-)------~' j = 0 , ... , mj- 1 
, 
(3.4.5) 
where u-1(Sj)(O) = u-}(Sj) = ro{sJ/tt{Sj) , i = 1 I ... In, which clearly implies that the 
search for a least Euclidean degree remainder of the division (3.4.3) is connected with 
the existence of a unit in IRGjI(S) I u( s) , such that: 
i) r(s) = ro(s) u(s) . 
ii) (3.4.5) holds true and ro(s) has the least possible Euclidean degree, (since "( (r(s)) = GjI 
=-y (ro(s))). 
'J' 
The Euclidean degree of ro(s) is equal to the number of its zeros in GJ . Condition (3.4.5) 
motivates the investigation of the existence of a unit in IR (5), u(s) which satisfies given 
c:p 
interpolation constraints, [Vid. 4] , [You. 1] . We do so in the next section. 
3.5. INTERPOLATION BY UNIT IN THE RING OF PROPER AND STABLE 
FUNCTIONS 
Suppose that S = {S1 I •• , , snl is a set of points in GJ , M = {m1 ' ... , mn } is a 
corresponding set of positive integers and R = {r .. , j = 0 , '" , m,'- 1 , i = 1 , .. , , n } 
'] 
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is il respective sd of complex numbers. \Ve at'(' inte[Csted in finding whether or not 
t ill'r<' exists a unit ill 1R<p(S) that satisfies the int('rpolittioll constraints: 
d.l 
--. u(Sj) = [jj , j = 0 , '" , /1/,-1 , i = 1 , .'. , Tl ( cis )} ( 3.5,1) 
\V c obs(~rve that if s, is real r ij is real since: 
r = u())(s ,) = uUl( s) = u(J)(s) = r 
I) 1 , ' 1 ') 
Theorem (9.5.1) [Vid. 41 : Let at I ••• I al be distinct nonnegative extended real numbe1".'; 
(that means that at most one of the aj can be infinity) and let Sl+t , ... , .'In be distinct 
complex numbers with positive real part. Let S = {at, ... , al , sl+1 , ... I .'In} , M = 
= {7Tl
1 
I .. , I m
n
} a corresponding set of positive integers and let R = (ri) , j = 0 I ... , 
Ini-l , i = 1, ... , n} be a set of complex numbers with ri} real whenever j = 0 , ... , 
11!i-1 , i = 1 , ... , I and riO f:. 0 for all i (since rjO = u(Sj) f:. 0 because u(s) is a unit in 
1R<p(S)} . Under these conditions there exists a unit u(s) in IR~(S) satisfying the conditions 
(.'l.4.1) if and only if the numbers rIO , .. , , rIO arc all of the same sign. 0 
In order to prove this theorem we have to introduce the concept of the logarithm of an 
element of a Banach algebra as well as to state a few essential definitions and results, 
[Vid.4] . 
Definition (9.5.1) : A pair (~ , I/- //J is a Banach algebra if : 
i) (~ , 1/· //J is a Banach space. 
ii) G] is an algebra over the real or complex field. 
iii} Va, b in ~ ~ Iia . bll ~ /1 a II· II b II . o 
G] is commutative if a· b = b· a for all a , b in ~ and has an identity if there is an 
element 1 in ~ such that 1· b = b·1 = b for all b in G] . An element a in G] is a unit of 
G] if there exists a b in G] such that a b = b a = 1 . The set of units of a commutative 
Banach algebra U is nonempty since 1 E U . 
Definition (9.5.~) : For each f in ~ , the element exp(f) = E ~ is well defined. An 
i=O z. 
element fin G] is said to have a logarithm, if there exists a 9 in ~ su.ch that f = exp(g} 0 
Remark (9.5.1) : If JE G] has a logarithm g then f- exp{-g) = 1 . So that J must 
necessarily be a unit oj G] . Thus only u.nits can have logarithm. o 
What follows holds V a real and outside ~ ; so for convenience during the operations 
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w(' s(~lect 0 = 1 , -1 E IR and -1 rt 'P . I3y r(,mark (3.3.1) w(' take that 'Pw = <j) where <j) is 
tlH' d()s(~d circle of the w-plarw with ceutre ((1/2) .0) and radius (1/2). In the 
following W(' st.a.te SOIlW well known facts from Real and Compl('x Allal~'sis , which will 
1)(' used in tll<' proves of lemmas (3.5.1) , (3.5.2) , [AllI. 1] , [COIl. 1] , [Rut!. 1] , [Neg. 1]. 
Definition (:1.5 .. 1) : Let y be a set, (llJ , d) a metric space and fn : Y -+ '1J fL sequence of 
functions . (fn) is said to be uniformly Cauchy if V E > 0 , :3 N EN: V 11 , m 2: N => 
d{fn{x} , fm(x)) < E, V XEY· 0 
Proposition (3.5.1) : Let Y be a set, (llJ , d) a complete metric space a.nd I.. : Y -+ C)J a 
uniformly Cauchy sequence of functions . Then there exists a jlLnction I : Y -+ '1J , such 
that fn -+ f uniformly . 0 
Proposition (3.5.~) : Let (g; , p) , (llJ , d) be metric spaces , fn : g; -+ '1J continuous 
functions for Tl = 1 , 2 , ... , f : g; -+ C)J function such that fn -+ f uniformly {over g;} . 
Then f is a continuous function. 0 
Proposition (3.5.9) : Let c : [a , bj -+ C be a curve with length, fn : c((a , bj) -+ C 
continuous functions for n = 1 , 2 , ... , and f : c{[a , bj) -+ C such that In -+ f uniformly 
(over c([a , b})) . Then f is continuous on c((a , bj) and J fn -+ J f as n -+ :Xl . 0 
c c 
Theorem (3.5.~) (Cauchy - Goursat) : Let n be an open set in C , ~ a closed triangle 
such that ~ c nand f : n -+ C analytic function. Then J f{z) dz = 0 . 0 
8A 
Theorem (3.5.3) (Morera) : Let n be an open set in C , and f : n -+ C continuous 
function such that J f{z) dz = 0 for all the closed triangles ~ en. Then f is analytic in 
at:;. 
n. 0 
Definition (3.5.4) : Let Gf c C and (fn) , f functions defined on GJ with images in C . The 
sequence (in) is said to converge to f uniformly on compact subsets of CJ , if for every 
compact subset % of CJ and for all the f >0 there exists a natural number N, (dependent 
on % and f) , such that: / fn{z) - f(z) / < f V n 2: N and V z E 9G 0 
Remark (9.5.~) : If n is an open subset of C , (fn) is a sequence of continuous complex 
functions defined on n , and fn ~ f uniformly over the compact subsets of C , then f is 
continuous in n . 0 
Theorem (9.5.4) (Convergence of Weierstr4S8) : Let n be an open subset of C I (In) is a 
sequence of analytic complex functions defined on n , f : n ~ C and fn ~ f uniformly 
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O1}(~T the compact subsets of n , Then f is analytic in n . 
Proof 
Frolll wlllark (3.5.2) f is continuous iu n . Let ~ be a dosed triangle iu n . TheIl ~ is 
compact and (from proposition (3.5.3) , t.heorem (3.5.2)) Jf(z) dz = lim Jf,,(z) dz = 
')!1 " ..... 00 ilt. 
=0 . From theorem (3.5.3) is implied that f is analytic ill ~) , 0 
Theorem {3.5.5} {Maximum modulus theorem} : Let n be an open and connected subset 
of C and f : n ..... C analytic no constant function . Then I f I has no maximmn value in 
n. 0 
Lemma {3.5.1} : Let the set .A consists of all the continuous function mapping G] into the 
complex numbers which have the additional property that they are analytic in the 
interior of ~ . If addition and multiplication of two functions are defined pointwise , 
then .A becomes a commutative Banach algebra with identity over the complex field , 
with the norm II- II as II f II = sup {If(w}1 for all w in ua.n } (from the maximum modulus 
theorem (.'J.5.5}) . 
Proof 
(.A ,II II) is a Banach algebra over the complex field if definition (3.5.1) is satisfied. 
i) (.A ,II II) must be a Banach space or equivalently a complete metric space. Using 
the norm II II as defined in lemma (3.5.1) a metric d : .Ax.A ..... IR + U {O} can be created, 
such that:· 
d( f , g) = II f - g II = max { I f( w) - g( w) I , for all w in 8a.n } 
Clearly d( f , g) is a metric for .A. . So (.A. ,II II) is a metric space . Consider now a 
sequence of functions fn of .A. which is Cauchy , namely : 
or, 
J.l = max { I fn(w) - fm(w) I , for all w in 8a.n } < f 
Then, (since for all w in <!II , I fn(w) - fm(w) I < J.l ) , 
v WE G] and V € > 0 , 3 N EN: \;/ n ,m ~ N => I fn(w) -fm(w) I < € 
or equivalently II fn - fmll < € • So , (fn) satisfies definition (3.5.3). Because (C ,I I) is a 
complete metric space, by using proposition (3.5.1) , fn converges uniformly to an f 
over <!II , (and over any compact subset of it) ; f belongs to .A because f is continuous , 
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(propositioll (3 .. j.2) . l'('lllilrk (3.5.2)) ilnd analytic 1 (th<'0[('111 (3.5.4)) . As a result (A 1 
II II) is it complete mdric space. 
ii) A lllust 1)(' an algehra over the complex fidd . Let the three' - tllple (A 1 + 1 (.)) 
with f+g ilwl f ,.) g t.he pointwise addition and Illllitiplication of t.he functions of A . 
Then (A, + . ('J) is a commutat.iv(' ring with identity the constant function of A , I : 
C]) ..... C and I(w) = 1 . Let the three - tuple (A , + , .) with f+g the pointwise addition 
of the functions of A and z· f : ex.A ..... A , such that (z. f)(w) = z· f(w) 1 V wE C]) . Then 
(.A , + ,. ) is it vector space over the complex field; additionally if f , g belong to A and 
z in C then z.(f8g) = (z.f)og= fo(z.g) because for all the w in C]), Z.(fc0g)(w) 
z·f(w).g(w). 
iii) II f C~) gil s II f II . II g II , for all f , g in .A . Indeed : 
II f8gl1 = max{ I f(w) .g(w) I , for all w in DC]) } = 
= max{ I f(w) 1·1 g(w) I , for all w in DC]) } S {max{ I f(w) I , for all w in DC]) } . 
. max{ I g( w) I , for all w in DC] } } = II f 11·11 g II o 
Lemma (9.5.2) : Let As denote the subset of A consisting of all the symmetric functions 
to e. 
{9.5.2} 
Then As is' a commutative Banach algebra with identity over the real field. 
Proof 
As is a subset of .A . Following the same steps as in the proof of lemma(3.5.1) it is 
shown that: 
i) (.As , II II) is a Banach space . Every Cauchy sequence (fn) of .As is a Cauchy 
sequence for .A , so as in lemma(3.5.1) , i) , fn ..... f uniformly and f is analytic. For the 
sequence (fn) , (3.5.2) implies that fn(w) = fn(w) for all w in C]) • Consider now f(w) ; 
f(w) = lim fn(w) = lim fn(w) = lim fn(w) = f (w) , hence f belongs to .A •. 
n ..... oo n ..... oo n ..... oo 
ii) , iii) Are straight forward, because .A. is a subset of .A . o 
Proposition (3.5.4) : Given J(s) in IR(S) define g(w) = f((1-w)/w) Since the bilinear 
transformation w = (1/{s+1)) maps ~ onto the disc GJ) , we have that g(w) is a rational 
function belonging to .A. , if and only if J(s) E 1Rc:p(S) 
Proof 
i) Let f(s) in 1Rc:p(S) ; f is defined on ~ so the domain of g(w) = f((l-w)/w) is GJ) • 
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ii) f( s) ill 1R'j>(S) is a rational fuuctiou so g( w) = f( ( 1-w) / w) is it ret tiona 1 function ' 
iii) f(s) in 1R'j>(S) and g(w) = f((l-w)/w) rational over G]) , g(w) is allalytical ill the 
illterior of G]) since f(s) is analytica.! iu the interior of c:P . Siuce g(w) is ratiollal it is 
('i ther a polYIlomial or a fraction of polynomials , (wi th real cocffici('n ts) , so from the 
propl'rties of the conjugate sym hoI we take g (\\,) = g( w) , 
i') If g( w) is a rational , analytic in the iuterior of G]) and symmetric function of As then 
f(s) = g(1/(s+1)) is defined over c:P (as the image of G]) within the transformation w = 
=(1/(s+1))) , 
ii') f( s) is rational since g( w) is rational and f( s) = g( 1 / (5+ 1)) . 
iii') f(s) is proper, namely the limit of f(s) as s tends to infinity is finite, since if it was 
not then the limit of g(w) , as w = (l/(s+l)) tends to zero would be infinity. But g(w) 
is continuous and defined over the compact set G]) , so I g(w) I is bounded over G]) , The 
maximum of I g(w) I is taken on the border of G]) . Since 0 E DG]) , and I g(O) I is infinity 
that is a contradiction and thus f(s) is proper. 
iv') f( s) is a C:P-stable function since if f( 5) had a pole, So , inside c:P , then f( so) would be 
infinity. Thus g(w) would be infinity at the Wo which is the image of 50 , within the 
transformation Wo = (1/(50+1)) , But g(w) is continuous and defined over the compact 
set G] , so I g( w) I is bounded over G] . Hence f( s) is a GJ-stable function. 0 
Proposition (3.5.5) : Whenever I(s} zs a unit in 1RGj>(S) then g(w) = 1((l-w)/w) tS a 
1'ational unit in As and vice versa. 
Proof 
(=» Let f(s) be a unit in 1RGj>(S) , then g(w) = f((1-w)/w) is a rational function of As 
(proposition(3.5.4)) and since for all s in c:P , f(s) is no zero that implies that for all w in 
G]) , g(w):f 0 and g-l(W) = (1jg(w)) is defined over GlJ . Indeed g0g- 1= 1 - (I as in 
(lemma(3.5.1) , ii ) -since (g0g-1)(W) = g(w) .g-l(w) = 1 = I(w) for all w in G]) • 
(<=) Let g(w) be a rational unit of As . Then f(8) = g(l/(s+l)) is an element of 1RGj>(S)-
(proposi tion( 3.5.4)) - and f( s) is no zero for all s in ~ , (since g( w) is no zero for all w in 
GlJ) . Since g(w) is a unit then (1/g(w)) is no zero for all w in Ii] and hence (1/f(s)) is no 
zero for all s in ~ . The above two results mean that neither the numerator nor the 
denominator of f(s) can be zero for s in GJ . Hence f(s) is a unit in 1RGj>(S) • o 
In theorem (3.5.1) it is investigated the existence of a condition under which a unit of 
IR (s) satisfies certain interpolation constraints . After having introduced the disc Gj> 
algebra of .As and proposition{3.5.5) it is sensible to establish theorem(3.5.1) in its 
equivalent form; that is , to establish an equivalent to the condition of theorem{3.5.1) 
under which a rational unit of As satisfies certain interpolation constraints, [Vid. 4] . 
Suppose {51 , ... , sn} is a set of points in ~ and {ml , ... , m n} is a. corresponding set 
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of posi tiy<, integers and {r ij , j = () , ... , TTl.i-1 , i = 1 , ... , n } is a corresponding sd. of 
complex 1l11111bcrs . The objective is to determine a unit u(s) in IR (S) snch that. 
cp 
--.L n(si) = rij , j = 0 , '" , lltj-1 , i = 1 , .. , . n (<is )J ( 3.5.2) 
COllsicier the transformation W =(l/(s+l)) . If u(s) is uuit of IRcp(S) satisfying the 
constraiuts (3.5.2) , then by proposition(3.5.5) the function f : G] ~ C with f(w) = 
=n((l-wl/w) be a rational unit in As which satisfies the equivalent to the (3.5.2) 
coustraints : 
where, 
fU)() . 0 . Wi = qij , J = , ... , 7nj-1 , z = 1 , ... , n 
w.= _I_ 
I si+ 1 
(I-W) qiO= f(Wi) = u --wf = U(Si) = rio 
t ·) (1 w) (_l)J.j! _ (J') (-I)j.j! _ (_l)J.j! ql) = } (WI') = uU) -WI' i \1 (s) r j+l - • i J+I - ij J+l ' 
Wi Wi Wi 
j = 1 , .... mi-I , i = 1 , ... , n . 
(3.5.3) 
The Wi are real whenever Si are real i = 1 , ... , I . Now we have transformed the 
problem to an equivalent one of constructing a rational unit f(w) E As which satisfies the 
constraints (3.5.3) . 
Theorem (3.5.6) [Vid. 41 : Given elements WI , ••• , Wn of G] , positive integers m l , ••. , 
Tnn and complex numbers qij , j = 0 , ... , mi-1 , i = 1 , ... , n suppose WI , ... , WI are 
real and W/+l , ... , Wn are nonreal . Suppose also that qij is real for all j whenever Wi is 
real. Under these conditions, there exists a rational unit f(s) of A. satisfying (3.5.9) , 
if and only if qlO , .•• , qlo are all of the same sign . 0 
Before we prove this theorem - and furthermore its equivalent(3.5.1) - we have to 
introduce some useful lemmata . 
Lemma (9.5.9) : If f(w) E A. , then it is a unit, if and only if f(w) 1:- 0 for all W in <!D . 
Proof 
(=?) If f(w) E As and is a unit then there exists g(w) E A. such that f.g = g·f = 1 or 
f(w). g(w) = 1 for all w in A •. So g(w) = (1/f(w)) which implies f(w) 1= 0 for all w in ~. 
(¢::) If f(w) EA. and f(w) 1= 0 for all w in ~ then (1/f(w)) is defined and (1/f( w)) -
=(l/f(w)) , hence (1/f(w)) E A. and f(w). (1/f(w)) = 1 , so f(w) is a unit. 0 
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Lemma (:I.5.4) : Let h(w) EA., . rrllhll < 1 thcn 1 +his a. '/L7/:it in A, . 
Ilhll < 1 => 1 -llhll > 0 => 1 -sup { Ih(w)1 for all \\' ill DGJJ} > () 
CUll sider HUW the I h( w) + 1 I V w E GJJ , then: 
{ I h( w) + 1 I ~ I 1 - I h( w) I I <=> I h( w) + 1 I > 1 - I h( \\') I } V \\' E GJJ 
Thus I h(w) + 1 I > 1 -sup { I h(w) I for all w ill ()GJJ} V WE G] 
ClIlel inf{ I h(w) + 11 VWEG]} > 1 -lIhll > 0 (3.5.4) 
By (3.5.4) we take that h(w) + 1 of 0 and so by lemma{3.5.3) 1+h(w) is a unit. 0 
Lemma (3.5.5) : Let 11,(111) E As , h(w) be a unit and I(w) EA •. If II h-fll < II h:11I then 
I(w) is also a nnit . 
Proof 
By lemma(3.5.4) the proof implies that the function (h- 1f-l)+1 is a unit, or h- 1f is a 
Ilni t and because h -I is a unit f is also a uni t . 0 
Lemma (9.5.6) : Let I(w) be a polynomial of degree n in A. , WI , ... , wp be its distinct 
p 
Toots with multiplicities ffi l , ... , mp respectively and L / mj / = n . Then VWo E G] ~ 
IjJ) (wo)/ < I Q' / n J , where 0:' is the coefficient of the n ip~wer of f(w) . 
Proof 
From the hypothesis of the lemma we can express f( w) as follows: 
P m· 
f( w) = 0:" n (w -wi) I 
i=1 
(3.5.5) 
m· 
We know that I (wo- Wi) • 1 ~ 1 and then: 
Consider now : 
P m· 1 0:' I· i~1 I (w 0 - wi) I I < I 0 I 
[ 
P { m ·-1 pm.}] t(W) = O· ~ mi'(W-Wi) I • n (W-Wj) J 
.=1 J=1 
j :/: i 
(3.5.6) 
(3.5.7) 
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Theil : 
< 
(3.5.8) 
rn ·-1 (l m 
Because I a 1·1 (WO-Wi) I I· n I (wo-Wj) ) I:::: I n I and by (3.5.8) we take: 
)=1 
j f:. ' 
(l 
I f'(wo) I :::: I a I· L Tn, = I (\' I· n (3.5.9) 
i=1 
We proceed now for the I f" (wo) I . Since we know that f' (w) is a polynomial of degree 
n-1 , then following the same steps for f'(w) as we did for f(w) we have that: 
If"(wa)I :::: lol·11.(n-1) (3.5.10) 
Aftcr j finite steps we take that: 
I rj)(wa) I < 10 1·11.(n-1).(n-2) . .... (n-j+1) (3.5.11) 
If j 2: n , thcn I rj)(wo) I = 0 and (3.5.11) holds. Hence (3.5.11) holds for all j EN. By 
(3.5.11) it is obvious that I ri)(wo) I < I C\' I ni . 0 
Remark (9.5.9) : If f(w) is a polynomial in As a method for the estimation of II f II , 
using the maximum modulus theorem is given a..<; follows. II f II = sup { I f(wJ/ for all w 
in aD} , in our case : 
II f II = sup { If(o.S (1+ ei 6)J/ for all arguments fJ ) 
Proceeding we have II f II = sup {/ J(0.5 (1+ [cos(o) + i sin(O)])) I for all arguments fJ}. 
Observe now that I f(0.5 {1+ (cos(o) + i sin(O)])) I is a real function offJ and we can 
find its maximum by studying the change of sign of its second order derivative at fJ 
where its first order derivative vanishes. Because I f(O.5 (1+ [cos(O) + i sin(O)J)) I i..~ 
continuous over the closed disc Clj) its maximum value serves as its supremum. 0 
Remark (9.5.4) : Using remark(9.5.9) we can estimate that II exp(g) II $ exp II (g) II 
00 
where g(w) is a polynomial in A, . By definition(9.5.e) exp(g) = E (gi/i!) I hence exp 
i=O 
is a continuous , analytic and bounded function over GJl and from the maximum modulus 
theorem it takes its maximum I which serves as its supremum I at aWE 8GJ1 . 
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ConsidrT : 
Heuer: : 
{ I 
)U g(w/ I } {oo S'lLPIg(wH} 
Slip L -. ,- ,V w E DG] ~L . , 
,=() 1.. .=0 1. Vw E DG] 
II exp(g) II :; { i~O II r/} 
Which implies that : 
II exp(g) II ~ exp( II gil) (8.5.12) 
By (3.5.12) we obtain: 
II exp(g) 1/ > 
1 1 o 
cxp II(g) II 
Remark (3.5.5) : In the following (proof of theorem(S.5.6)) we shall need to approach 
the function exp(g(w)) , where g(w) is a polynomial in .A" , sufficiently close by a 
polynomial p(w)= llv + al w + ... + at wt . This approach can by achieved by two ways: 
00 . 
i)Express exp(g(w)) as .E g(w//i! and approach by terms of g(w//i!, namely p(w)= 
.=0 
t . 
= L g(W//i! 
i=O 
ii)Express ,exp(g(w)) as a power series about (0.5 , 0) , [Apo. I} : 
00 (g(w) - 0.5/ 
exp(g(w)) = exp(O.S) E ., 
i=O 1. 
and rearrange in terms of increasing wi . Then the approach is achieved by polynomials 
of the form: 
where p(w) consist of the first t terms of exp(g(w)) . In the proof that follows we shall 
present the first approach. In the subsequent remark(S.S.6) we shall present the same 
procedure for the second approach and in example(9.6.1) we shall compare the two 
methods. 0 
Proof of theorem(3.5.6) 
(=» If f is a rational unit of A, satisfying the constraints (3.5.3) I then by lemma(3.5.3) 
f(w) # 0 , Vw E ~ and so f(w) does not change sign for all w in [0 I 1] . If f(w) had at 
least one sign change or two elements of [0 I 1] I wi I wi+! with f(Wi) .f(Wi+1) < 0 then 
the continuity of f(w) would imply that Wi in [0 , 1] exists such that: Wi < Wi < wi+! and 
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f( Wi) = 0 . which is not true SiIlC(~ f( w) is a uIli t and has IlO roots ill Gj) . So for t.he 1'('(11 
"'I ..... WI of the hypothesis of tlworclll(3.5.2) we ha\'(' that f(W1) , .... f(wI) hav!' the 
sallle sip;lI am} so <IIO = f( wI) , ... , CliO = f( w /) ha v(' the same sip;lI . 
(<=) This st.('P of the proof is constructive for till' ratiollal unit f(w) of A, which satisfies 
the COllstraints (3.5.3) . Suppose <110 , ... , <i/o hav(' the same sign. \,V(' ('(\.11 assuuH' 
wit.hout loss of generality that all these numbers an~ positive' , or otherwise W(' haw' the 
(~quivalellt problem of finding a rational unit of As ' f , which satisfies the ('f/uivalent to 
the (3.5.3) interpolation constraints: 
fU)( ) . 0 . 1 wi = - qij , J = , ... , mj-l , l = .... , n (3.5.13) 
It is first shown that an h(w) E As not necessarily rational satisfying (3.5.3) call be 
constructed. If we construct a function g( w) E As satisfying: 
---.L exp(g(w)) I = qij , j = 0 , ... , mj-l , i = 1 , ... , n (dW)l W=Wj (3.5.14) 
thcn h(w) = exp(g(w)) is a unit of As satisfying (3.5.3) . Since WI , ... , w/ are real <110' 
... , q arc real and positive so that the Log qiQ always exists and it is real for i = 1 , ... , 
to 
I , thcn (3.5.14) can be expressed as : 
g(Wi) = Log qiQ , i = 1 , ... , n 
(3.5.15 ) 
and so on for j = 1 , ... , mj-1 , i = 1 , ... , n . Thus the original interpolation problem 
has been reduced to one of constructing a function g( w) E A .. - not required to be a 
unit - satisfying the interpolation constraints (3.5.15) . Such a function g(w) can be 
constructed to be the interpolation polynomial which satisfies (3.5.15) ; in other words: 
m· 
( ) _ ~ ~ (IC)( .) (W-wit II" (w-Wj) J g W - L...J L...J g WI I m· 
i=1 IC=Q It. j=1 (w.-w.) J 
jf.i I J 
(3.5.16) 
and g(w) belongs to A, since the polynomials belong to A, . So we have constructed a 
unit h(w) = exp(g(w)) satisfying the conditions (3.5.3) . Now we construct a rational 
unit in AIJ , f(w) which satisfies (3.5.3) . First we w{)uld like to make the following 
remark. It is well known from analysis that for all E>O there exists a polynomial p(w) , 
such that II h - p II <E . Consider now the polynomials t/J( w) , 4>( w) such that t/J( w) 
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illterpolatcs the same qij as h(w) and 1>(w)= y' Ii (w-w )"' •. Then we can writ<, : 
.=1 • 
h(w) -7,j,(w) = </J(w). 7r(w) 
Sill("(' (1I(w,) -I/)(W,))(J)= 0 , Vi = 1 , ... , 71 , j = 1 , ... , THj-l . Furthermore: 
p(w) = 1>(w). 7r 1(w)+v(w) 
TheIl as p(w) tends to h(w) , it is implied that 7r(w) tends t.o 7r 1(w) and 11(\\') tends to 
1/)(W) . So Vf>O we can find a p(w) such that II t/J-v II < f. From the ahoY(' lIH'ntioned 
we can create an v( w) such that I Q I ::; w , where Q is the highest degree coefficient of 
If!( w) - v( w) and w is a given positive real number. Algorithmically this can be achieved 
as follows. 
Step 1: Start with some p(w) approaching h(w) and after dividing p(w) by 1>(w) take 
the difference 1/']( w) - v( w) and check I Q I . If I Q I ::; w then stop, else approach h( w) by 
a new PI(W) such that II h-PIII < II h-p II· 
Step 2 : Divide PI(w) by 1>(w) this time. Since PI(w) is a better approach for h(w) , 
from the one of step 1 , VI (w) - the new remainder - is a better approach for 1/'( w) . So , 
II t/J - v I II is closer to zero now than II t/J - v II . That means , that the coefficients of 
t/J(w)-Vt(w) are closer to zero than the ones of t/J(w)-v(w) and hence I 0'1 I < I Q I , 
where Q t is the highest degree coefficient of t/J( w) - VI ( w) . If I Q I I::; w then stop , else 
approach h(w) by a new P2(w) such that II h - P2 II < II h - PI II . 
Step 3 : Repeat step 2 for P2(W) and 4>{w) . 
This algorithm will eventually create a vn(w) with I an I ::; w . It will take finite number 
of steps because when I a I ~ w the difference I a 1- w is finite. Proceeding now with 
the proof let : 
d = t I mj I , ,\ = min { I Wj-Wj I , Vi , j = 1 , ... , n} , 
1=1 
m=max{ml,···,mn } (3.5.17) 
Assume that : 
dn-l) m • m.-l 
1\ th b ~ ~ d" f = (1) , WI = L...J L...J 
(,\ n- m + b) exp{ II -g II ) i=1 ,,=0 
N ow we construct a polynomial p( w) over <!Jl such that : 
\I h - p II < f (3.5.18) 
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B 1 ,f' " ( - ) 1 () 00 g( w)' . y (C lIlltlOll 3,;).2 1 w = ,2: -',- . By remark (3.5.6) we can fmd c = II g II and let 
, ,=0 1.. 
t g(w). . . 
p( w) = L -1- , It IS enough to flIld the approprIate t sHch that (3.5.18) holds true, 
,=0 " 
By (3.5.18) we take: , 
II h - p II = "'I' {I.~, g(:~)' - .to g(;~)' I. Ii WE 8'J1 } 
= sup { ,~ g(~)' ,V w E a~ } 
.=t+ I I. 
{ I 00 c i I} -{I 00 ci t ci I} ~ L 1" - L--L~ i=t+1 z. i=O'! i=O'! (3.5.19) 
In order to estimate a t such that (3.5.18) holds true, it is enough to find a t such that: 
(3.5.20) 
then by (3.5.19) we can verify that this t leads to a p(w) that satisfies (3.5.18) . By 
(3.5.20) , we ha\'e : 
(3.5.21 ) 
and since € is a finite not varying number , after finite number of steps a t which 
satisfies (3.5.21) can be found. Now denote: 
n m, 
</Y(w) = y. n (W-Wi) • 
i=1 
where y is an arbitrary real number. Dividing the polynomial p(w) by </Y(w) : 
p(W) = </y(w) 7r(w) + v(w) (3.5.22) 
and P(j)(Wi) = vUl(Wj) , j = 0 , ... , mi-1 , i = 1 , ... , n (3.5.23) 
We also assume the polynomial 1jJ(w) which interpolates qij , j = 0 , ... , mi-1 , i = 1 , 
.,. ,n namely: 
i (j){ ) h(j)() . 0 1 . 1 V Wi = Wi = qij , J = , ... , mi- ,~= , ... , n (3.5.24) 
wi th degree of both </Y( w) , v{ w) less or equal than d -1 . 
Set: f(w) = p{w) -v{w) +t/J{w) (3.5.25) 
f(w) is a rational function in All and by (3.5.23), (3.5.24) , (3.5.25) it is implied that: 
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Consider now : 
II h - fll = II h-p + V-1/) II < II h-p II + Ilv-1/) II (3.5.27) 
Observe that (3.5.23) , (3.5.24) for j = 0 imply: 
which gives by (3.5.17) : 
I v(w)-1jJ(w) I < f 
I I 
(3.5.28) 
whereas deg(v(w)-1jJ(w)) = J-l:5 d-1 . By lemma(3.5.6) it is implied that: 
(3.5.29) 
If I a I is greater than f , then we can increase t to a t' in (3.5.20) such that if we follow 
the algorithm described in steps 1 - 3 , an a' corresponding to v'( w )-1jJ( w) , with I a' I 
less than f can be constructed and thus : 
(3.5.30) 
Consider now the polynomial Q(w) which has the properties: 
(3.5.31) 
and deg(Q(w)) = d-1 . Since Q(w) is an interpolation polynomial and the amplitude of 
the values of interpolation is greater than the degrees of Q(w) and (v'(w) -1jJ(w)) as well 
as by (3.5.31) it is implied that: 
Q(w) = (v'(w) -1jJ(w)) (3.5.32) 
By (3.5.6) the form of Q(w) is given as : 
Consider now the : 
II v'-1jJ II = sup { I v'(w) -1jJ(w) I , V w E a~} 
= BU P { I Q ( w) I , 'v' w E a~} 
(3.5.33) 
(3.5.34) 
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1
m 
,. m;-I [ () ] (w-w;)'" ,. (W-wJ ) 
I Q(W) I = I L,'=1 ~=() (V'(Wi)-~)(Wi)) '" (Wi) ---:,-'-'-- II rn 
" 1\.. =1 (W -W) ) J , , ) ) f. ' 
and by (3.5.16) , (3.5.30) , I \v-W, I ~ 1 it is implied that: 
I 
m,-\ m,-\ 
11 I", 1 1 n I K 1 I Q( w) I < " " f d - € " " d - € b 
- • .L=,.J
1 
f= ..... o \(n-I) m - \(n-I) m LJ LJ - (n-I) m 
"/\ /\ i=1 K=O ). 
Relation (3.5.35) holds for all WE GJl and thus: 
sup { I Q(w) I , V WE 8GJl} ::; € 1 b ). (n-I) m 
By (3.5.35) and (3.5.36) it is implied that: 
(3.5.17) , (3.5.27) , (3.5.37) imply that: 
II h-fll < II h-p II + Ilv'-'I/J II < € + € (}I) m b ). 
and (3.5.17) , (3.5.38) yield: 
II h - fll < exp Ill_g II 
By remarks(3.5.3) , (3.5.4) it is then implied that: 
II (exp(g)flll = II exp(-g) \I ::; exp( II-g II) 
or , 
1 > 1 
II exp(-g) II - exp( I\-g II) 
By lemma(3.5.5) and relations (3.5.39) , (3.5.40) ~ 
II h £11 < 1 - 1 
- II exp(-g) II - II h-1 II 
(3.5.35) 
(3.5.36) 
(3.5.37) 
(3.5.38) 
(3.5.39) 
(3.5.40) 
(3.5.41) 
Thus f(w) is a rational unit III As which - by (4.26) - satisfies the interpolation 
constraints (3.5.3) . o 
Remark (9.5.6) : We shall present here the method of constructing a rational unit of .A." 
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which satisfies thc interpolation constraints (.1.5.3) by using part l.i) of rC7lw7'k(:3. 5. 5) . 
First, w( follow the same steps as in the proof of thcorem (.1.5.6) to const1'1Lct a unit 
r;xp (q(w)) in A.< , which satisfies the interpolation constraints (S. 5.,'j) . Then we el;pand 
cxp(g(w)) as a powcr serics about (0.5 , 0) : 
00 gUl(O.5) 
cxp(g(w)) = (~xp(g(0.5)) L' 'f (g(w) - g(O.5))' 
i=O l. 
and rearrange in terms of increasing Wi • Then we approach exp(g(w)) by a polynomial 
of the form: 
p(w)= ao + a1 w + ... + at wt 
where p(w) consists of the first t , t = 1 , 2 , ... , terms of exp(g(w)) . Then we divide 
p(w) as in (3.5.22) and construct the polynomial J(w) as in (3.5.25) . Using 
remark(3.5.8) we calculate: 
II exp(g(w)) - p(w)+v(w) - 1/;(w) II 
which it is required to be less than or equal to l/exp(// - g(w) 1/) . If it is not then we 
take more terms of exp(g(w)) in p(w) and repeat the above process until: 
/1 exp(g(w)) - p(w)+v(w) - 1/;(w) /1 <S l/exp(// - g(w) If) 
The algorithm takes finite number of steps to complete since, as we have pointed out in 
the proof of theorem(3.5.6) , as p(w) -+ exp(g(w)) ,v(w) -+ 0(w) and thus: 
t-+oo 1-+00 
II exp(g(w)) - p(w)+v(w) - 1/;(w) II -+ 0 1-+00 
f{w) is a unit in ..As J since l/exp{/1 - g(w) 1/) is less than 1/11 exp(-g(w)) II , 
(remark(3.5.4) and lemma(3.5.5)) . As it will be demonstrated in example(3.6.1) , this 
algorithm is faster than the one described in the proof of theorem(3. 5. 6) . o 
The proof of theorem(3.5.1) is a consequence of the proof of theorem(3.5.6) bearing in 
mind the transformation of constraints (3.5.2) to (3.5.3) . The inverse transormation 
from (3.5.3) to (3.5.2) is also possible. 
Proof of theorem (3.5.1) 
(<=) If riO, i = 1 , ... , I does not change sign then the same happens with qiO - (3.5.2) I 
(3.5.3)) - and by theorem(3.5.6) a polynomial unit f(w) of A, exists that satisfies (3.5.3). 
Furthermore f(I/(s+I)) = u(s) is a rational unit in IRc:JI(s) -propositions(3.5.4) I 
(3.5.5) - and satisfies the interpolation constraints of (3.5.2) . 
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(=» If f(s) is a unit in 1R<p(s) then the riO, i = 1 , ... , I must not change sign else we 
could find Si in <P such that f( sJ = 0 which is not true. 0 
3.6. CONSTRUCTION OF THE CLASS OF MINIMUM DEGREE REMAINDERS 
Let v(s) , g(s) be two rational , proper and <P-stable functions . Consider the 
Euclidean Division of v(s) by g(s) as it was defined by theorem(3.4.1) . It is well known 
by proposition(3.3.3) and remarks(3.4.2) , (3.4.3) that there does not always exist a 
unique pair of quotient and remainder for a Euclidean division. Thus it is interesting to 
investigate classes of remainders with least Euclidean degree , [Vid. 4] , [Var. 5] . In 
what follows we shall show that the least possible Euclidean degree which the remainder 
of a Euclidean division may have is equal to the number of the sign changes of the 
dividend at the extended , real , positive , in ascending order positioned zeros of the 
divisor. Namely the sign changes in the set {v(Sj) , i = 1 , ... , I} , with Sj the real 
posi ti ve fini te and infinite zeros of g( s ). 
Theorem (9.6.1) : Let v(s) , g(s) be two coprime functions of IR (S) and , (g(s)) = n , 
{Sl' ... , sn} the zeros of g(s) in <P with multiplicity {ml , ... , :n} respectively and {Sll 
... , sd are extended , real , nonnegative , in ascending order . Then the least possible 
degree of the remainder of the Euclidean Division of v(s} by g(s} is 1/ the number of sign 
changes in (V(SI) , ... , V (Sl) } and a representative of the class of remainders of such a 
degree is given by the form: 
v (s-b.) 
r(s) = II -( 1t) u-1 (s) 
j=l s+ 
(8.6.1) 
where bj are in IR + U {O} and Sj < bj < Sj+l whenever v(Sj}. V(Sj+l) < 0, i = 1 , ... , 1 , 
1/ 51 ,u-l (s) is a unit in 1R~(s) . 
Proof 
Let v(s) = g(s). q(s) + 7"(s) is the Euclidean Division of v(s) by g(s) with q(s) , 7"(s) the 
quotient and the remainder respectively. Then 7"(8) = v(s)-g(s) .q(s) and , (7"(s)) = 
<:P 
=, (v(s)-g(s). q(s)) . Now we consider the set: 
GJl 
It contains 1/ sign changes so : 
7"(s) = v(s) - g(s) .q(s) 
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has at least /1 roots in 'P and thus by (3.3.9) , , (7(S)) ~ /J • Now we construct an r(s) 
"jl 
snch that: 
Let: 
, (7 ( S )) = /1. 
"jl 
v (s-b) 
T(S) = II -(s 11). 
1=1 + 
bi are real positive and Sj < b i < Sj+1 , whenever v( sJ . v( Si+l) < 0 , i = 1 , ... 1 I , (7( s)= 
= 1 if /J = 0) . If we find a unit u(s) in 1R"jl(S) such that: 
(v(Sj)' u(sJ)(j) = 7(Sj)(j), j = 0 , ... , mi-1 , i = 1 , ... , n (3.6.2) 
Then the function V(s) = v(s). U(S)-7(S) vanishes at the zeros of g(s) in 'P as well as at 
their multi plici ties , so the zeros of g( s) in <P arc also zeros of V (s) , in 'P , and from 
proposition(3.3.2) there exists t(s) in 1R"jl(S) such that: 
V(s) = g(s) t(s) <=> v(s) U(S)-7(S) = g(s) t(s) <=> v(s) u(s) = g(s) t(s) + 7(S) 
v(s) = g(s) t(s) u- 1(s) + 7(S) u- 1(s) <=>, (7(S)' u- 1 (s)) = /J 
"jl 
And we have constructed the class of remainders 7(5)' u- 1 (s) with the possible minimum 
degree 1/ . Now we must construct a unit u(s) in 1R"jl(S) such that (3.6.2) holds. First we 
consider the values (7( Sj) / v( Sj)) , i = 1 , ... , n , which are real and do not change sing 
Vi = 1 , ... ', I . By (3.6.2) and the type of Leibnintz for the jth order derivative of the 
product of two functions we have: 
or (3.6.3) 
. 1 . 1 h ()(O) () 7( Si) s J = 0 , ... ,mi- ,Z = , ... , n , were u Si = U 5j = -( ). et: 
v si 
( )U) . 0 1 . r ij = U si ,J = , ... ,mi- ,Z = 1 , ... , n (3.6.4) 
By (3.6.3) and the theorem(3.5.1) it is possible to construct a unit u(s) in IR~(S) such 
that the interpolation constraints (3.6.4) hold, since riO do not change sing V i = 1 , ... , 
I . This construction is possible by using the algorithmic interpretation of the proof of 
theorem(3.5.6) . In remark(3.6.1) we give the algorithmic interpretation corresponding 
to the method of remark(3.6.6) : 
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Algorithm for the construction of a unit of IR (s) for which (3.6.4) holds 
<p 
Step 1: Set 1/ the llumber of sign changes in {v(St) , ... , V(SI)} 
Step 2: Set 
v (s-bJ 
7(S) = J1 (s+1) , 
b j real and Sj < b i < Sj+1 , whenever v(Sj)' V(Sj+1) < 0 , i = 1 , ... , lor 7(S) = 1 if v = 0 . 
Step 3: Set rj] = u(s;)(j), j = 0 , ... , mi-1 , i = 1 , ... , n , where: 
(0) 7(Sj) 
u(Sj) = u(Sj) = -(-) , 
v Sj 
Step 4: Set 
W - 1 z'-l n j- Sj+ l' - , ... , 
Step 5: Set (-1)'.j! . . 
qij = riJ' "+1' ) = 0 , ... , mi- 1 , l = 1 , ... , n 
w' 1 
Step 6: If'qio < 0 then set qij = - qij and follow the construction for these qij . 
Step 7: Factorize g(s) as in (3.3.6) and set S = ((l-w)/w) in its non unit part, (use 
the types of remark( 3.3.2)) . This results to a polynomial <fJ( w) . 
Step 8: Solve the equation: 
L exp(d(w)) 1 = q (dw)' w=wi ij 
with respect to d(j)(Wi) - d(w) polynomial- and set ajj = d(i)(wj) , 
j = 0 , ... , mi-1 , i = 1 , ... , n . Thus a d(w) that interpolates the 
values aij can be constructed. 
Step 9: Set h(w) = exp(d(w)) , (a non rational unit of .A,) . 
Step 10 : Set d' = t mj , ~ = min { 1 w j-W jl , Vi, j = 1 , ... , n } , 
1=1 
m = max {m1 , ... , m n } • 
Step 11 : Set 
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>,(n-I) Tn 
E = -------;------c,----'-''---------
p(n-l)m + b) cxp( II-d II) 
m·-l 
n! I I'i 
with h = L L (d) ,II-d II = II d II = c, til(' norm ofd(w). 
i=l K=O 
Step 12 : EstiIIl(tte a t such that {I eC -t ~; I} ::; E and sct p( \\") =t d('~) I • 
1=0 l. ,=0 l. 
Step 13 : Divide p(w) by q;(w) as p(w) = q;(w) 7r(w) + v(\\") 
Step 14 : Construct the polynomial 1jJ(w) which interpolates qij , j = 0 , ... , mi-1 , 
i=l, ... ,n. 
Step 15 : Set 0' the highest degree coefficient of (1jJ( w) - v( w)) . If 1 0' 1 > E then repeat 
steps 12 , 13 for t' > t , until I 0' I ::; E • 
Step 16 : Set f(w) = p(w)-v(w) +1jJ(w) . 
Step 17 : If step 6 has been used then substitute f( w) by -f( w) in the following. 
Theorems(3.5.1) , (3.5.6) , propositions(3.5.4) , (3.5.5) imply that u(s) = f(I/(s+I)) is a 
unit in IR (s) satisfying (3.6.4) and by (3.6.3) , (3.6.4) ~ (3.6.2) holds true. 
'P 
o 
Remark (3.6.1) : The method introduced in remark(3.5.6) can be algorithmically 
interpreted! as follows : Steps 1 through 9 remain the same as above . 
Algorithm for the implementation of remark(3.5.6) 
Step 10 : Set E = l/exp(c) ,with c= II d II = II-d II , the norm of dew) . 
Step 11 : Expand exp(d(w)) as a power series about the point (0.5 ,0) . 
Step 12 : Is same as step 14 in the proof of theorem(3.6.1) . 
Step 13 : For t = 0 , set pew) = a.a + al w + ... + at w t ,the first t terms of the 
expansion of exp( d( w)) . 
Step 14 : Is same as step 13 in the proof of theorem (3.6.1) 
Step 15 : Calculate the norm II exp(d(w)) - p(w)+v(w) -1jJ(w) II , (use remark(3.5.3)) . 
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Step 16: If II exp(d(w)) -p(w)+v(w) -'INw) II'S f then go to step 17 ,else go to step 13 
and sd t = t+ 1 , then repeat steps 14 , 15 . 16 until the inequality is true. 
Step 17: Is same as step 16 in the proof of theorem(3.6.1) . 
Step 18 : Is same as step 17 in the proof of theorern(3.6.1) . o 
Remark {9.6.2} : Let f(w) be a rational unit of .As such that u(s) = J(1/(s+I)) satisfies 
(3.6.4) . Such an f(w) can be found by using either the first or the second algorithm 
described above . A natural number t corresponding to J(w) exists and is constructed 
either in steps 12 , 15 of the first algorithm or steps 13 , 16 of the second. For all t' > t 
set p ,(w) to be : 
t 
. t' d(w)' t' 
edher L: -. ,- , or l1tJ + a.l w + ... + at' w 
i=O z. 
according to steps 12 , 15 of the first algorithm or steps 13, 16 of the second. For the 
g(w) of step 7 in both algorithms and each Pt'(w) , set vt,(w} to be the remainder of the 
Euclidean division of p ,(w) by g(w) . For the t/J(w} of step 14 in both algorithms set 
t 
fJw) = Pt'(w)-vt,(w)+t/J(w) . The family g of all rational units of .As , f(w) , such that 
u(s) = J(1/(s+I}} satisfies (3.6.4) is parametrized by the above mentioned procedure. 
As a result the family CU of units, u(s} , that satisfy (3.6.4) is parametrized by GJ via the 
transformation w -+ 1/(s+l} . Finally, if Sl , ... , Sl are extended, real, nonnegative 
zeros of the divisor g(s) and 11 the number of sign changes in {v(St} , ... , V(SI}} the 
family of least Euclidean degree remainders, G], , of the Euclidean division of v(s) by 
g(8} is parametrized by : 
{
V (8-b.) 
G], = r(s) = }J (s+i) u- l (s} , V bi E IR+ U to} and Si < 
i = 1 , ... , I, U(8} = J(1/(s+I}} , V J(w} E GJ } o 
Example (3.6.1) : Let v(s) = ((s-2)/(s+1)) and g(s) = (((S_1)2 S)/(S+1)3) and so the 
zeros of g( s) in ~ are SI = 1 and S2 = 0 with multiplicities mt = 2 and m2 = 1 
respectively. First we use the algorithm of the theorem{3.6.1} : 
Step 1 : The number of sign changes in {v( S1) , v( S2)} = { - 0.5 , - 2 } is 0 thus 11 = 0 . 
Step 2 : r( s) = 1 . 
Step 3: rIO =-2, raJ =-0.5, r11= -3. 
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Step 4 : WI = 0.5 , w2 = 1 . 
Step 5: qlo = -4 . qAJ = -0.5 , <111= 12 . 
Step 6 : q~o = 4 , qJJ = 0.5 , q~ I = - 12 . 
Step 7 : g( w) = (-4) w3 + 8 w2 - 5 w + 1 . 
Step 8 : The polynomial d(w) = 2.30685 - 0.682234 w - 2.31777 w2 , interpolates the 
values a lO= Log(4) , aAJ= Log(0.5) , a l1 = (q~/q~o) = -3 . 
Step 9: h(w) = exp(d(w)). 
Steps 10 , 11 : d' = 3 , ). = 0.5 , m = 2 , c = 2.56283 , b = 5 , f = 0.00367077 . 
10 d(w)' 
Steps 12: t = 10 , p(w) = .2: -.,- . 
1=0 to 
Step 13 : Dividing p(w) by ¢(w) the remainder v(w) = 9.99995 w2 - 21.999 \\' + 12.5 . 
Step 14 : The polynomial 'Ij.;(w) = 12.5 - 22 w + 10 w2 interpolates the values q' = 4 , 
10 
q' = 0.5 , q' = - 12 . AJ 11 
Step 15 : 1_'0 1 = 0.00005 < E • 
Step 16 : f(w)= p(w) - v(w) +'Ij.;(w) = 
= 10.0425 - 6.85058 w - 20.9377 w2 + 15.3397 w3 + 21.6445 w4 -17.1466 w5 _ 
-14.7701 w6 + 12.7249 w7 + 7.47859 wB -7.00523 w9 _ 3.00314 WID + 3.00128 wll + 
+ 1.00387 w12 - 1.00002 w13 - 0.288763 w14 + 0.253267 wiS + 0.0703417 w l6 -
_ 0.048267 W I7 - 0.0127835 w18 + 0.00362908 w19+ 0.00123292 w7) 
Now we study the same example in view of the algorithm in remark{3.6.1) . 
Steps 1 through 9 are the same as above. 
Step 10 : E = 0.0770863 , c= 2.56283 . 
Step 11 : The expansion can be done using a mathematical package (ie. Mathematica , 
etc) . 
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Step 12 : Is the same as step 14 above. 
Step 13 : For t=14 , take as p(w) the first 14 terms of step 11 . 
Step 14 : v(w) =9.99853 w 2 - 21.9981 w + 12.4994 . 
Step 15: II cxp(d(w))-p(w)+v(w)-1jJ(w) II = 0.0209831. 
Step 16: II exp(d(w)) -p(w)+v(w) -1jJ(w) II < E . 
Step 17: f(w)= p(w) - v(w)+1jJ(w) = 
= 10.0376 - 6.83549 w - 20.9018 w2 + 15.2007 w3 + 21.5539 w4 -16.6366 w5 _ 
-14.6357 w6 + 11.6296 w7 + 7.32686 wB - 5.50139 w9 - 2.8155 w10+ 
+ 1.65489 wll + 0.782572 w U - 0.242195 w13 - 0.117545 w14 
We can clearly see that the second algorithm gives a less degree unit than the unit of 
the first one . This is due to the approaching of exp( d( w)) by terms of d( w)i / i! which 
employ in pew) all the terms of the polynomial d(w)i , something not always necessary. 
In other words we may need only the few first terms of d(w)i and not all of them so 
that p( w) will approach exp( d( w)) as close as required . And finally u( s) = - f( 1 / (s+ 1)) 
is the unit which interpolates the values rlO = - 2 , ra> = - 0.5 , r l1 = - 3 . By 
theorem(3.6.1) a least degree remainder of the Euclidean Division of v(s) by g(s) is 
u- 1(s) , while corollary(3.6.1) implies that the class of all least degree remainders of the 
Euclidean Division of v(s) by g(s) is G], = { u(s) = - ~,1(1/(s+1)) , V few) E Cj } . 0 
3.7. CLOSED - LOOP STABILITY AND MATRIX EUCLIDEAN DIVISION . 
Consider the standard feedback configuration associated with a lumped , linear , time 
invariant (continuous - time) system: 
Suppose that P , C E A(IRc:p(s») , (where A(IRc:P(s») is the ring of matrices with entries in 
IRcp(s)) . Let (N p , Dp) , (Dp , Np) be any 1RGf\(S) -right coprime, (R (8) -left coprime) , 
"" '" -;r c:P factorization of P and let (Nc , Dc) , (Dc, Nc ) be any R (s) - right coprime, (R (s) -left c:P c:p 
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coprime) , factorization of C . Under these conditions the problem 
stabilization leads to the following equivalent statements, [Vid. 4J : 
i) The pair (P , C) is stable. 
ii) The matrix i't N p + Dc Dp is unimodular , (~t N l' + Dc Dl' = I) 
iii) The matrix N l' Nc + Dp Dc is unimodular , (~1' Nc + Dp Dc = I) 
of feedback 
(3.7.1) 
(3.7.2) 
The parametrization of all stabilizing controllers or equivalently the construction of the 
'family of solutions of equation Nc Np + Dc Dp = I , (N p Nc + Dp Dc = I) , is given by 
the set: 
f(P) = {(Y -R Npfl.(X + R Dp) : RE ..Ab(lRcp(S)) , I Y -R Np I # O} 
= {( X+ Dp S).(Y - Np srI: SE..Ab(lRcp(S)), I Y - Np S I #O} (3.7.3) 
~Iany times it is essential to be able to select the elements of f(P) with the least 
possible number of unstable poles . The number n of unstable poles of a stabilizing 
controller from f(P) is given by : 
n = I (I Y - R Np I) = I (I Y - Np S I) 
':Jl GJ 
(3.7.4) 
where, I as in (3.2.9) and proposition(3.4.1) . Hence, the least possible number m of 
unstable z~ros of the elements of f(P) is given by : 
m = min { I (I Y - R Np I) : R E ..Ab(1R (s)) , 1 Y - R Np 1 :f O} 
':Jl ':Jl 
= min { I (I Y - Np S I) : S E A(lR (S)) , I Y - Np S 1 :f O} 
. cp . cp (3.7.5) 
The expressions I Y -R Np I , or I (Y -N p S) I , in (3.7.5) motivate the study of the 
following problem, [Vid. 4J . 
Problem : Given A , BE A (1R':Jl(S)) , (where A(IR':Jl(s)) is the ring of matrices with 
entries in 1R':Jl(s)) , with A square and A , B right coprime, (the matrix [ AT : BT f is 
full column rank for all the finite s in ~ and the ~.!!fx, [ AT : BT f is a full column rank 
matrix as well) , over what elements of 1R':Jl(S) does / A + R B / vary. 0 
Theorem (9.7.1) : Suppose A , BE A (1R'3I(S)) are right coprime and A is square Let 
0= = / A / and b denote the greatest common divisor of all the entries of B . Then the 
sets ( 0 + r b : r E 1R'3I(S) } and ( / A+R B I : R E A (Rc:p(S)) } are equal. As a 
consequence : 
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min {r (/ A+R B /): RE..At,~ (S)) j = min {, (0: + r b): rEIR (S)j = f(o, b) ~ ~ ~ ~ 
where ,r '1J}{}'8 defined in (3.2.9) . 
'P 
o 
Remark (3.7.1) : The first part of the theorem means that, if any element f in IR~(S) 
can be expressed as 0: + r b for some rE IR~(S), then there exists an R in ..At,~~(S)) such 
that f = / A+R B / and conversely. 0 
In order to derive the number m of (3.7.5) , we set 0: = I Y I and b is the g.c.d. of the 
clements of N p . Then by using the algorithm described in section3.6 the family of 
remainders ~ with least Euclidean degree d , of the division between 0: and b can be 
constructed . By theorem(3.7.1) the number m of (3.7.5) is equal to d and the 
parametric matrices R can be found by the knowledge of the family of quotients Q 
corresponding to ~ , [Vid. 4] . Using theorem(3.7.1) we can expand Euclidean division 
for the square matrices A , B in ..At,(IR~( s)) . 
CoroUary{3.7.1) : Suppose A , B E ...A6(1R~(S)) are both square, with / B /:f 0 . Then 
there exists and R E ...A6(IR~(S)) such that: 
, {/ A+R B /} <, {/ B /} 
<p <p (3.7.1) 
Proof 
If I A I = 0 , (3.7.1) is satisfied with R = 0 , so suppose I A I :f 0 . Let F be a greatest 
common right divisor of A , B and let A = AI' F , B = BI . F . Let aI = I Al I and bI 
denote the greatest common divisor of all the elements of B1 . Then theorem(3.7.1) 
implies that, for some R E A(IR<p(s)) : 
This completes the proof. o 
3.8. CONCLUSIONS 
The very important - for stabilization of unstable control systems - Euclidean Domain 
of proper and C + stable rational functions , 1Rc:p(S) , (<<!J> = C + U {oo}) has been 
considered in this chapter . A detailed analysis of a method for introducing 
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unique -modulo 0' E IR - - factorization and hence a definition for cxact divisioIl 
hetween two elements of IR (s) has becn described . The important property of non 
cp 
uniqueness of Euclidean remainder in the Euclidean division in IRcp(S) leads to the nced 
of characterization of the various families of remainders according to invariant 
characteristics as for example is the number of zeros in cP . The need for constructing 
the family of least Euclidean degree remainders of the Euclidean division in IR (s) , has 
cp 
implied the t.ransformation of this problem to the construction of a rational unit over 
the Disc Algebra of symmetric analytic functions which map the Disc ((0 , ~) , ~) into 
the complex numbers , under certain interpolation constraints . A description of this 
Disc Algebra has been made and an interconnection between its units and the units of 
IR (s) has been given . An algorithmic construction of the required unit has been 
cp . 
introduced and the family of least possible Euclidean degree remainders has been 
constructed. The knowledge of the least degree family of remainders in IRcp(S) has been 
used in the last section of chapter 3 for the estimation of least unstable poles stabilizing 
controllers . An extension of the Euclidean division in matrices over IRcp(S) has been 
provided. 
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of t.he common divisor of a set of polynomials of IR[S] is the basic 
mathematical tool underlying the definitions and properties of concepts , such as 
multi variable zeros , [Mac. 1] , decoupling zeros, [Ros. 1] , of Linear Systems theory. 
This concept is central in the computation of tools such as Smith forms, Hermit forms 
matrix divisors etc. of the Algebraic Systems theory , [Kai. 1] , [Kuc. 1] , etc . The 
computation of the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) , f(s) , of a set of m polynomials 
of IR[S] , E (s) , of a maximal degree 8 , has attracted a lot of attention, [Bar. 1] , [Bar. 
2] , [Kai. 1] , [Kar. 7] , [Kar. 8] , [Mit. 1] , [Mit. 2] , [Mit. 4] . The role of GCD in the 
solution of problems of Linear Control theory is well established , [Kai. 1] . Various 
approaches for the computation of the GCD of E (s) have been established ; an 
analytical survey of the existing numerical methods can be found in [Mit. 2] , [Kar. 7] . 
Characterizations of the GCD in terms of standard results from Linear Systems theory 
and their relation to classical Matrix Pencil theory can be found in [Kar. 2]. Our aim 
is to provide an alternative characterization for the GCD , f(s) , of a set of polynomials 
represented by the vector E (s) , by expressing the relationship E (s) = S (s) .f(s) in 
terms of real matrices, (basis matrices (b.m.) P , Q of E (s) , S (s) respectively) , and 
the Toeplitz representation of f( s) . This relates the GCD with the existence of a special 
Toeplitz base 'W = {W} of a subspace 'Y ~ Nr{P} ; this base has the additional property 
that the nonzero entries of W, (the matrix formed by {W}) , have a certain expression 
involving the coefficients of f(s) and 'Y has the greatest possible dimension, (0/ may be 
Nr{P}) , that the latter may happens. The above leads to the introduction of an 
algorithm 'which constructs the coefficients of the GCD as a tuple which belongs to a 
certain affine variety. The employment of Groebner bases, [Cox. 1] , [Bee. 1] , [Har. 1] 
[Sha. 1] , is essential for the application of this algorithm. 
4.2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM-PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let E (s) E IRm[S] , 8{ E (s) } = 8 and express E (s) as : 
p (s) = [p ,p , ... , p ]. ~« s) = p. ~« s) 
- ~ -1 -6 -u -v ( 4.2.1) 
~is) = [ 1 , s , ... , s6]T 
where, P E IRmx(6 + 1) is the basis matrix (b.m.) of E (5) . 
Problem: Let E (8) , !1 (8) E IRm[8] and let us assume that: 
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l!. (8) = !l (S). f(s) (4·2.2) 
whcn , f(S) = fo + II . s + ... + II<.' sl<. E IR( s] . The problem. that a1'28CS IS to (~XP7TSS 
relationship (4.2.2) as an equivalent relationship with real rnatriu8 and thus [J1'Ovide 
alternative means JOT characterizing the GCD of IJolynom.ials . o 
If P = [p ,p , .. " p l, Q = [q ,q , ... , q 1 are the b.rns of p (s) , q (s) , then: 
-0 -1 -8 -0 -1 -d --
p (s) = (q + q s + ... + q sd). ( fo + fl S + ... + fl<. sl<. ) 
- -0 -1 -d 
or , Eo = 90 fo 
p-qf+qf 
-1 ~ 1 -1 a 
( 4.2.3) 
E8= 9d fl<. 
or , 
9a Q Q 
91 9a fa 
91 Q fl 
9d 9a (4.2.4) 
Q 9d 91 
fl<. 
Q Q 9d 
Relationship (4.2.4) is the Toeplitz representation of (4.2.2) , or (4.2.3) and it is referred 
to as Composite Toeplitz representation. An equivalent form to (4.2.4) is given below: 
o 
[p ,p , ... , p , ... ,p ] = [q ,q , ... , q ,Q, ... , Q ]. fa fl fll: 
:...0 -1 -d -8 ~ -1 -d 
(4.2.5) fl 
o .. , ...... 0 fo 
or, 
(4.2.6) 
where, 
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fa f1 fK 0 0 
0 fa f1 fK 
0 
Ts(f)~ fa f1 fK 
f1 
0 , .. . .. ... 0 fa 
where , T 8 (f) E IR( 8 + 1 )x( 8 + 1) is referred to as the 8 - Toeplitz representation of f( s) E IR[S] 
with /\, = 8{ f( s) } ~ 8 . We shall denote by IRK[S] the set of all polynomials of maximal 
degree /\, and by IR~[S] the subset of IRK[S] such that for all f(s) E IR~[S] , f(O) # 0 ; this 
subset will be referred to as a regular subset of IRK[S] . If f(s) = fa + f). s + ... + 
+fK . SK E IR~[S] and denote by T 8( f) the 8 - Toeplitz representation of f( s) , 8 ~ ,.. , where: 
fa fl fit 0 0 
0 fa fl fit 
0 
T8(f) ~ fa fl fK E lR(c5+ 1 )x(6 + 1) (4.2.7) 
fl 
0 ......... 0 fa 
We shall denote by <r 6 the set of all matrices of the T~( f) type: 
fa fl fit fit + 1 f6 
0 fa fl fit 
fit + 1 
T~(f) ~ fa fl fit E R(6+1)x(6'+I) ( 4.2.8) 
fl 
0 0 fo 
Clearly I T~( f) I # 0 and : 
Lemma (.I.f.l) : The set CiJ6 , under the multiplication of matrices I is an abelian group 
with I6 + 1 as identity . 
Proof 
It is trivial to verify the properties of the abelian group j we shall prove the existence of 
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all in verse for all the clements of ':f 6 . Let T~ (f) be all clement of cr.5 (as in (4.2.8)) , then 
by using induction we shall prove that there exists all element of ':f.5 , T~(ff 1 such that, 
T~(f). T~(frl= 1,\ + 1 . For 8 = 0 , T~(f) has the form T;)(f) = [ fa 1 and clearly the matrix 
T;)(fr 1= [(1/ fo) 1 belongs to ':fo and T;)(f).T;)(ffl= 11= 1. For Ii = 1 . T~(f) has the 
form: 
and clearly the matrix : 
belongs to ':f 1 and T~ (f) . T~ (ff 1 = 12 . Let now suppose that for 8 = n the hypothesis 
holds true, we shall prove it for 6 = n+ 1 . Let: 
o 
E lR(n + l)x(n + 1) gK 
be the inverse element of T~(f) . Set as T~ + t(fft the matrix: 
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with: 
,,+1 
- L f, . gw. + I 
b = ~i_=----,I'-.".-__ _ 
fo 
Clearly T~+I(f)-1 belongs to 'r,,+1 and T~+I(f).T:I+I(f)-I= 1,.+2' o 
The group (GJ.5 , .) will be simply denoted by GJ.5 ; using the properties of this group we 
have that (4.2.6) may be expressed as : 
( 4.2.9) 
Remark (4.2.1) : Condition (4.2.9) may be 8ccn as the rever8C of the condition defined 
by (4.2.2) and thus it is equivalent to an extraction of a divisor from p(s) polynomial 
vector . The extracted divisor is defined as the polynomial corresponding to the matrix 
To (f) = 161 (f) . It is clear that thc extracted divisor becomes a gcd , if and only if the 
number of zero columns in [ Q : 0 } is the maximal possible that can be extracted by 
To(f) type of transformations, the inverse of which corresponds to a polynomial. 0 
In the following remark we state some useful results for the later development of the 
topic. 
Remark (4.2.2) : If J(s) = fo + it· s + ... + fK.· sK. E IR~(SI , then without loss of generality 
we can assume that fo = 1 . Then a 8 - Toeplitz representation, To(J) , of J(s) , 8 ~ K , 
is given as in (4.2.7) , where fo= 1 . If we take 161 (f) this is an upper triangular 
Toeplitz matrix in GJ 0 and even more its elements are of the type (~co r );, j , where 
0=(01 , 02 , ... , OK.) E ~ c NK. , ~ finite, fO =.t:1 •. ·lK. , and Co real constants. If we 
fix a 8 ~ K , then all the elements of CJo" the inverse of which corresponds to J(s) for 
K = 0 , 1 , ... , 8 m'l.£st have elements of the type (E CO r)· .. If we fix K as well and find 
o I,} 
the inverse 161 (f) ) of the To (J) , 8 - Toeplitz representation , then we can find the 
inverse of the of the 8 - Toeplitz representation of 1 + fl . s + ... + fK.-l . SK.-l by simply 
setting fK. = 0 in 161 (J) . On the same token we can characterize the elements of GJ.5 , the 
inverse of which corresponds to a polynomial J(s) E IR~(SI . 0 
Remark (4.2.3) : Let f(s) = 1 + it· s + ... + fK.· sK. E IR~[SI be the gcd of a set of 
polynomials then the family of gcds is given by ~ = ( u· f(s) , u E R - to} } and hence 
the parametrization of Ii I i = 1 I 2 I ••• I K is given by gj = u . Ii . o 
Remark (-4.2 .• 1) : If P E IRmz (.5 + 1) is the b.m. of a set of polynomials with rank P = P I 
the greatest number of columns of P that can be annihilated is T = 8+1- P . Hence I T 
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is the upper bound f01' the degree of the ged of the set of polynomials and is achieved 
when an dement Tfd)) of c:f,s exists s1Lch that [ Q : Or } = p. T,s(J) and the inverse of 
Th (J) is the T' - To eplitz representation of a polynomial 1(8) with deg T. o 
Remark (4.2.1) implicitly connects the existence of elements of c:f,s , such that (4.2.6) 
holds true, to the investigation of the right null space of P for bases of Toeplitz type, 
the elements of which satisfy certain conditions. In the next section the notion of scalar 
annihilating Toeplitz bases is introduced and their contribution to the construction of 
the family of gcds of a set of polynomials is investigated. 
Note: If W denotes a full column rank matrix, 'W , or {W} , will denote the base 
formed by the columns of Wand vice versa. 
4.3. SCALAR ANNIHILATING TOEPLITZ BASES 
In the following we state a condition for the existence of matrices T 6(f) such that 
(4.2.9) holds true, (with 0 E ~mxr , r:::; T = 8+1- rank{ P }) . This condition is 
connected to 'the bases W of 'Y ~ N r { P } . More precisely if W j denotes a base of 
'Yi~.N'r{ P} ,with rank{W j } = i and 'Yj~'YI+l' i = 1,2, ... , T, then: 
Proposition (./.3.1) : Let P = [p ,p , ... , P } E ~mx(c5 + 1) , with rank P = p . Then a 
~ -1 -6 
matrix Tc5(f) , s1Lch that (4.2.9) holds true (with 0 E ~mxr, 1:::; r ~ T , ) , exists if and 
only if there exists a base Wi of 0/' i ~ .N'r { P } , for i= r , such that it has the following 
form,' 
W5-r Wc5-r + 1 ... W5 
w= r E lR(o + l)xr (4.3.1) 
o o 
where , Wo is non zero . 
Proof 
(~) Let a matrix To(f) , such that (4.2.9) holds true (with 0 E Rmn , 1 ~ r ~ T) , exists 
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thcn 1\(f) is a matrix as in (4.2.8) . Sincc the maximal number of coluIllns that 1'\(f) 
annihilates is l' , if we select the last r columns of 1'\( f) , an 1R(1i + I)u matrix is formed 
<tud is denoted as \V, . This matrix is of the form (4.3.1) , has its low 7':/"1" part. invertible 
aud 0 = p. Wr . Hence 'W r is a base for 'V,. <::;; N r { P } of the form (4.3.1) . 
(<=) Let a base 'W r of 'V ,. c::;; N r { P } of the form (4.3.1) exist 1 then W(~ form the matrix: 
Wa WI WK WK +1'" W6 
0 Wa WI W K 
wK + I 
T8(f) = Wa WI W K E 1R(6 + l)x(6 + I) 
o o Wa 
T 6(f) is of the form (4.2.8) and [ Q : 0 I = p. l' 6(f) 1 with 0 E jRmXT 1 1 ~ r ~ T . 0 
Definition (.l-9.1) : A base 'W r of the type (4-3.1) will be called an r-scalar annihilating 
Toeplitz base (r.s.a.t.b.) , or r - annihilating base (r.a.b.) for simplicity. 0 
Remark (4.9.1) : The condition of proposition(4-3.1} is necessary and sufficient as far 
as the anni'hilation of columns of the b.m. P in (4-2.9) is concerned, but as the example 
below illus'trates , it is only necessary when it comes to the estimation of the gcd of the 
set of polynomials with b. m. P . 0 
Example (4.3.1) Let E(s) = [s4_1 1 S4_ s3+2 s2_ s _1]T, then the basis matrix of 
E (s) is : 
p = [ -1 0 0 0 11] 
-1-1 2-1 
[) = 4 1 rank P = 2 1 T = {j + 1 - rank P = 3 . Clearly the set of polynomials has as its gcd 
the (s-l) . If we try to find the family of gcds of p (s) using proposition(4.2.1) , first we 
must find an 1- annihilating Toeplitz base WE \R5xl , for some cy eN r{P} 1 with its (5 , 
1) element nonzero. Then W can generate a Toeplitz matrix 1'4(f) , which annihilates 
the last column of P . If the condition of proposition( 4.3.1) is sufficient then T41(f) 
must be a Toeplitz matrix corresponding to a first degree polynomial of the form 
u· (s - 1) , u E IR - {O} . A base ~ for N r{ P } is given by : 
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1 
o 
o 
o 
-1 
2 
o 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o J 
and for Vv' = [ 1 0 0 0 1 r we see that the (5 , 1) element is nonzero and hCIlce the 
Toeplitz matrix generated by VV is : 
1 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 
T 4(f) = 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
the inverse of T4(f) is : 
1 0 0 0 -1 
0 1 0 0 0 
T41(f) = 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
which clearly does not correspond to a first degree polynomial. But if we try a second 
base of N r { P } , let say y , given by : 
G =[ -1 o 
o 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
o 
-1 
-1 
1 
-1 
Then the Toeplitz matrix T4(f) generated by 1- annihilating base C = [ -1 , -1 , -1 , 
-1 , -1 ]T is : 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
0 -1 -1 -1 -1 
'" T4(f) = 0 0 -1 -1 -1 
0 0 0 -1 -1 
0 0 0 0 -1 
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which anllihilates the last column of P and its inverse is 1'41(£) 
-1 1 0 0 0 
0 -1 1 () 0 
T~l (£) = 0 0 -1 1 0 
0 0 0 -1 1 
0 0 0 0 -1 
which clearly corresponds to the polynomial (8 -1) . Hence the condition of proposition 
(4.3.1) is necessary (else no annihilating Toeplitz matrix would exist at all ) , but not 
sufficient. o 
Example (4.3.1) leads us to impose further restrictions on the form of the La. b. of 
proposition (4.3.1) . Let p (s) E IRm(S] , with b.m. P= [p ,p , ... , p 1 E IRmx(6 + 1) , 
- ~ -I -6 
rank P = p , T = <5+1-p . Let £(s) = 1+ f1 ·s + ... + f,,'s" E 1R~[Sl and T6(f) be its 
<5 - Toeplitz representation as in (4.2.7) . Consider T~I(£) , then by remark(4.2.2) its 
clements are (~co r)i,j ,i = 1 , ... , <5+1 ,j = i ,i+l , ... ,<5+1 . 
Proposition (4.9.~) : f(s) is a gcd of p (s) if and only if there exists a base W K of a 
'Y K ~ .N'r { P } such that " W K is a K - annihilating base and its elements are given by 
( ~ Co r)i' ~ , i = 1 , 2 , ... , 8 + 1 , j = 8 - K + 1 , 8 - K + 2 , ... , 8 + 1 with K the 
greatest possible (K ~ T) . 0 
Comment : The proposition in other words states that if K , K ~ T , is the greatest 
possible for which an element Tdf) of GJ 6 satisfies [ Q : 0" } = p. Tdf) and T6 (f) = 
=T-/ (f) is a 8 - Toeplitz representation for a polynomial J(s) of degree K then J(s) is a 
gcd and vice versa . 0 
Proof of proposition( 4.3.2) 
(~) If f(s) is a gcd of E (s) then by simply following the steps (4.2.1) - (4.2.9) of section 
4.2 we reach the equation: 
(4.3.2) 
where, T6(f) = T61(f) and T.s(f) is the t5 -Toeplitz representation of f(s) By remark 
(4.2.2) the elements of T6(f) ::T61(f) are (~co /o)i,j' i = 1 , ... ,8 + 1 ,j =i, i+ 1 , ... , 
8 + 1 . Inspection of equation (4.3.2) leads to the conclusion that the matrix W Ie formed 
by the last K columns of T 6( f) forms a base W Ie of a CY" ~ N r { P } , such that, W Ie is a 
K - annihilating base and its elements are given by (~cQ /o)i,j , i = 1 , 2 , ... , 8 + 1 , j= 
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= 1l-1I:+1 ,1l-K+2, ... , 1l+1 and hecause f(s) IS aged h is the greatest possihlt, 
(1\ST). 
(<=) Ld W", }w it base of a 0/" c:; N,{P} . sl1ch that: W" is (\ ,,~-aIlIlihilatillg base and 
its clements are given by (~co 10 ).,.1 ' 1= 1 , 2 , ... , b + 1 . J = b - II: + I . b - '" + 2 •.... 
h + 1 , with K the greatest possible. fi ST. Theil til(' last column of \"1" generates a 
Toq)litz matrix T 8(f) the inverse of which corresponds to the Il - Toeplitz representation 
of a K degree polynomial f(s) , (remark(4.2.2)) . For the 1'8(f) equation (4.3.2) holds 
t.rue. If we follow the reverse steps (4.2.9) - (4.2.2) we conclude that f(s) is a common 
divisor of the set of polynomials 2{s) and hence it divides the gcd of £(s) , let say t(s), 
(<leg t(s) = d) . But we already know that a necessary condition for t(s) to })(' a gcd is 
the existence of a Toeplitz matrix T8(t) which satisfies equation [Q: 0d] = p.1'h(t.) 
and its inverse is the 8 - Toeplitz representation of t(s) . Since K is the greatest possihle. 
1\. < T , for which such a T 8( t) exists it is implied that d=K . Hence , from the 
polynomial division in IR[S] we conclude that t( s) = lL· f( s) , lL E IR - {O} . Thus , by 
remark{4.2.3) f(s) is a gcd for the set of polynomials £ (s) . 0 
Now we can reexamine example(4.3.1) and explain why the base W failed to give llS 
the gcd , whereas base e did not . Since the gcd of the set of polynomials E( s) = [ S4 - 1, 
84 _s3 +2 , s2-s-1 ]T is the polynomial f(s) = 1-s , we need an 8-Toeplitz 
representation T4(f) of (1- s) the inverse of which T~I(f) annihilates the last column of 
pi . Generally the elements of GJ4 , the inverse of which is an 8 - Toeplitz representation 
of a polynomial (1 +fl s) must have elements of the type (( - 1)j fOjj , i =0 , 1 , ... , 4 , 
j = i , i + 1.:, ... , 4 . Hence , in order a first degree polynomial to be a gcd of E (s) a base 
e of a subset of N r { P } must exist such that e = [f1 , -ft , ~ , -fl 1 1]T . Since f\ = 
= _ 1 is implied that C = - C = [- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ]T , whereas for a.ll 
fl E IR - to} , W = [ 1 0 0 0 1 ]T is not of t.he form [ r: , - ft , ~ , - f1 , 1 ]T. According to 
proposition(4.3.2) we should examine the cases K = 3 and K = 2 1 K:S 3 1 first and then 
the case K = 1 . This examination employs methods based on Algebraic Geometry and 
will be discussed later on after the presentation of the main mathematical results 
required 1 has been completed . 
In the following we give a method for the characterization of r - annihilating bases of 
a space Nr{A} , A E IRmxn 1 as they where introduced in proposition(4.3.1) and 
definition{ 4.3.1) without the additional constrain of proposition( 4.3.2) about the type of 
their elements . This characterization is useful when the gcd of a set of polynomials 
with b.m. A has degree, d , equal to dimNr{A} , (remark(4.2.4) , proposition(4.3.1}) , 
and is much more easier than the one described in section 4.5 when d:s dimNr{A} . Let 
A E IRmxn , dim Nr{A} = r . Then A can be considered as the b.m. of a set of m 
polynomials ~(s) , with deg(~(s)) = n . Let Wr be a base of Nr{A} . If Wr is an 
r-annihilating base for Nr{A} then A,Wr = Or , Wr is of the form (4.3.1) and its 
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lowest TXT part is full rank . TheIl we can wri tc : 
W II \\'I"2 '" WI,' 
(4.3.3) W = Wj l W j "2 '" W jr E lR"xr r 1 0 0 
1 
0 
0 0 1 
where , j = n - r . Then all the r - annihilating bases gr of N r {A} are cOllstruct('d by 
multiplying W r by the full rank matrix: 
Uo U I u r - 2 U r - I 
0 Uo u r - 3 U r - 2 
u= U r -3 
0 0 Uo 
0 0 0 Uo 
and G r = WI" U . Alternatively, we may express G r as : 
2 1'-1 I' 
WIIUO E W l iU 2-i ... ... '" E W 1i Ur-t-i E WliU r -, 
i = 1 i = I i = 1 
2 1'-1 I' 
W 21 UO E W 2iU2-i ... ... '" E W 2i U r-I-i E W2,Ur -, 
i = I i = 1 i = I 
2 1'-1 I' 
"'jlUO E W .. U2 · ...... '" E W jiUr-l-i E Wj,Ur-i J' -, 
i = 1 i = 1 i = I 
Gr = Uo U t ...... '" U r -2 U,.-1 ( 4.3.4) 
0 Uo ...... '" U r -3 Ur - 2 
U,.-3 
0 0 ...... '" lIo 
0 0 ...... '" 0 Uo 
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AUlOug the relations b(~tween thc clements of G,. we regard those which express the 11" ' 
ti. = 1 , 2 , ... , l' - 1 , (110 can be an arbitrary nonzero elemcnt of IR) , which are : 
or equivalently, 
2 
Uj+ 1 = E W 1i U 2-i 
i = 1 
3 
U j + 2 = E WI i u 3- i 
i = 1 
r- ] 
U r - 1 = .2: Wli U r - j-i 
1=1 
1.2, .... ) 
{ 
W(j-K + 1)1 Uo , K = 1 , 2 , ... , j 
U = 
K K- j + 1 L WIi UK-j-i + I , I\. = j + 1 , j + 2 , ... , T-1 
i = 1 
(4.3.5) 
(4.3.6) 
It is clear that when j 2: T-1 ,UK = W(j-K+l)l Uo , K = 1 ,2 , ... ,1'-1. By {4.3.5} ,or 
(4.3.6) it is obvious that we can write: 
UK = CK Uo , K = 1 , 2 , ... , r - 1 (4.3.7) 
where, c
K
' is a sum of products of elements from the first column and row of W r and is 
('a."y to calculate from (4.3.6) . Hence, an r-aunihilating base (l of Nr{A} is expressed 
as a multiple of base 'W r by : 
1 c1 cr - 2 cr - 1 
0 1 c r - 3 c r - 2 
u= U o ' cr - 3 = uo,C {4.3.8} 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
Then the characterization of all the r - annihilating bases of N r {A} , GJlr are given by the 
relation Dr = W r . C . Uo , with Uo an arbitrary nonzero real number. 
Remark U.S.!} : Proposition{4.3.2} clearly states that the existence of r - annihilating 
Toeplitz bases of Nr{A} with a special type of elements (Eca fa) . . is related to the 
a'" 
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/:T,istence of a, qed f(8) = 1 + fl . S + ... + fr' it E IR~[SI of J!Js) with r = II .. ·l" as in 
n:mark(4.2,2) . The knowledge of the last column of 8uch a base is enough f07' the 
,tIt:7Lc1'ation of the whole base . Hence I the question arising ,is fOT which fl I .•• , j; Ha.l 
f, :f () a column vector: 
belongs to N rf A} a.nd generates an r. a. b. Or I in other wards for which fl 
fr :f 0 the system of equations: 
A .]!=Q 
, ... 
(4-:1.9) 
I fr real 
(4.3.10) 
holds true . If the system (4· ,'3.1 0) has no desirable solution then a gcd of degree r does 
not exist and the next step is to examine the existence of a gcd of degree r - 1 . This 
investigation is similar to the one for the case of degree r apart from the fact that now 
we set fr = 0 in (4.3.9) and (4.3.10) and the 7'esult (if any) will be the characterization 
of (r - 1) - annihilating Toeplitz bases of a o/(r_l) c Nr{A} . On the same token we can 
examine the cases of degree i = (r - j) I •• , I 1 I whenever the cases degree i = l' , 
(7' - j + 1) fail to give aged, j = 0 , ... , (r - 1) . 
... , 
o 
The solution of (4.3.10) under the constraints y as in (4.3.9) and fl , ... , f. real fj :j; 0 , 
i = r , ... , 1 , will be examined in section 5 . First some necessary mathematical results 
from the theory of Varieties and Ideals is presented . 
4.4. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
The set of equations (4.3.10) as described 1Il remark( 4.3.2} forms a system of 
nonlinear equations over IR and thus the study of solution of (4.3.10) requires results 
from algebraic geometry . An introduction to the main concepts of Algebraic Geometry 
required is given in th following. Further details can be found in [Cox. 1] , [Bec. 1] , 
[Har. 1 ] , [Sha. 1] . 
Definition (.I.-4.1) : A monomial in XI , ... , xn is a product of the form ;;1 ... x:", 
where all of the exponents 0'1 , ... , an are non negative integers . The total degree of 
n 
this monomial is the sum E O'i . 
i = 1 
Let 0 = (0'1 , ... , On) be an n - tuple of non zero integers . Then we set xQ = X~1 
When 0 = (0 , ... , 0) , note that xQ = 1 . Let 9G be an arbitrary field. 
o 
Definition U.-4.~} : A polynomial f in xt , ... , Xn with coefficients in % is a /inite linear 
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r:ombination (with coeffinents in % ) of monomials . We will l1wite a poiY7lo7TI:ial f in the 
form: 
f( Xl ' ... , :rn) == f = L: c,,' XO • c" E % 
() 
WIUTC the sum 1.8 over' a fmite number of n - tuples 0' = (0'1 , ... , an) . o 
The ring of polynomials in XI , ... , Xn and coefficients in % is denoted by %[X I , ... , XII! 
Definition (./.4.3) : Given a field % and a positive integer 11 we define tlu: 
1l - dimensional affine space over % to be the .5et %n = { (al , ... , an) , al .... , an E % }o 
Definition (4.4.4) : Let % be a field and let fl , ... , fs be polynomials in %[XI , ... , Xn! . 
Then we set : 
'Y (fl , ... , f.) = { (al , ... , an) E %n : Ii (al , ... , an) = 0 , V 1 ~ i ~ s } 
We call 'Y (fl , ... , f.) the affine variety by fl , '" , f •. 
Definition (.I.4.5) : A subset S c %[4 , ... , Xn) is an ideal, if it sati.5fies : 
i} 0 E S . 
ii} If f , g E S , then f+g E S . 
iii} If f E Sand hE %[XI , ... , In! , then h· f E S . 
Definition (4.4·6) : Let fl .... , fs be polynomials in %[XI , ... , Xn) . Then we set: 
o 
o 
o 
Lemma (.I.4· 1) : If fl , ... , fs E %[4 , .. , , Xn) , then (fl , ... , fa ) is an ideal of %IX1 , ... , 
o 
Definition (.I.4.7) : We say that an ideal S c %[4 , ... , Xn) is finitely generated if there 
exist fl , .. , ,fs E %[X1 , ... , Xn) such that S = (It , ... , fa ) and we say that {II , ... , fs} 
is a base of S . 0 
Proposition (4.4· 1) : If (fl , ... , fa) , {gl , ... , 9.} are bases of the same ideal in %[Xl , 
... , Xn) so that ( 11 , ... , la ) = ( 91 , ... , 9a ) then'" (11 , ... , I,) = V (91 , ... , 9.) . 0 
An extension of the polynomial Euclidean Division in 9G(X] can be introduced for %(Xl, 
... , xnl . First an ordering relation for monomials is required . 
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Definition (.r4-8) : A m071mn1al ordr.ring ove1' X[x! , .... xfll . i8 (J, n·llltio1/ :> on Nfl . 07' 
(;quivalcntiy any n:lation on the set of monom:ials XO , 0' E Nil satisfyinq : 
i) > is a total ordering. 
ii) If (X > f-J and 'Y E Nfl , au:n n + I > /1 + I . 
iii) > is wcll- oT'dering on N" , or any non empty subset of Nfl has 11 S1T/.a.U(;st dement 
under> . o 
Definition (4.4-9) (Lexicographic Order) : Let Q = (0'\ , .... 0.,,) and cJ = (11\ , ... , 
(3") E N" . We say that (} > leI /1 if, in the vector difference 0' - (3 E Nfl , th(; left most non 
zero entry is positive. We will write: 
xO: > lex .j3 , if 0:' > lex (3 o 
Since (1 , 0 , ... , 0) > lex (0 , 1 , ... , 0) > lex'" > leI (0 , 0 , .... 1) is implied that 
x\ > lex'" > lex X" . 
Proposition (4. 4- ~) 
ordering. 
The lexicographic ordering (lex. ord. ) on N" is a monomial 
o 
Actually there are many other orderings (as the graded lex. ordering. reverse graded 
lex. ordering) which are monomial orderings . In the later we shall need to confine 
ourselves to the lex. ordering. 
Definition' (,/.,/.10): Let f = L Ca' xO: be a non zero polynomial in %[I\ , ... , Inl and 
<> 
let > be a monomial order . 
i) The multidegree of f is : multideg (f) = max to: E Nfl : Ca =1= O} , (the max is taken 
with respect to » . 
ii) The leading coefficient of f is : Le(f) = cmultideg(J) E % . 
iii) The leading monomial of f is : LM(f) = xmultideg(f) , (with coefficient 1) . 
iv) The leading term of f is : LT(f) = LC(f). LM(f) . o 
Theorem (4.,/.1) (Division in 9b[zt 1 ••• 1 z,.]) : Let> be the lex. ord. on Nn and F = (fl , 
... , fll) an ordered s - tuple of polynomials in %[:11 , ... , Xn ) . Then every / E %[x.. , ... , 
In) can be written as : 
/ = ft It + ... + til fll + r 
where 1 ti 1 r E %[:11 , ... , In] and either r = 0 1 or r is a 9G -linear combination of 
monomials non 0/ which is devisable by any of the 1 LT(ft) 1 ••• 1 LT(f,) . We will caU r a 
remainder of f on division by F . Further more 1 if ti Ii :f:. 0 then we have : 
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multidcg(f) ~ multidcg(t j f;) 0 
Remark (/../.1) : The remainder and quoii(:nts (1'. t,l defined in t.hco1't:m (4.5.1) an; 
IwtqUl: (modulo» . 0 
Definition (4.4.11) : An ideal j c %[x} , ... , xnl is a monomial ideal if th(:rc is fL snbsci 
A:I c Nn - possibly infinite - such that j consists of all the polynomials which an: finite 
sums of the form E ha· xa , whcrc 0 E A:I , ha E %[x} , ... , Xnl . In this caSf: we write 
() 
~=(xlr;oEA:I). 0 
Theorem (4.4.2) (Dickson's Lemma) : A monomial ideal j = ( XO ; n E A ) C %[X1 .... , 
b 'tt . th ( Q ( o( 1 ) o( 6)) h f1\ I xn! can e wn en'Ln e Jorm J= x , ... , x ,w erc 0(1), ... , n(.'i)EHI n 
particular j has a finite base . 0 
Definition (4.4.12) : Let j C %[Xl , ... , xnl be an ideal other than {O} : 
i) We denote by LT(j) the set of leading terms of the elements of j . Thus, 
LT( j) = ( C xa : there exists f E j with LT(f) = c ~ } 
ii) We denote by ( LT(j) ) the ideal generated by the elements of LT(j) . o 
Theorem (4.4.9) (Hilbert Base Theorem) : Every ideal j C %[4 , ... , Xn) has a finite 
generating set . That is j = ( g} , ... , gt ) for some gI , ... , gt in j . o 
Definition (4.4.19) : Let> be the lex. ord. A finite subset g = {gl , ... , g,} of an ideal j 
is said to be a Groebner base, (or standard base) , if: 
o 
CoroUary (.I.~.l) : Let> be the lex. ord. Then every ideal ~ C 9G[Xl , ... , Xn) other that 
{O} has a Groebner base . Furthermore , any Groebner base for an ideal j is a base of n 
Definition (4 . ./.14) : Let j c %[4 , ... , Xn) be an ideal. We will denote by 'Y(j) the set: 
o 
Proposition (.I.~.9) : O/(j) is an affine variety. In particular if -' = ( fl , ... I f. ) I then 
V(j)='Y(Jl I ••• I fa) . 0 
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Proposition (4-4 ... 0 " Let y = {y\ , ... , gl} be (}, GToebneT base f01' an ideal S c %[x\ I ••• , 
.1:nl and let f E S . Then theTe is a unique 7' E %[x\ , ... , xnl with the followiny two 
lH'OP cTties " 
i} No tenn of 7' is devisable by one of LT(.lh) , .... LT(YI) . 
ii} Thc1'c is 9 E j ,'iuch that f = g+ T' . 
Corollary (4 . ./.2) : Let g = {g! , .. , J gt} be a Groebner base for an ideal S C %[x\ J 
xnl and let f E S. Then f E S , if and only if the remaindcT on division of f by y is zero 
o 
... , 
o 
Definition (4.4.15) " A reduced Groebner base of a polynomial ideal S is a GroebneT base 
for S such that " 
i) LC(p) = 1 for all p E Y . 
ii) For all p E Y , no monomial of p lies in ( LT(y - {p}) ) . o 
Proposition (4-4.5) " Let S:f:. {O} be a polynomial ideal. Then for the lex. monomial ord. 
j has a unique reduced Groebner base. o 
The previous results enable us to solve systems of polynomial equations by using the 
(~limination and extension theorems . 
Definition (4.4. 16) : Given S = (fl J ••• J fs ) C %[x} , ... J xnl , the K ~ elimination ideal 
3" is the ideal of %[x} , ... J xnl defined by Sit = 3 n%[XIt +! , ... , Xn) . o 
Theorem (4.4.4) (Elimination Theorem) : Let S C %[x! , ... , xnl be an ideal and let g be 
a Groebner base with respect to the lex. ord. , where XI > Ie", ... > ler Xn . Then for every 
o ~ I\, ~ n the set " 
1S a Groebner base 01 the K ~ elimination ideal Sit . o 
Theorem (./../.5) (The Extension Theorem) : Let 3 = ( II , ... J f. ) c C[l1 , ... , xnl and let 
31 be the first elimination ideal of S . For each 1 SiS s , write Ii in the form : 
N· fj = gd~ , ... , xnJ.l1 • + terms in which l1 has degree < N j 
where N j 2: 0 and 9j E C[~ , ... , xnl is non zero. (We set 9j = 0 when h = 0) . Suppose 
that we have a partial solution (~ , ... , an) E 0/'(31) . If (~ I ... , an) ~ o/'(gl , ... I g,) , 
there exists ~ E C such that (al I ••• I an) E 0/'( 3) . 0 
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CoroUary (4-,{9) : Let 3 = (fl ' ... , f. ) C C[X I •..• , Xn] and kt 31 be the fin·d diminatwn 
idwl of ~ . A nd as.~/L7T/.e that for some i , 1 SiS 8 , 1. is of the form: 
1. = c· x~r + te1'ms in which XI has degree < N 
where N ~ 0 and ( E C is non Zf.ro . If 3\ is the first dimination ideal of 3 lLnd (a.2 ••.. , 
an) E 'V" (~d then there is a1 E C such that (a\ , ... , lLn) E 'V" (~) . 0 
4.5. CONSTRUCTION OF THE GCDs OF A SET OF POLYNOMIALS 
Now we can return to remark( 4.3.2) and try to elaborate the method descrihed over 
there for the construction of a gcd of a set of polynomials . Proposition( 4.3.2) and 
remark(4.3.2) imply the following theorem. Let p (s) E IRm[S] , with h.m. P = [p , p , 
- -0 -\ 
... , p ]ElRmx(O+I). with mnk P = p, T = <5+1-p. Let f(s) = 1 + f\·s + ... + 
-0 
+fj· sj E IR?[S] , i = T , T - 1 , ... ,land T 6, j(f) be its <5 - Toeplitz representation as in 
(4.2.7) . Consider T6\(£) ,its elements are given by (~co r)l(,] , K = 1 , ... , <5 + 1 , j= 
=",-,,,,-+1, ... <5+1. 
Theorem (4.5.1) : J(s) is a gcd of l!. (s) if and only if there exist fl , ... , /; real!;:1 0 , 
such that the system of equations: 
p'31 = !l (4-5.1) 
where, 31= [ (Leo r)1 (6+1) , () , , (~co r)(6+1),(6+1) f and 31 generates an 
i - Toeplitz annihilating base for some o/j C .N"r{ P }. o 
In the following we give an algorithm for the construction of the family of gcds of a set 
of polynomials. 
Algorithm for the Construction of the GCD of a Set ~ (s) E Rm[s) , deg(~ (s)) = 6 
Let P (s) E IRm[s] , deg(p (s)) = h , with b.m. P= [p ,p , ... , p 1 E IRmr(6 + I) , with 
- - =-0 -1 -6 
rank P = p, T = t + 1 - P . Then the degree d of the gcd is 0 ~ d ~ T • 
Step 1 : Set f( s) = 1 + fl . s + ... + fd · sd E 1R~[Sl , fl , ... , fd real fd t: 0 , and set d = r . 
Step 2: Set T 6,d(f) the h-Toeplitz representation off(s), 
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1 f1 fT 0 0 
0 1 f1 fT 
0 
T6,d(f)~ 1 fl fT E !R(b + 1).c(6 + I) 
f1 
0 ... ... ... 0 1 
Step 3 : S<'t T6~ d( f) the inverse of T 6, d( f) . 
Step 4: Set y the last column of T8~d(f) ; y = [ (~cQ r)1,(O + I) , .,. , 
(2:: c" r)(6+1),(6+1)]T 
(t 
Step 5 : Consider the system of polynomial equations P . y = Q , or 
tl(f1 , ... , fd ) = t 2(fl , ... , fd ) = ... = tm(fl , ... , fd ) = 0 
Step 6 : Set j = ( t 1 , t2 , ... , t m ) C !R[fl , .,. , fd I . 
( 4.5.2) 
Step 7 : Consider the lexicographic monomial order ( > lex) in Nd , with fl > lex ... > lex 
>/cx fd . 
Step 8 : Set ~ = {gl , ... , gl} a reduced Groebner base for the ideal j = ( t, , t2 , ... , t/~ ) 
c R[f 1 , ... , fd I . 
Step 9 : The solutions of (4.5.2) under the constraints fl , ... , fd real fT :f. 0 form a 
variety and by propositions (4.4.1) , (4.4.3) 'V'( tl , t2 , ... , tm ) = 
= 'V'(gl , g2 , ... , gl) . 
Step 10 : According to the Elimination Theorem - theorem( 4.4.4) - (j1C = (j n R[flC + 1 , .•. , 
fd J , K = 0 , ... , d - 1 , is a Groebner base for the K. ~ elimination ideal jlC . 
Step 11.: Set K = d -1 in step 10 . (jd-l is a polynomial in R[fdl . 
a) If fd real non zero belong to 'V' ((jd-l) then we apply the extension theorem 
- theorem( 4.4.5) - to find the cr((jIC) , K. == d - 2 , ... , 0 I as long as the 
constrain fl , ... I flC + 1 real holds true. If the procedure is completed 
successfully for all K. , then we form the matrix W dE R(6 + l)zd as in 
proposition(4.3.2) and test whether Wd is a d.a.b. for a"d C N,.{P} ,or 
equivalently whether p. W d = Od . If it is then f(s) of step 1 is a gcd of ~ (s) . 
b) If either 'V'(gd-l) is not subset of R* , or for some K. = d - 2 , ... ,0 , "((jIC) fails 
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to comply with the constrain fl , .... f" 1"I'al , or 'Wd is not a (l.a.b. for a 'Vd C 
C N r {P} then there ('xists no gcd for E (s) of degr('(' T . In this c a~(' we seare h 
for a {!;cd of dq~rec rl = T - I , ... , 0 by silllply sdting ('ach tillle d = T - I 
o in step 1 , (or equivalently fT = 0 , fT-1 = 0 , ... , fl = () ill step S) . 0 
Comment : Whcn wc apply step 11 b) we need not repeat the stew.; 2 th1'OIlgh 7. W c can 
simply set fT= () , fT-I = () , ... , fl = () each time to the reduced Groebner base we have 
al7'cady found in step 8 and repeat the steps 9 trough 11 . 0 
Remark r.r5.1) : The construction of a degree d ged f(s) of a set of polynomials, 07' m 
otlwr wards the construction of the It , .. , , fd real fd =I 0 clearly lmds to the 
wnstruction of the vector.1! in step 5 . This vector generates a d - annihilating Tocplitz 
base 'Wd for a 'fdcNr{P}-proposition(4.3.2) , remark(4.3.2) . Then all the 
d - annihilating Toeplitz base GJ d of 'V d are characterized 
u E IR* , because all the d - annihilating Toeplitz bases GJ d 
g(s} = f(s)- u , u E IR*. 
by the relation Fd = Wd · 11 , 
of 'f d correspond to the gcd 
o 
Example (4.5.1) : Let p (s) 
basis matrix of ~ (s) is : 
[
-1 -1 1 1 1 
P= 01-2102 
-5 3 
h = 3 , rank P = 2 , T = /j + 1 - rank P = 2 . 
Step 1 : Set f(8) = 1 + fl ,S + ... + fd · sd E IR~[SI , f\ , ... , fd real fd:f. 0 , and set d = 2 . 
Step 2 : 1 £1 f2 0 
T3 ,2(f) ~ 0 1 £1 f2 0 0 1 £1 E 1R
4 z4 
0 0 0 1 
Step 3 : Tj~2(f) ~ [aij] , i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4, j = i "'. , 4 and all = 1 , au = -fl , 
al3 = ~ ~ f2 , a l4 = -~ + 2 fl f2 and aij is the same in the i - j entries. 
Step 5 : p. y = Q, gives the system of equations: 
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(4,5,3) 
Step 7 : Consider the lexicographic monomial order ( > lex) in N2, with fl > la f1 ' 
Step 8 : Set y = {gl , g2} = { f2 , 1 + fl } a reduced Groebner base for the ideal 9 , 
Step 9 : The solutions of (4.5.3) under the constraints fl , f2 real f2 :F 0 , form a variety 
and by propositions(4.4.1) , (4.4.3) 'V"(9) = 'Y"(t l , t2 , t3) = 'Y"(gl , g2) . 
Step 10 : According to the Elimination Theorem(4.4.4) Yo = ynlR[fl , f21 , YI = 
= Y n lR[f21 are Groebner bases for the 0 ~ and 1 ~ elimination ideals 90 = 9 = 
= ( gl , g2 ) , 91 = ( gl) . 
Step 11 : o/(9d = {O} and £2 = 0 . Hence, part a) fails and d = 2 does not qualify as a 
degree of a gcd of ~ (s) . Applying part b) we search for a gcd of ~ (s) of degree 
d = 1 , or in other words set f2 = 0 in step 1 and consequently in step 8 . The 
new Groebner base for the ideal 9( tl , t2 , t3 ) is y = {g2} which imply fl = - 1. 
The latter generates an 1 - Toeplitz annihilating base WI for some 0/1 eN r{P} 
since for WI = [ 1 ,1 , 1 , 1 ]T , p. WI = Q .Thus the polynomial of 
1 + fl . s = 1 - s , qualifies as a gcd of E (s) , o 
4.6. PROPERTIES OF THE ELEMENTS OF tf 6 
Let ~ 6 be the multiplicative group of upper triangular Toeplitz matrices as it was 
introduced in lemma{4.2.1) and let T,,6 be an element of ~6 as : 
fa fl f" f" + I f6 
0 fa fl f" 
f" + I 
b-T J,6= fa fl f" E R(6 + 1}%(6 + I} (4.6.1) 
fl 
0 0 fa 
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Let 121' = [bo , ... , hb ] ilud 121 .T"h =!!T = [ao , ... , a" , 0 , ... ,06 ] .1\ = 0 .... . 1>. 
Definition (./.6.1) : The elemcnt8 T"h oj Gftj Jor which. a J!.T = [bo ' .... b~ ] r:xl8tS .'ilU:h. 
that: J!.[. T,,6 = fiT = ( ao , ... , (L" ' () , ••. , 0li ] , K = () , '" , b - 1 will b(~ callcd 
h - annthilating Tocpidz matrices 01' (Il. a. m) . 0 
Proposition ({6.1) : Let l!. T = r bo , ... , b6 ] and gT = [ llv , ... , a" , 0 I ••• , ()6 J I 1\ = 
=0, ... lb. Let Ta .5 and Tb 6 be as : 
I I 
o 
0 
!:::,. T(J 6 = , a" and Tb 6 ~ , (4- 6.2) 
a) 
o ........ . 0 11v o '" ..... . 
Then the matrix Tj ,6 
J/ and vicc versa . 
1/;: 6' Ta ,6 is a 8 - Toeplitz annihilating matrix for 
Proof 
(=» Q T = [ bo , ... , h6 J. Tb: 6' Ta,6 = [ 1 , 0 , .,. ,OJ. T a, 6 = [ ~ , ... , a" , 0 , ... , 06 J = 
aT Hence, T j C = Ta 6·Tb16 = Ti,16·Ta 6 is a 8.a.m. _ . ,a 1 , , , 
(¢::) Let T j,6 be a 8.a.m. and let [ bo , ... , b6 J. T /,6 = [ ~ , ... , a" , 0 , ... , 06 I . This 
equation generates the following set of equations: 
[ bo , ... , b6 J . T /,6 = [ an , ... , a" , 0 , ... , 06 ] 
[ 0 , bo , ... , b6- 1 ]. T J, 6 = [ 0 , an , '" , a" , 0 , ... , O,H J 
(4.6.3) 
[ 0 , ... , bo , ... , b6-" ] . T /,6 = [ 0 , '" , 06-" , ~ , ... , a" 
[ 0 , ... , bo ] . T /,6 = [ 0 , ... , 06 , ~ ] 
The set of equations (4.6.3) can be equivalently written as T b ,6' T 1,6 = To ,6 and hence 
T j 6 = T 6· Tb- l 6 = Ti,16· Ta 6' 0 . 0, , , , 
Remark (.I.6.1) : Let f(s} = a(s}/b(s} , a(s} = llo + ~. s + ... + a,,' s" , b(s) = bo + 
+b l . S + ... + b6 • i coprime. Then, 
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i) If K ~ ~ , then for the vectors QT = [ bo I '" ! b" } and fl,T = [au ' ", , (]" . () . '" . O/l) 
there (~xists the matrix T f L = Tn II ' 'I'i/" ! such that bT , Tf ' = Q/ , w}W1'I T • , Til • al'C 
,0 " - ,(1 tl,(I ,(I 
/'J - To(~plitz npl'/:scntatio1Ls of a(s) , b(s) n~spectively , Th(~ £:XIJ1'cssiOll of Tf,l> Il .. 'i thc 
fraction (Tn,1i / Tb,6) is related to the expression of J(s) (J .. 'i a(sJlb(s) , Hence, 'W£: can 
assume tlwl TI,E, is a b - Toeplitz representation for the prope7' mtiona/ fll,ndio1/. f(s} , 
This l'epresentation is unique since the {; - Tocplitz representations of 11(8} . b(s) (].7'(: 
lLntqUC . 
ii) If K > 8 ! then we find the b - Tocplitz representation of [' (.'I) I T _, = I ,6 
and set TI h = 1~1 . 
, f ,Ii 
Tb •. T:.'. 
,0 u, () 
iii) If a(s) = 0 ! then we define as the 8 - Toeplitz representation of f(s} = () th(: 7natr'ix 
Oh+' . 0 
Let ~ (s) E IRnI[S] , with b.m. P = [~ , ~I ' ... , ~61 E IRmr(1i + I) , deg(~ (s)) = b , Let. b(s) 
be a common divisor of the set of polynomials ~(s) and a(s) an arbitrary polYIlomial 
with deg(a{s)) -:; deg(b(s)) . For all such b(s) , a(s) we take: 
~ (s) . (a{ s) /b( s)) = ~ (s) and deg(g (s)) S: 6 (4,6,4) 
When a(s) is constant equation (4.6.4) generates the common divisors of the set of 
polynomials ~ (s) , Or equivalently: 
~ (s). (c/b(s)) = 9 (s) and deg(g (s)) s: {) (4.6.5) 
If Q is th~ b.m. of 9 (s) and following the same steps as in section 4.2 equation (4.6.5) 
can be brought to the same form as equation (4.2.9) , namely , [ Q : 0 1 = p. T b,6 , 
where 1\ 6 is the inverse of the {) - Toeplitz representation of b(s) . In section 4.3 we 
, 
noticed that even though elements of «j 6 which annihilate columns of P may exist , they 
do not necessarily correspond to 6 - Toeplitz representations of common divisors of ~ (s). 
Furthermore, those elements of GJ 6 which correspond to 6 - Toeplitz representations of 
common divisors of E (s) form a set GJed which has no particular structure under the 
multiplication of GJ 6 . Hence, it would be interesting to try to give to that set a 
structure under a new operation. Let GJ J denotes the subset of GJ 6 which contains all 
the 6 - Toeplitz representations of the proper rational functions (a(s)jb(s)) which 
satisfy equation (4.6.4) . GJ, is a superset of GJ cd • In the following we shall define an 
operation among the elements of GJ, and show that GJ,U{06+1} , (06+1 is the 
6 - Toeplitz representation of the zero function) , is a commutative group . Thus , 
GJedU {06+1} is a commutative group under the new operation. 
Definition (4.6.!): Let T,,6, Tg ,6 be two elements ojGJ, and T,.6, TII ,6 be the 
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(~-- Tot:plit.z n:]l1'f:s/:ntat'ions of J(s) = (a(s)jb(.'i)} , g(8) = (r:(S}jd(8)) respectively. Tht:n 
111/: d/:finc the o]JtTatio1/. (jJ 011e7' cr I as follows: 
when: , Th,ll is the b - Toeplitz representation of the proper rational function h(s) = 
=f(s)+ 9(8) . In the following we shall call ED addition. 0 
Remark (/.6.2) : Addition in cr I is well defined. Indeed, h(s) is the proper rational 
function: 
h(s) = a(s) drs) + c(s) b(s) = e(s) + k(s) 
b(s) drs) b' (s) a (.'I) 
wherc e(s)+k(s) and b' (s). a (8) are coprime. Then b' (8)' a (s) is a common divisor of 
l!J8) , deg(e(s)+k(s)) ~ deg(b' (s) a (s)) and h(s) satisfies equation (4.6.4) . Hence, the 
h - Tocplitz representation of h(s) belongs to cr I and is unique since addition in the ring 
of proper functions is well defined. 0 
Lemma (/.6.1) : (cr I U {Db + I} , ED) is a commutative group. 
Proof 
Let T 1,6 , T g,6 be two elements of cr I and T 1,6 , T g,6 be the 8 - Toeplitz representations 
of f(s) = (a(s)jb(s)) , g(s) = (c(s)jd(s)) respectively. Then T/,6EDTg,6 = Tg,6ST/,6 , 
since the functions f(s)+g(s) and g(s)+f(s) have the same 8 - Toeplitz representation. 
Let T I,b be the 8 - Toeplitz representations of f(s) = (a(s)jb(s)) I and To,eS = 0 6 + 1 be 
the 8 - Toeplitz representations of O(s) = 0 - the zero function. Then T 1,6 S T o,6 = 
=To,6EDT/,6 = T / ,6 , since £(s) + O(s) = £(5) . 
Let T / ,6 , T- I ,6 be the 8 -Toeplitz representations of £(s) = (a(s)jb(s)) , -£(s) 
respectively. Then Tj,6ST-j,6 = T-j,6STj,6 = To,6, sincef(s)-f(s) = O(s). 
Addition over cr j U {06 + l} is associative since addition in the ring of proper rational 
functions is . 0 
CoroUary (.I.6.1) : By lemma(4·6.1} (GJ p U {06 + I} , S) is a commutative group. 0 
Lemma U.6.!): Let", be a relation in (GfJU (06+1}) x (<:fjU (06+1}) such that for 
two elements of cr j U (06 + 1) , TJ,6 , Tg,6 , h - Toeplitz representations of f(s) = 
=(a(s}jb(s)) , g(s) = (c(s)jd(s)) respectively, we have TJ,6"" T II ,6 , if and only if 
a(s). drs) = c(s). b(s) . Then ,.,. is an equivalence relation in <:f J U {06 + 1} . 0 
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'J I U {06 + I} call \)(' part.it.ioned into ('q1liva\('IlC(' classes as fullows Let T j, h be a.n 
d('llwnt of 'J j U {O I> + I} , t.hell \\'(' dellot.e hy' er t\lI' S('t of a.ll T <J,~ which a.re I . .I 
(·q1liva\(·ut. t.o T j, h ' The sd of all e J'I. ~ is dl'llott'd Il\' e , 
Definition (4-6.3) : Let eTj , ' eT < 111: two t://:ml:nts of e . Tlu:n an addition bctw/:en 
,0 !I,O 
the I:lem/:nts of e is defined as e Tj , b + eTg ,6 = eTIt,lJ , where T",,, = T j , b ~11 T!/, li 0 
Remark (4.6.3) : Addition over e is well defined. Let eTj < ' eT ' eT ' eT ,. , belong ,0 g,6 ",b ",0 
=eT . Then eT . corresponds to Tp 6 = T j 6 (? T'7 [, and e'[' < corresponds to T'I b '1,6 p,lJ " . , '1,0 , 
= T",,, (!) Tk , lJ • But T j , lJ , Tg , [, are equivall:nt to Til, lJ , Tk , Ii respectivdy , wh'ich implies 
that Tp [, and T'I {, arc equivalent. Hence, eT = eT [,' 
" ", {, q, 
o 
Lemma (4-6 .. 1) : (e ,+) is a commutative g7'OUp . 
Proof 
Let e'j'j, < , eT lJ be two elements of e . Then eT . + eT {; = eT {; + eTj Ii a g, j, Ii g, g, , eT1a ,6 ' 
since T",6 = T j ,6$Tg,6 = T g,6$T j ,6 . 
For the eTj ,6 ' eLj,[' we take that eTj,/i + eLj,[' = eL /,6 + eTj ,{' = e1'O,6 ' since To, 6 
= T j ,lJ(!)T_ I ,6 =T- j ,6$Tj ,6' 
Addition over e is associative since addition over GJ j U {06 + I} is . o 
4.7. CONCLUSIONS 
An alternative characterization for the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) , f(s) , of a set 
of m polynomials , p (s) , of maximal degree h has been introduced by making use of the 
equivalent expression of relationship ~ (5) = g (s) ·f(s) in terms of real matrices, (basis 
matrices (b.m.) P , Q of ~ (s) , g (s) respectively) , and the Toeplitz representation of 
f(5) . The relation between the GCD and scalar Toeplitz bases, 'W , of a subspace f" of 
N,.{P} has been established. The additional property, that the nonzero entries of 'W 
should have a certain expression involving the coefficients of the gcd f(s) and f" has the 
greatest possible dimension that the latter happens has appeared in section 4.3 . This 
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II,d t.o all all!;orit.hlll for t.11(' ('ollstI'lldiOIl of till' ('odfi('i('I1ts of f(s) itS it tllple tak('ll frolll a 
(,1'Itaill affille vilrid~' , It has \)('ell showII that. Groc\>IH'r basc's play illl ('ssl'lltial 1'Oi<' ill 
.. hilractl'rizilll!; till' GCI) ill 11'I'I11S of its Toq,[it.z rq>I'<'sl'lltatioll . Thl' pn'SI'I1t approa('h 
IISI'S thl' I10tiOll of Gl'<J('\llwr \"LSI'S ill ,tIl I'xplicit Ill<tIIIj('I' , Aitholll!;h siIllpi<'I' IlII't llOds for 
tlj(' (,()lIlpllt.atioIl of till' GCD have already 1)(,1'1l l!;iwll ill the littc'I'atl1l'(, . (SI'I' [Mit, 2] 
awl thl' closed form solution given in [Ka1'. 3]) , t.he pre'sc'llt. method hiLS tllC' iLdvctntagl' 
that Illay be ('xtcnded to matrix divisors , whereas the others hiLve cOllsiderabk 
difficulties, Such all extension is under investigiltion , 
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5.1. INTRODUCTION 
'I'll(' ru,UIl alln of t.his chapter is to iIl\'<'stip;ate further the siruetmal prop('rti('s of 
Illatrices which provide solutions to matrix equations of tIl<' type' : 
A . X = B , A E ~pxrn , B E ~1)IK , X E ~"..n. (5.1.1) 
y. A = B , A E ~pxm , B E ~ Kxm , Y E ~ KXP ( 5.1.2) 
A . X . B = C , A E ~pxm , B E ~ Kxt , C E ~1)xt , X E ~mxK (5.1.3) 
Ii pxrn· K xt pxt ". XK· E Ai' Xi' Bi = C , Ai E ~ I, Bi E ~ I • C E ~ ,X E ".R:, I I (5.1.4) 
i = 1 
where the entries of the matrices are assumed over a given principal idt'al domain , 
(PID) , ~ , which in control theory problems can be either the ring of polynomials IR[Sj , 
or proper rational functions IRpr(S) , or proper and 'P stable rational fUllctioIlS 1RGj>(S) 
Notice that equation (5.1.4) is a generalization of many well know matrix equations, 
such as : 
(5.1.5) 
( 5.1.6) 
The structural properties of a matrix over a PID , Gj, , are used to generate algebraic 
tools that will enable us , (later on in Chapter 6) , to formulate a unifying framework 
to deal with solvability of matrix equations over ~ . The existence and characterization 
of families of greatest left - right common divisors , extended greatest left - right 
common divisors , projectors , annihilators , multiples and least multiples of a given 
matrix, or set of matrices, over Gj, is introduced. If the known matrices in equations 
(5.1.1) - (5.1.8) are assumed over q , the field of fractions of «!It , then the machinery of 
multiples and least multiples over ~ of the rows, columns of a matrix, with entries 
over Cj , is used in order to transform equations (5.1.1) - (5.1.8) to ones where all the 
matrices are over ~ ; thus we can apply the same algebraic approach to solve matrix 
equations over PIDs in the most general case , i.e. when the known matrices are 
assumed over q . The relation between the algebraic tools presented in the following 
and the column , row ~ - modules , maximum c:R, - modules of the corresponding matrix 
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is ('st aillisit('d . In the following c:R, (i('IH)tes il PID , c:J is tIl(' field of fractions of c:R, ; if 
:\ E ~R/,""I ,.(/nkG.r{A} = (I S TlIill{p , TIl} then \\'(' associate tIl(' fulluwing v('dor spac('s 
witlt A : 
g; I = row span of {A} o\'('r c:J = !"Ow SPil("(' of A 
..1 
g;(" = column span of {A} ov('r c:J = col ullin spac(' of A 
A 
Nr{A} = right null space of A 
NdA} = left null space of A 
We also associate the following ~ modules with A : 
.At,~ = row span {A} over ~ = ~ row module of A 
.At,~ = column span {A} over G], = G], column module of A 
~r 
.At, A = the maximum ~ row module of A in g:;~ 
~ c 
.At, A = the maximum ~ column module of A in g:;~ 
5.2. LEFT.:-RIGHT SQUARE DNISORS OF A MATRIX OVER THE PID ~ 
( 5.1.9) 
(5.l.10) 
(5.1.11) 
(5.1.12) 
(5.1.13) 
{5.1.14} 
(5.1.15) 
(5.1.16) 
We start this section with the introduction of the concept of a left, right divisor and 
left, right greatest common divisor of a matrix A over the PID ~ . This is central to 
our study of structural properties of A over ~ , as well as , to the characterization of 
related algebraic tools concerning non square divisors , projectors and annihilators over 
the given rID . 
Definition (5.!.1) : Let A E ~pzm, rankf5{A) = P $ min{p , m} . A matrix TE ~pzP, 
will be called an ~ - left , right divisor , (lrd) , of A over ~ , if there exist matrices 
p E ~pzp, Q E ~pzm, rankGJ{P) = rankf5{Q) = P , such that: 
A=P·T.Q (5.!.1) 
T will be called an ~ - greatest left, right divisor, (gird) , of A over ~ if it is a lrd of 
A and P , Q are left, right unimodular over ~ . 0 
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The (~xistcll(,(, of it gIrd of it Illatrix A 0\'('[ c:R, is l'stcLhiisiH'ci ill tilt' following n'sllit : 
Proposition {5.2.1}: Ld A Ec:R,l'nll. "(l1IkC;{A) = flSl1Iin{/J, 1I1.). Thcn thfTf a/way", 
. . n en I}IP ) fJ.l"I" pIp I. { } 
1:T.'l",t rnatnas 1 E J\J ,(( E c:R, ,T E c:R, . I'awl.'C; r = 7'(lnkC; {q) = I'anJ.·C; {T} = 
p, such that (5.2.1) hold", tntl! . 
Proof 
It is well known fact, [Vid. 4] , [Ros. 1] , that when a matrix A E c:R,,'IrIl, rankc;{ A} = 
=(1 S min{ p , Tn} is given, then % unimodular matrices U , V always ('xist such that A 
call be reduced in its Smith form over % : 
[ 
Sp 0 j A = U· ·V 
() () 
(5.2.3) 
If U , V are partitioned as : 
(5.2.4) 
t.hen it is clear that the matrix T = S serves as a gIrd of A over % with P = uP and P p 
Q=V;. 0 
Remark (5.2.1) : If A E G],prm, rankGJ{A) = p ~ min{p , m} , then: 
i) If p ~ m the notion of a gird coincides with the standard notion of a greatest right 
divisor of 'A . 
ii) If p < Tn the notion of a glrd coincides with the standard notion of a greatest left 
divisor of A . 
If A E %pzm, rankGJ{ A} 
form. 
o 
p ~ min{p , m} , then A~ will denote its column Hermite 
Remark (5.2.2) : Let A E %pzm, rankGJ{A} = p ~ min{p , m} . If T is a gird of A over 
G], then (5.2.1) holds true and: 
... ,. 
i) The rows of T· Q define a base for A" 1 the rows of Q define a base for ..A6 . A A ... c 
ii) The columns of p. T define a base for A~ , the columns of P define a base for..A6 A 0 
The above remark is helpful in characterizing the family of all gIrd of a matrix 
A E ~pzm over ~ . 
Proposition (5.2.!) : Let A E ~P%m, rankffJ{A} = p S min{p I m} . If T 1 l' E ~P%P are 
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two .'/Ini of A O'UC1' ':R, th(:11 T. T a.7'I' equ,ivlJ,[ent O'/l(~1' ~ a.nd 'We denotl: T F 7~ . 
Proof 
\\"(' (',LIl writ/' A = p, T· Q ' A = p'. T'· Q' . p', P E ~"U'I', Q', Q E 'J{,I'IrII an' J(·ft . right 
uuilllodular IIIatrices . R(,Illark (5.2.2) provid('s that. ~ uIlimoduJar matrin's l' , V ('xist 
such that: 
p'= p. U ,Q'= V.Q (5.2.5) 
or , using (5.2.1) for both T , T' : 
A = P·U,T'·Y·Q = P.T·Q ¢:> P.(U.T'.V-T).Q = 0 (5.2.G) 
Siwc P , Q have trivial right. , left Hull spaces respectively, (5.2.6) implies that: 
U . T' . V - T = 0 ¢:> U . T' . Y = T (5.2.7) 
o 
Remark (5.~.~) : If T is a gIrd of A over ~ , any other gIrd , T , of A over ~ is 
obtained by : 
T = U· T· V (5.2.8) 
f07' any ~ unimodular' matr'ices U, V with compatible dimensions . It is clear that the 
nonzero block of the Smith form of the matrix A over ~ is a gIrd of A . 0 
5.3. NONSQUARE DIVISORS OF A MATRIX OVER THE PID ~ 
The notion of gIrd of a matrix A over ~ is used next to charactt'rize the Ilonsquarc 
matrix divisors of that matrix defined in [Per. 11 : 
Definition (5.9.1) : Let A E ~pxm, rank"}{A} = p ~ min{p , m} . If A can be factorized 
as : 
A = L·B (5.9.1) 
with , L E G],pxq , rank"} {L} = q and BEG], qxm I then L is defined as an extended left I 
divisor, (eId) , of A oveT G], . L will be called a greatest extended left divisor, (geld) , of 
A over % if L is an eld of A and every other cld of A is also an eld of L . The notion of 
an extended right divisor, (erd) , and greatest extended right divisor, (gerd) , of A over 
% is introduced in a similar manner. o 
The characterization of such divisors is considered next. 
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Proposition (5 . .'1.1) : Ld A E ~1"11I, 1'(1llkC;{A) = p -::; 1Ilin{p, TIl} . Tlu:n thITc always 
('I1,',;f:; II gdd , ,1/1:1'(/ of A , L , K , nspecl'ivdy over' ~ , which has tlu: following 
111'o1JtTtit:s: 
i) L . K may be fXP1'C88t:d as : 
L = A· X, K = y. A (5 . .'I.2) 
""'p Y Gll PIp f(J1' :W1TI.t: X E ~ ) E J\J . 
ii} If L ) L') K ) K are two gelds, gerds of A over c.R, respectively then they an: Tight, 
left c.R, equivalent and we denote L Er L' , K E, K . 
Proof 
Let U , V he appropriate <:R, unimodular matricps such that A can be expressed in its 
Smith form over c.R, : 
(5.3.3) 
If U , U- I , V , V-I arc partitioned as : 
U = [Up V P-P J V-I = P V = P V-I = [yP ym- p J [ vP ] [ V'" ] p' p' p' ",' m' m V p _p V m-p 
(5.3.4 ) 
IIWI! it is dear that the matrices L = V:. s p , K = S p • V; are an eld , erd of A over <:R, • 
Furthermore if X = V: ' y = V: then it is straightforward from (5.3.3) that: 
L=A.X,K=Y·A (5.3.5) 
If .I', 0' arc any eld , erd of A over ~ respectively then by definition (5.3.1) is implied 
that: 
(5.3.6) 
with 13 1 E c.R,qlxm, B2 E ~pXq2, ql = rank~{J'} ,Q2 rank~{D/}. (5.3.6) and (5.3.5) 
imply that L , K are a geld, gerd of A over ~ . 
i) (5.3.5) clearly implies (5.3.2) . 
Ii) Let L E ~PXq, rank~{L} = q ,L' E ~pZ'q', rankc:dL} = q' be two gelds of A over ~ 
respectively . Then by definition{ 5.3.1) they serve as elds of one an other respectively 
and thus matrices B E ~ q:rq' , B' E ~ q':rq exist such that : 
L = L' . B' , L' = L· B (5.3.7) 
or equivalently, 
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L = L· B . I3/ , L' = L/· I3/. I3 (5.3.8) 
Sill/(' tl)(' gelds hitV!' trivial rip;ht Illlll span's (5.3.~) illlpli!'s that: 
B· B' = I" ' B/· 13 = 1'1/ (5.3.9) 
TIl(' latter call happcllcd if and only if q = q/ and I3 , B' are ~ unimodular Thus 
(5.3.7) implies that L Er L' . Thc proof for the gl'rds follows along similar lilles . 0 
From the proof of proposition (5.3.1) the link bC't ween the gclds , gents and the gelrds of 
A over c:R, , as well as , the corresponding decomposition of A are established. Thus we 
lIlily state : 
CoroUary (5.9.1) : Let A E c:R,prrn, rankG] {A} = p ::; min {p I m} I T E c:R,p.r p be a glrd of 
A ovcr c:R, I and A = p. T· Q . Then a geld I gerd of A over c:R, I L, , Lr is defined by : 
L, = p. T E c:R,P.1'P , Lr = T. Q E c:R,prm {5.9.10} 
rC.'lpecti1Jeiy . Furthermore A can be factorized as " 
A = L,· Q = p. Lr {5.9.11} 
o 
Remark (5.9.1) : Let A E ~p.1'rn, rankG]{A} = p::; min{p t m} , TE ~P.1'P be a gIrd, 
L, E ~prp " Lr E ~p.1'm be a geld , gerd of A respectively over G}, and let A = p. T· Q . 
RWHlrk {5.2.2} and corollary (S.S.l) imply that L, t Lr are bases for A~ I A~ 
"cspectively . If L , K denote an arbitrary eid , erd of A over ~ respectively then by 
d(~finition {5.S.1} we have: 
L, = L· B , Lr = C· K (5.9.1~) 
and thus we can write : 
{5.9.19} 
where I.A\:,~ ,.A\,~ I.A\,~ I.A\,~ are the c:R, column I row modu.les of the matrices L, I L I 
, r 
Lr , K respectively . 0 
From this remark is clear that the extraction of elds , erds of A over ~ is equivalent to 
the creation of an ascending chain of modules , containing .Ab ~ , A~ ; the minimal 
elements in these chains are .Ab~ , .Ab~ themselves. 
Remark (5.S.!) : Proposition (5.9.1) implies that aU the gelds, gerds of A over ~ IuJve 
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(:xactly p = ra.nk"} {A} columns , rows , whcrr.as an dd , lTd of A 01le7' G.R, may havf 
7TW7'C , o 
5.4. NONSQUARE DIVISORS OF SETS OF MATRICES OVER THE PID ~ 
Having established the above results , we now proceed to define the notions of 
Ilollsquare divisors of two, or more matrices. 
Definition (5.4.1) : i) Let Aj E %PIm i , LI E %PXK, i = 1 , .. , , 11 , Then LI is a common 
t:xtended left divis01' , (celd) , of the set of Aj over c:R, if it is an dd of each Aj OVtT % , 
L, is a grcatr..';t common extended left divisor, (gceld) , of the sd of A, over ~ if it is a 
celd of each A, over % and any other celd of all Ai over c:R, is an cld of LI . 
ii) Let B, E %Pjxm, Lr E % KIm, i = 1 , ". , 11 , Then Lr is a common extended right 
divisor , (cerd) , of the set of A, over c:R, if it is an erd of each B j over % , Lr is a 
g7'eatest common extended right divisor, (gcerd) , of the set of Ai over c:R, if it is a cerd 
of each B, over' % and any other cerd of all B j over c:R, is an erd of Lr ' 0 
The following result establishes the relation between the gcelds , gcerds of the set of Ai 
over c:R, and the notion of gelds, gerds of the composite matrix [AI' .. , , An] , [B"f , .. , , 
B~lT over % . 
) 
p%m· p·%m 
Propositio" (5.4.1 : Let Ai E % I, Bi E % I , 1 1 , , .. , 11 The following 
statements hold true : 
i) LI E c:R,PXK is a gceld of the set of Aj over c:R, , if and only if it tS a geld of the 
composite matrix " 
[AI' ... , A,J (5.{1) 
over % , 
ii) Lr E %Kxm is a gcerd of the set of B j over ~ , if and only if it IS a gerd of the 
composite matrix " 
[Bi, ... , B!f 
over GJ, • 
Proof 
i) (=» If L, E GJ, P%K is a gceld of the set of Aj over GJ, then there exist matrices 
C j E ~ KIm j , such that : 
Ai = L,. C. , i = 1 , ... , n (5.4.3) 
or equivalently , 
(5.4.4) 
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The lattC'r implies that L( is an del of the composite mat.rix (5.4.1) . If L E <],,'Iq is allY 
(·lel of the mat.rix (5.4.1) tht'Il a matrix A E <],'1Im, (m = f: Tn,) , ('xists such that: 
,= J 
[A" ... ,A,,]=L.A (5..1.5) 
If we parti tiOIl the matrix A according to the parti tiolling of the matrix [A J , ... , A,,] , 
then it is clear that L is an eld of each Ai over <], and thus a ccld of thc' set of A, over 
G], . By definition (5.4.1) the latter implies that L is an eld of L, over <], and t.hus L, is a 
geld of the composite matrix (5.4.1) over <], . 
(<=) Let L, E ,%PXK be a geld of the composite matrix (5.4.1) over G], . TheIl a matrix 
D E <], KXm, (Tn = t m,) , exists such that: 
i = J 
[A} , ... , An] = L,· D (5.4.6) 
If we partition matrix D as [D 1 , ... , D nl , DiE %"zrni, then it is clear that L, is a dd of 
each Ai over <], and thus it is a celd of the set of Ai over % . If L E <],prq is any celd of 
the set of Ai over % , it also is a eld of (5.4.1) over <], and thus L is an eld of L, . The 
latter implies that L, is a gceld of the set of Ai over '% . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
The results established for the geld , gerd of a matrix over % may be extended for a 
gceld , gcerd of a set of matrices over <], . 
pzrn· p·rm J Proposition (5 . ./.2) : Let Ai E <], ',Bi E % I ,i = 1 , ... , Tl , A = [AI I ••• ,A, I 
B=[BT, ... I B;jr I with rankc;{A} = p I rankc;{B} = p' : 
i) There exists a gceld I L, E %prp , of the set of Ai over % I and it may be expressed a.~: 
n 
L, = E Ai,Xi (5 . ./.7) 
i = 1 
m·zp I for some matrices Xi E ~ , . Furthermore if L, is any gceld of the set of Ai over % 
then L, is ~ right equivalent with L; and we write L, Er L; . 
I 
ii) There exists a gceld , Lr E %P xm, of the set of B j over ~ , and it may be expressed 
as: 
n 
L = ~ Y··B· r L..J I I (5 . ./.8) 
i = 1 
p'xm. for some matrices Y i E ~ I. Furthermore if L~ is any gceld 0/ the set of Ai over ~ 
then Lr is ~ left equivalent with L~ and we write Lr E, L~ . 
Proof 
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i) Since a geld 1 L, E ~R/)XP, of the compositc' matrix A o\'c~r c:R, exists. proposition 
(5.4.1) implies that L, E c:R,I'XP is gccld of the set of A, over c:R, . Furthcrlllo!'l' proposition 
(5.3.1) has estahlished tll<' c'xisteIlC<' of a matrix X E c:R,"'XI' , (111 = f: 111,) . slIch that: 
,= I 
(5.4.9) 
If we partition X according to the partitioning of the matrix [Xi' 1 ••• , X~rr 1 
X. E <:R,rniTP, then (5.4.9) clearly implies (5.4.7) . If L; is any gceld of thc sc>t of Ai over 
c:R" it is a geld of the composite matrix A over % as well and thus proposition (5.3.1) 
implies that L, Er L; . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
The module interpretation of the geld, gerd of a matrix A over % can be expanded in 
the case of a gceld , gcerd of a set of matrices over <:R, . 
pxm· p·xm 
Proposition (5.-1.9) : Let Ai E % " Bi E %' ,i = 1 , ... , n , A = [A) , ... , A,J , 
B=[B~' , ." , B"[f , with rankCJ{A} = p , rankCJ{B} = p' and L, E %pxP , Lr E %p'xrn be a 
gceld , gcerd of the set of Ai , Bi over % respectively. If A C
A 
' A C1 • A
r 
, A' 
. " B I" I C I r 
denote the % column, row modules of Ai , L/ , Bi , L, respectively then ..At, L ,AI, are 
C r , , 
the smallest submodules that contain each A ,.At, B respectively and : 
Ai • 
n n 
A C = LAc ,..At,' = L..At,' L,. A. L . B 
• = 1 • '. = 1 • 
(5.-1.10) 
Proof 
We prove the proposition for the case of Ai , since the proof for the case of B. follows 
along similar lines . It is clear that : 
(5.4.11) 
Proposition (5.4.2) has established that L, is a geld of A over ~ and remark (5.3.1) that 
(5.4.12) 
Thus (5.4.11) , (5.4.12) combined imply A~ =.f: A~ . The latter provides that A C 
, • = 1 i L, 
contains every A~ . . Let now A~ be an arbitrary ~ column module that contains 
every A C • Then ~f dim{ACK } = q , matrices K E ~,,%q, rankc:F{K} = q , Ci E ~q%mi A-
exist such' that: 
A·=K·C· I I (5.4.13) 
and thus K is a eld of each Ai over ~ , or a celd of the set Ai over ~ . Then K is a eld 
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of LI awl n'Illark (5.3.1) provid('s that 
(5.4.14) 
which c1('arl~' implies that A~ an' th!' smallest slIi>modllles that coutaiu ('ach ACt' 0 
'I I i 
Tlw IIIodui<' interpretation of th(> gc('lds , ,l?;n'l'ds of a set of matrices A, 0\,('1' c:R., as a bast' 
of the "minimum cover module" of all modules generated by the columns, rows of A, 
will b(~ used in the solution of matrix equations later on . With the notion of gccld , 
gcerd established , we proceed to define the concept of ('oprimeness of a set of matrices 
over a given PID , ~ . 
Definition (5 . ./.2) : i) Given a set of matrices A, E ~pzm" i = 1 , ... , 11 , A = [AI' ... , 
pzm ") { h h I A,j E c:R., I (m = E mi I rankGJ A) = P I then we say t at t e co tlmns of A, , i = 1 I 
i = I 
... I n are ~ left coprime if the invariant factors of a gccld , (of the set of Ai over CiJt) I 
are units of ~ . 
ii) Given the set of matrices Bi E ".R,Pi zm , i = 1 I .. , , 11 I B = [Bi , ... , B;lP" E CiJtp;rm, 
(p = f: P,) I with rankGJ {B} = p' I then we say that the rows of Bi , i = 1 I ... , narc ".R, 
right ~~prime if the invariant factors of a gcerd, (of the set of Bi over GJ:.) , are units of 
~. 0 
For the analysis of matrix equations over PIns some further algebraic tools are needed . 
The notions of column, row projectors; left, right annihilators and left, right inverses 
of a matrix A E CiJtpxm over ~ are introduced. These projectors, annihilators are shown 
to be generalizations of left, right inverses, and are characterized by using properties of 
unimodular matrices defined over the appropriate PIn. 
5.5. GENERALIZED COLUMN -ROW PROJECTORS OF A MATRIX OVER THE 
PID~ 
Definition (5.5.1) : Let A E ".R,P%m, rankGJ{A} = p ~ min{p , m} and P, E ".R,P%P, 
rankGJ{P,} = P , Qr E ~ mxp, rankGJ{Qr} = p . 
i) P, is called an ~ column projector, fJ.,cp) , of A over ~ I if: 
(5.5.1) 
with Lr a gerd of A over ~ . 
ii) Qr is called an ~ row projector I fJ.,rp) I of A over ~ , if: 
(5.5.B) 
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until. L,. (J, gn'd of A ove7' c:R, . o 
Remark (5.5.1) : By dt:/inition PI ' (If ]J7'OriIU'(:8 a gf7'd . geld of A over' c:R, and thus 
- (' 
Jl7'ojects the colum.n , T'011l vecio1'.'; of A 01lto tilt· 11Ifl:r.z1Iwi ':R, column. 7'0111 mod'llle.At, , 
- f' ,c r ' " 
.At, of A zn g; ,g; 7'CS1)(~ctlVdIJ. 0 
A A A ' 
Proposition {5.5.1} : Every matrix A E c:R,prrn, mnkCJ {A) = p:s min {p , Tn} ha.~ an c:R,cp 
PI , c:R,rp , (Jr respectively. 
Proof 
Let U , V be appropriate c:R, unimodular matrices such that A can be expressed ill its 
Smith form over c:R, : 
[ 
Sp 
A = U· 0 ~ Jv ( 5.5.3) 
If V , V-I, V , V-I are partitioned as : 
V = [V P vp - p 1 V-I = p V = P V-I = I vP Vm p 1 
[
UP 1 [vm ] -
p' p' P' m' rn' m 
U pop V mop 
(5.5.4) 
then (5.5.3) can be rewritten as : 
(5.5.5) 
Corollary '(5.3.1) clearly implies that the matrices L, = U:. S p , Lr = S p • V; are a geld , 
gcrd of A over G], respectively. Condition (5.5.4) also implies that: 
(5.5.6) 
o ] ¢> A. vP = uP . Sp = L, o m p (5.5.7) 
The matrices V: ' V: are c:R, right, left unimodular and (5.5.6) , (5.5.7) clearly imply 
that P, = U: is an G],cp , Q, = V: in an c:R,rp of A . 0 
Proposition {5.5.~}: Let A Ec:R,pzm, ranktSJ{A} = p$.min{p, m}, and P" Qr be an 
'J,cp , G],rp of A respectively. Then P, , Qr are c:R, right, left unimodular matrices. 
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Proof 
We p1'ove that PI is an ']., 1'ight unimodular matrix , sina flu: pnwf f()1' tltt: cafW of q, 
follows along simila.r- lint:s , Ld 1/.8 a.ssume that PI i8 not an ']., 1'ight unimodula1' ma17'ix . 
Then 'Ill(: may far:t01'ize it as : 
PI = z' fYt (5.5.8) 
with, Z E '].,pxP, a non unimodular greatest left divisor of P, , Ii, E '].,PIP, r-ankC;{p,) = p 
On the other hand, 
(5.5.9) 
with L,. a gerd of A over']., . Furthermore a matrix BE '].,pxp exists, such that: 
(5.5.10) 
(5.5.8) , (5.5.9) and (5.5.10) combined lead to : 
(S.S.ll) 
where, W = p,. B E ~pxP and the matrix Z· W is not ~ unimodular since Z is not . But 
(5.5.11) implies that the matrix Z· W· L,. = L,. is a gcerd of A over ~ and furthermore : 
(5.5.12) 
But since 'L,. E '].,pxm, rankCJ {L,.} = p , the left null space of L,. is trivial and thus : 
which is a contradiction . 
(5.5.19) 
[J 
A n alternative characterization of column , row projectors of A is given in the following 
result . 
Proposition (5.5.9) : Let A E ~pzm, rankCJ{A} = p $ min{p , m} , A = p. T· Q , T be 
... c 
a gird of A over ~ , P , Q be bases for the maximum ~ column, row modules ,..At, , 
_, . c ,. A 
.At, of A m 9; ,9;A' Then: A A 
i) P, is an ~cp of A , if and only if P, . P is an ~ unimodular matriz . 
ii) Q,. is an ~rp of A , if and only if Q. Q,. is an ~ unimodular matriz . 
Proof 
i) (~) If P, is an ~cp of A then P" A = L,. is a gerd of A over ~ . On the other hand : 
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(5.5.14) 
wbere, W = PI'p E c:R,f)J''', L;. = T·Q is 011 otllt'r gerd of A over %. (corollary (5.3.1)). 
But. since tbe gcnls of A over c:R, are c:R, left equivalent, (proposition (5.3.1)) , (5.5.14) 
implies that W is fLll c:R, unimodular matrix. 
(<=) If W = PI' P is an % unimodular matrix, then: 
P,·A = P,·P·T·Q = W.L~ (5.5.15) 
where L~ = T· Q is a gerd of A over ~ , (corollary (5.3.1)) . But since the gercls of A 
over ~ are c:R, left equivalent, (proposition (5.3.1)) , (5.5.15) implies that W· L~ is a 
gerd of A over c:R, as well and thus P, is an ~cp of A . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
CoroUary (5.5.1) : Let P, , Qr be a pair of '9bcp , '9brp of A respectively, then p,. A . Qr 
is a gIrd of A over c:R, , (proposition (5.2.2)) . o 
5.6. PRIME LEFT-RIGHT ANNIHILATORS OF A MATRIX OVER THE PID ~ 
Definition (5.6.1) : Let A E G],pxm, rankCJ{A) = p ~ min{p , m} . 
i) Let p > p and N, E G],(p-p)xP, then N, will be called an G], prime left annihilator , 
(G],pla) , of A if N, is an G], right unimodular matrix and: 
N,·A = 0 (5.6.1) 
ii) Let m > p and Nr E G], mx(m-
p), then Nr will be called an '9b prime right annihilator, 
f.R,pra) , of A if Nr is an G], left unimodular matrix and: 
Proposition (5.6.1) : Let A E '9bPxm, ranktiJ{ A} == P $ min{p , m} . Then: 
(5.6.2) 
o 
i) If p > p , A has always an '9bpla N, . Furthermore if N, is any other '9bpla of A then 
N, , N, are'9b left equivalent, i.e. , N, E, N, . 
ii) If m > p , A has always an G],pra Nr . Furthermore if N',. is any other ~pra of A then 
Nr , N'r are G], right equivalent, i.e. , Nr Er Nr • 
Proof 
i) Let U , V be appropriate G], unimodular matrices such that A can be expressed in its 
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Smith form over 'jt : 
[
Sp 0 1 A=U· 0 0 .\1 (5.6.3) 
If U , u- l , \1 are partitioned as : 
U-
1 
= ru~: 1 'V = [vv:: 1 
p-p m-p 
(5.6.4 ) 
Then (5.6.3) implies: 
uP ·A = 0 p-p (5.6.5 ) 
and NI = U:_p E ~(p-p)xp is an ~ right unimodular matrix and thus an ~pla of A . 
Furthermore since rankc:r{A} = p < p , the left null space of A , NdA} , has dimension 
(p - p) and thus the ~pla N/ and any other ~pla N; of A serves as a base of NdA} . 
The latter implies that N/ , N; are ~ left equivalent, N/ EI N; . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
The following results establish the relation between ~cp , ~rp and ~pla , ~pra of a 
matrix A respectively . A characterization of ~cp , ~rp of a matrix A via its ~pla , 
G],pra is introduced in proposition (5.6.2) . 
CoroUary (5.6.1) : Let A E ~pxm, rankc:r{A} = p ~ min{p , m} . Then: 
i) If p > 'p there exists a pair (PI, NI) of an ~cp , ~pla of A such that the matrix: 
(5. 6. 6} 
is G], unimodular . 
ii) If m > p there exists a pair (Qr , Nr) of an ~rp , G],pra of A such that the matrix: 
(5.6.7) 
is ~ unimodular . 
Proof 
i) Let U , V be appropriate G], unimodular matrices such that A can be expressed in its 
Smith form over G], : 
(5.6.8) 
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Then the proves of propositions (5.3.1) , (5.6.1) imply that the matrix: 
satisfies (5.6.6) . 
ii) Following similar arguments to those in case i) it can be shown that: 
y = V-I = [yP ym-p J = [Q N J 
r m' m r' r 
satisfies (5.6.7) . 
(5.6.9) 
(5.6.10) 
o 
Proposition (5.6.2) : Let A E Gj,pxm, rankq{A} = p ~ min{p , m} , {PI , Nt} be a pair of 
an Gj,cp , Gj,pla of A , {Qr , Nr} be a pair of an c:R,rp , c:R,pra of A respectively. Then,' 
i) The general family of c:R,cp of A is given by " 
a) 
fit = U·p, + Y·N" ifp > p (5.6.11) 
where UE % 
pxp 
b 't GI'I • d It' Y GI'I px( p-p) t . zs an ar 't rary ~ ummo 11, ar ma nx, E ~ 'ts a parame TtC 
matrix. 
{J) fit = U· P, , if p = p 
where U E %pxP is an arbitrary % unimodular matrix . 
ii) The general family of %rp of A is given by " 
a) 
{5.6.12} 
(5.6.19) 
where V E %pxp 'tS an arbitrary % unimodular matrix, X E Gj,(m-p)xp 1,S a parametric 
matrix. 
{J) (5.6.14) 
where V E Gj,px p is an arbitrary % unimodular matrix. 
Proof 
i) 0) Let p > p and P~ ,P, be any two ~cps of A . Then: 
(5.6.15) 
where, Lr , L~ are two gerds of A over ~ . Proposition (5.3.1) has established that Lr E, 
L~ and thus an % unimodular matrix U exists such that: 
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(5.6.16) 
or equivalently, 
(5.6.17) 
Since p > p the left null space of A , Nd A} , has dimension (p - p) and thus the G].,pla 
of A , NI , serves as base of NdA} . Condition (5.6.17) implies that a matrix 
Y E G].,px(p-p) exists such that: 
(5.6.18) 
(J) If p = p then all the G],pla of A , NI , are equal to zero, i.e. N, = 0 . Thus relation 
(5.6.18) becomes: 
(5.6.19) 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
CoroUary (5.6.~) : If (PI, N,) is any pair of an ~cp , G].,pla of A , (Qr , Nr) is any pair 
of an ~rp , G].,pra of A respectively. Then: 
i) If p > p the matrix : 
(5.6.20) 
is G], unimodular . 
ii) If m >.p the matrix: 
(5.6.21) 
is ~ unimodular . 
Proof 
i) Corollary (5.6.1) has established that a pair (P; , N;) of an ~cp , ~pla of A exists 
such that the matrix : 
(5.6.22) 
is ~ unimodular . On the other hand matrices U , W E CiJ,p~p ~ unimodular , 
y E CiJ,p~(p-p) parametric, exist such that, (proposition (5.6.2)) : 
P~ = U.p, + Y·N" Ni = W.N, (5.6.23) 
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Condition (5.6.22) via (5.6.23) implies: 
(5.6.24 ) 
which clearly implies (5.6.20) . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
In the following the notion of left , right inverses of a matrix A E G],pxm over G], are 
studied. The G],cp , G],rp of A are generalizations of the left, right inverses over G], . 
5.7. LEFT-RIGHT INVERSES OF A MATRIX OVER THE PID ~ 
Definition {5.7.1} : Let A E G],pxm, rankGJ{ A} = P $ min{p , m} and let A, E G], mx p, 
mxp Th A E G], . en : 
r 
i) A, is called an G], left inverse, {G],li} , of A if : 
A,·A = 1m {5.7.1} 
ii) Ar is called an G], right inverse, {G],ri} , of A if : 
{5.7.2} 
o 
The conditions under which an G],li , G],ri of a matrix A exists are examined next. We 
first state the following well known result : 
Lemma (5.7.1) [Per. 1] : Let A E G],pxm then: 
i) A left inverse A, E gmxp of A exists if and only ifrankGJ{A} = m . 
ii) A right inverse Ar E gmxp of A exists if and only if rankGJ{ A} = p . o 
Remark (5.7.1) : Any G],li , <::R,ri of a matrix A E ~pxm is also an inverse over q . Thus 
a necessary condition for the existence of ~lis , ~ris of A is that rankGJ {A} = m , p 
respectively . o 
Theorem (5.7.1) : Let A E ~pxm, rankGJ{A} = p ~ min{p , m} , SA = diag{Sp , OJ be 
the Smith form of A over ~ then: 
i) An ~li A, E ~ mxp of A exists if and only if p = rankGJ{AJ = m and 5;1 E ~pxp. 
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ii) An ~ri Ar E ~ mxp of A exists if and only if p = ranhJ{A} = p and S~l E GJ.,px P • 
Proof 
i) (=» Let Al E ~ mxp be an GJ.,li of A . Then remark (5.7.1) implies that p = rankg{A} 
= m . Furthermore if U , V are appropriate ~ unimodular matrices such that A can be 
expressed in its Smith form over ~ : 
A=Ul ~ lv (5.7.3) 
then, 
(5.7.4) 
where , B = AI' U E GJ., mxp If we partition B as [ B: , B::m J then (5.7.4) is 
transformed to : 
A, . A = B m . S . V = I 
m m m (5.7.5) 
It is clear that S~ = V . B: E ~ mxm, or equivalently S~l E ~pxp. 
(<=) Let p = rankg{A} = m and S~l E ~pxP, or equivalently S~ E ~mxm. If U , V are 
appropriate ~ unimodular matrices such that A can be expressed in its Smith form 
over ~ : 
Set Al to be the matrix : 
Then: 
A,. A = [ V-I. S;.! , O::;m I· U-I . U -[ ~ l V= 1m 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . 
{5.7.6} 
{5.7.7} 
(5.7.8) 
o 
Remark (5. 7.~) : It is clear from theorem (5.7.1) that an ~li , ~ri of a matrix A ezists, 
if and only if rankg {A} = m , rankGJ {A} = p respectively and the invariant factors of A 
over ~ are units of ~ . 0 
The link between ~lis , ~ris and ~cps , c:R,rps respectively IS established by the 
following result . 
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Lemma {5.7.2} : Let A E G],l'xm, rank"}{A} = p:s min{p J m} and PI ' Qr denote an 
'%cp G],rp of A respectively. Then: 
i) If A has an '%Zi then the matrix : 
Al = (PI·Arl,PI (5.7.9) 
is an %li of A as well . 
ii) If A has an G],ri then the matrix : 
Ar = Qr' (A . Qrrl (5.7.9) 
is an %ri of A as well . 
Proof 
i) If A has an <:R.li then rank"} { A} = m . If U , V are appropriate <:R. unimodular 
matrices such that A can be expressed in its Smith form over % , then: 
(5.7.10) 
with S;,! E % mxm. The proof of proposition (5.3.1) has established that the matrix Lr = 
= Sm' V E ~ mxm is a gerd of A over ~ . Furthermore: 
(5.7.11) 
is an other,' gerd of A over G], . Proposition (5.3.1) also established that Lr , L~ are % left 
equivalent and thus an % unimodular matrix W exists such that: 
L' = W . L = W· S . V r r m (5.7.12) 
or , 
(L~tl = V-I. S;,! . W- I E ~ mxm (5.7.13) 
or by (5.7.11) , 
(5.7.14) 
which implies that the matrix A, = (P" Arl . P, E % mzp• Finally, 
(5.7.15) 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
Lemma (5.7.2) suggests that the results stated for the ~cps , %rps of a matrix A carry 
over to the %lis , %ris of that matrix, (if any) . 
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Corollary (5.7.1) : Let A E <:R.l'xm, rankGJ{ A} = p S min {p , m} . Then: 
i) If A has an <:R.li , then the family of all <:R.lis is given by : 
{5.7.16} 
where PI , !it are an <:R.cp , <:R.pla of A respectively, Y E <:R. mx(p-m) tS a parametric 
matrix. 
ii) If A has an o.R,ri , then the family of all o.R,ris is given by : 
(5.7.17) 
where Qr , Nr are an <:R.rp , <:R.pra of A respectively , X E <:R.(m-p)xp zs a parametric 
matrix. 
Proof 
i) Lemma (5.7.2) implies that the matrix A~ = (P/·Art,P I is an <:R.li of A. If Al is any 
other <:R.li of A , then : 
(5.7.18) 
or equivalently, 
(5.7.19) 
Since (A; - AI) belongs to the left null space of A and NI is a base of it , a matrix 
y E ~mx(p;m) exists such that : 
(5.7.20) 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
5.8. MULTIPLES AND LEAST MULTIPLES OF A MATRIX OVER THE PID ~ 
In this section the ordinary concepts of multiples , (common multiples) , least 
multiples , (least common multiples) , is extended over ~ for matrices with entries over 
CJ. 
Definition (5.8.1) : Let A E C;"sm, rankGJ{A} = p $ min{p , m} . Then: 
i) Mr E ~"sm is called a multiple of the rows of A over ~ , ~mr) , if a matrix 
Cr E ~"s" exists such that: 
(5.8.1) 
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Mr is called a least multiple of the rows of A over '% , ('%lmr) , if it is an '%mr of A 
and for any other <:R,mr of A , Gr , a matrix E E '%"X" exists such that E· Mr = Gr . 
ii} Me E <:R,,,xm is called a multiple of the columns of A over '%, ('%mc) , if a matrix 
C E <:R, mxm exists such that : 
c 
(5.8.2) 
Me is called a least multiple of the columns of A over '% , (%lmc) , if it is an '%mc of A 
and for any other %mc of A , Gc , a matrix E E % mxm exists such that Me' E = Gc . 0 
The following proposition establishes the existence of ~mr , ~mc , ~lrnr , ~lmc of a 
matrix A . 
Proposition (5.B.l) : Let A E gpxm, rankCJ{A} = p ~ min{p , m} and (D, N) , (D' , N) 
be an '% - coprime left, right MFD of A over % respectively. Then: 
i} The matrix N is an %Zmr of A . 
ii} The matrix N' is an GJ.:,Zmc of A . 
Proof 
i) Since A = D- 1 . N , it is clear that the matrix N = D· A is an c:R,mr of A . Let Mr be 
any other G],mr of A . Then, by definition{5.8.1) a matrix Cr E GJ.:,pxp exists such that 
Cr·A = Mr and thus: 
(5.8.3) 
If W = Cr' D- 1, then since [ D , N ] is G], - right unimodular is implied that WE GJ.:,pxP. 
The latter implies that: 
M = C . A = C . n- 1 • N = W· N r r r (5.8.4) 
and clearly N is an GJ.:,lmr of A . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
The following proposition gives a characterization of the families of c:R,lmr , c:R,lmc of A . 
Proposition (5.B.f) : Let A E gPxm, rankCJ{A} = P:5 min{p , m} and (D , N) , (Ii , N) 
be an GJ.:, - coprime left, right MFD of A over GJ.:, respectively. Then: 
i) If Mr is any GJ.:,lmr of A then an c:Jb- unimodular matN U exists such that Mr=U, N . 
ii) If Me is any %lmc of A then an c:Jb - unimodular matN V exists such that Me _ 
=N·V. 
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Proof 
i) Let Mr be any <%lmr of A . Proposition(5.8.1) implies that N is also an <%lmr of A 
and thus by defini tion( 5.S.1) matrices W , E in <%pxP exist sHch that: 
M =W·N N=E·M r , r (5.8.5) 
The latter implies that .N"/{M r } = .N"/{ N } and thus rank~{Mr} = rank~{ N } . Since 
rank~{A} = p:s min{p , m} it is implied that N can be constructed via the Smith 
McMillan form of A over <% to be : 
(5.8.6) 
with, HE G.R/xm, rank~{H} = p . From the above analysis G], - unimodular matrix K 
exists such that , 
K·M, = [~l (5.8.7) 
with, ME G],pxm, rank~{M} = p . Now, if Y = K· W , J = E· K- 1 partition Y , J as : 
(5.8.8) 
Conditions (5.8.5) - (5.8.8) imply Y 3 = J3 = 0 and : 
(5.8.9) 
which clearly implies that the matrices Y 1 , J 1 are G], - unimodular . Thus , 
(5.8.1O) 
And 
__ 1[YIY2][I O][H]_ -t[YtY2][H]_U M - K . . . - K . . -·N 
r 0 I 0 Y4 0 0 I 0 
(5.8.11) 
with U G], - unimodular. 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
In the following we study the concepts of common left , right multiples , least common 
left, right multiples of a set of matrices 0 
Definition (5oB.e) : i) Let Ai E ~pzmi, ME G],pzm, i = 1 , .. 0 , n , m = E mi 0 Then M 
i 
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is a COmmon left multiple of thr. set of A, ,(%clm), over % , if it is a.n %mr of the 
composite matrix [A) , ... , An} , M is a least common left multiple, (Gj{,lclrn) , of the set 
of A, over Gj{, , if -it is an Gj{,lrnr of the composite matrix [A) , ... , A,.} . 
") L B G1\ "jxm A GIl "xm . TI A' . I n et i E .ru , E J\) ,Z = 1 , ... , 11. , P = 2: Pi' wn 1\ 'tS (]. cornmon Ttg d 
I 
multiple of the set of Bj ,(%c1'1n), ove1' c:R, , if it is an %mc of the composite matrix 
[BT , .. , , B~t ' A is a least common right multiple, (c:R,lcrm) , of the set of Bi over Gj{, , 
if it is an c:R.,lmc of the composite matrix (8"[ , ... , B;jr , o 
The above definition is different from what one would have expected; this is due to the 
fact that our analysis is oriented Oil the use of multiples , over c:R., , of a matrix in the 
transformation of matrix equations defined over q to ones with known matrices defined 
over c:R, . This will become clear in chapter 6 where these issues are studied. 
5.9. CONCLUSIONS 
In Chapter 5 we have investigated structural properties of matrices A over a PID , 
Gj{, • The matrices have been assumed to have entries over ~ , apart from the case of 
multiples, least multiples where the matrices A have entries over the field of fractions 
of c:R., , q . These properties have been used to generate algebraic tools that will enable 
us to formulate a unifying framework to deal with solvability of matrix equations over 
% . The existence and characterization of families of greatest left - right divisors , 
extended yeatest left - right divisors , projectors , annihilators , left - right inverses , 
multiples 'and least multiples over c:R., of the matrices A has been introduced . The 
relation between these algebraic tools and the column , row c:R., - modules , maximum 
c:R., - modules of the matrices under investigation has been established. 
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6.1. INTRODUCTION 
The formulation and solvability of many control synthesis problcIlls via the algehraic 
framework of what is termed as the matrix fraction description, (MFD) , approach, 
can be associated with the study of certain matrix equations over the ring of interest G],; 
depending on the nature of the problem in question this ring can be either IR[S] , or 
IRpr(S) , or 1R<p(S) , and certainly a principal ideal domain , (PID) . Our aim in this 
chapter is to try to develop a unifying algebraic approach for solving matrix equations 
related to control synthesis problems, (such as stabilization problems, model matching, 
disturbance decoupling , noninteracting control and the regulator problem) , by making 
use of the structural properties of the given matrices over the PID of interest . The 
matrix equations we deal with are of the type: 
Z . X = E , Z E gpxm , E E gPXI( , X E G], mXI( 
y. Z = E , Z E gpxm , E E gl(xm , Y E G], I(XP 
Z . X . E = H , Z E gpxm , E E gl(xt , H E gPxt , X E G], m%1I: 
h pxm· K·xt pzt m·zlI:· L: Zi' Xi . Ei = H , Zi E g I, Ei E g I ,H E g ,Xi E G], I I 
i = 1 
(6.1.1) 
(6.1.2) 
(6.1.3) 
(6.1.4 ) 
where the entries of the given matrices are supposed to be over the field of fractions , g 
of a given PID , G], , . Notice that equation (6.1.4) is a generalization of many well know 
matrix equations , such as : 
X E pxmj pxt m ·xt Zl . Xl + ... + Zh' h = ,Zi E g , E E g ,Xi E '!R, I (6.1.5) 
(6.1.6) 
Z.X + y. E = H , Z E gPxm, E E gll:zt, HE gPzt, X E '!R,mzt,Y E '!R,PXII: (6.1.7) 
X. Z + E· Y = H , Z E gPxm, E E glxll:, HE glxm, X E '!R,lzp,y E '!R, II:zm (6.1.8) 
Matrix equations of this type have been discussed in the literature, [Rot. 1] , [Kuc. 2] , 
[Emr. 2] , [Zac. 1] , [Per. 1] , [Var. 5] , [Ozg. 1] and references therein. Each of the 
matrix equations in (6.1.1) - (6.1.4) are studied separately and solvability conditions as 
well as parametrization of solutions are given in terms of greatest left - right divisors , 
column , row projectors and annihilators over «!R, of the known matrices . The machinery 
that has been developed in chapter 5 can be used on equations (6.1.1) - (6.1.8) if they 
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are transformed to equivalent ones over ~ , via the concepts of multiples of the rows 1 
columns and common left 1 right multiples over ~ 1 of the known matrices . In the 
following if A is a matrix we shall denote with .At/ 1 .At,' , the ~ column 1 row Sl)an 
A A 
modules of A respectively 1 P A = rank{ A} = rank'!F{ A} as well as the <iiIIH'Ilsion of the 
finitely generated free modules .Ab: ' .Ab~ ; we shall denote by N,{A} 1 Nr{A} the left 1 
right null space of the matrix A . 
6.2. STUDY OF THE MATRIX EQUATION Z·X = E, (Y.Z = E), OVER 
THE PIn ~ 
The matrix equations (6.1.1) 1 (6.1.2) are central in the formulation of many control 
synthesis problems like: the exact model and stable exact model matching problems, 
stabilization problems like the centralized and decentralized stabilization of linear 
unstable systems , where the equations in question are met in the matrix Diophantine 
type, (D· X + N· Y = I , X· D + y. N = I) . Notice that (6.1.1) and (6.1.2) are dual 
and thus all the arguments and results stated and proved for (6.1.1) have their duals 
holding true for (6.1.2) , so we shall only prove results for (6.1.1) . In the following we 
consider the matrix equation : 
z . X = E , Z E gpxm , E E gPXK , X E ~ mXK 
y . Z = E , Z E gpxm , E E gKXm , Y E ~ KXP 
where ~ is a given PID , g is the field of fractions of ~ . If (D , N) , (D' , N') denote an 
~ _ coprime left , right MFD of the matrices M = [ Z 1 E 1 , M' = [ ZT , ET lT 
respectively, (D. M = [A , Bl = N , M'. D' = [AT, BT1 T= N') , then N , N' are an ~lmr, 
c:R,lmc of M , M' respectively and the above equations can be equivalently transformed 
to : 
A.X = B ,A E ~pxm ,B E ~PXK ,X E c:R,mn 
Y . A = B , A E ~pxm , B E c:R, Kxm , Y E c:R, KXP 
(6.2.1) 
(6.2.2) 
Thus in the following we can implement the algebraic tools developed in chapter 5 to 
achieve solvability and characterization of solutions of (6.1.1) , (6.1.2) via (6.2.1) , 
(6.2.2) . 
Theorem (6.!.1) : i) The equation (6.!.1) has a solution over c:R, if and only if : 
(6.!.9) 
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ii) The equation (6.2.2) has a solution over <:R, if and only if: 
Proof 
i) (=» Let equation (6.2.1) has a solution X over <:R, . ThcIl each column of I3 , Qi , i = 
= 1 , ... , K , can be expressed as : 
m 
Qi = L Xji'!!j , i = 1 , ... , K 
j = 1 
(6.2.5 ) 
where Xii belongs to <:R, • Thus Qi E A: ' i = 1 , ... , K and finally (6.2.3) holds truc . 
(<=) Let (6.2.3) hold true. Then Qi E .Ab: ' i = 1 , ... , K and there exist xii E <:R, , j = 1, 
.. , , m such that : 
m 
Qi = LXii'!!i ' i = 1 , ... , K 
j = 1 
(6.2.6) 
If X E <:R, mXII: is set to be the matrix [xii] , j = 1, ... , m , i = 1 , ... , K , (6.2.6) implies 
that: 
A·X =B 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . 
(6.2.7) 
o 
The module inclusion properties (6.2.3) , (6.2.4) will be the base of our analysis. In the 
following conditions for the characterization of these properties will be derived. In the 
previous chapter, (chapter 5) , we defined the notion of non square matrix divisors over 
a PID ~ '. The following result due to Pernebo , [Per. 1] , defines solutions of (6.2.1) , 
(6.2.2) over ~ by using the concept of non square divisors. 
Theorem (6.2.2) [Per. 1} : i) Equation (6.2.1) has a solution over ~ I if and only if a 
geld of A over ~ is an eld of B over <:R, as well . 
ii) Equation (6.2.2) has a solution over ~ , if and only if a gerd of A over ~ is an erd 
of B over ~ as well . 
Proof 
i) (=» Let (6.2.1) have a solution X E ~mz" and L, be a geld of A over ~ . Then we 
can write: 
A = L,·Ao (6.2.8) 
PAzm 
where, Ao E ~ . Then: 
A·X = L,.Ao·X = L,. W = B (6.2.9) 
where, W E ~PAz" and it is clear that L, is a eld of B over ~ . 
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(<=) Let. L/ be a geld of A over ~ and assume that it is an eld of 13 over % as well 
Then: 
(6,2,10) 
where, 130 E ~PAXK. Proposition (5.3.1) has established that a matrix K E %rnxPA exists 
such that: 
(6.2.11) 
Thus (6.2.10) , (6.2.11) imply: 
(6.2.12) 
If we set X E % mXK to be the matrix K· Bo , then X is a solution of (6.2.1) over % . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
Remark {6.2.1} " Notice that the latter result is almost identical to the former. In fact 
from the analysis in chapterS the gelds, gerds of A over ~ serve as bases for the .Ab~ , 
.At/ and thus if LI J L,. is a pair of a geld J gerd of A over ~ respectively , from 
A 
theorems (6.2.1) J (6.2.2) is implied that: 
{6.2.19} 
o 
Now if a solution of (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) over ~ exists, it is important to determine if the 
family of solutions over ~ can be generated . The following corollary provides a 
characterization of the family of solutions of (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) over ~ , whenever such a 
solution exists. 
Corollary {6.2.1} " i) If Xo is a particular solution of equation {6.2.1} over ~ then the 
family of solutions of (6.2.1) over ~ is characterized by the following properties,' 
a) If N,. {A} = {fl.} J then Xo is uniquely defined. 
fJ) If N,.{A} f:. {fl.} J and N,. is an ~pra of A J then the family of solutions of {6.2.1} 
over ~ is given by " 
(m-p A)zlC . 
X = Xo + N,..K J KE ~ parametnc (6.2.14) 
ii) . If Yo is a particular solution of equation {6.2.2} over ~ then the family of solutions 
of (6.2.2) over ~ is characterized by the foUowing properties : 
a) If NI {A} = {fl} , then Yo is uniquely defined. 
fJ) If Nd A} "f:. {fl} , and N, is an ~pla of A , then the family of solutions of (6.f.l) 
over ~ is given by " 
(6.1.15) 
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Proof 
i) a) Let us suppose that an other solution, X , of (6.2.1) over ~ exists. TheIl : 
A . Xo = B , A· X = B <=> A . (Xo - X) = 0 (6.2.16) 
But since A has trivial right null space (6.2.16) implies that (Xo - X) = 0 and thus Xo 
is uniquely defined . 
(J) If X is any solution of (6.2.1) then as in case 0) (6.2.16) holds true. Since the right 
null space of A is not trivial then N,. serves as a base of N,. { A} and a matrix 
K E ~ (m-p A)x,,: exists such that: 
(6.2.17) 
which clearly implies (6.2.14) . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
We now state a further result on the characterization of solutions of (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) 
over ~ . 
CoroUary {6.~.~} : i) Let Q,. be an ~rp of A and assu.me that a geld, L, , of A over ~ 
is an eld of B over ~ , 1..e. B = L, · Bo . Then equation {6.2.1} has a solution of the 
type: 
{6.2.18} 
V B V G'D PAXP A . . d I Th where , W = . 0, E J\J ,1.S an ~ ummo u ar. e characterization of 
solutions of {6.2.1} over ~ is given by corollary {6.~.1} . 
ii) Let P, be an ~cp of A and assume that a gerd , L, , of A over ~ is an eld of B over 
~,i.e. B = Bo·L,. . Then equation {6.2.1} has a solution of the type: 
Yo = W·p, {6.2.19} 
where , W = Bo' U , U E ~P AXP A, is an ~ unimodu.lar . The characterization of 
solutions of {6.2.1} over ~ is given by corollary (6.~.1) . 
Proof 
i) Since the geld of A over ~ , L, , is an eld of B over ~ theorem (6.2.2) implies that 
(6.2.1) has a solution, Xo , over ~ . Furthermore: 
(6.2.20) 
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with , L; being an other geld of A over <:R, . Since L; , LI are <:R, right equivalent 
(proposition (5.3.1)) , an <:R, unimodular matrix V E <:R,PAxPA exists such that: 
(6.2.21) 
(6.2.20) and (6.2.21) combined together provide: 
(6.2.22) 
which clearly implies (6.2.18) . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
The results so far have established conditions under which the matrix equations (6.2.1) , 
(6.2.2) are solvable over <:R, • However these conditions are not readily verifiable, i.e. the 
decomposition of B in (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) as a product of two matrices one of which is a 
geld, gerd of A respectively can not be easily determined and thus simpler solvability 
conditions are sought . 
Theorem (6.2.9) [Vid. 41 : i) The equation (6.2.1) has a solution over ~ if the matrices 
[A , B] and fA , 0] are <:R,- right equivalent. 
ii) The equation (6.2.2) has a solution over ~ if the matrices [AT, BTf and [AT, Of 
are ~ left equivalent . 
Proof 
i) (=?) Let a solution X of (6.2.1) over <:R, exists. Then: 
[
1m 
[A, B] = [A, A.X] = [A, 0]. 0 ~ ] (6.2.23) 
which clearly implies that the matrices [A , B) and [A , 0] are ~ right equivalent. 
(¢:) Let the matrices [A , B) and [A , 0] be ~ right equivalent. Then an ~ unimodular 
matrix U E ~(m + It}x(m + K) such that: 
[ 
Um u:a] [A , B] = [A , 0]. U = [A , 0]· = [A. Um , A· U:a] 
u:, UIC 
(6.2.24) 
which clearly implies that the matrix X = U:a E ~ m~1C is a solution of equa.tion (6.2.1) 
over c:R, • 
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ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
Corollary (6.2.3) : i) Let A~{ be the column Hermite form of A . Equation (6.2.1) has a 
solution over c:R, , if and only if the column He7'mite j07'm of fA , B] i.<; [A~I ' OJ . 
ii) Let A~ be the row Hermite form of A . Equation (6.2.2) Ita.<; a solution over G], , if 
and only if the row Hermite form of [AT, BTl is [(A~{Y , Ol . 0 
The latter result may be used for the derivation of a more practical way of checking the 
solvability of equations (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) over G], . Attention is now focused on a more 
direct approach to solvability of equations (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) over G], , involving the 
machinery developed in chapter 5 . 
Definition (6.2.1) : Let A E G],pxm, P A = rankGJ{ A) . Then: 
i) If P A = P < m , then A will be called left regular. 
ii) If P A = m < p , then A will be called right regular. 
iii) If P A = m = p , then A will be called regular. 
iv) If P A < min {p , m} , then A will be called irregular. o 
Remark (6.2.2) : i) If A E G],pxm is left regular, then it is a gerd of itself over G], . As a 
result A can be factorized, (corollary {5.3.1}} , as : 
A = T·Q (6.2.25) 
where, T'E G],px p is a gIrd of A over G], , Q E G],pxm, is an G], right unimodular matrix 
with an G],ri . 
ii) If A E G],pxm is right regular, then it is a geld of itself over G], . As a result A can be 
factorized, (corollary (5.3.1)} , as : 
A =P·T (6. 2. 26} 
where, T E G],px p is a gIrd of A over G], , P E G],prm, is an c:R, left unimodular matrix with 
an G],li . 0 
In the following we shall denote by (P, , N,) a pair of an ~p , G],pla of the given matrix 
A in (6.2.1) , or (6.2.2) ; Lr = P" A , to be a gerd of A over ~ associated with P, i Y , to 
be the ~ unimodular matrix [P? , N?]T . We shall also denote (Qr , Nr) a pair of an 
~rp , c:R,pra of the given matrix A in (6.2.1) , or (6.2.2) i L, = A· Qr , to be a geld of A 
over ~ associated with Qr ; Yr to be the c:R, unimodular matrix [Qr , Nrl . 
Proposition (6.!.1) : i) a) Assume that the given matriz A in (6.!.1) is right regular. 
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Then (6.2.1) has a solution over G]., , if and only if : 
(6.2.27) 
Furthermore if a solution, Xo , of (6.2.1) over G]., exists, then it is unique and given by: 
(6.2.28) 
{J) Assume that the given matrix A in (6.2.1) is left regular. Then (6.2.1) has a solution 
over G]., if and only if : 
(6. 2. 29} 
Furthermore if (6.2.29) holds true then the matrix: 
[
Li
l
. B] Xo = Yr' W E ~ mXIt , W arbitrary matrix (6.2.30) 
qualifies as a solution of (6.2.1) over ~ and the family of solutions of (6.2.1) over ~ is 
given by : 
(6.2.31) 
ii) a) Assume that the given matrix A in (6.2.2) is left regular. Then (6.2.2) has a 
solution over ~ if and only if : 
B.Nr = 0, B· Qr·Li l E ~ItXP (6. 2. 32} 
Furthermore if a solution J Yo , of (6.2.2) over ~ exists J then it is unique and given by: 
(6. 2. 39} 
fJ) Assume that the given matrix A in (6.2.2) is right regular . Then (6.2.2) has a 
solution over ~ if and only if : 
(6.2.94) 
'\ 
Furthermore if (6.2.34) holds true then the matrix : 
(6.2.95) 
qualifies as a solution of (6.2.2) over ~ and the family of solutions of (6.2.2) over CJ, is 
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given by : 
Y = Yo + C· N, , CE c:R,KI(p-m) parametric {6.2.86} 
Proof 
i) a) Assume that the matrix A in equation (6.2.1) is right regular. ThcIl : 
(=» Let (6.2.1) have a solution Xo E c:R, mIK over c:R, . Then the equivalent equation: 
(6.2.37) 
has Xo as a solution over ~ as well. If we perform the multiplications, (6.2.37) can be 
rewritten as : 
(6.2.38) 
which clearly implics : 
(6.2.39) 
should hold true. (6.2.38) also implies that Xo = L;l. P" B E ~ mzIC and it is a unique 
solution of (6.2.1) over ~ since the right null space of A is trivial, (A is right regular) . 
( <=) Assume that the following holds true : 
(6.2.40) 
then, 
.N'r{A} = Q 
P,·A = L ¢:) L-1.P,.A. = I ¢:} A.L-1.P,·A = A r r m r (6.2.41 ) 
The latter clearly implies that the rows of the matrix (A. L;l. P,- Ip) belong to the left 
null space of A . Since N, is a base for .N',{A} a matrix D E ~pz(p-m) exists such that: 
(6.2.42) 
Set now Xo E ~ mXK to be the matrix L;l. PI' B . Then by (6.2.40) , (6.2.42) the 
following holds true : 
(6.2.43) 
Thus (6.2.1) has a solution over ~ , Xo = L;l. p,. B E ~ mzIC is such a solution and it is 
unique since the right null space of A is trivial, (A is right regular) . 
(J) Assume that the given matrix A in equation (6.2.1) is left regular. Then : 
(=» Let (6.2.1) have a solution Xo E ~ mzlC over ~ . Then Xo is a solution over ~ of the 
equivalent equation : 
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(6.2.44 ) 
where, G = Y;'· X . Let Go = y;l . Xo E ,%n1XK , then Go satisfies (6.2.44) and partition 
Go as: 
(6.2.45) 
Finally (6.2.44) , (6.2.45) implies that the following relation should hold: 
(6.2.46) 
( <=) Assume that the following holds true : 
(6.2.47) 
GI'l mXI( b h . Then set Xo E J\J to e t e matnx : 
[
Li l . B] Xo = Yr' W E ~ mXI( , W arbitrary matrix (6.2.48) 
Then it is trivial to verify that Xo is a solution of (6.2.1) over ~ , i.e. : 
[
Lil . B] [Lil . B] 
A . Xo = A· Yr' W = [ L, , 0 ]. W = B (6.2.49) 
If (6.2.29) holds true and since the right null space of A is not trivial corollary (6.2.1) 
implies that the family of solutions of (6.2.1) over ~ is given by : 
(m-p)~1C X = Xo + Nr·K ,K E ~ parametric (6.2.50) 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
Remo.rk {6.!.9} : If the given matrix A in {6.!.1} J {6.f.f} is regular then it is clear that 
these equations have a solution over GJ, I if and only if the matrices A-t • B E GJ,p~p I 
B. A- l E ~p.rp respectively. If the latter holds true then equations {6.f.1} J {6.f.f} have 
the unique solutions over ~ I X = A-I. B I Y = B· A-I. 0 
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So far we have studied a more practical approach for solvability and characterizatioll of 
solutions (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) when A is either left regular, right regular or regular. In the 
following we do so in the more general case when A is irregular. 
Proposition (6.2.2) : Let A E G],pxm, P A = rankGJ{A} < min{p , m} . Then: 
i) Equation (6.2.1) has a solution over G], , if and only if : 
a) 
N,. B = 0 {6.2.51} 
and equation, 
is solvable over G], . Or equivalently, 
{J) Equation , L,. W = B 
has a solution over G], , where W = [Ip A ,OJ· y':1 . X . 
{6.2.52} 
{6.2.53} 
c) The family of solutions of {6.2.1} over G], is given by the family of solutions of 
equation (6.2.52) , or equivalently, 
d) The family of solutions of (6.2.1) over G], is given by : 
X = Y, -[ :] (6.1).54) 
where W is an arbitrary solution of {6.2.59} over G], R ~ an arbitrary parametric 
matrix over G], . 
ii) Equation (6.2.2) has a solution over ~ if and only if: 
a) 
and equation , 
is solvable over G], . Or equivalently, 
{J) Equation , 
has a solution over ~ , where W = y. Y,l . [l! A ,Of . 
{6.2.55} 
(6.2.56) 
(6.2.57) 
c) The family of solutions of (6.2.2) over ~ is given by the family of solutions of 
equation (6.2.56) , or equivalently, 
d) The family of solutions of (6.2.2) over ~ is given by : 
Y=[W,Rj-Y, (6.f.58) 
where W is an arbitrary solution of {6.f.57} over ~ I R is an arbitrary parametric 
matrix over ~ . 
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Proof 
i) a) (=» If (6.2.1) has a solution, Xo , over ~ then so does the equivalent equation: 
(6.2.59) 
Thus, 
(6.2.60) 
which clearly implies that (6.2.51) holds true and equation (6.2.52) is solvable over ~ . 
(.¢::) Let (6.2.51) hold true and equation (6.2.52) be solvable over ~ . Then a matrix Xo 
over ~ exists such that : 
(6.2.61) 
which implies that (6.2.1) is solvable over % . 
fJ) (=» If (6.2.1) has a solution, Xo , over % then so does the equivalent equation: 
A . Y . y-l . X = B 
r r (6.2.62) 
Thus if K is set to be the matrix y;l. X , Ko = y;l . Xo E % mrl( , (6.2.62) implies that 
[ L/ ,OJ. Ko = B ~ L/. \\'0 = B (6.2.63) 
which implies that equation (6.2.53) is solvable over % . 
(<=) Let equation (6.2.53) have a solution, Wo , over ~ . Then set Xo to be the matrix: 
(6.2.64) 
R an arbitrary parametric matrix over % . Then, 
(6.2.65) 
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which implies that (6.2.1) is solvable over % . 
c) , d) The proves are straightforward from the analysis in a) , (3) . 
ii) The proof follows along similar lines . o 
Remark {6.2.3} " Proposition (6.2.2) implies that the solvability of {6.2.1} , (6.2.2) over' 
% can be reduced to the solvability of equations of the same type but with left, or right 
regular matrices instead of an irregular A . (6.2.52) , {6.2.53} , {6.2.56} , (6.2.57) are 
solved in the way introduced by proposition {6.2.1} . 0 
We conclude this section by examining the solvability over ~ of the more general 
matrix Diophantine equations (6.1.5) , (6.1.6) . If (D , N) , (D' , N') denote an 
% - coprime left , right MFD of the matrices M = [ Zl , ... , Zh , E ] , M' = [Zi , ... , Zh 
ET ]T respectively, (D· M = [AI' ... , Ah , B] = N , M'· D' = [Ai, ... , Ah , BT]T = N') , 
then N , N' are an %lmr , '%lmc of M , M' respectively and (6.1.5) , (6.1.6) equations 
can be equivalently transformed to : 
(6.2.66) 
(6.2.67) 
The results introduced in proposition (6.2.2) are used in the following analysis: 
Proposition {6.2.9} " i) Equation {6.2.66} is solvable over ~ , if and only if equation,' 
A·X = B ¢} [AI'"'' A,J·[Xf , ... , xr,J = B (6.2.68) 
is solvable over ~ . The family of solutions of {6.2.66} over ~ is the family of solutions 
of (6.2.68) over ~ . 
ii) Equation {6.2.67} is solvable over ~ , if and only if equation,' 
y. A = B ¢} [Yt , ... , Y,J. [Ai, ... , AIf = B (6.~.69) 
is solvable over ~ . The family of solutions of {6.~.67} over ~ is the family of solutions 
of (6.2.69) over ~ . 0 
6.3. STUDY OF THE MATRIX EQUATION Z·X·E = H OVER THE pm ~ 
The matrix equation (6.1.3) is central in the formulation and solvability of control 
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synthesis problems such as the disturbance decoupling and nonintcracting control 
problems with or without the internal stability requirement for the feedback systc'lll . 
This equation is also important in the study of solvability of (6.1.4) O\'pr ~ . III the 
following we consider equation: 
z . X . E = H Z E gpxm E E gut H E gpxl X E ~ mXK , , , , 
If (D , N) , (D' , B) denote an ~ - coprime left, right MFD of the matrices M = [ Z , 
H] , E respectively, (D· M = [A , r] = N , E· D' = B) , then N , B are an ~lrnr, ~lmc 
of M , E respectively and equation (6.1.3) can be equivalently transformed to : 
A . X . B = C , A E ~pxm , B E ~ Kxl , C E ~pxl , X E ~ mXK (6.3.1) 
Thus we can implement the algebraic tools developed in chapter 5 to achieve solvability 
and characterization of solutions of (6.1.3) via (6.2.1) . In the following we associate the 
matrices A , B in (6.3.1) with the well known algebraic machinery established in 
chapter 5 . Let (P; , N;) , (Q; , N;) denote two pairs of an (~cp , ~pla) , (~rp , 
~pra) of A respectively ; (P~ , N~) , (Q~ , N~) denote two pairs of an (~cp , ~pla) , 
(~rp , ~pra) of B respectively, Also let: 
{
V; = [ (P~)T , (N~)T ]T , Y~ = [ Q; , N; ] 
Y~ = [ (P~f , (N~)T ]T , Y~=[ Q~ , N~ ] 
be the unimodular matrices associated with the pairs of (~cps , ~plas) , (~rps , 
~pras) of A , B respectively . If A , B are represented as : 
where T a , T b are a gIrd of A , B over ~ respectively , then we denote by : 
a pair of a (gerd , geld) of A over ~ ; 
L~ = T b • Qb = pt· B , Lt = P II' Til = B· Q~ 
a pair of a (gerd , geld) of B over ~ . 
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Proposition {6.9.1} : i) If the matrix A in equation (6.8.1) is lcft rcgula.r then (6.8.1) 
has a solution over ~ , if and only if the equation : 
y. B = (L~rl. C (6.8.2) 
is solvable over ~ . If {6.3.1} is solvable over ~ then the family of solutions of (6.8.1) 
over ~ is given by : 
(6.9.8) 
where I Y is an arbitrary solution of {6.3.2} over ~ and R is an arbitrary parametric 
matrix over ~ . 
ii) If the matrix A in {6.3.1} is right regular then {6.3.1} has a solution over ~ I if and 
only if : 
ff,·c=o (6.8·4) 
and the equation : 
(6.9.5) 
is solvable over ~ . If {6.3.1} is solvable over ~ I then the family of solutions of {6.3.1} 
over ~ is given by the family of solutions of {6.3.5} over ~ . 
iii) If the matrix B in (6.3.1) is left regular then (6.3.1) has a solution over ~ I if and 
only if : 
c·Jf..=o r {6.3.6} 
and the equation : 
(6.9.7) 
is solvable over ~ . If (6.3.1) is solvable over ~ I then the family of solutions of (6.3.1) 
over ~ is given by the family of solutions of (6.9. 7) over ~ . 
iv) If the matrix B in equation (6.3.1) is right regular then {6.9.1} has a solution over ~ 
if and only if the equation : 
(6. 9. 8} 
is solvable over ~ . If (6.9.1) is solvable over ~ then the family of solutions of (6.9.1) 
over ~ is given by : 
(6. 9. 9} 
where I Y is an arbitrary solution of (6.9.8) over GJ, and R is an arbitrary parametric 
matrix over ~ . 
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Proof 
i) (=» Lct equation (6.3.1) have a solution, Xo , over ~ , then: 
(6.3.10) 
h W (y a)-1 X [yT RT]T G1\ mXK S' A' I f I a pxp were, 0 = r . 0 = o,"''{) E.J\l . lIlCC IS e t regu ar , thcn L/ E % 
and rank'!f{Lrl = p . Thus (6.3.10) implies that: 
(6.3.11) 
and is clear that equation (6.3.2) is solvable over ~ . 
(<=) Assume that (6.3.2) has a solution, Yo , over ~ . Then set Xo E ~ mXK to the 
matrix: 
Xo = Y~ . Wo = Y~ . [YJ , RciY (6.3.12) 
where, Ro is a parametric matrix over ~ . Then, 
(6.3.13) 
which implies that (6.3.1) is solvable over ~ . Furthermore, if (6.3.1) is solvable over 
~ and X is any solution of it over ~ then (6.3.10) implies that there always exists a 
corresponding matrix W = (Y~rl. X = [YT , RT]T E ~ mXK, with Y a solution of (6.3.2) 
and R a m'atrix over % respectively and thus (6.3.3) holds true for all the solutions of 
{6.3.1} over ~ . 
ii) (=» Let (6.3.1) have a solution, Xo , over ~ . Then Xo is a solution over ~ of the 
equivalent equation: yr· A . X . B = yr· c (6.3.14) 
Thus , 
(6.3.15) 
which clearly implies that : . 
(6.3.16) 
and since A is right regular , L~ E ~ mxm and rank~{L~} = m , and the equation: 
(6.3.17) 
is solvable over ~ . 
(<=) Assume that (6.3.4) holds true and equation (6.3.5) is solvable over <!R, • Then it is 
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obvious that if Xo is a solution of (6.3.5) then, 
or equivalently, 
Xo·B = (L;r1·pr·C ¢:> L;.Xo·I3 = rr·C 
t;.c = 0 
(6.3.18) 
(6.3.19) 
(6.3.20) 
which clearly implies that equation (6.3.1) is solvable over ~ . Furthermore it is 
obvious from the above analysis that the family of solutions of (6.3.1) o\'('r ~ is given 
by the family of solutions of (6.3.5) over ~ . 
iii) , iv) The proof follows along similar lines. o 
Remark (6.9.1) : i) If the matrix A in (6.3.1) is regular and (D' , IV) is an ~ - coprime 
right MFD of M = [BT , (A-I. ell, (M. D' = [6. T , eTt = IV) , then IV is an ~lmc 
of M and it is obvious that (6.3.1) is solvable over ~ , if and only if the equation .. 
X·b. = e (6.9.21) 
is solvable over ~ . Furthermore, the family of solutions of (6.9.1) over ~ is given by 
the family of solutions of (6.3.21) over ~ . 
ii) If the matrix B in {6.3.1} is regular and (D, N) is an ~-coprime left MFD of M = 
= {A , C· B-1] , {D. M = [b. , 8] = N} , then N is an ~lmr of M and it is obvious that 
{6.3.1} is solvable over ~ if and only if the equation .. 
is solvable over ~ . Furthermore, the family of solutions of {6.9.1} over ~ is given by 
the family of solutions of {6.3.22} over ~ . 0 
Remark (6.9J~) : Proposition (6.9.1) and remark (6.9.1) suggest that if either of the 
matrices A , B appearing in {6.9.1} are left, right regular, or regular the solvability of 
{6.9.1} over ~ can be reduced to the solvability over ~ of matrix equations of the type 
~~~,~~~. 0 
The next result deals with the existence and characterization of solutions of (6.3.1) over 
~ when both A , B are irregular matrices . 
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Proposition {6.3.3} : The following statements are equivalent. Equation (6.8.1) is 
solvable over ~ , if and only if : 
i) {6 . .'i.28} 
and the equation : 
L~ . X· B = P: . c {6.8. 24} 
is solvable over ~ . The family of solutions over ~ of {6.3.1} is given by the family of 
solutions over ~ of (6. 3. 24} . 
ii) L~.Y.B= C {6.3.25} 
is solvable over ~ . If (6.3.1) is solvable over G], then the family of solutions of {6 .. 9.1} 
over G], is given by : 
where Y is any solution of {6.3.25} over G], , R is a parametric matrix over G]" . 
iii) 
C'N: = 0 
and the equation : 
A.X.Lt = C.rJ;. 
{6.3.26} 
{6.3.27} 
(6. 9. 28} 
is solvable ·over G], . If {6.3.1} is solvable over G], , then the family of solutions of {6.3.1} 
over G]" is 'given by the family of solutions of (6.9.28) over G]" . 
iv) 
A.Y·Lb=C r {6.9.29} 
is solvable over G], . If {6.3.1} is solvable over '!It then the family of solutions of {6.9.1} 
over G]" is given by : 
x = [ Y , R J. Y,' E ~ mIlt {6.9. 90} 
where, Y is an arbitrary solution of {6.9.29} over ~ and R is an arbitrary parametric 
matrix over G]" • 
Proof 
i) (~) Let (6.3.1) have a solution, Xo , over ~ . Then Xo is a solution over ~ of the 
equivalent equation : 
Y~.A.X.B = Y~.C (6.3.31) 
Thus , 
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(6.3.32) 
which clearly implies that: 
N~.C = 0 (6.3.33) 
and the equation : 
(6.3.34) 
is solvable over ~ . 
(¢=) Assume that (6.3.23) holds true and equation (6.3.24) is solvable over ~ . Then it is 
obvious that if Xo is a solution of {6.3.24} then 1 
or equivalently 1 
(oX.OB = P7 0 C 
N/.C = 0 
(6.3.35 ) 
(6.3.36) 
(6.3.37) 
which clearly implies that equation (6.3.1) is solvable over c:R, • Furthermore it is 
obvious from the above analysis that the family of solutions of (6.3.1) over c:R, is given 
by the family of solutions of (6.3.24) over c:R, . 
ii) (=» Let equation (6.3.1) have a solution, Xo , over c:R, 1 then: 
(6.3.38) 
where, Wo = (Y~rl. Xo = [YJ , RJY E c:R, mr". Thus (6.3.38) implies that: 
(6.3.39) 
and is clear that equation (6.3.25) is solvable over ~ . 
(<=) Assume that (6.3.25) has a solution, Yo , over ~ . Then, set Xo E ~ m.%IC to the 
matrix: 
(6.3.40) 
where , Ro is a parametric matrix over ~ . Then , 
(6.3.41) 
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which implies that (6.3.1) is solvable over ~ . Furthermore , if (6.3.1) is solvable over 
~ and X is any solution of it over ~ , then (6.3.38) implies that there always exists a 
corresponding matrix W = (y;r1. X = [yT , RT]T E %mr", with Y a solution of (6.3.25) 
and R a matrix over % respectively and thus (6.3.26) holds true for all the solutions of 
(6.3.1) over % . 
iii) , iv) The proof follows along similar lines . 
The equivalence between i) , ii) , iii) , vi) IS obvious SInce all of them result to 
solvability of (6.3.1) over ~ and vice versa. 0 
So far our approach to solvability of (6.3.1) over ~ has been entirely based on the 
reduction of (6.3.1) to matrix equations of the type (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) . In the following we 
present a more direct approach for the study of (6.3.1) over ~ , avoiding the 
intermediate equations (6.2.1) , (6.2.2) . This method will be proved useful later on 
when we shall study equation (6.1.4) over ~ . 
Proposition (6.9.9) : i) Equation: 
A·X·B = 0 (6.9.49) 
is solvable over ~ , (has a nontrivial solution over ~) , if and only if : 
P A = rankGJ { A} < m , or P B = rankGJ (B) < K. , or both hold true (6.9.44) 
Furthermore the family of all solutions of (6.9.49) over ~ is given by : 
(6.9·45) 
Y E GI'l PAX(K-PB) Y E GI'l (m-p A):rPB Y E GI'l (m-PA):r(K-PB) b·t t . where, 2 J\) ,3 J\) ,4 J\) are ar , rary parame MC 
matrices. 
ii) Equation (6.9.1) is solvable over ~ , if and only if: 
p;. C· ~ = 0 , Nt· c· ct = 0 J Nt· c· N:. = 0 
C';;l. p,'. c. ct.. Til E <;J,PA%PB 
If a solution of (6.9.1) over ~ exists then the matrix : 
(6.9 . .46) 
(6.9 . .47) 
(6.9 . .48) 
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with {Q~rl, (Kr1 an c:R,ri , c:R,li of Qa , Pb respecti1Jdy , is a sol1ttion of {6.3.1} ove1' c:R, 
and the family of solutions of (6.3.1) over c:R, is given by .' 
{6·:i.49} 
h y: E CI'lPAx(K-PB) y: ECI'l(m-PA)xPB Y EGn(rn-PA)x(K-PB) b't . were J 2 J\J J 3 J\J J 4 J\) are ar ~ ran) parametnc 
matrices. 
Proof 
i) (~) Let equation (6.3.43) have a non trivial solution, Xo , ovcr c:R, . ThcIl : 
o 
o 
] = 0 (6.3.50) 
which clearly implies that equation : 
(6.3.51 ) 
has a nontrivial solution, Xo , over ~ . Since P A = rank~{L;} and PB = rank~{Ln , if 
both P A =;Tank~{A} = m and PB = rank~{B} = I\, , then L; , L~ would be invertible 
and (6.3.51) would have only trivial solutions, (Xo = 0) , something that contradicts 
the truth. Thus (6.3.51) implies that (6.3.44) holds true. 
(-¢:) Assume that P A = rankCJ{A} < m , or PB = rank~{B} < I\, , or both relations hold 
true true . Then set Xo E c:R, mu to be the matrix : 
(6.3.52) 
for some nontrivial matrices Y2 E ~PAX(K-PB), Y
3 
E ~(m-PA)xPB, Y
4 
E ~(m-PA)x(K-PB) , 
(such matrices exist because (6.3.44) holds true) . Then: 
[ L~ ] [0 Y 2 ] [ L~ ] A . Xo . B = [ L~ , 0] . Xo . 0 = [ L~ , 0)· y 3 Y 4 • 0 = 0 (6.3.53) 
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and the latter clearly implies that equation (6.3.43) has a nontrivial solution, Xo , over 
<:R, . Furthermore, if X is any nontrivial solution of (6.3.43) over <:R, then: 
(6.3.54) 
where, Y = (y:r 1 . X· (Y~rl E G], mx/(. If the matrix Y is partitioned as : 
(6.3.55) 
then (6.3.54) implies: 
[ YI Y2] [ L~ ] A . X . B = [ L~ , 0 1 . . = L~. Y I . L~ = 0 Y3 Y4 0 (6.3.56) 
Since the right null space of L~ , and the left null space of L~ are trivial (6.3.56) implies 
that Y I = 0 and thus the family of solutions of (6.3.43) over G], is given by : 
ii) (~) Let' (6.3.1) have a solution, Xo , over G], . Then: 
or , 
o 
o ] 
= [ p~. C . Q~ P~ . C . N~ ] 
N~ . C . Q~ N~ . C . N~ 
the latter implies that the following relations should hold true: 
P~ . C . N~ = 0 , N~. C . Q~ = 0 , N~ . C . N~ = 0 
L~ . Xo . L~ = p~. C . Q~ 
Since , L~ = T a . Qa , L~ = P b' T b , (6.3.61) implies that the matrix: 
(6.3.57) 
(6.3.58) 
(6.3.50) 
(6.3.60) 
(6.3.61) 
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(6.3.62) 
(6.3.60) and (6.3.62) imply that (6.3.46) and (6.3.47) should hold. 
(<=) Let (6.3.46) and (6.3.47) hold true, then set Xo E ~mXK to be the lllatrix : 
(6.3.63) 
where, Qa' (Q:r1 = IpA ' (p~rl. Pb = IpB ' (Q:rt, (p~rl are defined over ~ . Then, 
since we have supposed A = P a . T a . Qa , B = P b· T b· Qb , the following must hold true: 
or, 
We also observe that : 
L~ = p~. A <=> P a· L~ = P a· p~. A = A ¢:> {P a· P~ - Ip} . A = 0 
{L~ = B.Q~ .. L~.Q, = B.Q~.Q, = B .. B.{Q!.Q,-I,I = 0 
(6.3.64) 
(6.3.65) 
( 6.3.66) 
(6.3.67) 
Since N~ , N~ are bases of the left , right null spaces of A , B respectively , then 
matrices El , E2 over ~ exist such that : 
( •. P; = Ip + Et·N; 
Q~ . Qb = It + N~. E2 
Furthermore, if we make use of (6.3.46) , (6.3.68) , (6.3.69) 
(6.3.68) 
(6.3.69) 
(6.3.70) 
(6.3.71) 
P a • P~ . C . Q~ . Qb = (Ip + El . N~) . C . (It + N~. E2) = C + El . N~ . C + C· N~ . E2 
(6.3.72) 
(6.3.70) , (6.3.71) , (6.3.72) imply that: 
(6.3.73) 
Hence, (6.3.65) via (6.3.72) , (6.3.73) gives : 
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(6.3.74) 
imd thus (6.3.1) is solvable over ~ and Xo E ~"'XK in (6.3.63) IS a solutioll of (6.3.1) 
over ~ . Now if X is any solution of (6.3.1) over ~ then Xo ill (6.3.48) is also it solutioll 
of (6.3.1) over ~ and thus: 
(6.3.75) 
which clearly implies that the family of solutions of (6.3.1) is given by : 
(6.3.76) 
matrices. o 
h 
6.4. STUDY OF THE MATRIX EQUATION E Zi,Xj.Ei = H OVER THE PID ~ 
j = I 
The matrix equation (6.1.4) is a generalization of the matrix equations : 
z,. X + y. E = H , Z E GJPrm , E E '!fICXI, H E GJ prl , X E G], m;d ,Y E G],prlC (6.4.1) 
x. Z + E· Y = H , Z E GJ Prm , E E '!f 'rlC , HE GJ'rm , X E G],lrp,y E G],Krm (6.4.2) 
that arise from control synthesis problems , such as the regulator problem with 
measurement feedback and noninteracting control . In the following we consider the 
matrix equation : 
with , f: mj = m , . f: Ki = K • If (D , N) , (D' , N') denote an ~ - coprime left , right 
i=l 1=1 
MFD of the matrices M = [ Zl , ... , Zh , H ] , M' = [ Ef , ... , EI ]T respectively , (D . M 
= [AI , ... , Ah , r] = N , M'· D' = [ Bf , ... , BI ]T = N') , then N , N' are an ~lmr , 
G],lmc of M , M' respectively and equation (6.1.4) can be equivalently transformed to : 
(6.4.3) 
or , 
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(6.4.4) 
. [ J pXn! [ T T ]T "xl . wIth, A = AI , ... , An E g ,B = BI , ... ,Bn E g ,X = dzag{XI , ... , XII} . 
Remark (6.,1-1) : Equation (6.4.4) clearly implies that solvability of (6.4.8) over G], can 
be reduced to the search of special type solutions , (block diagonal) , of the matrix 
equation A· y. B = C , with A = [AI' ... , AJ , B = [Bf , ... , B~ f . 0 
In the following we associate the matrices A , B in (6.4.4) with the well known algebraic 
machinery established in chapter 5 . Let (pr , N~) , (Q; , N;) denote two pairs of an 
(G],cp , G],pla) , (~rp , G],pra) of A respectively; (Pt , Nt) , (Q~ , N~) denote two pairs of 
an (~cp , G],pla) , (G],rp , ~pra) of B respectively. Also let: 
Y~ = [ (pnT , (N~)T ]T , Y; = [ Q; , N; J 
Ci = [ (Pi)T , (Nil' )' , Y!=[ Q! , N! I 
be the unimodular matrices associated with the pairs of (~cps , ~plas) , (~rps , 
~pras) of A , B respectively. If A , B are represented as : 
where T a , T b are a gIrd of A , B over ~ respectively, then we denote by : 
a pair of a (gerd , geld) of A over ~ ; 
L~ = T b . Qb = p~. B , L~ = P b • T b = B· Q~ 
a pair of a (gerd , geld) of B over ~ . Furthermore, if P A = rankl!f{A} , PB = rankl!f{B} 
then: 
Proposition (6.4.1) : i) If P A = rankGJ { A} = m , P B = rankGJ (B) = IC , then equation 
(6.4.4) is solvable over G], , if and only if : 
pt. C.N:. = 0, }f,.C.C/; = 0, Nt·C.N':. = 0 (6.4.6) 
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(6.4. 7) 
A nd the matrix : 
where, (Q:r 1, (PU-l are an ~ri , ~li of Qa , Pb respectively. 
ii) a) If either P A = rankGJ {A} < m , or P B = rankGJ {B} < K. , or both relations hold, 
then equation (6.4.4) is solvable over ~ , if and only if: 
A nd the equation : 
p;.c.!f,. = 0, l'f,.C·ct = 0, l'f,.C.!f,. = 0 
{T;'. p;. c· ct· Ti' E <;,PArPB 
has a solution Xo = diag{xt , .. , , ~} E ~mXIC. 
(6.4.10) 
fJ) A sufficient condition for equation (6.4.4) to be solvable over ~ is that the matrix: 
where, Qa' (Q:r1 = IpA ' (11rl . Pb = IpB ' ((Q:r 1, (P'"r1 are an ~ri , ~li of Qa , Pb 
respectively) . 
Proof 
i) Assume that P A = rankGJ{A} = m , PB = rankGJ{B} = K. , then proposition (6.3.3) 
implies that the homogeneous equation: 
A·Y·B=O (6.4.12) 
with, A = [AI, ... , An] E <!R,pzm, B = [B[ , ... , B~ ]T E <!R,"z" has only trivial solutions 
over <!R, • 
(::}) Let equation (6.4.4) have a solution, Xo = diag{X~ , ... , X~} , over <!R, , then Xo is 
a solution over ~ of equation : 
A·Y·B = C (6.4.13) 
with, A = [At, ... , An] E CJPzm, B = [Bi , ... , B! ]T E CJ"zt and proposition (6.3.3) 
implies that : 
P~ . C . N~ = 0 , N~ . C . Q~ = 0 , N~ . C . N~ = 0 (6.4.14) 
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T~I . P~ . C· Q~. Ti,l E G], mXI< (6.4.15) 
as well as the matrix : 
Yo = (Q:r 1 . T~l . p~. C· Q~. Ti,l. (pir l E G],mn (6.4.16) 
with, Qa' (Q:r l = 1m , (p~rl. Pb = II< , ((Q:r l, (p~rl are an c:R,ri , G],li of Qa , Pb 
respectively) , is a solution of (6.4.13) over c:R, . But since the homogeueous equation 
(6.4.12) has only trivial solutions over c:R, proposition (6.3.3) implies that (6.4.13) has a 
unique solution Yo over c:R, and so does equation (6.4.4) . Thus, 
(6.4.14) , (6.4.15) and (6.4.16) imply (6.4.6) , (6.4.7) and (6.4.8) . 
( {=) Assume that : 
and the matrix : 
(6.4.18) 
(6.4.19) 
(6.4.16) 
Then proposition (6.3.3) implies that Xo is the unique solution over c:R, of equation: 
A·Y·B = C (6.4.17) 
with, A = [A} , ... , An] E qPxm, B = [Bi , ... , B! ]T E qut . The latter implies that 
(6.4.4) is solvable oyer c:R, . 
ii) a) Let P A = rankGJ{A} < m , or PB = rankGJ{B} < K , or both relations hold, then: 
(~) Let equation (6.4.4) have a solution, Xo = diag{X~ , ... , X~} , over ~ , then Xo is 
a solution over c:R, of equation A· Y . B = C , with, A = [AI' '" , An] E ~p.l'm, B = [Bi , 
... , B! ]T E c:R,KXt • Thus: 
or , 
o 
o 
the latter implies that the following relations should hold true: 
(6.4.18) 
(6.4.19) 
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Since, L; = T a . Qa , L~ = P b . T b , (6.4.21) implies that t.he matrix : 
Relations (6.4.20) , (6.4.22) result to the truth of (6.4.8) , (6.4.9) , (6.4.10) . 
(<=) Assume that (6.4.8) , (6.4.9) , (6.4.10) hold true. Then: 
o 
o 1 
(6.4.20) 
(6.4.21) 
(6.4.22) 
(6.4.23) 
Since, L; = Ta' Qa , L~ = Pb · Tb , (6.4.8) , (6.4.9) , (6.4.10) , (6.4.23) imply that: 
or equivalently , 
o 
o l = [ p~. C . Q~ P~ . C . N~ l N~ . C . Q~ N~ . C . N~ 
which clearly implies the solvability of (6.4.4) over c:R, • 
(6.4.24) 
(6.4.25) 
{j> The proof follows along the same arguments employed in the proof of the sufficient in 
part ii) of proposition (6.3.3) . 0 
6.5. EXAMPLES 
In this appendix we present examples of solving matrix equations by making use of 
the method introduced in the previous sections. 
Example (6.5.1) : Investigate the solvability, over the ring of polynomials, R[s) , of the 
matrix equation : 
Z·X=E (6.5.1) 
where, 
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82+1 0 1 
z= 
83+4 82+4 8 
,E = 
1 o 
1 1 8 
83 +4 82+4 8 
o 1 
(6.5.2) 
An 1R[81- coprime left MFD of the matrx [ Z , E J is given by the pair (D , N) with: 
(6.5.3) 
Thus N is an lR[sllmr of [ Z , Eland equation (6.5.1) can be transformed to : 
A·X = B (6.5.4) 
with, 
a 
(6.5.5) 
1 
A is clearly an IR[Sl- right unimodular matrix and thus a left regular matrix , i.e. P A = 
= rank lR(6){A} = 2 j Proposition (6.2.1) , (part i) , (3)) , implies that (6.5.4) is solvable 
over IR[S] ,'if and only if : 
(6.5.6) 
for an arbitrary geld, Lf , of A over IR[S] . Since A is an R[s]- right unimodular matrix a 
geld, of it is given by Lf = 12 and (6.5.6) holds true. Clearly a solution Xo of (6.5.4) over 
IR[S] is given by an lR[s]ri of A and the family of solutions over R[s] of (6.5.4) and thus of 
(6.5.1) is given by : 
(6.5.7) 
where , N r is an lR[s]pra of A and K E R2S2[S] is an arbitrary parameter and Xo is given 
by: 
- (12 S4+ 73 s3+148 s2+100 s) 
25 
1 
-3 S_36]T 25 
o 
o 
Example (6.5.2) : Investigate the solvability, over the ring of polynomials, R[s) , of the 
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matrix equation: 
where, 
r s+l 
Z = l 2 SI+1 o 1 
2 s+l 
Z·X·E = H 
1 
s 
(6.5.8) 
(6.5.9) 
An IR(Sj- coprime left MFD of the matrix [ Z , H 1 is given by the pair (D , N) with: 
r 2 s+ 1 0] r s+ 1 
D = l 0 2 s+l ,N = l2 s+1 
o 2 s+l 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 ] (6.5.10) 
Whereas , an IR[S] - coprime right MFD of the matrix E is given by the pair (D' , N') 
with: 
1 
1 ] (6.5.11) 
Thus N , N' are lR[s]lmr , lR[s)lmc of [ Z , H ] , E respectively and equation (6.5.8) can be 
transformed to : 
where, 
l s+1 A- 2s+1 o 1 
A·X·B = C (6.5.12) 
(6.5.13) 
Proposition (6.3.3) implies that equation (6.5.12) is solvable over R[s] if and only if: 
P~.C.N~ = 0, N~,C'Q~ = 0, N~.C.N~ = 0 (6.5.14) 
(6.5.15) 
Since A is an IR[S]- right unimodular and thus left regular , B is an R(s]- unimodular 
and thus regular , N~ = 0 , N~ = 0 respectively and thus (6.5.14) holds. On the other 
hand , a pair of glrds of A , B over IR[S] respectively , is given by T a = 12 , T,,= B and a 
pair of IR[S]CP , lR(s]rp of A , B respectively are given by p~ = 12 , Q~ = 12 . The latter 
implies that (6.5.15) holds true. A solution of (6.5.12) :>Co over R[s] is given by (6.3.48) : 
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where, 
Then, 
Xo = 
2 
o 
2 S2 - 3 s - 2 - 1 
1 0 
r (p~r'= [, 
J 
The family of solutions over IR(S] of (6.5.12) and thus (6.5.8) is given by : 
x=x..+Y~{ ~3] 
where, Y 3 E [Rlx2[S] is arbitrary parameter and , 
T 
2 2 s2 -3 s - 2 -1 
ya 0 1 0 ' -r -
-2s-1 - 2 s3+S2+3 s+l s+1 
6.6. CONCLUSIONS 
(6.5.16) 
(6.5.17) 
(6.5.18) 
0 
In Chapter 6 we have tackled the very important issue of formulating a unifying 
approach for solving the matrix equations (6.1.1) - (6.1.4) over the PID of interest , ~ . 
In our attempt to do so we use the results have been derived in Chapter 5 . The given 
matrices Z , E , Zj . Ej , H , in (6.1.1) - (6.1.4) have been considered over the field of 
fractions , GJ , of ~ . whereas the unknown matrices X , Y , Xi are required to be over 
GJ, • The set of equations (6.1.1) - (6.1.4) has been transformed via the implementation 
of the concept of multiples, least multiples over ~ of the rows, columns of a matrix, 
to an equivalent one with known matrices A , B , Ai , Bi , C over ~ . Conditions for 
the existence as well as parametrization of solutions of the equations in question have 
been provided in terms of greatest left - right divisors , greatest extended left - right 
divisors , projectors, annihilators , and right , left inverses of the given matrices as 
well as parametric matrices over GJ, • Further investigation in the derivation and 
characterization of solutions of equation (6.1.4) over ~ is needed. 
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7.1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of stabilizing unstable linear control systems , has motivated the 
representation of the plant and controller , involved in the system configuration , as 
fractions of matrices with entries in special rings of interest . This representatioIl 
describes the property of stability in an algebraic sense, [Vid. 1]- [Vid. 4] , [Fra. 1] , 
[Fra. 2] , [Des. 1] , [Sae. I] , [Sae. 2] , [Var. 3] . The basic control schemes comprised by 
a precompensator , (or feedback compensator) , and unity output feedback, which are 
used to stabilize unstable plants , always lead to the st.udy of a Matrix Diophantine 
Equation (MDE) over the ring of interest. The problem of finding solutions of MDE 
corresponding to controllers with minimum number of poles is referred to as the 
Minimal Design Problem (MDP) . In the following we consider the MDP as it arises 
from the study of Total Finite Settling Time Stabilization (TFSTS) , for MIMO 
discrete time, linear, time invariant, systems, [Kar. I] , [Mil. I] . TFSTS requires all 
the internal and external variables , (signals) , of the system to settle to a new 
steady - state after finite time from the application of a step change to its input and for 
every initial condition. The TFSTS comprises the dead - beat response problem, i.e. 
the forcing of the state or output vector from any initial state to the origin in minimum 
time, [Ber. 1] , [Ise. 1] , [Kal. 1] , [Kuo 1] , [Kuc. 1]- [Kuc. 8] , [Vid. 4] . The study of 
controllers which are defined by solutions of Polynomial MDE (PMDE) with minimum 
number of poles refers to the definition of the Extended McMillan Degree (EMD) of a 
rational matrix via its Polynomial Matrix Fractional Description (PMFD) . 
After an initial introduction and formulation of the problem in section 7.2 , 
parametrization issues for such stabilizing controllers are examined in section 7.3 . The 
importance of characterizing solutions of the PMDE is established. If the plant and 
controller are represented by a left (right) MFD, right (left) MFD , when the number 
of inputs are greater than, (less than) , or equal the number of outputs, respectively; 
we prove that the solutions of a PMDE - with an arbitrary unimodular matrix on its 
right half side - which correspond to column , (row) , reduced matrices form a 
nonempty , dense but neither open , nor closed subset of the its family of solutions . 
Bearing in mind that the EMD , 6- , of a controller defined by a column, (row) , 
reduced PMFD is equal to the sum of column, (row) , degrees of that PMFD , the 
latter result implies that the sum of minimum column degrees that occur in the set of 
solutions of a PMDE is more likely to serve as an upper bound rather than be equal to 
6* . The approach employed for the parametrization of least column, (row) , degrees 
solutions is based on the expression of the PMDE via its Toeplitz matrix representation. 
This approach leads to a very simple algorithm involving only the computation of right 
(left) null spaces of real matrices . Employing the exterior products of the rows , 
columns, (columns rows) , of its matrices, the PMDE can be reduced to a vector 
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matrix equation the characterization of least column degree solutions of which yields of 
a lower bound for 8* . Additional issues, such as , the PI controller design problem a.nd 
fixed controllability index stabilizing controllers a.re studied as well . 
7.2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the standard feedback configuration associated with a discrete time system 
in the d - representation, [Mil. 1] ; 
where, 
P = N ·D- t = f)-t.N E (Rmrl (d) 
C = N ·n- t = f)-t.N EIR'rm (d) c c c c 
(7.2.1 ) 
(7.2.2) 
We assume that both plant and controller are represented by the coprime MFDs . The 
solution of TFSTS problem, [Kar. 1] , [Mil. 1] is reduced to a solution of the 
D D, + N N, = 1m , or [ D, N I [~:] = 1m , ifl <! m (7.2.3) 
or equivalently, 
D, D, + N, Nc = I, , or [D" N, I [~ ] = I, , if I< m (7.2.4) 
In the following, we shall represent both plant and controller in terms of composite 
matrices as ; 
(7.2.5.a) 
(7.2.5.b) 
(7.2.6.8.) 
(7.2.6.b) 
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If v , /1 are the ohservability , controllability iudices of t.he plant rcspectivciy [Kai. 1] , 
thcn we may express T~( d) , T~( d) as : 
(7.2.7.a) 
(7.2. 7.b) 
Similarly , if p , T are the controllability , observability indices of the controller 
respectively, then we may express T~( d) , T~( d) as: 
- T'" d T'" dT T'" I[)lr(m + I} d 
- cO + cl + ... + CT E II' [ 1 (7.2.8.a) 
- T + d T dP T I[) ( m + I}rm d 
- cO c1 + ... + cp E '" [ 1 (7.2.8.b) 
In the following we shall consider the formulation of the problem based on equation 
(7.2.3) - similar analysis may be used for equation (7.2.4) . From this equation the 
following problems are put forward: 
Problem (i) : (Fixed controllability, (observability) , solutions) . 
Given the plant P , determine the necessary and sufficient conditions such that the 
Diophantine equation (7.~.9) , (or (7.~.4)) , has a solution for given controllability 
(observability) index controller . If a solution exists then parametrize the whole family of 
such solutions . 0 
Problem (ii) : (McMillan degree characterization I parametrization) . 
A mong the family of given controllability (observability) index solutions , determine those 
with a given McMillan degree j investigate the parametrization of the family of given 
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McMillan degree solutions. o 
Problem (iii) : (Minimal design l)roblem) . 
Define the minimal controllability , (observability) , indices solutions of the Diophantine 
equation and define the condition characterizing the minimal McMillan degree amongst 
the whole family . 0 
An integral part of the above study is the investigation of the following subproblem: 
Problem (iv) : (Parameter space, characterization of McMillan degree) . 
Derive the relationship or characterization of McMillan degree in terms of the properties 
of the matrix coefficients of the polynomial matrix T (d) , or T" (d) . 0 
The above problems have been studied in [Kar. 1] , [Mil. 1] for the SISO case. In the 
following we do so for the more general case of MIMO plants. Our approach to the 
parametrization of minimum McMillan, (or more general Extended McMillan) , degree 
controllers , defined by solutions of polynomial Diophantine equations , concentrates 
more on the investigation of topological properties of certain types of solutions of the 
matrix Diophantine equations in question . The general issues of controller 
parametrization and McMillan degree characterization are examined first . 
7.3. PARAMETRIZATION OF CONTROLLERS AND RELATED ISSUES 
Throughout this study we shall concentrate on the (7.2.3) form of the Diophantine 
equation which will be referred to as right Diophantine equation , since the controller is 
represented by a right MFD ; similarly equation (7.2.4) will be referred to as left 
Diophantine equation . The study of fixed complexity solutions of the Diophantine 
equations is intimately related to the different ways we can characterize the controller 
complexity and thus parametrize the composite T~(d) matrix. In the following we 
examine two alternative types of parametrization of the T~( d) . These are : 
i) The Forney dynamic index parametrization . 
ii) The set of Forney dynamic indices parametrization . 
Those two fundamental parametrizations of the T~(d) matrix, are considered first and 
then we link these parametrizations to the McMillan degree. The first parametrization 
is the one defined by (7.2.8.b) ,where p is the controllability index of the controller 
and it is expressed as : 
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{1' I". 
(7.3.1) 
The above parametrization is defined by the indices (1 , m , p) completely and the 
matrix T~(d) ,which has dimensions (m+l) x m (p+l). Given that T~(d) describes an 
MFD we must have that: 
(7.3.2.a) 
or equivalently, 
(7.3.2.b) 
We may summarize as : 
Remark (7.9.1) : The Forney dynamic index parametrization defined by (7.9.1) 
corresponds to an MFD , if and only if condition (7.3.2) is satisfied. The MFD is 
causal if / Dco /:j:. 0 , and clearly the latter condition also guarantees the existence of an 
MFD. 0 
The above parametrization will be referred to as a right - (1 , m , p) parametrization 
and its characteristic is that we fix the maximal Forney index p of the space 
colsPIR(s){T~(d)} ; this representation does not specify the Forney dynamical order of 
the latter space, but it just gives an upper bound for it . 
Remark (7.9.2) : If 6 is the Forney dynamical order of g;cr~colsPR(S/ ~(d) } , then 
for the family of Xcr E g;cr defined by the right- (l , m , p) parametrizations we have 
that: 
o 
Clearly , the right - (I , m , p) parametrization is rather simple , but the Forney order 
of the resulting matrix is not apparent from the parametrization . An alternative 
parametrization that avoids the above problem is considered next. Let { r } = { r 1 , r2' 
... ,rm } denote the degrees of the columns of the matrix T~(d) . We may write: 
~l(d) 0 
T~(d) = [i1(d) ,~(d), ... ,~(d)] = [T~l : ... :T~m) . -
o ~m(d 
= (T~Y S:",{r}(d) (7.3.3.a) 
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where, 
= [.La .hI ... .Lr.l 
I 
= T~ .. ~r.(d) 
I I 
1 
d 
= 
Note that , (T~r E 1R(1 + m)xw , W = f rj + m , and if we partition (T~r as : 
j = 1 
then the above form corresponds to a right MFD if : 
(7.3.3.b) 
(7.3.3.c) 
(7.3.4) 
If d·o denotes the first column of the i-th column block in (T~ y ) then the condition for 
- 1 
causality of the corresponding MFD representation is : 
1 (T~lr . S:n,{r}{O) 1 = I [ glO ) g20 ) ... , gmO 11 f. 0 {7.3.5} 
The above parametrization will be called a right - { I , m ) {T} } parametrization) where 
{ T } = { Tl ) T2 ) ... , Tm } • Note that in the case where T~{d) is coprime and column 
reduced then the set { r } = { rj ) i E ill} are the Forney indices of $cr . 
Remark (7.9.9) : If 6 is the Forney dynamical order of $cr , then the family of $cr 
defined by the right- {I , m , {T}} parametrizations , defines a right MFD if condition 
(7.3.4) is satisfied; the representation is causal if (7.9.5) holds true . Further more, 
m for all parametrizations 6 ::;. E r j • 0 
,= 1 
Remark (7.9 .. 0 : The set of solutions of eqtLation (7.2.9) consists of Rldl-Ieft 
unimodular matrices [ D~ , ~ f . Indeed , since [D I If) is an HI dl- right unimodular 
matrix I it never loses rank over C , hence if [ D~, ~ f does lose rank on do E C then 
em ([ D~ (do), ~ (do) f) = fl and: 
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which not true, since Crn{(D{do) , N{do)))'Crn ([ DJ{do) , N;{do) f) = 1. o 
Remark (7.3.5) [Vid. 4i : Almost all the solutions of (7.2.3) correspond to a copnmc 
MFD, i.c. the set of solutions of {7.2.3} with /DJdJl f. 0 is open and dense in the set of 
all solutions of {7. 2. 8} . 0 
Equation (7.2.3) appears in stabilization problems in the more general form: 
(7.3.6) 
where , Urn is a unimodular matrix; in other words controllers with coprime MFD 
representations (Dc, N c) are required such that the result of the matrix Diophantine 
equation D Dc + N Nc is a unimodular matrix Urn . It is well known, [Che. I], [Kuc. 2], 
that if (Dc, NJ is a coprime MFD representation of a controller and satisfies equation 
(7.3.6) , then the column degrees of [ D~, N~]T serve as the controllability indices, if 
and only if [ DJ, NJ]T is column reduced. In the case of proper controllers the column 
degrees of D~ serve as the controllability indices, if and only if D~ is column reduced. 
In the above cases the complexity of the stabilizing controllers is equal to the sum of 
the column degrees of [ DJ 1 N~]T, (when the controller in non proper) , DJ, (when 
the controller is proper) . More generally , when the stabilizing controllers are not 
proper we have the following definition: 
Definition (7.9.1) [Ros. 1} : Let CE lRi%m(d) be a stabilizing controller not necessarily 
proper. Then the Extended McMillan degree (EMD) c5~ of C is defined as the total 
number of finite and infinite poles of C . 0 
Lemma (7.9.1) [Var. 5} : Let CE IRbmCd) be a stabilizing controller not necessarily 
proper and (AI , B1) , (A2 , B2) be any pair of coprime right , left MFDs of C 
respectively. Then the EMD of C , c5~(C) , is : 
(7.9.7) 
[J 
The previous analysis motivates the study of the property of column reduceness among 
the solutions of (7.3.6) . In the following we shall assume that Um is a unimodular 
matrix. 
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Remark (1.3.6) : Equation (1.3.6) has always a solution ~(d) , since equation (1.2.3) 
has always a solution ! due to the fact that the matrix rp (d) corresponds to a coprime 
left MFD of the plant. If T;(d)o is a solution of (1.3.6) then the family of solutions of 
(1.3.6) is : 
g = r ~(d) : ~(d) = T;,(d)o + V· R } (1.3.8) 
where, V is the matrix formed by a base 'Y of Nrrrp(d)} , and R tS an arbitrary 
polynomial matrix. 0 
Let gcr denotes the family of solutions of (7.3.6) which are column reduced and let ~ 
denotes the family : 
(7.3.9) 
Furthermore choose V to correspond to a minimal polynomial base 'Y of N r {T~( d)} . 
Then V is a column reduced matrix , i.e. its highest column order coefficient matrix 
[VJ~ has full column rank . Finally , iR'xm[d) becomes a metric space if it is endowed 
with the following metric: 
Definition (7.9.2) : Define (! M to be a matrix metric over the space lR'rm[ d) such that : 
(1.9.10) 
and for all matrices A = fajj} , B = fbij} , of 1Rl2:m[d] I 
(7.9.11) 
where II· IIp is any of the classical polynomial norms. (Such a norm for example can be: 
n 
I;' IIp : iR[ d) -+ IR + U {O} : II r IIp == II r( d) IIp = L I rj I (7.9.12) 
i=O 
where I r(d) = ro + r 1 · d + ... + rn'~) . o 
Remark (7.9.7) : It is straightforward to prove that eM is a metric over H/s-m[d] • 
Further more (! M defines convergence of matrix sequences over R'xm[ d) in the following 
natural manner: If Pn = [pij} I Q= [qij] are a matrix sequence, a matrix over R's-m[d) 
respectively then : 
lim Pn = Q <* lim pr,· = qi ,. , V i,j n-+oo n-+oo" (7.9.19) 
c 
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If ~ denotes the closure of ~ and g is defined in (7.3.8) , we can proceed with the 
statement and proof of the following result concerning the property of coluIlln 
reciuccness of the solutions of (7.3.6) for an arbitrary unimodular matrix Um . 
Theorem (7.9.1) : The set of column reduced solutions of (7.9.6) is dense in g , or : 
(7.8.14) 
Proof 
It is obvious that ~ C IRlxm[d] . Thus we must show that IRlxm[d) C % Let R E IRlxm[d) 
and T~( d) = T~( d)o + V . R . Then: 
R 
i) If T~( d) E g cr , then R belongs to ~ and thus IRlxm[d) C ~ . 
R 
ii) If T~( d) f. g cr , then in order to show that R belongs to ~ we must find a sequence 
R 
R of elements of ~ such that Rn .... R . The latter can be achieved as follows. Write 
n 
Tr(d) as: 
c R 
(7.3.15) 
and let III , 112 , ... , 11m be its column degrees. Write Vas: 
(7.3.16) 
and let V1 , V2 , ..• , VI be its column degrees. Bearing in mind that V corresponds to a 
minimal polynomial base 'Y of Nr{T~(d)} and I ~ m , then V is a column reduced 
matrix rank{ [V]~} = 1 . Let V m be the matrix formed by the first m columns of V . 
Then it is clear that rank {[V m]~} = m and V m is a column reduced matrix . Now 
consider the sequence Rn E IRlxm[d) such that : 
Rn = R + Cn 
where, Cn E IRlxm[d] , Cn = [cr, j] and : 
o , when i > m , j = 1 , ... , m 
ci, j = {O , when i ~ m , i I- j , j = 1 , ... , m 
1 "j . ... 
n· d ,when Z $ m , Z = J , J = 1 , ... , m 
"j = (';-V; + 1 • when P; 2: v; • j = 1 •...• m 
o , when Pj < Vj , J = 1 , ... , m 
(7.3.17) 
(7.3.18) 
(7.3.19) 
Clearly lim Cn = 0 , which implies that lim Rn = lim (R + en) = R . It remains to n-+oo n-+oo n-+oo 
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prove that Rn belongs to ~ . Consider : 
= (T~(d)o + V.R) + V,C n = T~(d) + V,Cn 
R 
By (7.3.15) , (7.3.16) we take that: 
by (7.3.18) , (7.3.19) we take that: 
(7.3.20) 
By (7.3.20) it is clear that [ T~( d) th = (lin). [ V m th and rank{ [T~(d) t} = m , 
R R h 
n n 
which implies that T~( d) are column reduced V n E t\l . The latter implies that the 
Rn 
sequence Rn belongs to ~ and finally lRizrn(d] C ~ . 0 
Remark (7.9.8) : It is obvious that theorem (7.9.1) is invariant of the selection of the 
unimodular matrix Urn on the right hand side of {7.9.6} . Furthermore, from the proof 
of theorem (7. 3.1) it is implied that the set of column reduced solutions of (7.9.6) is non 
empty. 0 
Although the set of column reduced solutions of a matrix Diophantine equation, such 
as (7.3.6) , is a dense subset of its set of solutions, it is not open. In other words the 
solutions of (7.3.6) are not generically column reduced . This result is derived by the 
following approach : 
Definition (7.9.~) : Consider equation (7.9.6) for the two arbitrary R(d)- unimodular 
matrices U1 , U2 on its right hand side. Let ~l , ~2 denote the corresponding sets of 
solutions and let f be the function defined as : 
and f is well defined . o 
Remark (7.9.9) : In the following we consider the matrix metric UM of definition{7.9.!) 
expanded over the cartesian product R(m+l)sm[d] x R(m+l)sm[d] . 0 
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Proposition {7.9.1} : The function f defined in definition(7.9.2} is a. h07ne07n07'phisrn . 
Proof 
ex) f is a bijection . Indeed let Xl , X2 be two arbitrary elements of GJ I , stIch that 
Xl t- X2 . Then f(X j ) = Xl . UtI. U2 and f(X 2 ) = X2 · UtI. U2 • Thus f(X I ) t- f(X 2 ) • 
(3) f is a surjection. Indeed let Y be an arbitrary element of GJ2 , then the matrix X 
defined by X = y. Ui l . UI , is an element of GJI , since T~(d). y. Ui l . VI = V 2 · ViI. VI , 
and f(X) = Y . 
1) f is continuous. We shall prove that for every X , Y in GJ I a positive real number w 
exists such that : 
eM (J(X) , f(Y)) ~ w· eM (X , Y) (7.3.22) 
Indeed , if X = [Xii] , Y = [Yij] are any elements in GJ l ,G [gij] is the matrix of 
(7.3.21) then: 
eM (f(X) , f(Y)) = eM (X· G , y. G) = max { II aij - bij lip} (7.3.23) 
VI.] 
where, A = [aij] = X· G , B = [bij] = y. G . Since: 
m m 
aij = 2: xilt' gltj , hij = 2: Yilt' gltj , V j = 1 , ... , m , V i = 1 , ... , I 
It=l It=l 
(7.3.24) 
Then , V j = 1 , ... , m , V i = 1 , ... , I 
(7.3.25) 
or , V j = 1 , ... , m , V i = 1 , ... , I 
m m 
II aij-bij Ilp~ L: II (Xilt-Yilt)·gltj lip::; L: II Xi,,-Yilt IIp·1I g"j lip (7.3.26) 
1t=1 ,,=1 
(since , for the classical polynomial norms , like for example the coefficient norm 
demostrated in (7.3.12) , IIp·q II ~ II p 11·11 q II) . If ~ = ma~ { II g"j lip} , then (7.3.26) 
v".) 
implies that V j = 1 , ... , m , V i = 1 , ... , I : 
and finally , V j = 1 , ... , m , V i = 1 , ... , I , It; = 1 , ... , m 
flM (f(X) , f(Y)) = W(l3; { II &ij - hij lip } ~ ~. m·!p~ { II Xi" - Yi" lip} = v,., " '." 
= W'f!M (X , Y) (7.3.27) 
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with w = A. m a real positive number. Thus (7.3.23) holds true and f is a uniformly 
continuous and hence continuous function. 
6) r 1 is continllolls . The proof follows similar arguments as in the case of ,) . 
Considering 0:') , (3) , ,) , 8) together it is implied that f is a homeomorphism. 0 
Remark (7.9.10) .' Let gcr denote the set of column reduced solutions of (7.9.6) for an 
IR[ d)- unimodular matrix U . Then a unimodular matrix V exists such that the set g cr' V 
contains no column reduced matrices. Such a matrix V , for example , is given by " 
1 d 0 0 
1 l+d 0 0 
1 d 1 0 V= {7. 9. 28) 
1 d 0 0 
1 d 0 1 
0 
Proposition (7.3.2) : There exists no unimodular matrix U , such that the set of column 
reduced solutions , g~ , of {7.9.6} is either open, or closed. 
Proof 
Let V be a unimodular matrix such that g~ is open. Set W = V· V , where V is the 
unimodulat matrix defined in remark(7.3.10) . If g w ' g;: denote the set of solutions, 
column reduced solutions of (7.3.6) respectively, for W , theorem{7.3.1) implies that 
g:~ is a dense subset of g w . If CJ u is the set of solutions of (7.3.6) , for V , 
definition{7.3.2) and proposition(7.3.1) provide us with a homeomorphism f defined 
between g u ' g: w as : 
f(X) = x· V-I. W = X· V , V X E CJ 
u (7.3.29) 
Consider now the set f{CJ~) = CJ~. V . Remark(7.3.1O) clearly implies that f(CJ~) 
contains no column reduced matrices. On the other hand we shall prove that f(CJ~) is 
an open dense subset of g w . Since CJ~ is open and f is a homeomorphism it is implied 
that f(g:~) is open ; whereas if Y is an arbitrary element of CJ w then rI(y) = X 
belongs to CJ
u 
and a sequence of elements of CJ~ , Xn , exists, (theorem{7.3.1)) , such 
that Xn .... X . The latter implies that Y n = f(Xn) is a sequence of elements of f(CJ~) 
and: 
lim Y n = limf(Xn) = lim(Xn· V) = X· V = f(X) = Y n-+oo n-+oo n-+oo (7.3.30) 
Thus f{CJ~) is an open dense subset of CJw . Finally the complement of f(G.f;) , f(GJ~t, 
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is a closed subset of g wand: 
(7.3.31 ) 
but, 
(7.3.32) 
or equivalently, 
(7.3.33) 
The latter implies that f(g~) is an empty set, something that contradicts the truth, 
smce: 
f(g~) = gw (7.3.34) 
Thus our initial assumption that g~ is open is wrong. If on the other hand g;; is closed 
then: 
(7.3.35) 
which implies that g w contains no column reduced solutions , since f{g;;) does not , 
something that contradicts remark{7.3.8) 0 
7.4. FIXED INDEX SOLUTIONS OF THE MATRIX DIOPHANTINE EQUATION 
Let us consider the plant described by a left - coprime MFD as in (7.2.1) and assume 
that T~( d) .:is column reduced and that v is the observability index i.e. we can write: 
(7.4.1) 
We also assume that the controller is represented by the composite matrix associated 
with a right - MFD i.e. : 
(7.4.2) 
where we fix the index p , (maximum of the indices (column degrees) of the columns of 
T~(d)) . It is not difficult to see that the condition: 
(7.4.3) 
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implies the following set of conditions: 
To Teo = 1m 
1'1 '" . TeO + To 
'" '" T2 . TeO + T t 
which in matrix form may be written as : 
To 0 '" 
Tt To ". 
Tt 
o 
0 
0 
'" To 
i\ 
. Tel = 0 
. Tel + To 
Teo 
Tel 
Tcp 
o 
o 
. Te2 = 0 (7.4.4) 
(7.4.5) 
Condition' (7.4.5) is equivalent to the right Diophantine equation (7.4.3) and the fixed 
controllability index solutions of (7.4.3) are investigated as solutions of (7.4.5) . We 
shall denote by : 
To 0 .. · 0 
1\ To ". 
Tt ". 
(7.4.6) 
o 0 Til 
the r - Toeplitz matrix defined by T~( d) . Equation (7.4.5) is equivalent to : 
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To 0 ... 
Tt To ". 
Tt 
o 
and the following notation will be employed : 
To 0 ... 
Tt To ". 
Tt ". 
0-1 m 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 1\, 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(7.4.7) 
(7.4.8) 
Propositiofl (7 . ./.1) : The least possible controllability index of ~(d) is equal to the first 
index p of Sp , fOT which (7.4.7) has a solution of the type Tp as in (7.4.8) , 
corresponding to a column reduced MFD . o 
In the following we present necessary and sufficient conditions such that a fixed p be 
the least Forney index among the Forney indices of the column space of T~( d) , in 
either cases of T~(d) corresponding to a causal or non causal controller. 
Proposition (7.4.~) : A necessary condition for (7.4.7) to have a solution of the type Tp 
is that: 
rank Sp :5 m·p 
Proof 
Since the solutions of (7 .4. 7) of type T p are full column rank ma.trices the right null 
space of Sp , which we denote as Nr { Sp } must have dimension grea.ter than or equal to 
m ,l.e., 
or , 
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m(p+1)-rank Sp~m 
or, 
o 
This condition is invariant of the selection of matrices in (7.4.7) and hence iu (7.2.3) . 
Let W = [~1 , ... , ~j 1 be a base for the .N"r{ Sp} , with j~m. If we partition W 
according to the partition of T p in (7.4.8) then it follows that: 
W= (7.4.10) 
If Q is a matrix in \Rmxj then by Cm(Q) we denote the 1x(/n) matrix consisting of the 
mxm minors of Q taken in lexicographical order. The conditions stated in the following 
propositions are invariant of the selection of the base W . The solutions of (7.4.7) does 
not necessarily correspond to a causal MFD . 
Proposition (7.-1.9) : A necessary and sufficient condition for solvability of {7.4.7} for a 
given p is that : 
{7.-I.11} 
Proof 
(:::}) Let W be a base for the .N"r{ Sp } and partitioned as III (7.4.10) . Suppose that 
Cm(W p+ 1) = QT and let B be an other base of .N"r{ Sp } . Then, if we partition B as we 
did with W we have: 
Indeed, there exists an lRixi unimodular matrix U such that: B = W . U ,or, Bp + 1 = 
= Wp+1 ·U. So, Cm(Bp+1) = Cm(Wp+1)·Cm(U) = QT. If (7.4.7) has a solution T p , 
then it can be written as : 
Tp = w·p 
where, P is an lRixm parametric matrix ,or 
.p (7.4.12) 
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Equation (7.4.12) then implies that: 
(7.4.13) 
which does not hold true, since Cm(W p + d = QT . Hence, there exists no solution for 
(7.4.7) if for an arbitrary base of N r { Sp } , W , we have Cm(W p + I) = QT . 
(<=) Let W be an arbitrary base for the N r { Sp } and partitioned as in (7.4.10) . Suppose 
that Cm(W p + I) of QT . We can write: 
That means that we can select at least one m - tuple of columns of W p + 1 wi th the 
following property : 
p+l p+1 I ~i , ... , ~i of 0 
1 m 
(7.4.14) 
We select now the columns i l , ... , im from the base \Y and form the following matrix: 
w? w? WO 
-11 -12 -1m 
w~ w~ W~ 
-11 -12 -1m 
(7.4.15) 
where , ~7 is a column vector in lR(m + l)d , when K. = 0 , ... , p and in IRmd, when K. = 
= p + 1 . tlf T denotes the matrix (7.4.15) then we have: 
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h . T [P+I 1'+1] Were, by (7.4.14) the matnx P + 1 = Wi , ... , Wi has the property 
1 111 
IT I I p+l P+II p + 1 = Wi , ... , Wi # 0 
1 rn 
(7.4.17) 
Now we can create the matrix T p = T· T~\ 1 and T p is a solution of (7.4.7) . Indeed: 
since Sp' T = 0 , (each column of T is a column of the base \V of .N'r{ Sp }) , and: 
Teo To·T~\1 
Tel Tl·T~I+l 
T = p 
Tep T p' T~\ 1 
1m T p + I . T~I+ 1 
0 
By remark(7.2.1) we require I Deo I :f. 0 , so the MFD C= Nc ' D~I will be causal. If we 
write equation (7.4.7) as : 
Then we define : 
Do No 0 0 ... 
DI NI Do No ". 
DI NI ". 
o 0 
Do No 0 0 ... 
151 Nt Do No ". 
DI Nt 
Sp ~ DII Nil 
o 0 1511 Nil 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 o 0 011 Nil 
o 
o 
-I m 
o 
o 
o 
o 
..... 6-
,T" = 
=Q (7.4.18) 
(7.4.19) 
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Consider now a base of .N" r{ Sp } , W , and partition it according to the partition of T p 
in (7.4.19) , that is : 
W= 
WDco 
WNco 
(7.4.20) 
If we compare the partition of W in (7.4.10) with the one in (7.4.20) we clearly have: 
WDcO 
(7.4.21 ) 
WNcO 
Where W D belongs to /Rmx j , W N belongs to /R'xj , K. = 0 , 1 , ... ,p and WI 
, Cl< CI< m 
belongs to /Rmxj . 
Proposition (7 . ./ . ./) : A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution 
Tp of (7.4.18) with I Dco If. 0 , is that both Cm(WDcO ) and Cm(Wlm ) are non zero 
vectors, for an arbitrary base, W, of N r {Sp } . 
Proof 
In proposition(7.4.2) we have shown that the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a solution T p of (7.4.7) and hence of a solution T p , (without the constraint 
IDeol f. 0) , of (7.4.18) is that for an arbitrary base W of N r { Sp } == N r { Sp } , 
partitioned as in (7.4.10) : 
If the base W is partitioned as in (7.4.20) then by (7.4.21) we take: 
So , while (7.4.22) holds true, it is enough to examine condition Cm(W DcO ) ~ !!T. 
(=?) If (7.4.18) has a solution: 
(7.4.22) 
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,...., D. 
T = p 
with I Dco I =f 0 , then Sp' T p = Q and T p is a full column rank matrix; that means, 
that T p can be completed, if necessary, to give a base B of N r { Sp } . If B is 
partitioned as in (7.4.20) and because of its construction: 
(7.4.23) 
in other wards , if we take the Cm(BDco) then , at least the minor formed by the 
columns of Dco is non zero. Any other base of Nr { Sp } , let say, W is expressed as : 
W=B·U 
where U is an IRjxj unimodular matrix. Then by (7.4.20) we have: 
WD = BD ·U cO cO (7.4.24) 
By (7.4.23) we conclude that BDco is a full row rank matrix, (W Dca ' BDco E IRmxj , 
j ?: m) , and because U is unimodular W Dca must be a full row rank matrix as well . 
Hence: 
(7.4.25) 
So , (7.4.22) and (7.4.25) hold simultaneously. 
(¢:) Consider now an arbitrary base of Nr { Sp } , W , partitioned as in (7.4.20) and : 
(7.4.26) 
Because W D cO ' WI m are in IRmx; and j ~ m is implied that the elements of Cm(W D cO ) 
and Cm(W 1m) are the mxm minors formed by the (it, ... , im ) columns of W DcOand 
WI respectively taken in lexicographical order. By (1 , (it, ... , im» we denote the m 
element of Cm(W i ) , i = DcO , 1m , formed by the minor of the (it, ... , im ) columns of 
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Wi . If the Cm(W Dco ) and Cm(W 1m) have at least one non zero element at the same 
position (1 , (it, ... , i m )) then by selecting the (it, ... , im ) columns of W , pres('r\'iug 
its partition (7.4.20) , we form a matrix: 
DcO [) 
w. w. cO 
-It -1 2 
N N 
w.cow. cO 
-1 -. 
1 2 
N 
w. cO 
-1m 
(7.4.27) 
where , Yi~cK. is a column vector in IRmrl, Yi~ CK. is a column vector in 1R1rl, I\, = 0 , ... 
Itt
p and w: m is a column vector in IRmrl. If T denotes the matrix (7.4.26) then we ha\'e : 
t 
D D D 
w.cow. co w. cO 
-11 -12 -1m 
NcO NcO 
w. W. 
-11 -12 
T= (7.4.28) 
and 
(7.4.29) 
(7.4.30) 
By (7.4.28) , (7.4.29) the matrix Ti~ exists and we can set: 
TDco' T~l 
m 
TNco ' T~l 
m 
T = p 
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and hence by (7.4.27) it is implied that: 
s . T = S . T . T- 1 = 0 p P P I 
m 
(7.4.31 ) 
and I Dco I = I TDeo' T~l I = I TDco 1·1 T~l I of 0 . So 1 T p is a solution for (7.4.18). If 
m m 
the Cm(WDco) and Cm(Wlm ) have none of their non zero elements at the same position 
then we can create an other base of N,.{ Sp } , B , such that, the Cm(BDco ) and 
Cm(B1m ) have at least one non zero element at the same position. Let the (1 , (it 1 ••• 1 
i m )) element of Cm(WDco) and the (1 , (it, ... , tm)) element of Cm(Wlm ) be non zero 
with (it , ... , i m ) =F (tt , ... , i m ) . Create now the base of N,.{ Sp } , B , as : 
B =W·U (7.4.32) 
where U is an IRjxj unimodular matrix which multiplies the iK column of W by the real 
constant Cit and adds the resultant column to the tK column of W when i lt of tK 1 '" = 1 , 
2 , .. , , m . For this new base B , if partitioned as in (7.4.20) ,we shall prove that the 
(1 , (tt , ... , tm)) element of Cm(BDco ) and Cm(B1m ) are non zero for some appropriate 
selection of Cit . By Cm(BD a )tm and Cm(Bl )tm is denoted the (1 , (t} , ... , tm)) 
c tt m tt 
element of Cm(BDco) and Cm(B1m ) respectively. Before we continue with the proof 
some additional notation is introduced. 
Consider the sets PI = { it , tl } , P2 = { i2 , t 2} , ... , P p = { ip , tp } , with p E ~t , 
p ~ m . If F' denotes the set : 
r = { ,{ } = {,I' 12 , '" , I p } E PI :z: P 2 x ... :z: P p (7.4.33) 
It is clear that the cardinal of r is 2P • Suppose now that iK:f:. tK for "'} , "'2 , ..• , "'p , 
whereas iK = tit for", E { 1 , 2 , ... , m } - { "'1 , "'2 , ... , "'p } ; then without lose of 
generality it can be assumed that: 
iK =F tit , '" = 1 , 2 , ... , p and iK = tK , K. = P + 1 , P + 2 , ... , m (7.4.34) 
by interchanging the iK ,iK , ••• , iK columns of W with the iK for K. E {I , 2 , ... , 1 2 p 
m} - { K.} , K.2 , ... , "'p } respectively. Now set: 
dK = 0 , when IK= tK 
d. = 'Y. - t. = { , " = 1 , 2 , ... , P 
dK:f:.O, when 'YK = iK 
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and fJK = (l/(i K - tK)) , qK:f: 0 , ti, 
construction of B we take that : 
1 , 2 , ... , p . According to the procedure for the 
(7.4.35) 
where , (C~K)qK = CK. , when IK. = iK. and (c~K.)qK. = 1 , when IK 
For { I P } = {il , i2 , ... , ip } , (7.4.35) becomes: 
tK. , K = 1 , 2 , ... , p . 
where, { I P }. = r - {il , i2 , ... , ip } . By (7.4.34) , (7.4.36) becomes: 
Similarly we have: 
For { I P } = {tt , t2 , .. , , tp } , (7.4.38) becomes: 
(7.4.36) 
(7.4.37) 
(7.4.38) 
(7.4.39) 
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where, { -/ }. = r - {t} , t2 , ... , tp } . Using the hypothesis, that is : 
I Dco Dco Dco DeO I 0 Wi , ... , Wi ' W, ' ... , ~i i-
1 P p+1 rn 
we take that for appropriate selection of c} , C2 , ••. , cp , (7.4.37) and (7.4.39) , namely, 
tm ()tm C (BD) and Cm BI are non zero . Thus the (1 , (t} , ... , tm )) element of 
m cO t} m t} 
Cm(BDco) and Cm(BIm) is non zero. Now we construct a solution of (7.4.18) following 
the steps (7.4.27) through (7.4.31) for the new base ~ . 0 
Remark (7.4.1) : For a parametrization of the solutions Tp of (7.4.18) we argue as 
follows. The existence of a solution of (7.4. 18) requires the existence of a base W of 
J{ J Sp } , for which, under the partition (7.4.20) , both Cm( W Dco) and Cm( WI m) are 
non zero vectors; it is clear that the existence of such a base leads to the conclusion that 
for all the bases B of .Nr { Sp } , under the partition (7·4·20) , both Cm(BDco) and 
Cm(BIm) are non zero vector: ' (by simply generalizing the steps in (~) of 
proposition(7.4.4)) . A solution Tp of (7.4.18) is a full column rank matrix, hence, it 
is a base for a subspace of .N'r {Sp } , let say , GJ with dimension m . So , each solution 
T can be completed to be a base for .N r {Sp } . Thus, all solutions of (7·4.18), if any, 
p -
can be obtained by extracting from the bases B of .N r { Sp } their {i} , i2 , ... , im} 
columns for which Cm( B D co) and Cm( B 1m) have a non zero element at the {1 , (it , i2 , 
... , im }). position . All the bases B can be obtained by simply multiplying one of them 
with an arbitrary IRjx j unimodular matrix U . So , first an arbitrary base B of .N r {Sp} is 
examined for the truth of the conditions introduced in proposition(7.4.9) , then a 
solution of (7.4. 18) can be constructed, (as in (<;:::) of proposition(7.4.9)) . For the 
parametrization of the solutions of (7.4.18) , we multiply this base B by an arbitrary 
IRjx j unimodular matrix U and each time the parameters of U take a value , a new 
solution can be found by repeating the steps of the (<;:::) part of the proof of 
proposition(7.4.3) for the new base B· U . 0 
7.5. FIXED COMPLEXITY SOLUTIONS - PI CONTROLLERS 
In the following we consider the PI controller problem I where the complexity of the 
controller is fixed and equal to m . Let P e Rml:'( d) denote the plant and C = 
=Co+C t • (1/{1- d)) e R'l:m{ d) denote a PI controller with C1 e R'l:m full column rank 
matrix when I ~ m , full row rank matrix when 1< m . Then the plant and controller 
may be represented by lR[d] - coprime MFDs as : 
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where, 
P = N· D- I = B-1. N E [Rmxl [d] 
C = N . D- I = B-1. N E [Rlxm [d] 
c c c c 
Co = A2 · A~I, when 1 ~ m 
Dc = (1 - d) AD , wi th Ao E IRmrm and I Ao I :f: 0 
Nc = AI+ (I-d) A2 , with A1=C1·Ao , A2 E [Rlxm 
......... -1 ......... 
Co = AD . A2 , when 1 < m 
Bc= (1- d) Ao , with Ao E IRbl and I Ao I :f: 0 
......... ""'J ,....,. "'*J""" ,....., I 
Nc = AI+ (I-d) A2 , wIth AI= Ao·C 1 ,A2 E IR rm 
(7.5.1) 
(7.5.2) 
(7.5.2.a) 
In the following we consider (7.5.2.a) under the transformation w = (1- d) . The 
stabilization problem for the plant P with the PI controller C , (as in (7.5.2) , (7.5.2.a)) 
leads us to examine the following problem . 
Problem: Given a plant as in (7.5.1) find all the possible controllers C I (as in (7.5.2) I 
(7.5. 2. a}} such that the following Diophantine equations are satisfied: 
'" '" '" - [Dc] D Dc + NNe = 1m , or [ D, N J Nc = 1m , when I ~ m 
or, 
(7.5.9) 
{7.5.4} 
o 
In the following , we shall represent both plant and controller in terms of composite 
matrices as : 
T~(w) ~ [D ,N] E Rmz(m + I)[W) 
T;( w) !i [ ~~ E RIm +I)zm[W) 
(7.5.5.a) 
(7.5.5.b) 
Furthermore we consider only equation (7.5.3) , since all the results for (7.5.3) apply to 
equation (7.5.4) as well in their dual form. 
RemtJ.rk (7.5.1) : Equation {7.5.9} suggests that the matrix (D, Nj E Rmz(m + 1)[W) is 
right unimodular and [D~ , ~f E R(m + l)rm[W] is leftt unimodular. So , rank [D~ , ~! 
must be equal to m for all the WEe . For W = 0 we take rank [0 , AI! = m , which 
implies that 1 ~ m . Similar arguments for equation (7.5 .• 1) imply that I < m . 0 
By (7.5.5.a) and (7.5.5.b) we take: 
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= To + w Tl + ... + w y TyElRrtlx(m+I)[W) (7.5.G.a) 
(7.5.G.b) 
where, v is the ohservability index of the plant P . By (7.5.2.a) , (7.5.6.b) becomes: 
T;(w) = [~J + w [~:] = T,. + w T" ER(m+l).m[wj 
Then equation (7.5.3) gives: 
which implies the following set of conditions: 
which in matrix form may be written as : 
or equivalently, DO No 0 0 
01 Nl DO No o 
Ao 
DII Nil A2 
o 
o 0 DII Nil 0 
(7.5.G.b) 
(7.5.7) 
(7.5.8) 
(7.5.9) 
(7.5.10) 
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or equivalently, 
00 No 0 0 
01 Nl DO No 
51 Nl 
Ov Nv 
'" '" 0 0 Dv Nv 
-1m 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Al 
Ao 
A2 
1m 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Let M E lR(v + 2)mx(3m + 21) , X E 1R(3m + 21)xm denote the matrices : 
Xl 
X2 
'" 
Do No 0 0 -1m 
01 Nt Do No 0 
o 
M= ,X= X3 
X4 
Xs 
(7.5.11 ) 
0 
At 
Ao (7.5.12) 
A2 
1m 
with Xl = 0 E IRmxm , X2 E lR'xm full column rank, X3 E IRmxm and I X3 I =F 0 , X4 E lR'xm, 
Xs = 1m E E IRmxm and IXs I =F 0 , whereas M' E lR(v + 2)mz2(m + I) denotes the matrix: 
'" No 0 0 -1m 
Nt Do No 0 
M'= Dl Nl 0 (7.5.13) 
'" Nv 
.......... 
o Dv Nv 0 
Equation (7.5.3) has been transformed to the form (7.5.11) , or , by using the notation 
(7.5.12) , to the form: 
..... 
M·X=O (7.5.14) 
Hence, it suffices to solve equation (7.5.14) under the constraints XI = 0 , X:a full 
column rank , I X3 I =F 0 , I X5 l::f 0 , (not necessarily 1m) , and set Ao = X3 • XSl, Al = 
=X:a.X;1 , A2 = X4 ·XSI • In the following Nr { M } denotes the right null space of M I 
N~ { M } denotes the subspace of N r { M } , the vectors of which have their first m rows 
zero I N r{ M' } denotes the right null space of M' . If we consider the matrices : 
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0 
X2 
X2 
....... 0 X3 and X = X3 X = X X4 4 Xs Xs 
then it is straightforward to show htat : 
(7.5.15) 
Relation (7.5.15) implies the existence of an isomorphism 0 between the vector spaces 
N~{ M } and Nr { M' } , namely: 
(7.5.16) 
Hence the vector spaces N~{ M } and N r{ M' } are isomorphic and have the same 
dimension . Now we can proceed with the solution of (7.5.14) under the constraints 
mentioned there . The matrices XO which satisfy (7.5.14) are formed by m linearly 
independent vectors of N r { M } and thus the first condition is derived from this fact . 
Proposition (7.5.1) : A necessary condition for the existence of a solution of (7.5.14) is 
that: 
rank M ~ 2 (m + I) (7.5.17) 
Proof 
Since the dimension of N r { M } must be greater than or equal m we take : 
dim N r { M} = (3 m + 2 I)-rank M ~m ¢:> rank M ~2 (m+l) o 
More precisely, considering the constraints of equation (7.5.14) , we see that the vectors 
of the solutions XO belong to the subspace of N r { M } , ~{ M } . Thus, a necessary 
condition for the existence of a solution of (7.5.14) is : 
Proposition (7.5.£) : A necessary condition for tAe existence of a solution of (7.5.14) is 
that: 
rank At ~ (m + £ I) (7.5.18) 
Proof 
For the existence of m linearly independent vectors of ~{M} defining a solution of 
(7.5.14) it is necessary that dim ~{M} ~ m , or by (7.5.16) , dim ~{M} = dim 
.N'r{M'} ~ m , or : 
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dim N r { M' } = 2 (m + I) -rank M' ~ m ¢:} mnk M':s (rn+21) o 
Remark (7.5.2) : By the construction of M we see that: 
rank M :s (m + 2 I) :::} rank M:s 2 (m + I) o 
Remark (7.5.9) : The condition (7.5.18) is sufficient for the existence of a solution XO of 
(7.5.14) without the constraints X2 full column rank, / X3 / f. 0 , / Xs / f. 0 . Indeed let 
rank M:s (m + 21) , then dim Nrf M } = 2 (m + /) - rank M ~ Tn ¢:} by (7.5.16) , 
dim N~{ M } = dim }(r{ M ) ~ m o 
In order to find solutions of (7.5.14) satisfying the rest of the constraints , X2 full 
column rank , I X3 I f. 0 , I Xs I f. 0 , we proceed as follows . Because of the isomorphism 
(7.5.16) it suffices to find a solution X of the equation M' . X = 0 with: 
X2 
X= 
X3 
X4 
Xs 
and X satisfies the constraints X2 full column rank , I X3 I f. 0 , I Xs I f. 0 . Then a 
solution 5( of (7.5.14) is : 
or equivalently, 
0 
X2 
5(0= X3 
X4 
Xs 
Consider now the vector space N r { M' } . The X for which M'· X = 0 , consist of m 
linearly independent vectors of N r{ M' } . Condition (7.5.18) is necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of such an X , (without necessarily satisfying the constraints X2 full 
column rank, I X3 If. 0 , I Xs 11=0) . Let W be a base of N r { M' } with j ~ m columns 
and partitioned according to the partition of X , that is : 
w2 
w= 
W3 
w. 
(7.5.19) 
ws 
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where W E \R1xj W E \Rmx j W E \R1xj \V. E \Rmxj If C (W) denotes the lx(j) 
,2 ,3 , -1 ,~ • m I'm
real matrix with clements the Tnxm minors of \V i taken in lexicographical order the 
following conditions are invariant of the selection of the base \V . 
Proposition (7.5.3) : A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a sol1dion 
X of AI· X = 0 satisfying the constraints X2 full column rank , / X3 /:f:. 0 , I X5 I:f:. 0 is 
that Cm(W2) is a non zero matrix, Cm(W3) and Cm(Ws) are non zero vectors for an 
arbitrary base W of N r { AI }. 
Proof 
The proof is similar to the one of proposition(7.4.3) if N r { M' } replaces N r { Sp } . 0 
Remark (7.5.4) : Summarizing the above analysis, in order to construct solution of 
(7.5.14) , we construct a solution X of AI· X =0, if such a solution exists, and then 
XC= ¢-l ( X ) is a solution of (7.4-14) . 0 
7.6. MINIMAL COMPLEXITY SOLUTIONS 
Consider again equation (7.2.3) . Our next task is to try to find a minimal complexity 
solution for it . In order to do so we have to find the least possible column degrees of 
solutions [ D~, N~ JT of (7.3.2) for all the unimodular matrices U on its right hand side. 
Then the least complexity of solutions of (7.2.3) will be the sum of these degrees. In 
the following we give a simple algorithm for the evaluation of the least column degrees 
of solutions of (7.3.2) which serves as an upper bound for the least complexity. A low 
bound will be introduced in section 7.7 . Using the notation (7.2.7.a) , (7.2.8.a) , 
(7.3.3.a) , (7.3.3.b) we may write (7.2.3) as : 
T;(d) ; [~:]; [.!,(d) ,.Io(d) , ... ,!".(d) I 
t.(d) = t·o + d t·} + ... + dr, t· .., ........ .... ri 
and by (7.6.3.a) , equation (7.5.1) becomes : 
(7.6.1) 
(7.6.2) 
(7.6.3.&) 
(7.6.3.b) 
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(7.6.4) 
(7.6.4) implies the following set of equations: 
o 
T~(d)'i;(d)= 1 -+i~row,i=1,2, ... ,m (7.6.5 ) 
o 
Remark (7.6.:J) : A least possible column degrees solution of {7.6.1} , ~{d} , consists of 
least degree solutions J,{d) , {i = 1 , 2, ... , m} , of (7.6.5) . Hence, in order to find a 
least column degrees solution of {7.6.1} it suffices to find least degree solutions J,{d) of 
the set of equations (7. 6.5) . In the following we show how such solutions can be obtained 
Consider an arbitrary equation from the set (7.6.5) : 
o 
T~(d) . 1;(d) = 1 -+d~ row 
o 
Then by (7.6.2) , (7.6.3.b) and (7.6.6) the following set of conditions is derived: 
To . .ho = Q 
T 1 . .ho + To . .hl = Q 
T"-l . t·o + ... + T. . t· = 1 
-=-I '-r· ..::.ar· 
which in matrix form yields : 
i ~row-+ 
T '. II • 
o T '. II • 
o 
o !! 
-1 
Q 
o 1\, !! 
, ,
.ho 
.hI 
!! 
Q 
!! 
!! 
!! 
o 
(7.6.6) 
(7.6.7) 
(1.6.8) 
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and we denote by T~. the coefficient matrix: 
I 
T' = r· , l' .. v . 
o T .. 
v . 
o 0 
-1 
0 
..... 
To Q 
1'1 
Q 
'" Tv Q 
(7.6.9) 
In order to find the solutions of (7.6.6) it suffices to solve equation (7.6.8) or , equation: 
with, 
T·~ ,-
.to 
.h 
h. 
I 
t r . + 1 , 
(7.6.10) 
(7.6.11) 
and hE lR(m + /)xl when II: = 0 , 1 , ... , rj and t r . + 1 is a non zero real number. Then a , 
solution of {7.6.8} is the vector T j .{1/tr .+d. Let N r { T~.} denotes the right null space , . 
of T~. and W j an arbitrary base of it , with j ~ 1 columns. Partition W j according to 
I 
(7.6.11) , i.e. , 
(7.6.12) 
. h W lR(m+l)x j h -0 1 W Rbj Wlt , IC E W en K, - , , ••• , r j, ,. + 1 E . 
I 
Remark (7.6 .. 1) : The least degree solutions of (7.6.6) are those with ri least possible; 
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th1Ls such sol1Ltions correspond to solutions of (7. 6. 8) with least number of row blocks 
r j + 1 , or equivalently to solutions T j of (7.6.10) with the same number of row blocks and 
tr . + 1 i= 0 . In the following we give conditions for the constrnction of such .'wlutions of 
I 
(7.6.10) . The conditions are invariant of the selection of the base W, of N r{ Tr }. 0 
I 
Proposition (1.6.1) : A necessary and sufficient condition for rj to be the least degree of 
solutions of (7. 6. 6) is that Tr . is the first element of the sequence T", , K = 0 , ... , for 
I 
which Wr. + 1 of (0 , ... , 0) , for an arbitrary base W j of N r { Tr } , partitioned as in I I 
(1.6.12) . 
Proof 
(=» Let .t,( d) = to + d tl + ... + drj trj be a solution of (7.6.6) with rj the least degree 
among the solutions of (7.6.6) . Then the matrix: 
1 
is a solution of equation (7.6.8) and if we set 10 = to ,11 = tl , ... , h. = br. , t r. + 1 = 
I I I 
= 1 =1= a , the matrix : 
h. 
I 
is a solution of (7.6.1O) and it can be completed with j -1 vectors of Nr { T~. } to be a I 
base WI" If Wi is partitioned as in (7.6.12) we take that Wr .+ 1 = ( ... , t r .+ 1 , ... ) ~QT t t 
and T' is the first element of the sequence T~ , " = a , '" , for which this holds true . 
r· I 
(¢:) Let T~ i be the first element of the sequence T~ , " = 0 , ... , for which W r i + 1 ~ QT , 
for an arbitrary base Wi of N r{ T~. } partitioned as in (7.6.11) . Let wr .+ 1 be a. non zero I t 
element of W r. + 1, then we select the column of Wi which corresponds to w r. + 1 and 
I I 
form the matrix : 
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Wo 
T~ . -
h. Wr 
• • 
t r .+ 1 W r + 1 
• • 
which is a solution for equation (7.6.10) . Consequently the matrix T j .(1/t r + 1) is a 
• 
solution of equation (7.6.8) and hence 1;( d) = ( 10 + d il + ... + drj h ). (l/t r + 1) = 
• • 
=-ho + d -hI + ... + drj -hr is a solution of (7.6.6) with degree rj least among the degrees 
• 
of the family of solutions of (7.6.6) . 0 
Remark (7.6.5) : If Wrj + 1 =1= QT , for a base Wj of N r { Trj } , then Brj + 1 =1= QT , for all 
the bases Bj of Nrf Tr. } partitioned as in (7.6.11) . Indeed for any base of Nr{ Tr } , 
• • ~j , there exists an IRjxj unimodular matrix U such that B j = B j • U and hence Br. + 1 = 
• 
=Wrj + 1· U, which implies that Brj + 1 ·lT1= Wrj+1=l=It . Hence, Brj +1 =1= QT 0 
Proposition (7.6.~) : The family of solutions J,(d) of (7.6.6) , i = 1 , ... , m with least 
column degree Tj is given by : 
q .= { tJd) = [ 1 ... 0 r. ~ 0 1 
d 
o 
0: 
.... 
d 
0; !} W;.~; , ~; satisfy W'i + 1 . ~;= I} 
(7.6.19) 
where, Wj is an arbitrarily chosen base of NrfTr.l , partitioned as in (7.6.12) and rj , 
the first index of the sequence T" , It = 0 , ... for which W r . + 1 =1= IF . , 
Proof 
(=» Let !;( d) = -ho + d -hI + ... + dri 1;ri be a least column degree solution of (7.6.6) for 
an i E { 1 , 2 , ... , m } . Then the matrix Cr i : 
(7.6.14) 
1;,. , 
1 
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formed by the coefficients of .1;,( d) satisfies equation (7.6.8) , or equivalently: 
T'.C = aT 
r· r· -, , (7.6.15 ) 
with T~ the matrix defined in (7.6.9) . Cr can be completed to a base "V, of .N'r{T~}. . , , 
Partition Wi as in (7.6.12) , then a vector ~j = [ a ... 1 .. ·0 JT exists such that: 
W .. )..·=C 1 -1 r· 
1 
and thus, 
W r . + l' ~j = 1 
1 
Since rj is a least degree (7.6.17) implies 
W r. + 1 ¥= QT . It is obvious that: 
I . 
t . ( d) = bo + d b 1 + ... + d r j .L r. = [ 1 ". 0 
, '01 
(¢=) Let, 
[
1 0 
t.(d) = ". 
, 0 1 
d 
o 
that 
d 
0 
(7.6.16) 
(7.6.17) 
r· 1 IS the least possible for which 
0 : drj 0 O}Wo' .... (7.6.18) 
d d rj • 1-1 0 a 
(7.6.19) 
where , ~j satisfies W r j + 1 . ~j= 1 , W r i + 1 is the last row of an arbitrarily chosen base W j 
of .N'r{T~J'partitioned as in (7.6.12) and rj the least possible for which W r .+ 1 i=QT . Set 
I I 
the matrix Cr. to be : 
, 
and 
with rj least possible. Then, 
C = r· I 
1 
[
1 0 
t.(d) =,Lo + d,Ll + ... + drj i4r. = ", 
..., I 0 1 
=W··)"· I _I 
d 
o 
o 
d 
(7.6.7) and (7.6.8) imply that .t;(d) is a, least degree solution of (7.6.6) . 
(7.6.20) 
(7.6.21) 
~l Cr. (7.6.20) oj I 
o 
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In the following we present an algorithm for the construction of GJ r with r, minimulll . 
• 
ALGORITHM FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF GJr . WITH Tj MINIMUM 
• 
Step 2 : Create the sequence of real matrices : 
[ TO] [ 5
n
-
1 0 ] 
So ~ i" ,Sn ~ 0 So' n ~ 1 , ... , T~ ~ 
: 0 
5 : -'1 
n . 
. . 
: 0 
i~row 
Step 3 : Find the first n , (n = 0 , 1 , ... ) , for which the matrix W formed by an 
arbitrarily chosen base of Nr{T~} , has its last row nonzero. 
Step 4 : Set ri = n , Wi = W , partition Wi as in (7.6.12) and set: 
[
1 0: dO: : drj 0: OJ 
r:r = { t .(d) = . . : . . : ... : . . ::. w· . )... )... satisfy W + 1 . )...= 1} 
:J rj'" O' 1 : 0 . d: : 0 'drj : 6 \ -\ , -I rj-I 
. .. . 0 
CoroUary (7.6.1) : Applying steps 2- 4 of the above algorithm for i = 1, ... , m we take 
that the family of least column degrees solutions of (7.6.1) is given by : 
GJ
'cd = ( t::(d) : t::(d) = [ldd) ,~(d) , ... ,.t,.(d) } and~(d) are taken from gr. } 1 
o 
If the set of least column degrees { rj , i E ID } of the solutions of equation (7.6.1) is 
constructed then the least complexity will be 8 $ E Tj • A lower bound for 8 is 
constructed in the next section . 
j = 1 
7.7. MINIMAL EXTENDED MCMILLAN DEGREE SOLUTIONS 
In this section a lower bound for the minimal extended McMillan degree of the 
solutions of equation (7.7.1) is introduced . The analysis is based on the minimal 
solution of the scalar, (polynomial) , Diophantine equation tha.t a.pplies in the case of 
SISO discrete time ssystems , [Kar. 1] , [Mil. 1] . Consider the equa.tion : 
(7.7.1) 
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where, 
Then the following equation can be derived using the Binet - Cauchy theorem [Gan. 11 : 
or , 
Equation (7.7.1) implies the following set of conditions: 
which in matrix form may be written as : 
Mo 0 ... 
M1 Mo ". 
ol 
i 
I 
M1 ". 
o 
Mn ". Mo 
o Mn ". ". MI 
Equation (7.7.5) is equivalent to : 
Mco 
Mcl 
= 
Mca 
(7.7.2) 
(7.7.3.a) 
(7. 7.3.b) 
(7.7.4) 
1 
0 
0 
(7.7.5) 
0 
0 
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Mo 0 ... 0 -1 0 
M\11o ". 0 0 
11\ ". 0 Meo 0 
0 Mel 
Mn ". Mo (7.7.6) 
OM'. n . ". M\ Mea 
1 
0 0 
0 o Mn 0 0 
We shall denote by : 
110 0 0 -1 
111110 ". 0 
MI ". 0 
Mea 
0 Mel 
S ~ a Mn ". Mo , Ta~ 
OM'· n . ". M1 Mea 
1 
0 
"" 0 o Mn 0 
Let N
r
{ Sa} denotes the right null space of Sa and W be an arbitrary base of N r { Sa} , 
with j ~ 1 columns. Partition W as in Ta , namely: 
Wo 
WI 
W= (7.7.8) 
Wa 
Wa+1 
where , W ~ E IRtxj when K. = 0 , 1 , ... , a , Wa + 1 E Rbj . 
Remark (7.7.1) : Becat£Se of its construction equation (7.7.!) produces solutions the 
least degree of which is a lower bound for the minimal ezfended McMillan degree of the 
solu.tions of equ.ation (7.7.1) . In the following we shall construct this lower bound 1 
which is invariant of the selection of base W of .N'r { Sa } . 0 
Proposition (7.7.1) : A necessary and sufficient condition for Q to be the leGIt degree of 
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the solutions of {7.7.2} is that Sa is the first element of the sequence SI'( , Ii, = () , ... , for 
which Wa + 1 of. {O , ... , O} , for an arbitrary base W of N r { Sa } partitioned as in 
{7.7.8}. 
Proof 
(=» Let Cm(T~( d)) = Meo + d Mel + ... + da Mea E IRtxl[d] , t = (m rii I) be a solution of 
(7.7.2) with a the least degree among the solutions of (7.7.2) . Then the matrix: 
Meo 
Mel 
Ta~ 
Mea 
1 
is a solution of equation (7.7.6) and be completed with j -1 vectors of N r { Sa } to be a 
base W . If W is partitioned as in (7.7.8) we take that Wa+ 1 = ( .,. ,1 , ... ) iQT and 
S is the first element of the sequence S", , K = 0 , ... , for which this holds true. 
a 
(<=) Let Sa be the first element of the sequence S", , K = 0 , ... , for which Wa + 1 1: QT , 
for an arbitrary base W of N r { Sa } partitioned as in (7.7.8) . Let wa +1 be a non zero 
element of Wa + 1, then we select the column of W which corresponds to Wa + 1 and form 
the matrix;: 
T' -a-
~o 
~1 
which is a solution for equation Sa' T~ = Q . Consequently the matrix T a= 
=T~. (l/wa + 1) is a solution of equation (7.7.6) and hence: 
is a solution of (7.7.2) with degree a least among the degrees of the family of solutions of 
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(7.7.2) . o 
Remark {7.7.2} : When the upper and lower bounds of the minimal extended Me Millan 
degree coincide then, the minimal extended McMillan degree is equal to 
m 
a = 8* = L rj , {rj , i E ill} 
j = 1 
(7.7.9) 
the set of least column degrees of the solutions of equation {7.7.1} . o 
7.8 EXAMPLES 
In this section we present examples for sections 7.4 , 7.5 , 7.6 , 7.7 respectively. We 
start with an example about the construction of a least possible maximum column 
degree solution, (the maximum of column degrees of T~(d) is minimum among the 
maximum of column degrees of solutions) , of equation (7.4.3) . 
Example (7.8.1) : Let P = 0-1 N be an MFD representation for the plant P , with: 
"" [d2 + 1 1 ] D = E 1R2x2[d) 
o d+l 
and: 
[0 , N]= [ d2 + 1 1 1 d 0 ] 0 d+l 1 0 2 
or equivalently: 
[f5 ,Fi]=[ 1 1 1 00] [00010] [ 1 0 0 0 0 ] d' 0 1 1 o 2 + 0 1 0 0 0 d+ 0 0 0 0 0 
[D , N] = To + 1\ d + T2 d2 
Following the method described in proposition(7.4.4) , we take: 
1 1 1 0 0 -1 0 
[ To 
0 1 1 0 2 o -1 
-I'l 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 So = !1 O2 = 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
T2 O2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1t5 
Chapte7' "I: ChaTacic7'ization of eonh'ollc7',.; lLnd nla.tcd 188111:.'; 
A base of N r { So } is the matrix : 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 0,5 II 1 ] 
o - 0.5 1 0 
T 
And if W is partitioned as in (7.4.20) then C2(W Dco) = 0 . whereas C2(W I rn) = 1 , gives 
a solution for the equation (7.4.3) , which does not correspond to an MFD 
representation of the controller, since: 
Hence, we have to examine SI , which is 
To 05 
1'1 To 
1\ 1\ 
0 5 1\ 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
o 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 
000101110000 
010000110200 
100000001000 
000000100000 
000001000000 
000000000000 
a base W of N r{ So } is the matrix: 
W= 
100 
o -2 2 
o -1 1 
000 
001 
000 
000 
-1 0 0 
o 0.5 0 
o -0.5 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o -1 0 
o 0 1 
1 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
T 
Because C2(WDco)i= (0 , ... ,0) and C~Wlm)i= (0, ... ,0) if we add the fourth column 
of W to the second and select the first two resulting columns we form the matrix: 
-' [ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 ~ r T l = 0 -2 2 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 1 0 
then, [~:]=[ T 1 0 0 0 :'5 ] 0 -2 2 0 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-1 
() 
HeIlCt~ , a solution with least maxImum column index among the maxImum column 
iudices of solutions of (7.4.3) is : 
1 
o 
o 
-2 
o 
2 
-d 0 r 
o d+O.5J 
and it corresponds to a causal MFD representation of a controller. The latter implies 
that the least controllability index of the stabilizing controllers for the plant P is either 
1 , or 0 . 0 
The second example concerns the PI controllers. We shall use the method introduced 
in section 7.5 for the PI controller problem . 
Example (7.8.2) : Let P = 5- 1 N be an MFD representation for the plant P , with: 
_ [d' + 1 1 ] N=[ 1 dO] D = E R2~2[dl 1 E 1R2~3[dl o d+l o 2 
or equivalently : 
[15 ,Nl=[ 
[15 'Nl=[ d2+ 1 1 1 d 0 d+l 1 0 
1 1 
o 1 
1 
1 
00] [0001 O]d [ 
02 + 01000 + 
0 ] 2 
1 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 
Using the study of PI stabilizing controllers problem of section 7.5 we take: 
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1 1 1 a a 0 0 0 a 0 -1 () 
0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 () - 1 
To 05 - 12 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 () 
Tl To O2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 M= T2 1\ O2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
05 T2 O2 a 0 0 0 a a 1 a a a 0 a 
0 a a 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 
0 a a a a 0 0 a a 0 0 0 
and as in (7.5.12) : 
1 a a a 0 0 a 0 -1 a 
1 a 2 0 0 0 a 0 o -1 
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 a 0 
M'= 
0 0 a 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 
0 a a a 0 a 1 a 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 a 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Condition (7.5.18) holds true since rank M' = 7 ~ (m + 21) = 8 . A base of W of Nr{M'} 
is the matrix: 
J ,'W = [ 
0 0 0.5 0 a 0 0 0 0 1 
0 2 0 0 0 -2 0 1 0 0 
1 0 -0.5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
If we partition V\T as in (7.5.19) is clear that the conditions of proposition(7.5.3) do not 
hold true , since : 
So , there is no solution of (7.5.7) and hence of (7.5.3) which corresponds to a PI 
controller. 0 
The next example concerns the minimal complexity of solutions of the equation (7.6.1) 
as has been introduced in section 7.6 . 
Example (7.8.3): Let P = f)-I N be an MFD representation for the pla.nt P , with: 
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and: [ '" '" J - [d+l 1 D ,N -
2 d 
or equivalently: 
[5,Nl=[ 1 1 0 1] [1 0 0 nd +[ 0 0 1 0 d2 1 + 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
[ i5, N] = To + Tl d + T2 d2 
Setting i = 1 in (7.6.5) and using proposition(7.6.1) , for K, = 0 we take: 
1 1 0 1 -1 
2 0 0 1 0 
T~ = 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
rank T~ == 5 ~ so N r { T~ } = { .Q} . For K, = 1 , we take 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
T~= 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
a base W of N r { T~ } is given by : 
T 
W = ! .[ 1 6 3 -2 -3 2 0 0 5] 
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by proposition(7.6.1) we take that the least column degree for the first column of the 
solutions of (7.6.1) is 1 and such a column, satisfying (i.6.5) for /'i. = 1 is given by : 
h(s) =! .[ I-3d 6+2d 3 _2]T 
Setting i = 2 in (7.6.5) , we follow the same steps as above and have, for /'i. = 0 : 
1 1 0 1 0 
2 0 0 1 -1 
T~ = 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 a 
rank T~ = 5 , so .N r { T~ } = { Q } . For K: = 1 , we take 
1 1 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
T~= 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
a base W of .N r{ T~ } is given by : 
T 
W=!.[l -4 -232 -3005] 
by proposition(7.6.1) we take that the least column degree for the first column of the 
solutions of (7.6.1) is 1 and such a column, satisfying (7.6.5) for IC = 1 is given by : 
1 T 
,6(s) = 5 . [1+2d -4-3d -2 3] 
Hence, a least complexity solution for (7.6.1) is the matrix: 
T~(s) = [L(d) ,b(d) ) 
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and an upper bound for the least complexity of solutions of (7.6.1) is 2 . \Vc observe 
that for d = 0 , 
(1/5) (1/5) 
(6/5) (-4/5) 
I DAO) I = - (2/5) f 0 , so the solution corresponds to a causal MFD representation of 
the controller and 2 serves as an upper bound for the minimal extended McMillan 
degree of (7.6.1) . o 
The last example concerns the construction of a lower bound for the minimal extended 
McMillan degree of stabilizing controllers the coprime MFD representations of which 
are taken as solutions of (7.6.1) for the plant P as in example (7.9.3) . 
Example (7.8.4) : Consider the plant of example (7.9.3) . It is already known that 2 is 
an upper bound for the minimal McMillan degree of the solutions of equation (7.6.1) . 
We construct C2([ D, N J) , which is : 
or, 
C2([ D , N J) = [ - 2 0 -1 0 1 0] + [1 0 1 0 -1 0 J d + [ 1 - 2 1 0 1 1 J d2 + 
+ [0 0 1 - 1 0 0 1 d3 + [0 0 0 0 0 1 1 d4 
Applying proposition(7.7.1) for Q' = 0 we take: 
'" Mo -1 -2 0 -1 0 1 
'" Ml 0 1 0 1 0 -1 
'" So = M2 0 - 1 -2 1 0 1 
'" M3 0 0 0 1 -1 0 
'" M4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Making use of proposition(7.7.1) a base of .N'r{ So } is given by : 
T W = [-1 0 1 1 0 0 1] 
011 1 100 
Then a least degree solution for equation (7.7.2) is derived by : 
To = [-1 0 1 
T 
1 0 0 1] 
0 -1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
1 0 
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or by (7.7.2) , (7.7.3.b) , (7.7.6) : 
C2 ( T~( s) ) = M~o = [ - 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 T 
Hence , the least degree IS a 
bounded as : 0 :S 8* :s 2 . 
7.9. CONCLUSIONS 
o and the minimal extended McMillan degree b* IS 
o 
In Chapter 7 the standard Polynomial Matrix Diophantine equation A X + B Y = u 
(7.9.1) , (with (A , B) , (X , Y) coprime polynomial MFDs , U a unimodular matrix) , 
arising from many stabilization problems , like the Total Finite Time Settling 
Stabilization (TFSTS) of discrete - time linear systems, has been studied. Solutions of 
(7.9.1) , (for U = I), satisfying various constraints like minimal controllability index, 
least complexity , fixed complexity - PI controllers , minimal McMillan degree were 
studied. The expression of [ A , B ] , [ XT , yT ]T by composite matrices leads to the 
transformation of the Diophantine equation to an equivalent one employing Toeplitz 
matrix representation of the product [ A , B ] . [ XT 1 yT ]T = I . 
Some topological properties of solutions of (7.9.1) such that, the set of column 
reduced solutions is dense but not open or closed subset of the set of solutions, were 
introduced in section 7.3. A characterization of the least column degrees solutions of 
(7.9.1) , (fdr U = I) 1 as well as the least column degree solutions of equation Cm([A 1 
BD. C
m
([ XT 1 yTJT) = 1 are examined in the light of the expression of the PMDE as a 
set of products of the Toeplitz matrix representation of the left (right) MFD of the 
plant by the matrix vector representation of each column (row) of the right (left) MFD 
of the controller . This approach leads to a very simple algorithm involving only the 
computation of right (left) null spaces of real matrices. The above has served as an 
upper and lower bound for the minimum extended McMillan degree of the stabilizing 
controllers . The construction of the set of least column degrees that occur among the 
family of sets of least column degrees of solutions of (7.9.1) for all unimodular matrices 
U is still under investigation . As an additional issue to the investigation of fixed 
complexity solutions of (7.9.1) , (for U = I) , necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a PI stabilizing controller for a discrete - time time invariant linear system 
were given in section 7.5 . 
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8.1. INTRODUCTION 
Restrictions on the feedback compensator structure are often encountered ill large 
scale systems . These systems have several local control statioIls ; each local 
compensator observes only the corresponding local outputs. Such decentralized control 
of systems results in a block diagonal compensator matrix structure, [San. 1] , [Des. 2] , 
[Wan. 1] . Achieving stabilization of an unstable system by using a decentralized 
compensator and unity feedback scheme defines the decentralized stabilization problem 
(DSP) . Wang and Davison, [Wan. 1] and Corfmat and Morse, [Cor. 11 , [Cor. 2] have 
introduced synthesis methods for the design of stabilizing decentralized compensators. 
It has been derived that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of local 
control laws with dynamic compensation to stabilize a given system is that the system 
has no "fixed modes" , [Wan. 11 . Further study of the problem has been done ill [And. 
1] , [And. 2] , [Kar. 2] , [Ozg. 1] , [Guc. 1] , [Kar. 3] , [Vid. 3] . An algebraic approach to 
the problem based on the factorization of the plant and compensator into coprime 
matrix fraction descriptions (MFDs) , over the ring of proper and ~ - stable functions 
IR~(S) , has been derived by Gundes and Desoer , [Gun. IJ and a procedure for the design 
of a stabilizing decentralized compensator is given. A parametrization of all stabilizing 
block diagonal compensators is introduced there, in terms of parameters which however 
are not fully described . An other attempt has been made in [Ozg. 1] , where the 
parametrization refers to two block decentralized controllers and the family of 
parameters is described generically . Our aim in this chapter is to study alternative 
means of parametrization for the solutions of DSP and try to provide closed form 
descriptions of the families of parameters in some cases. 
In section 8.2 we give a statement of the problem and present the framework of our 
approach to it . If (D , N) denotes an IR~{S) - coprime left MFD of the plant, T j are the 
matrices formed from the Pi , mi columns of the partitioning of D , N according to the 
number of local inputs - outputs respectively , then the parametrization of solutions of 
the DSP is derived from the set of left unimodular solutions, Xi , of the set of equations 
Ti · Xi = Vi , i = 1 , ... , K. , for which [ VI , ... , UK ] is unimodular. In our study we 
show that the above parametrization requires the existence of a constructive method 
that enables us to generate the family of all unimodular matrices of a given dimension I 
as well as the families of left, (right) unimodular matrices which complete given left I 
(right) , unimodular matrices to square unimodular ones. Such methods are examined 
in section 8.3 . The main result of this chapter is introduced in section 8.4 , where an 
alternative parametrization of solutions of the DSP is established . The parameters are 
expressed in terms of upper , lower triangular matrices which must sa.tisfy certain 
constraints . These constraints introduce a necessary and sufficient criterion tha.t 
enables us to identify the admissible parameters. Although I in the general case I the 
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family of qualifying parameters is not described in closed form there are particular cases 
when this is possible. These cases are based on the structure, [Vid. 4] , of the Smith 
forms of the T i when the latter are generic . Then a closed form description of the 
family of parameters of the parametrization problem is given in section 8.5 . Many 
times in the following, especially when we refer to a block partitioning of a matrix, we 
shall denote by Am , An, A~ a square matrix mxm , a matrix with n columns , a 
matrix with m rows and n columns, respectively. We shall also use this notation for 
convenience when we want to emphasize on the dimensions of a matrix. 
8.2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM-PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Consider the standard feedback configuration associated with a linear time invariant 
well posed system: 
where , P E 1R:;m(S) is the transfer function of the plant , C E IRmzP(S) is the transfer 
function of the controller. Assume that P is ~ - stabilizable , ~ - detectable, with -pc 
the area of; stabili ty . 
Decentralized Stabilization Problem (DSP) : The decentralized stabilization problem is to 
determine necessary and sufficient conditions under which a decentralized (block 
diagonal) stabilizing controller may be defined such that the closed loop system is stable.O 
If ~ = C + U {oo} and 1Rc:P(S) denotes the ring of proper and ~ - stable functions , then an 
IR (s) - coprime MFD of the plant P is defined by P = D-1 . N , where DE R"z,,(s) , 
~ ~ 
N E lR;m(S) and (D , N) is an 1R~(s)-coprime pair. Let C = diag{C1 ! ... , C,,} = 
=N . D-1 be an IR (S) - coprime MFD of the decentralized controller , where , Ca' = 
c c ~ 
1 m·zp·. "" . 
=N .. D~ E IR 1 I(S), (t = 1 , 2 , ... I It , E mi = m , E Pi = p) , are R (s) - coprtme 
'I ~ \ i=l i=l ~ 
MFDs of Ci and Nc = diag{Nl , ... , N,,} and Dc = diag{Dl , ... , D,,} . It is known, 
[Vid. 4] ! that the controller internally stabilizes the feedback system, if and only if 
there exists some 1Rc:P(S) - unimodular matrix U such that : 
(8.2.1) 
Partitioning D , N in terms of columns, (8.2.1) is expressed as : 
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0 1 0 Nl 0 
[01'1 01'2 DI'K l. O2 m l nl2 ,mK N2 , , ... , +[N ,N , ... ,N l· 
0 DK 0 NK 
= [ VI , V 2 , ... , V K 1 (8.2.2) 
Or equivalently, 
(8.2.3) 
[ 
p. m· 1 I[])p,r(p.+m.) . d fi 
where, T j = 0': N ' E ~c:p I I (s) are matrIces e med by the plant and Xi = 
[ 
T T IT I[])(p.+m.),rp. h . h . I 
= OJ, Ni E ~Gj> I I '(S) C aractenze t e Pi mput , mj output loca controllers. 
The V j are arbitrary matrices of 1R~,rPi(S) , with the additional property that U ~ [ VI' 
V 2 , .. , , V", 1 is IR (S) - unimodular . The latter condition implies that U i are left 
. d I . I[])p,rPj Gj> Ulllmo u ar m ~Gj> (S). 
Remark (8.~.1) : The solvability of DSP is equivalent to the determination of necessary 
and sufficient solvability conditions for the set of equations {8.~.3} , with the additional 
constraint that [ U1 , U2 , ••• , U", ] is 1RGj>(S) - unimodular. 0 
Definition (8.~.1) : The plant P is said to have a "decentralized fixed eigenvalue" , 
{"fixed m(/de"} , at So E ~ with respect to decentralized controllers C if and only if So is 
a pole of the closed loop system transfer function determined for all C . 0 
Theorem (8.~.1) [Wan. I} , [Gun. I} : A necessary and sufficient solvability condition 
for the DSP is that the plant P has no "decentralized fixed eigenvalues" , {"fixed 
modes"} . 0 
CoroUary (8.~.1) [Gun. I} : Theorem {8.~.1} implies that a necessary and sufficient 
solvability condition for the DSP is that the matrices Ti in (8.f.3) have at least Pi unit 
invariant factors. 0 
Although conditions for the existence of a solution of the DSP are known, [Wan. 1] , 
[Gun. 1] , the parametrization of all DSP solutions in closed form has remained an open 
issue so far . Our aim is to study this problem and give closed form parametrization in 
special cases. The latter is possible for generic matrices Ti in (8.2.3) , i.e. matrices the 
Smith forms of which satisfy the conditions of the following lemma: 
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Lemma {8.2.1} (Vid. -Ii : Let m , n EN. Then: 
i) If m < n the set SA = (A E IRmxn(S) : A is equivalent to [ 1m : 0"-'" j} is an open 
'P 
dense subset of lR;xn(S) . . 
ii) If m > n the set SA = (A E lR;xn(S) .' A is equivalent to [ In : (yn-n /) is an open 
d b f (D)mxn ense su set 0 ~'P (s). 
iii) If m = n the set SA = (A E lR;xm(S) : A is equivalent to diag{Im_1 , / A /J} is an open 
d b f (D)mxm ense su set 0 ~~ (S). 0 
A problem that is intimately related to the parametrization of solutions of the DSP is 
the characterization of the family of unimodular matrices of a given dimension, as well 
as the completion of a left or right unimodular matrix to a square unimodular. The 
need to derive the above characterizations arise from the necessary and sufficient 
parametrization constraints that the family of parameters , of the DSP , should satisfy . 
These issues are considered next . 
8.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF UNIMODULAR MATRICES AND RELATED 
ISSUES 
Let K be a Euclidean domain, At E Kixj and Cj(At) be the j~ order compound 
matrix of At . Also let Q" t be the sequence of lexicographically ordered 1 - tuples from 
the set {I , ... , t} , I = (il , ... , i, + I) E Q, + I,t and Q~, + 1 be the subset of Q"t with 
elements the lexicographically ordered 1 - tuples from I . If J.''Y[i/C] = (il , ... , i/C-l , i/C + I , 
... , i, + 1) E QJ., + 1 and l' = (I ~ I) then: 
Definition (8.9.1) [Kar. -11 : If g is a vector over K with coordinates given by the set 
{a"" wE Q"t} then,' 
i) The vector g is said to be decomposable over K'xl , if a matrix A E K'zl exists such 
that Cd A!) = g . 
ii) The Grasmann matrix of g is defined by, ~~(g) = /4>1',,1 for all IE Q'+l" ,j = 1, 
... , t and,' 
Clearly ~~ (g) has dimensions Txt . o 
Lemma (8.9.1) [Kar. -11 : Let .Gm E [("'zl . Th.en there always ezist matrices 
A:-1 E [("'x(m-I) such. that Cm-l ( A:-1) = .Gm ,. that is .Gm is always decomposable to a 
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matrix A~-I . The matrices A~-I are determined by the right null space of the Grassman 
matrix of!!m . 0 
Let CU denotes the family of all unimodular matrices Urn of Kmxm , !!i = [ uj J E Kixl, i = 
= m , ... , 2 be arbitrary coprime vectors, U I be a unit of K j then we state and prove 
the following results . 
Theorem (8.3.1) : A characterization of the elements of c:u is given by : 
U [ . Am-l . Am-l Am -2 • • Am-I Am -2 Al J = U· . U I' . 1 . U 2· .. ·· .. ... . . 1 . . 2 . 'I. m -m· m -m-· m m- -m- . . m m-' . . -I 
where, A:- l E Irx(i-I) are the decompositions of the vectors !!j = [ a~ J E K'xl 
=Ci_1(A:-1) , lemma (8.3.1)) ,for which the following relation holds true: 
t (-1}j + l. a~_j + 1 . u~ = 1 
j = I 
Proof 
{8.3.1} 
, {!!i = 
(8.3.2) 
First we shall prove that a matrix of the form (8.3.1) is unimodular and then that an 
arbitrary unimodular matrix can be written as in (8.3.1) . 
(=» Let Um be a matrix of the type (8.3.1) . Then (8.3.1) can be viewed as : 
Um = [ 11m : A;::-l. Um-1 ] , ... , Ui = [ 11i : A;-l. Ui' l 1 , ... , U2 = [ !b : A~. Ul ] , 
i = m-·l , ... ,3 (8.3.3) 
Consider the matrix U i = [ 11i : A;-l . V i-I ] , then by the assumptions of the theorem , 11i 
is a coprime vector and A:- 1 such that the vector ~i = [ a~ ] = C.(A:' l ) satisfies (8.3.2) . 
The latter implies that: 
• I Ui I = L(-I)j+l.a1_j+l·U~·1 Vi-II = I Vi-II (8.3.4) 
j=1 
\f i = m , m -1 , ... I 2 I (8.3.4) implies that: I Um I = I Vm-l I = ... = I U2 I = Ul , 
which by assumption is a unit and thus Urn is unimodular . 
( <=) Let Vi be a unimodular matrix over Kizi , i = m , ... , 2 . Then U i can be expressed 
as Vi = [ !!i : B:-I ] I with !!i a coprime vector and : 
i . + l' . I Ui 1= L (-I)J .bi-i+l·uj = U (8.3.5) 
j=1 
where, hi = [ b~ b~ ... b! ]T = Ci-1(B~-l) , u a unit of K . If Ui-! denotes a unimodular 
matrix with I Ui- I I = u , (such a matrix always exists) , then by lemma (8.3.1) the 
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matrix A~-l = B:- l . Vi:l is a decomposition of Q,i = 12i' u- l and (8.3.5) implies that: 
I I 
""" ( 1)j+l (b i -1) i """ ( l)j+l iiI L..,; - . i-j+l'U 'Uj = L..,; - ·ai-j+ l'Uj = j=l j=1 (8.3.6) 
Thus Vi = [ 11i : A~-l. Vi-l 1 , V i = m, ... , 2 and finally 
where, !!i = [ u~ 1 E Kixl , i = m , ... , 2 are arbitrary coprime vectors, Ul is a unit of K, 
A~-1 E Kix(i-l) are the decompositions of the vectors Q,i = [ aj 1 E K ir1 , (Q,j = Cj - l( A;-l) , 
for which relation (8.3.2) holds true. 0 
Theorem (8.3.1) states that all unimodular matrices of given dimension m are expressed 
as in (8.3.1) and vice versa . Furthermore , this result provides a method for 
constructing all unimodular matrices with given dimension m . Throughout the rest of 
this section we deal with the problem of characterizing all left, (right) , unimodular 
matrices which complete a given left , (right) , unimodular matrix to a square 
unimodular . These two cases are dual and thus we deal only with left unimodular 
matrices. Let V I E Kmr"l , m>II:I , be a left unimodular matrix, eJ the family of all left 
unimodular matrices FE Kmr(m-"l) , such that the matrix: 
V = [ U1 : F ] 
If VI is a 'unimodular matrix for which VI' UI = [ 1"1 : 0 ]T , then ViI 
Fo E eJ and: 
Proposition (8.9.1) : The elements ofeJ are given by : 
(8.3.1) 
r.,mr(m-"l) ( u"lx(m-"t)· . eJ = { FE 1\ : F = Ut . R + Fo' L ) , R E 1\ , arb1.trary parametnc 
. L .Jm-"l)x(m-"t) b't . d-· 1 t . } matnx, E .K' , ar , rary 'Ummo lUar rna nx (8.9.8) 
Proof 
(=*) Let F be a left unimodular matrix such that U = [ U 1 : F ] is unimodular . On the 
other hand Vit = [ UI : Fo ] is unimodular and the product: 
(8.3.9) 
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is a unimodular matrix . Thus VI' F = [ RT : LT r , with R E K"lx(m-KIl , 
(m-K lx(m-K l . L E K I 1 ummodular. Consequently: 
(<=) Let FE~. Then F = (U1·R + Fo·L) for some REK"l'r(m-K1l, LEK(m-KIlx(m-K1l 
unimodular and the matrix: 
. . [ II( R] -1 [II( R] U = [ U 1 : F I = [ U 1 : F 0 ]. 01 L = VI' 01 L (8.3.10) 
is clearly unimodular . o 
8.4. PARAMETRIZATION ISSUES FOR THE DSP 
In this section a parametrization method for the solutions of the DSP is studied. All 
solutions of DSP are defined in terms of the left unimodular matrices Xj which satisfy 
the set of equations (8.2.3) , with V ~ [VI' V2 , ••• , UK ] unimodular. Let p, = rank I 
" ~p {Tj} , Sj denote the Smith form of T j over cP ; Ui , U~ denote the IRc:JI (S) , 
IR(Pj + mj)x(pj + mj)(S) unimodular matrices respectively for which T j = U;. Sj' V~ . 
c:JI 
Corollary (8.2.1) implies that the DSP has a solution if and only if Sj can be partitioned 
I( K 
If E pj = p ',E mj = m then denote by M j the matrix: 
j = 1 1=1 
0 I p . 0 
I 
IT" i-I 0 0 
i 
M·= , Ti = .E Pj I 
,=1 (8.4.2) 
0 0 : Ip-T"' 
Suppose that the DSP has a solution. Then: 
Theorem (8.-1.1) : All the solutions Xi of the set of equations (8.B.3) are parametrized 
as: 
(8.-1.3) 
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where, 
o 
Kl = I 
11])( P . + rn )x(,,· + m) E ~ I I I 1(8) 
GJl (8·4·4) 
are unimodular with the additional property that there exist unimodular matrices 
K j E lR;p(S) , Lj E 1R~-Pj)X(P-Pj)(S) such that the following conditions hold true: 
i) Kj = 
(8·4·5.ii) 
(8·4·5.iii) 
Proof 
First we shall show that for an arbitrary set of solutions Xi of (8.2.3) conditions (8.4.3) , 
(8.4.4) , (8.4.5i , ii , iii) hold true . Then that a set of matrices Xj which satisfy 
conditions (8.4.3) , (8.4.4) , (8.4.5i , ii , iii) qualifies as a set of solutions of (8.2.3) . 
(~) Let X," be an arbitrary set of solutions of (8.2.3) . Then: 
(8.4.6) 
with U unimodular, 
(8.4.7) 
or , 
(8.4.8) 
Finally, 
(8.4.9) 
with Mi as in (8.4.2) , Xi are left unimodular matrices. Using the results of section 8.3 , 
left unimodular matrices Ai exist such that: 
[ A] R(p·+m.)s(p.+m.) • od y. = X·: . Ell 1 1 (s) - umm ular 1 I.' c:P (8.4.10) 
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Applying (8.4.10) to (8.4.9) we take: 
[ 
I,) 
M·U-1·T··Y·= .... .'. 
, " 
o 
n
m
;] p . 
... . ' .. , Vi = 1 , ... , ti, 
m· 
np_'p. 
I 
(8.4.11) 
Multiplying (8.4.11) on the right by an appropriate unimodular matrix , we can 
m· 
eliminate np .' on the right hand side. Indeed: , 
[ 
Ip. 
M· . U- I . T· . y.. . ... .'. 
, " 
o 
.: .. ] , V i = 1 , ... , 11: (8.4.12) 
np_'p. 
I 
(8.4.13) 
m· 
where, S: is the Smith form of np_'p. over ~ . (8.4.12) , (8.4.13) imply V i = 1 , ... , 11: : 
I 
[ 
I : 0 1 IPi p .. 
.. , . .'. : ..... , . Mi' V-I. Ti · Yi · .......... . 
o : Li 0 
On the other hand : 
Now V i = 1 , ... , 11: set: 
m· 
_O'·R· p. I 
I 
R· I 
p .• 
[ 
I : 0 1 
= .. ~:. ~ ... ~: 
m· 
-0 '·R· p. , , 
[ 
I : 0 1 Ip. p. . I 
W. = .... .'. : ....... M·· U- I Q. = y ............ . 
I • "" 
o : L· 0 • I 
Combining (8.4.14) , (8.4.15) , (8.4.16) together it is implied that: 
Ip. 0 0 , 
... [I : 0 1 p .• S· = 0 · S . 0 = .... :. : ... ... V i = 1 It · . , • p.-p .• . , , ... , , , 
o : S/· 
. , 
0 0 0 
(8.4.14) 
(8.4.15) 
(8.4.16) 
(8.4.17) 
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and 
or , 
Set: 
(U i)-l W-l S Q-l Ui)-l - S w -" - 1 -I' i' i' i'( r - i,vl- , ... ," 
(8.4.18) 
(8.4.19) 
Ki , Zi 1 are unimodular and satisfy (8.4.18) . If the operations in (8.4.18) are carried out 
the result implies: 
Kp.'Sp. 0 
I I 
= ,Vi=l, ... ,1e 
p. 
0 Kp~p.· Sp. 
I t 
o o 
Pi (p.+m.)-p. 
or, K .. Sp. = Sp.·Zp., Kp_p'Sp. = 0, Sp .. Zp.t I ,= 0, V 1 = 1 , ... , K (8.4.20) 
P, I " I t I I 
(8.4.18) , (8.4.19) , (8.4.20) imply that: [I: n
mj
] 
p.. p. 
Y.=[X.:A.]=(Ui)-l.Z~l .... : .. : ... ~ .. 
I I. I r I • 
o : R~l 
. . 
or , 
(8.4.21) 
with, Zi 1 'as in (8.4.4) . Furthermore, 
[ 
I : 0 1 p .• Uj. Kj • .... :. : ....... Mj = U , V i = 1 , ... , Ie 
o : L· 
• I 
which finally implies: 
(8.4.22) 
(8.4.18) , (8.4.19) , (8.4.20) , (8.4.21) , (8.4.22) imply (8.4.3) , (8.4.4) , (8.4.5i , ii , iii) . 
(¢::) Let a set of left unimodular matrices Xi satisfy (8.4.3) , (8.4.4) , (8.4.5i , ii , iii) . 
Then: 
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or , 
T, . X, = Vi . S, . Z;' t~l 'if i = 1 , .... K 
(8.4.1) , (8.4.5ii) imply that: 
T,X, = Vi K, .s,[ ~,] = V:K,t~l 'if i = 1 , .. , K 
Now partition Ll in (8.4.5iii) as follows: 
L - [ LP2 • LP3 • • LP" 1 lR(p'PI)r(p'p\). 1 - 1: 1 : ......... : 1 E c:P (S) 
(8.4.5iii) implies that: 
1 [Ip 0] i [Ip.O] . VI . Kl . 1 = VI' K.. I • M· V 1 = 2 K o Ll I 0 Lj • , , ... , 
or , 
or, 
° 
: I 
. r j-l 0 
V' K {Ip, 0 ] Ip. 0 0 U' [Ip 0 ] . I' l' . = I • K j . I , V ! = 2 , ... , K 
, ° Ll • o L· I 
0 0 : I p - T . I 
(8.4.23) 
(8.4.24) 
(8.4.25) 
{8.4.26} 
(8.4.27) 
(8.4.28) 
with Tj defined in (8.4.2) . Finally, (8.4.25) , (8.4.28) imply that V i = 2 , ... , It : 
· . 
· .................. . 
· . 
o 
or , 
(8.4.30) 
Applying (8.4.30) to (8.4.24) is implied that: 
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(8.4.31) 
(8.4.32) 
The set of equations (8.2.3) is then satisfied by the left unimodular matrices Xj defined 
in (8.4.3) and by (8.4.25) , (8.4.31) , (8.4.32) the matrix: 
(8.4.33) 
is unimodular. o 
Despite the fact that the parametrization method of theorem (8.4.1) is not in closed 
form - since the set of parameters which satisfy conditions (8.4.4) , (8.4.5i , ii , iii) is 
not fully characterized - there are cases in which closed form parametrization can be 
achieved. ;The first of such cases is described next. Let Ti be the matrices defined by 
(8.2.3) which satisfy the condition p ~ (Pj + mil . Then Pi = P and generically T j is 
equivalent to the matrix [ Ip : O(pj+mj)-p] , (lemma (8.2.1» . Then (8.4.4) , (8.4.5i ii) , 
imply that Kj = Zp. = Kp . . Under the above assumptions the parametrization of Xj in 
I I 
(8.2.3) is formulated using (8.4.5.i , ii , iii) : 
Parametrization of solutions of nsp when P ~ (Pi + mi) 
Step 1 : For all the arbitrary unimodular matrices K1 , L1 , L2 , Z(PI + m
1
)-P1 and 
arbitrary parametric Z~;1 + m 1)-Pl ' define: 
a) K2 to be the unimodular matrix : 
( 2)-1 U1 K [Ip 0] 1 [I" 0] K2 = U, .,. l' 1 • (M2)-. 2 o Ll 0 L;l (8.4.34) 
fJ) Zi1 to be unimodular matrix as in (8.4.4) for i = 1 , ZP1= Kl . 
Step 2 : For all the matrices of a) in step 1 and all arbitrary unimodular matrices L3 , 
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z( + )_ and arbitrary parametric Zp( 2 + )_ ,define: 
"2 m 2 P2 P2 rn2 P2 
a) K:3 to be the unimodular matrix: 
(8.4.34) 
(J) Z-/ to be unimodular matrix as in (8.4.4) for i = 2 , ZP2 = K2 . 
Following similar arguments and after finite number of steps the process terminates 
wi th steps '" - 1 , '" : 
Step K. -1 : For all the matrices of step'" - 2 and all arbitrary unimodular matrices L" , 
Z and arbitrary parametric ZP(p"-1 + m )_p , define: (P,,_I + m,,_I)-p,,_1 ,,-I ,,-I ,,-I 
a) K" to be the unimodular matrix: 
K. = (U~f'· W-'· K._, fp~-, L:, J M._,. (M.f' -[ l~. ;, ] (8.4.39) 
(J) Z~~I to be unimodular matrix as in (8.4.4) for i = K -1 , ZPIC_l = KIC- I . 
Step K. : For all the matrices K" of a) in step K -1 , all arbitrary unimodular matrices 
Z( + )_, and arbitrary parametric Zp(; + m )_p ,define: Z:l to be unimodular matrix 
PIt mIt p." " " " 
as in (8.4.4) for i = '" , ZPIC= K". 0 
By inspection of theorem (8.4.1) it follows that the set of parametric matrices Z~l which 
parametrize the set of solutions Xi of (8.2.3) is generated by the above algorithm and 
vice versa. A more practical way to view the parametrization described above follows 
next: 
Proposition (8.4.1) : All the solutions Xi of the set of equations (8.~.9) are parametrized 
o(P' + m.)sp R(P' + m.)s(p. + m.-p) 
where, Vi , Gi belong to Rc:p' , (S), c:p' , , • (s) respectively a.nd 
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(Uij-l 0 
[ Vi : G. J = (~rl. (8.4.41) 
o Ip. + m-l' 
• • 
U is an arbitrary pxp unimodular matrix I P j is an arbitrary (Pi + mi - P)xPi parametric 
matrix and if Ip is partitioned as [ fl : f2 : ... : fK J then E is defined as E = diag { 
E } I!])(K' p)xp h E} E2 I ••. IKE", , were : 
Proof 
(=?) Let Xi be a set of matrices as in (8.4.40). Then if the columns of U are partitioned 
according to the partitioning of p 1 namely 1 U = [ UPl : UP2 : '" : uPK 1 1 and the 
operations in (8.4.40) carried out 1 the Xi are formulated as : 
o 
(8.4.43) 
o Ip. + m.-p 
• • 
(8.4.43) implies that: 
(8.4.44) 
o I p .+ m .- p 
• • 
By (8.4.44) it is clear that the matrix: 
(8.4.45) 
is unimodular and thus Xi qualify for a. solution of (8.2.3) . 
(<=) Let a set of matrices Xi satisfy (8.3.2) . Then there exists a. unimodular ma.trix U 
such tha.t : 
[ T I . Xl : T 2' X2 : ......... : T,,' X" J = U = [ UPt : UP2 : ... : UP" ] (8.4.46) 
or equivalently , 
or, 
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u; 
(8.4.47) 
o 
Set: 
u; 
o ] . 
·U'·X r I 
Ip. + m.-p 
I I 
(8.4.48) 
o 
Partition Yj as : 
[ 
yPj ] y.= p 
, p. 
y P: +m(p 
(8.4.49) 
(8.4.47) , (8.4.48) (8.4.49) combined imply that y:j = UPj . Thus, by (8.4.48) 
o I p .+ m .- p I I 
[ 
uPj ] [ P] 
• Pj = [ Vj : Gj 1· ~ I 
Y p.+m.-p , 
I I 
(8.4.50) 
It is clear that Xj can be arranged as indicated in (8.4.40) . o 
Next we consider the parametrization problem for the case of two block diagonal 
controller (II': = 2) ; the generic and some non generic cases are examined. 
8.5. TWO BLOCKS DECENTRALIZED STABILIZING CONTROLLERS 
PARAMETRIZATION ISSUES 
Assume that the stabilizing controller has two blocks . Then the parametrization of 
the solutions of the DSP reduces to the parametrization of the solutions of the following 
two equations : 
(8.5.1) 
[ Pj'Nmj 1 RP.:r(p·+m.) • d where , T i = D P: P E ~' , (s) are matrices efined by the plant and Xi = 
T T IT (p.+m.).:rp. h . h . 
= [ Dj ,Nj E IRG)' , '(S) c aractenze t e Pi Input, mi output local controllers. 
The U i are arbitrary matrices of R;Pi(S) , with the additional property that U ~ [ Ut , 
U2 1 is IR (S) - unimodular . G} 
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CASE 1 : Assume that none of the Ti is square and their Smith form is given by : 
(8.5.2) 
where, 1 ~ Pi ~ min { p , (Pi + mJ } . It is clear that when Pi is either p , or (Pi + Tnj) 
then we have the generic case for the T j , whereas when Pi < min { P , (pj + Tnj) } we 
have a non generic case for the Ti . Theorem (8.4.1) appropriately adjusted to suit the 
above mentioned assumptions provides a parametrization for the solutions of (8.5.1) , 
namely: 
Theorem (8.5.1) : All the solutions Xj of the set of equations (8.5.1) are parametrized 
as: 
(8.5.3) 
where, 
o 
{8.5·4} 
are unimodular with the additional property that there exist unimodular matrices 
Kj E lR;xP(S) , Lj E 1R~-Pj)x(p-Pj)(S) such that the following conditions hold true: 
Kp. 
I 
i) Kj = 
0 
K':.-Pj 
p. 
I 
Kp _p . 
I 
(8.5.5.i) 
(8.5.5.ii) 
{8.5.5.iii} 
o 
Remark (8.5.1) : The parametrization described in theorem (8.5.1) is in closed form if 
and only if the set of parameters which satisfy (8.5.-I) , (8.5.5i , ii , iii) can be fully 
generated. Inspection of conditions (8.5.4) , (8.5.5i , ii , iii) implies that it suffices to 
fully generate the family of matrices Ki which satisfy (8.5.5i , iii) , since all the Zit 
which satisfy (8.5.4) , (8.5.5.ii) can be generated by setting Z,. = K,. , t:(pi .+m.)-,. , an 
• • ••• 
arbitrary parametric matriz , Z(pi + mil-Pi an arbitrary unimodular matriz . 0 
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In the following we study the closed form parametrization of the matrices K j which 
satisfy (8.5.5i , iii) . Condition (8.5.5.iii) can be equivalently transformed to : 
or, 
(8.5.6) 
Note that (K2r I has upper triangular structure as in (8.5.5.i) . 
Definition (8.5.1) : Define GJ the set of all pairs (Kl , K2) such that (8.5.5.i) , (8.5.5.iii) 
, {or (8.5.6)) , hold true. Define the relation, '" , between the elements of GJ as (K\ , 
K2) ,..., (HI , H2) {:} :I L : (8.5.6) holds true for the pairs (KI , K2) , (HI' H2) and the 
same L . o 
The above defines an equivalence relation and partitions GJ to a family of equivalence 
classes C(Kl'K
2
) . It is clear that the matrix L characterizes the equivalence classes. If L 
is changed then a new equivalence class is determined. Thus the parametrization of the 
matrices K j which satisfy (8.5.5.i) , (8.5.5.iii) is equivalent to the description of a 
process which generates all the elements of GJ / '" . This task involves the following two 
steps : Let the pair (KI , K2 ) be an element of GJ . The first step is to determine 
representatives for all the equivalence classes in GJ/- , in terms of (KI , K2) • The 
second step is to parametrize the elements of an arbitrary equivalence class in terms of 
its representative determined in step 1 . It is clear that this process parametrizes all the 
elements of GJ / '" and thus the set GJ in closed form. 
STEP 1 : Generation of representatives for the elements of CJ I -
Let (KI , K2) be an element of GJ, C(K1.K2 ) be the equivalence class with representative 
(Kl , K2 ) , then a matrix L exists such that (8.5.6) holds true. Let Bl , B2 be the pxp 
unimodular matrices : 
(8.5.7) 
o o 
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where, MI are arbitrary (p -1'Jr(1) - PI) unimodular matrices, L, are defined by L ill 
(8.5.6) . A process for generating r<'prescutativ('s for the clements of g: / '" in terms of 
(K1' K 2) is described by the following result . 
Proposition (8.5.1) : A representative of an a7'bitmry equivalence class m g: / '" Z8 
expressed in terms of (Kl , K2) as : 
(8.5.8) 
with, Bl , B2 as in (8.5.7) . 
Proof 
Let BI , B2 be two unimodular matrices defined as in (8.5.7) . Set PI = KI . B2 , P2 = 
=K2 . Bi l . Then: 
KP-PI 
Li l . M2 
P PI pP-PI Kp1 Ipl _ PI PI PI P1 = = (8.5.9) 
0 Kp- P1 
... .. , ... ... .... .... ,. '" 0 P P_PI 
I p- pt 
K P- P2 
Lit. MI 
P P2 
pP-P2 
Kp2 I p2- P2 P2 P2 (8.5.10) P2 = 
0 K p- P2 
... ... ... ... .... ......... 0 P P-P2 
I p- P2 
(8.5.9) , (8.5.10) imply that (PI' P2 ) satisfy (8.5.S.i) . Furthermore, 
(8.5.11) 
For (PI' P2) , (8.5.5.iii) , or equivalently (8.5.6) holds true for L = M . Thus (PI' P2) 
can be viewed as a representative of an equivalence class C(Pl' P
2
) with elements all the 
pairs (F I , F 2) for which (8.5.5.i) and Fil . G· F I = M hold true. Since the matrices Mj 
are arbitrarily selected, the matrix M which characterizes C(Pl' P
2
) is arbitrary and thus 
C(Pl' P2) is arbitrary. 0 
When a representative of an equivalence class is known then , the parametriza.tion of its 
elements is required . 
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STEP 2 : Parametrization of the elements of C(P P) in terms of (PI' P 2 ) I' 2 
Consider the arbitrary equivalence class C(P p) characterized by the uuimodular 
l' 2 
matrix M : 
(8.5.12) 
and Ml , M2 have dimensions P2XP2, PIXPI respectively. Since we have assumed that 
the DSP has a solution, corollary (8.2.1) implies that Pi ~ Pi . Partition M , M- 1 as, 
M PI MP-PI NP2 NP- P2 
P2 P2 M- I - PI PI (8.5.13) M= , -
M
PI OP-PI NP2 OP-P2 P-P2 P-P2 P-Pl P-PI 
Then, since M- I is unimodular it is clear that N:~PI is right unimodular. Let U P2 be a 
unimodular matrix such that: 
NP2_ ·U-l = [I _ : OPI +P2- P 1 (8514) P PI P2 P Pl' .• 
Let BPI + P2- P be a base of N{NPp~p } . A parametrization of the elements of C(P P) in 
P2 1 l' 2 
terms of (PI' P 2 ) is described by the following proposition. 
Proposition (8.5.~) : All the elements (FI I F
'1. ) of qpl' P2) are parametrized in terms of 
(PI I P2) as : 
(8.5.15) 
where I 
W= = MI . Q. M I unimodular (8.5.16) 
Qp2 rz,-P'1. 
Q= P2 , unimodular (8.5.17) 
0 Qp-P2 
with I 
Ap - PI 0 
Q - u:I U Cl-P2 - Itl + P2-P nP-P2 (8.5.18) P2 - P2' d.-PI 
Dpi +P2-P 
• P2' P2 - P2 • PI + P2-P 
PI +P2-P 
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and Qp-P2 ) A p-P1 ) D PI + P2- P are arbitrary unimodular ) c:;P/. P'}.-1' ' n:;7 P2-1' arc 
arbitrary parametric . 
Proof 
(=» Let (FI , F2) be an element of C(Pl'P2 ) • We shall show that unimodular matrices 
W , Q exist such that, (8.5.15) , (8.5.16) , (8.5.17) , (8.5.18) hold true. (F\ , F 2 ) 
satisfies (8.5.5.i) and: 
[ 
0 Mill F;I . G . F I = M = 
M2 0 
(8.5.19) 
(PI' P2) as a representative of C(P
I
,P2) satisfies (8.5.5.i) and 
(8.5.20) 
(8.5.19) , (8.5.20) combined result to : 
(8.5.21) 
Set 
(8.5.22) 
and (8.5.21) can be written as : 
(8.5.23) 
The unimodular matrices W = M- 1 • Q. M , Q have the upper triangular structure of 
(8.5.16) , (8.5.17) , since: 
_ F- I . FP-Pl • F-I 
P PI pP-PI PI PI P-PI PI (8.5.24) 
o F-I 0 P P-PI P-Pl 
F-I _ F- I . FP- P2. F-1 PP2 pP-
P2 P2 P2 P2 P-'2 
'2 Q = F;1'P2 = (8.5.25) 
0 F-I P-'2 0 P P-P2 
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Using the partition of M , M- I as in (8.5.13) ; (8.5.23) , (8.5.24) , (8.5.25) imply: 
WPI 
W ,l - P I NP',! NP- P',! Q,,',! QV"'1 MI'l M,l-"I 
"I PI PI ,,',! p',! ,,',! 
= (8.5.26) 
0 W p _PI N
P
',! OP-P2 0 Q,l-P2 "1 O,l-"I P-PI P-PI M p - p2 P-p2 
Carrying out the operations in (8.5.26) with respect to the partitioning of the matrices 
it is implied that : 
(8.5.27) 
If (8.5.27) is multiplied on the right by M- 1 it follows that: 
NP2 N P- P2 QP2 QP-
p 2 
[ O:~ PI : W P- PI J . PI PI [ 1'2 • oP-P2j 1'2 (8.5.28) = Np - pI : P-PI . 
N p2 OP-p2 0 Qp- p2 P-pI P-Pl 
(8.5.29) 
(8.5.30) 
(8.5.31) 
If B:! + p2- P is a base of N {N:~Pl} , then by (8.5.30) it is clear that a parametric matrix 
n:~7. P2- P exists such that: 
(8.5.32) 
If U P2 is the matrix defined in (8.3.14) , then (8.5.31) can be viewed as : 
(8.5.33) 
(8.5.34) 
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p-p) (8.5.34) clearly implies that there exist matrices Hp )+P2- P unimodular, Rpl+p:.(P 
parametric such that : 
W P- Pt 0 I p- pt 0 
. U . Q-t . U-I = 
P2 P2 P2 p-p) 0 Ip) +P2- P Rp) + P2- P Hp) + P2- P 
(8.5.35) 
(8.3.35) finally implies that: 
o 
(8.5.36) 
P-Pl 
Set QP- P2 = F~~p2·PP-p2 ' A p- P1 = W p_p ) , Dp )+P2- P = H~~+P2-P , RpI+P2-P 
= - H~~ + P2- P • R::7 P2- P • (8.5.22) , (8.5.23) , (8.5.24) , (8.5.25) , (8.5.32) , (8.5.36) imply 
that unimodular matrices W , Q exist such that (8.5.15) , (8.5.16) , (8.5.17) , (8.5.18) 
hold true. 
(<=) Let unimodular matrices W , Q exist such that (8.5.15) , (8.5.16) , (8.5.17) , 
(8.5.18) hold true. We shall show that the pair of matrices (FI , F2) defined in (8.5.15) 
belongs to C (P l' P 2) . In order to do so , we must prove that the pair (F 1 , F:I) satisfies 
(8.5.5.i) ~d (8.5.6) for L = M , (in other words F21 . G· FI = M) . Since the pair (PI' 
P2 ) is a representative of C(Pl'P2) it satisfies (8.5.5.i) . The latter and (8.5.15) , (~.5.16), 
(8.5.17) imply that: 
P PI pP-Pl W- I _ W-l . WP-PI. W- l 
Fl = Pl· W- l = 
PI PI PI PI P-PI 
(8.5.37) 
0 P P-Pl 0 W-I P-PI 
(8.5.38) 
o 
(8.5.37) , (8.5.38) clearly imply that the pair (F I , F 2) satisfies (8.5.5.i) . Consider now 
the matrix: 
Fil.a.F1 
By (8.5.15) , (8.5.39) may be expressed as : 
(8.5.39) 
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(8.5.40) 
Because the pair (Pi' P2) is a representative of C(P p) it satisfies (8.5.6) for L = M , 
l' 2 
(in other words p;i. G· Pi = M) . Thus, (8.5.40) results t.o : 
(8.5.41) 
equivalently if (8.5.16) is applied, then: 
(8.5.41 ) 
which clearly implies (8.5.6) for L = M . Thus the pair (F\ , F2 ) defined in (8.5.15) 
belongs to C(pl' P 2) . 0 
Combining the results of propositions (8.5.1) , (8.5.2) we can fully generate the set of 
matrices K j which satisfy (8.5.5.i) , (8.5.5.iii) . This result is summarized below: 
Proposition (8.5.9) : If (Xl , X2) is a solution of the DSP then: 
i) A pair of matrices (RI , R2) exists such that, (8.5.5.i) , (8.5.5.iii) , or (8.5.6) hold 
true. 
ii) An arbitrary pair of matrices (KI , K2) which satisfies (8.5.5.i) , (8.5.5.iii) , or , 
(8.5.6) is generated in terms of (RI , R2) by : 
where, (BI , B2) , (W, Q) are defined in propositions (8.5.1) , (8.5.2) respectively. 
Proof 
Let a solution (Xl' X2) exists. Then (Xl' X2 ) can be found using one of the already 
known methods e.g. in [Giin. 1] . 
i) Following the steps (8.4.6) - (8.4.22) in the proof of theorem (8.4.1) we can construct 
a pair of matrices (RI , R2) which satisfies (8.5.5.i) , (8.5.5.iii) , or (8.5.6) in an 
algorithmic way: 
Step 1 : Set U the unimodular matrix [ T I • Xl : T 2' X2 I and partition U-I as : 
[U-I] U-I = PI U- I 
P2 
(8.5.43) 
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Step 2 : Using the results of section 8.3 a particular pair of matrices (AI, A2 ) can be 
constructed such that the pair of matrices : 
is unimodular . 
Step 3 : Set 
Step 4 : Construct the matrices Ll , L2 , VI' V 2 for which : 
f~ = L1 . n~1 . V 1 , is the Smith form of 0,;21 
~; = L2· n~2 . V 2 , is the Smith form of n;t2 
Step 5 : Construct the matrices U: , U~ , U~ , u~ for which: 
S1 = (UD-l. T 1 · (U~rl , is the Smith form of Tl 
{ S, ;" (Uirt . T t . (U~rt , is the Smith form of T, 
(8.5.44) 
(8.5.45) 
{8.5.46} 
(8.5.47) 
Step 6: The pair of matrices (Rt , R2 ) in question can now be constructed by setting: 
(8.5.48) 
ii) (~) Let (K t , K2 ) be an arbitrary pair of matrices which satisfy (8.5.5.i) , (8.5.5.iii) I 
or (8.5.6) for an appropriate matrix M . Definition (8.5.1) implies that (K t I K:l) belongs 
to an equivalence class characterized by M , or that a unimodular matrix: 
(8.5.49) 
exists such that : 
(8.5.50) 
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Proposition (8.5.1) implies that appropriate matrices BI , B2 defiw·d by Ll , L2 , MI 1 
M2 exist. snch that the pair of matrices (F I 1 F 2) defined by : 
is a representative for the equivalence class of (KI 1 K2 ) Proposition (8.5.2) implies 
that appropriate matrices W 1 Q defined by M exist such that : 
{8.5.52} 
(8.5.51) 1 (8.5.52) imply (8.5.42) . 
(<=) Let {K} , K2 ) be a pair of matrices generated by (8.5.42) 1 namely: 
(8.5.53) 
where 1 {B} , B2 ) 1 (W 1 Q) are defined in propositions (8.5.1) 1 (8.5.2) respectively. The 
structure of (B} 1 B2 ) 1 (W , Q) clearly imply that (Kl 1 K2 ) satisfies (8.5.5.i) . (8.5.53) 
and the definition of (B} , B2) 1 (W 1 Q) imply that a unimodular matrix: 
exists such that : 
=Q. 
o 
M =[0 Mil] 
M2 0 
o 
·W-} = M 
o 
Thus (K} 1 K2) belongs to an equivalence class characterized by M . 
(8.5.54) 
(8.5.55) 
a 
CoroUary (8.5.1) : Remark (8.5.1) and proposition (8.5.9) imply that the 
parametrization of solutions of the DSP in theorem (8.5.1) is in closed form. 0 
Summarizing the results of case 1 we can express the parametrization of solutions to the 
nsp in closed form as shown next. Let the OSP has a solution i (Rl , ~) be the pair of 
matrices constructed by the algorithm in part i) of proposition (8.5.3) . Also let: 
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Set M the arbitrary unimodular matrix: 
where, M] , M2 have dimensions P2XP2 , p]xp] respectively. Let (K\ , K2 ) be the pairs 
of matrices generated in part ii) of proposition (8.5.3) : 
Kp] 
KP-PI K K"-P2 
KI = (R] . B2) . W- 1 = 
PI 
, K2 = (R2 · B~'). Q-l= 
P2 P2 (8.5.56) 
0 K p- PI 0 K p- P2 
Theorem (8.5.2) : All the solutions Xi of the set of equations (8.5.1) are parametrized in 
closed form as : 
(8.5.57) 
where, 
o 
R(p· + m .).r(p + m.) E I I I I (8) c:p (8.5.58) 
Z(p. + m.)-p. 
I I I 
are unimodular , such that , Zp. = Kp. , t:(pi. + m .)_p. is an arbitrary parametric matrix 
I I I I I 
and Z(pi + mil-Pi is an arbitrary unimodular matrix. 0 
CASE 2 : In the following , we study the parametrization of solution of the nsp when 
one of the matrices Ti in (8.5.1) is square. We assume that Tl is square, (similar 
arguments apply in the case of T 2 square) . As in case 1 , the non square matrix T 2 is 
assumed to have Smith form given by : 
(8.5.59) 
Clearly when P2 = P or P2+ m 2 we have the generic case for T2 , (lemma (8.2.1)) 
Lemma (8.2.1) implies that Tl is generically equivalent to the diag{ Ip- 1 , I T} I } . 
i) If I TIl = 0 the closed form parametrization of solutions of the nsp is described by 
theorem (8.5.2) for PI = P - 1 . 
ii) If I TIl = 1 the closed form parametrization of solutions of the nsp is described by 
theorem (8.5.2) for PI = P . 
iii) If I TI I = a E 1Rc:p(S) , then PI = P = (PI +ml) and the Smith form of TI over ~ is 
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given by : 
(8.5.60) 
Theorem (8.4.1) , appropriately adjusted to meet the assumptions in iii) , provides a 
parametrization for the solutions of the DSP for this case. 
Theorem (8.5.9) : All the solutions Xi of the set of equations (8.5.1) are parametrized in 
closed form as: 
where, 
o 
E 1R~2 + m2)r(P2 + m 2)(S) 
Z(p2 + m 2 )-P2 
{8.5.61} 
{8.5.62} 
. did h th t . dul t' K IRp:r P( L,' E 1R~-Pi):r(P-Pi)(S) are un~mo u ar an suc a, ummo ar ma nces i E ~ S), J 
exist and the following conditions hold true : 
" (8.5.60) { 
ii) K1 • Si = SI . Zi1 {:} 
1 .1 . . 1 1" 
"'ii = Zii ' Z , J = , ... , p - ,Z = J = P 
"':p . a = z}p , i = 1 , ... , P - 1 
"'~i = a· ~i ' j = 1 / ... , P - 1 
{8. 5. 69.i) 
(8.5.61.ii) 
(8.5.62.ii) 
(8.5.69.ii) 
(8.5.6~.ii) 
(8.5. 65.iii) 
o 
Remark (8.5.!) : The parametrization described in theorem (8.5.9) is in closed form if 
and only if the family of parameters which satisfy the parametrization conditioM 
(8.5.61) - (8.5.64.iii) is fully generated. Inspection of the parametrization conditioM 
implies that : 
i) The matrices Zit can be generated by the unimodular matrices Kl which awjy 
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(8.5.65.iii) and the first p - 1 entries of their last row are multiples of 0' . If nil such 
matrices are pnrametrized then we use (8.5,61.ii) - (8.5.63.ii) to consh'uct the Zit . 
ii) The mntrices 221 can be generated by setting Zp = Kp ,t:(p2 + )_ ,nn nrbit1'a7'Y 
'2 '2 2"'2 P2 
parametric mntrix , Z(P2 + "'2)-P2 an arbitrary unimodular matrix , for all the 1Lnimoduln1' 
matrices K2 which satisfy (8.5.64.ii) , (8,5.65.iii) . 
It is clear that if the matrices (Kl , K2) mentioned above are fully generated then the 
family of parameters in theorem (8.5.3) can be fully described, 0 
Definition (8.5.~) : Let CiJ be the set of matrix pairs (Kl , K2) such that: 
i) K} , K2 satisfy (8.5.65.iii) . 
ii) O'/K~j , j = 1 , ... , p - 1 , (O' does not divide Kpp , since K t is unimodular and Q' is 
not a unit) . 
iii) K2 satisfies (8.5.63.i) . 
Denote '" the relation between the elements of CiJ defined by : 
o 
Clearly this is an equivalence relation and partitions CiJ into equivalence classes. Each 
equivalence class is characterized by the matrix L : 
(8.5.66) 
If L changes then a new equivalence class is determined. The task set in remark (8.5.2) 
is to generate the elements of GJ or equivalently of GJ /.... . As in case 1 this task involves 
two steps: If (K} , K2) is an element of GJ , the first step is to determine representatives 
in terms of (Kl , K2) , for all the equivalence classes in GJ /.... • The second step is to 
parametrize the elements of an arbitrary equivalence class in terms of its representative 
determined in step 1 . This process parametrizes all the elements of GJ / - and thus of GJ 
in closed form . 
STEP 1 : Generation of representatives for the elements of 'J / .... 
The following arguments are similar to those in step 1 of case 1 . Let (Kl , K2) be an 
element of GJ • Then the equivalence class C(Kl'K
2
) is defined and a unimodular matrix 
L exists such that : 
(8.5.67) 
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Proposition (8.5.,n : A representative of an arbitrary equivalence dass m c:J / '" 1.'1 
f'-xpressed in terms of (KJ , K2) as : 
(8.5.68) 
where, 
(8.5.69) 
o o 
and M j are arbitrary (p - Pi)X (p - Pi) unimodular matrices , L, are defined by L m 
(8.5.67) . 
Proof 
Let Bl , B2 be two unimodular matrices defined as in (8.5.69) . Set PI = KI · B2 , P2 = 
=K2 · Bi1 • Then: 
1 I 1 L;/. M2 11:11 1I:1p-l II:l p .. 
P1 = ... ... ... . ... ... (8.5.70) 
a· '\~l a· '\~P-l I Ip2 ... II: pp 
(8.5.71) 
o 
(8.5.70) , (8.5.71) imply that (PI , P2) satisfy parts ii) , iii) of definition (8.5.2) . 
Furthermore , 
(P2tI.G.Pl = Bl.(K2fl.G.Kl.B2 = Bl'[ 0 
L2 
(8.5.72) 
For (PI , P2) , part i) of definition (8.5.2) holds true for L = M . Thus (PI I P2) can be 
viewed as a representative of an equivalence class C(P
1
, P
2
) with elements all the pairs 
(F I , F 2) for which definition (8.5.2) holds true. Since the matrices Mi are arbitrarily 
selected, the matrix M which characterizes C(Pl'P2) is arbitrary and thus C(P1,P2) is 
arbitrary . 0 
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STEP 2 : Parametrization of the elements of C(P P) in terms of (PI' P2 ) I' 2 
Surprisingly the parametrization of the elements of C(Pl'P2) in terms of (PI' P2) , III 
case 2 , turns out to be more tedious than its counterpart in case 1 . This is due to tlw 
existence of a nonunit element , Q' , in the Smith form of one of the matrices T j . 
Consider now the arbitrary equivalence class C(PI' P
2
) characterized by the unimodular 
matrix M : 
(8.5.73) 
and MI , M2 have dimensions P2XP2 , PIXPI respectively. Let P~P denotes the (p , p) 
entry of PI . Since (PI' P 2 ) belongs to C(PI'P2) , PI satisfies part ii) of definition 
(8.5.2) and thus Q' 1 P~P , ( 1 means "does not divide") . Factorize Q' such that: 
(8.5.74) 
where, Q'p I P~P and a ' Ip~p . For each selection of arbitrary vi E IRcp(S) , i = 1 , ... , P - 1 
set: 
T _ [ ( T)PI . ( T)P2] _ [ . ] y - Y : Y - v I •.. V PI : v PI + I ••• v P 
{ (8.5.75) 
T _ [ ( T)PI. (M-I)P2-P2 : ( T)P2] _ [ : ] l - Y 2 • Y - YI'" Y P2- P2 • V PI + I ... V P 
with, 
Vi = vi· Q" , i = 1 , ... , P - 1 
{ " } and such that y T , l T are coprime over ~ (8.5.76) 
vp,#vp'Q' 
For all such y T set : 
Ip2- P2 0 0 [M.l 0 ] dT=yT. ~ I
p
, • 
0 0 I p- P2 (8.5.77) 
0 Ip2 0 
If gT = [ (gT)P2 : (gT)P-P2 ]= [ dl ... dp2 : dP2 + 1 ... d" I , then clearly (gTt2 is a coprime 
vector. Using the results of section 8.2 the family g of right unimodular matrices E:~-l 
can be constructed such that the matrix : 
(8.5.78) 
is unimodular . For all such unimodular matrices Ep and eP-P2 arbitrary ma.trices , 
2 P2-1 
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A p - P2 arbitrary unimodular matrices the matrix: 
D'= (8.5.79) 
is unimodular. Carrying out the appropriate permutations on the rows of D' we create 
the unimodular matrix D : 
EP2 P2- P2 
eP- P2 
P2- P2 
0 A p- P2 
D= EP2 P2- I 
eP- P2 
P2- 1 
(8.5.80) 
... ...... 
Let G] denote the family of all matrices D created by the process of steps 
(8.5.77) - (8.5.80) . G] is fully generated since the parameters involved in the 
construction of the matrices D , (gT , Ep2 E g , e::~~ , A P- P2 ) are fully described during 
the process of steps (8.5.75) - (8.5.80) . 
Proposition (8.5.5) : All the elements (FI , F2) of qp1• P 2) are parametrized in terms of 
(PI' P2) by : 
(8.5.81) 
where, w, Q are unimodular matrices and further more : 
Ip2-P2 0 0 [~1 0] -[ M, 0] w= 2 .D. 0 0 Ip2 (8. 5. 8e) 
o Ip2 o Ip2 
0 Ip-P2 0 
with D an arbitrary element of G] • 
QP2 rJ:-P2 
Q =M. W·Arl = 
P2 (8.5.89) 
0 Qp-P2 
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Proof 
(=» Let (FI , F2) be an arbitrary element of C(P P). We shall prove that unimodular I' 2 
matrices W , Q exist such that (8.5.81) - (8.5.83) hold true. Part i) of definition (8.5.2) 
implies that: 
(8.5.84) 
(8.5.85) 
(8.5.84) , (8.5.85) combined together provide: 
(8.5.86) 
Set W , Q the matrices : 
(8.5.87) 
Clearly W , Q are unimodular as the product of unimodular matrices. Furthermore Q 
has the structure required by (8.5.83) since (8.5.86) , (8.5.87) and part iii) of definition 
(8.5.2) for P2 imply that Q = M· W· M-1 and : 
F-1 _ F-1 • FP- P2. F-1 P P2 pP-P2 
Q-I = P2 P2 P2 P-P2 P2 (8.5.88) 
0 F-1 P-P2 0 P P-P2 
The structure of Q can be exploited to investigate the properties of W and we do so in 
the following. Since we have assumed that the DSP has a solution corollary (8.2.1) 
implies that Pi ~ Pi , (p - P2 ~ PI) , and thus the matrices M , M-l can be partitioned as: 
0 M- I 
,M-l = [ 
1 
M= (M 2 )P2- P2 0 
(M2 )p-P2 0 
o 
o 
Similarly partition Was: 
w= 
The latter results and the expression of Q = M· W . M-1 in (8.5.88) imply tha.t : 
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o MIl 
(M 2)P2- P2 0 
(M 2)p-P2 0 
or equivalently, 
o 
o 
o (Mil t 2- P2 
= O:~P2 
Carrying out the operations in (8.5.89) the following relations hold true: 
(M 2)p-P2 • W:~ = O:~P2 
{(M ) . W . (M- I )P2- P2 = OP2- P2 
2 P-P2 PI 2 P-P2 
o QI'-I''2 
(8.5.89) 
(8.5.90) 
(8.5.91) 
Since (Mil )P2- P2 is a base for the N r{(M2)p-P2} , (8.5.90) implies that a matrix E:~-P2 
exists such that 
(8.5.92) 
On the other hand (8.5.91) implies that a matrix Ep2- P2 exists such that: 
(8.5.93) 
or , 
(8.5.94) 
which clearly implies that matrices epP-~2 ,A _ ,exist: 
2 P2 P P2 
(8.5.95) 
or , 
(8.5.96) 
(8.5.92) , (8.5.96) can be substituted into W and leads to : 
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W= 
W PI 
W P2 
PI M;I.B. M2 
(M- I t 2- P2 . EP2 
2 P2- P2 
WPI 
P2 VVP2 W"l P2 W P2 
or , 
Ep2- P2 
eP- P2 EP2 P2- P2 P2- P2 
_ [MilO] 0 A p - P2 0 
-[ ~' I:, ] W- . (8.5.97) o Ip2 EP2 - P2 eP- P2 W P2 P2- 1 P2- 1 P2- 1 
r..T 
(8.5.98) 
If we carry out the appropriate permutations on the columns of (8.5.97) it implied that: 
EP2 P2- P2 e
P
-
P2 
P2- P2 
[M,I 0 ] 0 A p - P2 I p2- p2 0 0 
-[ ~' I:,] EP2 ep - P2 w= . 1'2-1 0 0 11'2 (8.5.99) o 11'2 1'2-1 
......... 0 I p - P2 0 
!F 
. h EP2 - [ E . EP2 ] EP2 - [ EP2- P2 • W"2 ] Wit , P2- P2 - P2-P2: P2- P2 ' 1'2-1 - 1'2-1: "2-1 , 
Ip2- P2 0 0 
gT = I,.T. 0 0 Ip-p2 (8.5.100) 
0 11'2 0 Finally W is written as : 
I p2- P2 0 0 
-[ ~' 1: ] [~I 0 ] w= 2 .D. 0 0 1"2 (8.5.101) o 1"2 0 I p- P2 0 
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In order Vi to satisfy the structure required by (8.5.82) D must he all dement of Ci] . 
Since, W is unimodular it is implied that D is unimodular. COllsider llOW the matrix 
D' : 
D'= (8.5.102) 
constructed by the matrix blocks of D as follows : 
In other words D' is constructed by carrying out appropriate permutations on the rows 
of D and vice versa. Thus D' is unimodular and subsequently the matrices: 
are unimodular. The latter implies the fact that (gTt2 is a coprime vector and E:~-l 
belongs to the family , ~ , of right unimodular matrices which complete (gTt:z to a 
unimodular one. So far we have proved that the matrix D can be constructed by the 
matrix D' of (8.5.102) in the way steps (8.5.78) -(8.5.80) suggest. For D to belong to G] 
it remains to prove that the vector gT , (the last row of D') , satisfies (8.5.77) ; in other 
words that a vector yT exists such that (8.5.76) , (8.5.77) hold true and yT = ~T • Let Fl 
= [f~j] , PI = [p~j] , W = [Wij] . Then: 
Since F 1 , PI satisfy part ii) of definition (8.5.2) and thus: 
(If~; , Qlp~; , V j = 1 , ... , p-1 
Q If~p , a Ip~" 
Then (8.5.103) , (8.5.104) imply tha.t : 
(8.5.103) 
(8.5.104) 
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alp~p·wpj' V j = 1, ... , p-l 
t rp~p·wpp 
If Q' is factorized as in (8.5.74) and ~T = [wpj] then: 
a'lw pj , V j = 1 , ... , p-1 
trwpp 
(8.5.98) , (8.5.100) combined together imply for the vector dT that: 
o 
o 
(8.5.105 ) 
(8.5.106) 
o 
(8.5.107) 
o 
The coprimeness of (dTt 2 together with (8.5.106) and the fact that ~T is the last row of 
a unimodular matrix imply that ~T satisfies (8.5.75) , (8.5.76) . Thus dT satisfies 
(8.5.77) for yT = ~Tand finally we have proved that D is an element of ~ . Summarizing 
(8.5.87) , (8.5.88) , (8.5.101) and the latter analysis imply that for an arbitrary element 
(F 1 , F 2) of the equivalence C(Pl' P
2
) relations (8.5.81) - (8.5.83) hold true. 
(.¢:) Let a pair of matrices (Fl' F2) exists such that (8.5.81)-(8.5.83) hold true for 
some D E ~ . Then we shall prove that (Fl , F2) belongs to C(P1,P2 ) . In order to do so 
we must show that (F 1 , F 2) satisfies definition (8.5.2) . 
i) 
F-1 G F (8.~81) Q-I p- I G P W - Q-l M W (8.~83) M 2' . 1 - . 2' . I' - .. - (8.5.108) 
which clearly implies that (F I , F 2) satisfies part i) of definition (8.5.2) . 
ii) Let FI = [f~j] , PI = [p~j] , W = [Wi;] . Then: 
p-l 
f l - ~ 1 + I V' 1 p; - L.J Pp,,'w,,; ppp,wpj' J = , ... , P 
,,=1 
If YJ.T == [w pj] denotes the last row of W , (8.5.82) implies that: 
Ip2- P2 0 
wT = dT • 0 0 
0 Ip-p2 
(8.5.109) 
(8.5.110) 
where, dT is the last row of D and satisfies (8.5.77) ; in other words a vector y"T that 
satisfies (8.5.75) , (8.5.76) exists such that: 
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I~J I p2- P2 0 0 l Mol g1' = y1'. ; 0 0 I p- P2 (8.5.111 ) 0 Ip2 0 
(8.5.110) , (8.5.111) combined together imply that wT yT and thus wT satisfies 
(8.5.75) , (8.5.76) . (8.5.109) , the fact that Pi satisfies part ii) of definition (8.5.2) and 
the latter imply that: 
(If~j , It j = 1 , ... , p - 1 
(}' If~p 
(8.5.112) 
and F 1 satisfies part ii) of definition (8.5.2) as well . 
iii) (8.5.83) and the fact that P2 satisfies part iii) of definition (8.5.2) imply that: 
and clearly F 2 satisfies part iii) of definition (8.5.2) as well . 
i) , ii) , iii) imply that (F 1 , F 2) belongs to C(Pl' P2) • 
(8.5.113) 
o 
Combining; the results of propositions (8.5.4) , (8.5.5) together we are able to fully 
generate the set of matrices K j which satisfy definition (8.5.2) . This result is stated in 
the following proposition : 
Proposition (8.5.6) : If a solution (Xl' X2) of the DSP exists then: 
i) A pair of matrices (RI , R2) exists such that definition (8.5.!) holds troe . 
ii) An arbitrary pair of matrices (Kl , K2) which satisfies definition (8.5.~) is generated 
in terms of (RI , R2) by : 
(8.5.11-1) 
where, (Bl , 8 2) , (W, Q) are defined in propositions (8.5 .. 1) I (8.5.5) respectively. 
Proof 
The proof of part i) is identical to the one in proposition (8.5.3) . Arguments similar to 
the ones in proof of part ii) of proposition (8.5.3) if - instead of propositions (8.5.1) , 
(8.5.2) - propositions (8.5.4) , (8.5.5) are used , can provide the proof part ii} of 
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proposition (8.5.6) . o 
Summarizing the results of case 2 , part iii) , we can express the parametrization of 
solutions to the DSP in closed form as shown next. Let the DSP has a solution; (R) , 
R2) be the pair of matrices constructed by the algorithm in part i) of proposition (8.5.6) 
Also let: 
Set M the arbitrary unimodular matrix: 
where, Ml , M2 have dimensions P2X P2 , PIXPI respectively. Let (Kl , K2) be the pairs 
of matrices generated in part ii) of proposition (8.5.6) : 
(8.5.115) 
Theorem (8.5 . .I) : All the solutions Xi of the set of equations (8.5.1) are parametrized in 
closed form as: 
where, 
X (U'.' -1 1 [11' 'J i = ,.). Zi . 0' (8.5.116) 
o 
(8.5.117) 
are unimodular matrices such that : 
i) ZP2 = Kp2 ' z(';2 + m2)-P2 ' an arbitrary parametric matrix I Z(p~ + m~)-p2 an arbitrary 
unimodular matrix . 
ii) Zi1 = [zLl and: 
~1 1" 1 1 . . 
{ 
Zij = K.ij , t , J = , ... I P - I I = J = P 
z!P = K.}p' a , i = 1 I ... I P - 1 
;"j = (K.~j/a) , j = 1 I ••• I P - 1 
(8.5. 118.ii) 
(8.5.119.ii) 
(8.5. 1 RO.ii) 
o 
We illustrate the parametrization methods studied so far by the following example : 
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Example (8.5.1) : Consider the system with transfer function of tlw plant given hy : 
(s + 1)2 s2+ S (s + l)~ l 
s'l - 3 s+2 s2_3 s+2 s2-3 s+2 I 
p= s2+ s 2 S4+S3 - 3 s2+4 s 2 S3 - s2+3 s (8.5.121) 
s2 - 3 s+2 S4 _ S3 - 3 s2+ s+2 S3 - 2 S2 - s+2 
(s + 1? 3 S3 - 3 s2+2 s+2 3 S3 - 3 S2+ 7 s+ 1 
s2 - 3 s+2 s3-2 s2-s+2 s3 - 2 s2 - s+2 
then 1 , 2 are poles of P and the system is not stable . In this example we illustrate the 
closed form parametrization of decentralized controllers C = diag{C • . C2} , C I E IR~~·(S} 
C2 E 1R;~2(S) , which stabilize the plant P via a precompensator and unity output 
feedback scheme. A coprime left MFD , (D , N) of the plant P , over RI!P(s) , is found to 
be represented by : 
- 5 S2+S 1 0 s 2s 2 s (s+ 1)3 STI S + 1 s + 1 
D= -5s+1 0 1 ,N = 1 3 s+l 3 s+1 (8.5.122) (S+1)2 s + 1 sn 
s2-3 s+2 0 0 1 s 1 (s+1)2 S + 1 
Because of the structure of the controllers the inputs , outputs , (p , m) , are 
partitioned to local inputs, outputs, (PI' P2 ) , (ml , m2) , with (PI' m l ) = (1 , 2) , 
(P2 , m2) = (1 , 2) respectively . All stabilizing controllers should satisfy equation 
(8.2.1) , or equivalently if (Ni , Di) , i = 1 , 2 represent coprime right MFD's of the 
blocks Cj of the controllers, equations (8.2.2) and (8.2.3) must hold true for K. = 2 and 
the matrices T j given by : 
- 5 s2+s S 1 0 28 25 (s+I)3 S + 1 s + 1 s + 1 
T I = 
-55+1 1 ,T2 = 0 1 3s+1 35+1 (8.5.123) (s+1)2 s + 1 s + 1 
s2-3 s+2 1 0 0 s 1 (s+I)2 s + 1 
T I , T 2 can be expressed via their Smith forms over ~(S) as : 
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0 s 1 {~ n 
s2-38+2 
s + 1 s + 1 (8 + 1)2 1 
T J = Ul·SJ·U~ = 0 1 -1 (8.5.124) 
- 58+1 
1 0 0 (8 + 1)2 
-1 1 1 1 
8-1 1 0 U u-s + 1 0 0 28 1- 8 1 1 T2 = 2 8 8 + 1 8 + 1 s + 1 1 0 1 0 -0 0 8 1 0 0 1 0 1 8 + 1 
0 0 -s 1 
s + 1 
= U;' 52· U~ (8.5.125) 
If Pi denotes the rank of Ti , then PI = 2 , P2 = 3 . Corollary (8.2.1) implies that 
decentralized stabilizing controllers of the type examined in this example exist . Such a 
controller is given by , [Gun. 1] , 
5s-1 0 0 (s+I)2 
C = diag{C 1 , C2} = 0 1-s -2 (8.5.126) S+3 s+3 
0 s2 -s 2 s 
s2+4 s+3 s2+4 s+3 
If C j = N j · Di1 then C corresponds to a pair of solutions (Xl' X2) of (8.2.3) given by : 
s2+2 s-1 82+4 s+1 
(s + 1)2 (s + 1)2 
2 s2+5 s+1 s2+5 s+2 
X, = [ ~:] = 1 ,X, = [~:] = (s + 1)2 (s + 1)2 5s-1 (8.5.127) 
(s+1)2 -1 -1 
s s S+1 an 
For this pair of solutions equation (8.2.3) implies that: 
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a s-1 1 
s + 1 
[ T 1 . Xl' T 2 . X2 J = U = a 2 s 1 ( 8.5.128) s + 1 
1 a a 
with U an 1R<p(s) unimodular matrix . In order to parametrize the family of all 
decentralized stabilizing controllers of our example we have to apply proposition (8.5.3) 
. h d f' d . d I . R R3x3 L ro(3-p·)r(3-p) . or , III ot er wor s to III ummo u ar matnces i E <p (S) liE "'<p I I (S) Z = 1 , 2 
such that conditions (8.5.5i I iii) of theorem (8.5.1) hold true . In order to do so we 
apply the algorithm introduced in i) of proposition (8.5.3) : 
Step 1 : Set U the unimodular matrix of (8.5.128) and partition V-I as : 
[U~I] [-1 1 U- I = , with UiI = [ a 0 1 J ,U;I= 2 1 U-I _s_ ---=..§.. 
2 s+1 s+1 
o 
o 
Step 2 : Using the results of section 8.3 a particular pair of matrices: 
-2s 2 s 
s + 1 (s + 1)2 
-1 
- (3 s+1) 3 s+1 
s + 1 (s + 1)2 
A1 = 
S2 - 3 s+2 ,A2 = 
(s+1)2 0 -1 
1 s 
s + 1 
] (8.5.129) 
(8.5.130) 
exists such that the pair of matrices (Y I , Y 2) = ([ Xl : Al ] , [ X2 : A2 ]) is unimodular . 
Step 4: Set 
s2+2 s -1 
(s+I)2 
_ (s2+1) 
(s+I)2 
s+2 
8+1 
1 
8+1 
, L2 = [ 1 ] , V I = [ 1 1 , V 2 = 12 
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Clearly S~ = [ 1 0 JT = L} . O~ . V} , S~ = [ 1 0 ] = L2 · n~ . V 2 , arc the Smith forms of n~ , 
oi respectively 
Step 6: The pair of matrices (R} , R2 ) in question can now be constructed by setting: 
Applying ii) of proposition (8.5.3) we find that a closed form parametrization of the 
pairs (K} , K 2 ) which satisfy (8.5.5.i , i~i) is given by : 
[ M2 0 1 [Lil . M} K - B w-1- M- 1 Q-l M K - B- 1 Q-l -1 - 2' - ... , 2 - l' -o ~ 0 
[ 0 Mil] -1 [A} 0 ] M = M2 0 ,Q = V 3 . C~ D2 . V 3 
o 
1 
for all the arbitrary unimodular matrices Ml , D2 E R~r(5) I M2 , Al E R~I(5) , all 
arbitrary parametric matrices C~ E 1R~;t(S) ; V 3 E RJc:r(S) is unimodular and such that the 
last row of.r M-1 multiplied on the right by V:/ gives [ 1 0 0 1 . Now we can proceed with 
the parametrization of all solutions to equation (8.2.3) . Theorem (8.5.2) implies that all 
Xi are given by : 
Xl = (U~rl. Zil . [ 1 : 0 ]T , X2 = (U~rl . Z;l . (12 : O2 1T 
where, Zit = Kpl ' (the first 2 x 2 block of KI ) , 
such that , Z3 = Kp2 ' (the first 3 x 3 block of K2 ) , Z~ is an arbitrary parametric matrix 
Zl is an arbitrary unimodular matrix. 0 
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8.6. CONCLUSIONS 
Parametrization issues of thc general Deccntralized Stabilization Problem (DSP) havp 
been studied . The DSP has been approached in an algebraic manner via til(' set of 
equations T i . Xi = U i , Xi , left unimodular , [ U 1 .•. U /( J unimodular , T I matrices 
defined by appropriately partitioning an IR'!P(S) -left coprime MFD of the plant . A 
parametrization of the family of solutions , Xi , which corresponds to [ U 1 •.. U /( J 
unimodular has been given by theorem (8.4.1) . The above parametrization requires the 
existence of a constructive method that enables us to generate the family of all 
unimodular matrices of given dimension , as well as the families of left , (right) 
unimodular matrices which complete given left, (right) , unimodular matrices to square 
unimodular ones . Such methods has been examined in section 8.3 . The families of 
parameters involved need to satisfy certain parametrization constraints . These 
constraints constitute a necessary and sufficient criterion that enables us to identify the 
admissible parameters . Particular cases where closed form parametrization is possible 
have been studied in sections (8.4) , (8.5) . In the case of two blocks decentralized 
controllers a full description of the set of parameters has been given, especially when T j 
are considered generically and are either not square or , one of T 1 or T 2 are square. The 
study of closed form parametrization when T 1 , T 2 are simultaneously square as well as 
the generalization in the case of I'i. blocks decentralized controllers are still under 
investigation. 
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9.1. INTRODUCTION 
A special case of decentralized stabilization of linear multivariable time invariant 
systems is the problem of diagonal stabilization, [Giic. 1] . [Kar. 2] . In this special case 
the problem is to determine a stabilizing compensator C = diag { Cj } , such that the 
plant P is internally stabilized by C . The internal stability requirement may be 
expressed in terms of transfer functions matrices , [Vid. 4] , and highlights the 
important role of fixed modes in decentralized stabilization . Various researchers have 
provided characterizations of "fixed modes" , [And. 1] , [Cor. 1] , [Wan. 1] , [And. 2] , 
[Gun. 1] , [Kar. 9] . It has been shown, [Wan. 1] , that the diagonal stabilization of P is 
possible if and only if it is free of unstable fixed modes . Recent algebraic synthesis 
methods for linear multivariable control problems have highlighted the importance of 
the set IR (s) of proper rational functions with no poles inside the region GJ = 0 U {oo} , 
Gjl 
(0 C C) , [Des. 1] , [Sae. 1] , [Vid. 1] , [Fra. 1] , [Vid. 4] . These methods are based 011 
what is termed the "fractional representation" approach to linear systems theory. The 
detailed structure of the set IRGjl(S) has been studied in [Yar. 3] , [Var. 5] , [Vid. 4] , 
[Mor. 1] . 
Our aim in this chapter is to provide a closed form parametrization of solutions of 
the diagonal stabilization problem , by extending the results stated , for two 
inputs -outputs systems, in [Kar. 2] , to the general case. Our approach in doing so , 
differs from the study of the general decentralized stabilization problem in chapter 8 , in 
a way that makes the results established here easier to apply in the special case of 
diagonal siJrabilization . On the other hand the results of chapter 8 do not imply closed 
form parainetrizations in the general case of diagonal stabilization yet, whereas those 
introduced here tackle the specific problem in a better fashion . In the following 
necessary and sufficient solvability conditions for the decentralized stabilization problem 
using diagonal controllers , factorized over Rc:p(s) , are given . The existence and 
characterization of solutions is intimately related to systems that exhibit the property of 
cyclicity, [Kar. 2] . The characterization is essential since it provides the means to 
define special type solutions such as proper , reliable , stable . A statement of the 
problem and its consequent formulation are introduced in section 9.2 . The notion of 
cyclicity is defined . Section 9.3 refers to an equivalent formulation of the problem 
which finally transforms it to the search of necessary and sufficient solvability 
conditions for a scalar Diophantine equation, over Rc:p(s) , the solutions of which must 
meet certain factorization constraints . The actual necessary a.nd sufficient solvability 
conditions for the problem are introduced in section 9.4 . The connection between the 
cyclicity property of the plant and the existence of diagonal stabilizing controllers is 
established . The parametrization of all stabilizing controllers is studied in section 9.5 . 
It is reduced to determining what are termed mode T mutually stabilizing pa.irs and the 
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existence of such pairs forms tIl(' basis of it ("oIIlp/dt' parametriz(\tion . The rest of the 
chapter deals with the determination of propel" , I"('/iable , stable stabilizing diagonal 
controllers by making use of the par<tlllt'trizatioll introduced in section 9.5 . 
9.2. THE DIAGONAL DECENTRALIZED STABILIZATION PROBLEM 
Consider the standard feedback configuration associated with a lumped, linear, time 
invariant (continuous time) system: 
where , P E lR;,.xm(S) is the plant transfer function and C E R;rxm(s) is the transfer 
function of the controller. It is assumed that both plant and controller are stabilizable 
and detectable . 
Problem: Given a plant transfer function P E 1R;:m(S) find a controller transfer function 
C = diag{ c1 , .•. , cm } E lR;rxm(S) such that the feedback system is internally stable . This 
is defined as the diagonal decentralized stabilization problem (DDSP) . 0 
If cp = c; U {oo} and IRtp(S) denotes the ring of proper and ~ - stable functions i consider 
an IRtp(S) - coprime MFD of the plant P = Ail. BI , where A} e R;xm(s) , B} E R;zm(s) 
and (AI' B1) is an IR~(S) - coprime pair i and let C = diag{ CI , ••• , cm} = N2 • D;l be an 
IR~(S) - coprime MFD of the diagonal controller , where , c, = D, d~ 1 , i = 1 , 2 , ... , m , 
is an IRtp(S) - coprime MFD of Cj • Then N2 = diag{Dl , ... , nm} and D2 = diag{ dl , ... , 
d
m
} • It is known that the controller internally stabilizes the feedback system, if and 
only if there exists some IR~(S) - unimodular matrix U such that: 
(9.2.1 ) 
By partitioning Al , BI in terms of columns, then (9.2.1) is expressed as : 
o o 
[!I,!2, .. ·,!m]· + [ hI , h2 , ... , h", ] . 
o o D", 
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= [ 111 , 112 , ... , 11m 1 (9.2.2) 
Or equivalently, 
[ i!i , h;} -[ ~: ] = !!i , i = 1 , 2 , .. , m (9.2.3) 
where , Pi = [ !!i , Qi 1 E IR;X2(S) are matrices defined by the plant and the vectors 9i = 
= [ dj , nj ]T E 1R;I(S) characterize the single input, single output (SISO) controllers. 
The vectors 11i are arbitrary vectors of IR;Xl(S) , with the additional property that V ~ 
~ [ 111 , , 112 , ... , 11m 1 is IRGJ(S) - unimodular. The latter condition implies that Yj are 
irreducible in <P (have no zeros in <P) . 
Remark {9.2.1} : The solvability of {9.2.1} 
IR (s) - coprime MFD of the plant which is used. 
GJ 
'I.S independent of the particular 
Indeed J if (AI J B1) , (A2 I B2) are 
two IR (s) - coprime MFD's of the plant then there exists R (s) - unimodular matrix U, 
GJ GJ 
such that (A2 J B2) = U,.(A 1 J Bl)' From (9.2.1) we take: 
(9.2·4) 
or I 
(9.2.5) 
where U1 ~ U2 are RGJ(s) - unimodular matrices. The solvability of {9.2.5} implies the 
solvability.~f (9.2.4) and vice versa. 0 
The set {Pj , i = 1 , ... , m } is characteristic of the plant and for any other coprime 
MFD of the plant the corresponding set is {Ur Pi , i = 1 , ... , m } , V, is 
R (s) - unimodular . 
GJ 
Definition (9.2.1) [Kar. 2} : A set 1.. = {Pj J i = 1 J ... J m } will be referred to as a 
representative decentralized matrix set (RDM) of the plant . 0 
Definition (9.2.2) [Kar. 2} : Let Te R;x,,(s) , m ~ It , rankR(s/T} = It and let ~T = (h: 
Ii E RGJ{s) i= 1 I •.• I m J fllf-zl ... If,,} be the invariant functions of T over RGJ(Sl . Tis 
cyclic if it = f2 = ... = /,,-1 = 1 j if more than one of the h is nontrivial, T will be called 
noncyclic. T will be called complete, if Ii = 1 for aU i= 1 , ... , m . 0 
Definition (9.2.9) [Kar. 2} : An RDM set L = {Pi' i = 1 , ... , m } of the plant P will 
be called cyclic if for all i = 1 , ... , m the matrices Pi are cyclic ; if at least one Pi is 
noncyclic , then J.. will be called noncyclic . The set L will be called complete if for all i = 
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= 1 , ... , m the matrices Pi are complete . o 
Denote by S:(P i) = {f1i(s) ,f2i(S) : fli(s)jf2i(S)} the invariant functions of PI and by S:L= 
= {S:(P1) , S:(P2) , ... , S:(P m)} the ordered set of invariant functions of J.. . Further 
more let Q = [PI' P2 , ... , Pm J and G],L = [IRGjI(S)-row module of {Q}] . Then: 
Proposition {9.2.1} : Let J.. and I be any two RDM sets associated with the plant P . 
Then: 
{9.2. 6} 
o 
The set q L and the module G], L are thus invariants of the plant P and will be simply 
denoted by q L ' G], L . Clearly , the plant is cyclic if fli = 1 for all i = 1 , ... , m and 
complete if fl i = 1 , f2i = 1 for all i = 1 , ... , m . 
Proposition {9.2.2} : If P is noncyclic , there exists no diagonal C that stabilizes the 
feedback system . 
Proof 
Let 1 be an RD M set and assume P j is noncyclic matrix . Also , assume that there 
exists a diagonal stabilizing controller . By (9.2.3) , P j' ~l; = Yj , where Yj must be a 
coprime IRGjI(S) vector (as a column of an 1Rc:P(S) unimodular matrix) . Let Ui l , U;I be a 
pair of IRGjI(S) unimodular matrices that reduce P j to its Smith form over RI!P(s) . Then by 
partitioning C, according to the partitioning of the Smith form we have: 
fli 0 
U,. 
0 f2j 
·U ·q·=u· r _J -J 
0 0 
or equivalently, 
fli 0 
[ YI Y2 U~ ] . 0 £2; .gj = Y; 
0 0 
where, si = Ur · Sj = [ dj , ii; ]T e R~t(s) . Thus, 
VI £1 . d· + V2 £2 . n· = 11 • 
- J J - J J »., 
(9.2.7) 
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divide 11j and 11j is not coprime 1Rc:p(S) vector. o 
CoroUary (9.2.1) : A necessary condition for diagonal closed loop stabilization i.'1 that 
the plant P is cyclic . o 
m 
Let GJi = {fll , f12 , ... , f1m } and p(s) =, n fli(S) , p(s) will be called the first invariant 
1 = 1 function of P . The properties of p( s) are summarized below. 
Proposition (9.2.9) : Let P E lR;rxm(S) be the transfer function of a plant and p(s) be its 
first invariant function. Then : 
i) p(s) is an invariant of the plant. 
ii) The zeros in ~ of p(s) are fixed closed loop poles of any closed loop system obtained 
by diagonal precompensation and unity feedback. 
Proof 
i) It follows from proposition (9.2.1) . 
ii) From the proof of proposition (9.2.2) it is clear that for a solution to exist, !Ij = fli" 
u', for all i = 1 , ... , m . Then : 
-] [fll 0] 
_ f12 " , [ !II , 112 , .•. , !!m ] - . . . . [ !!1 , !!2 , ... , !!m I (9.2.8) 
o flm 
and for ali choices of C = diag{ C1 , ... , em} the I diag{fu , ... , flm} I will be a factor of 
the determinant of the denominator of the closed loop system. Thus the zeros of p(s) 
define fixed unstable closed loop poles . 0 
Remark (9.2.2) : If pls) denotes the fixed pole function of the closed loop system 
obtained under any diagonal precompensation and unity output feedback , then 
o 
Remark (9.2.9) : The transfer function P is cyclic if and only if for every fixed i , i = 1, 
... , m the elements of Pi are R,,(s) - coprime. 0 
Definition (9.2.'/) : A cyclic plant P will be caUed diagonaUy stabil~able (D stabiluable) 
if condition (9.2.1) holds true for some R~(s) - unimodular matriz U and if in : 
N2 = diag{,.". , ... , n.".} and D2 = diag{~ , ... , d".} 
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the pairs (nj J dj) are 1R<p(S) - coprime. o 
From equations (9.2.1) and (9.2.3) it is clear that the problem is reduced to the 
following one. Given a set of cyclic matrices P j E 1R;,r2(S) , i = 1 , ... , Tn , determine the 
solvability of the following over 1R<p(S) : 
(9.2.9) 
where , (nj , d j) are 1R<p(S) - coprime , Yi are arbitrary vectors of 1R;,rI(S) , with the 
additional property that U b. [YI , , Y2 , ... , Ym ] is 1R<p(S) - unimodular . 
Definition (9.2.5) : The problem defined by (9.2.9) will be referred to as the 
D - stabilization problem (DDSP) . 0 
9.3. THE D - STABILIZATION PROBLEM 
In the following we consider some alternative transformation for the general case of 
nDSP . Notice that (9.2.9) may be expressed as : 
[PI' ... , Pm ],Xm = U ,Pm = [PI' ... , Pm], Xm = diag{gj, i = 1,2, ... I m}(9.3.1) 
where , ~i = [ dj , ni ]T = [ XiI , Xi2 ]T and U , Rc:p(s) - unimodular . By the 
Binet - Cauchy theorem we have: 
(9.3.2) 
The above equation is multilinear in the parameters xi; , i = 1 , 2 , ... 1m, j = 1 , 2 in 
Cm(Xm) . The structure of Xm leads to a. number of fixed zero entries in Cm(Xm) . To 
demonstrate the form the above equation takes , we consider first the simple case m = 
= 2 , [Kar. 2] . Then : 
Xu 0 1 
Xu 0 2 
X2 = - [ Xl , X2 ] (9.3.3) 
0 Xu 3 
0 X22 .. 
and Pl = {1 , 2} , P2 = {3 , 4} . 
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0 012 
XII X2l A13 
C2(X2) = Xl /I. X2 = 
Xll X2 2 AI4 
X12 X21 A23 
X12 X22 A24 
0 034 
If P 2 = [ ~ll ~12 : ~21 ~22 1 , then C2(P 2) = [ 0'12 , 0'13 , 0'14 , 0'23 , 0'24 , 0'34 1 , where 
0'12= I ~ll ~12 I , 0'13 = I ~ll ~21 I , 0'14 = I ~1l ~22 I , 0'23 = I ~12 ~21 I , 0'24 = I ~12 ~22 I , 
0'34 = I £21 £22 I . Equation (9.3.2) may thus be expressed as : 
(9.3.4) 
The above equation is defined by the nonzero entries in C2(X2 ) • Note that the elements 
of C2(X2) are indexed by the sequences WE Q2,4 , where Q"," denotes the set of 
lexicographically ordered strictly increasing sequences w = (il , ... , i,,) of IC integers 
from 1 , 2 , ... , n . If the integers 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 are grouped as {PI = (1 , 2) , P2 = (3 , 4)} 
then an element '\&1 in C2(X2) , WE Q2,4 , will be zero if and only if more than one 
indices in w = (iI' i2) are taken from the same Pi . The location of nonzero elements is 
defined by the sequences W E Q2,4 for which only one index is taken from PI , P2 
respectively. The set of indices that characterizes the nonzero elements in C2(X2) is 
f 2,2 = {(I;, 3) , (1 , 4) , (2 , 3) , (2 , 4)} and will be referred to as the essential subset 
of Q2,4 . T~ generate the above observations we introduce some useful notation . 
Definition (9.9.1) [Kar. 11] , [Kar. 9] : Let Qm,2m denote the set oj strictly increasing 
and lexicographically ordered sequences oj m integers taken from {1 , f , ... , f m} . 
For the set oj integers {1, 2 , ... ,2m} a pair partitioning is defined as the set oj 
ordered pairs ~ = {PI = (1, 2), P2 = (9,4) , ... , Pm = (f m-l ,2m)} . A sequence 
w = (it , ... , im) E Qm,2m will be called (> - prime iJ there is no pair oj indices (ij , 
i,,) E W which is taken from the same Po E ~ • The set oj aU ~- prime sequences oj Qm,2m 
will be denoted r m, 2 and reJerred to as the (m I 2) - prime set oj Qm,2m . 0 
Proposition (9.9.1) : Let Xm E lR~m~m(S) , Cm{XmJ = [ ... , ).101 , ... f I we Qm,2m , r m,l 
be the (m , 11) - prime set oj Qm,2m and ~,2 be the complement of r m,2 in Qm,2m • 
Then: 
i) A coordinate A", is zero for generic values of the nonzero elements in Xm if and only 
if wE rc:n,2 . 
ii) The nonzero coordinates A", that correspond to generic values of the elements in XIII 
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are those corresponding to r m 2 . , o 
The following algorithm can be used to compute the set r m, 2 for any m ~ 2 . 
COMPUTATION OF r m ,2 
Step 1 : Set m = 2 . Then the set r 2,2 is clearly: 
r 2,2 = {(1 , 3) , (1 , 4) , (2 , 3) , (2 , 4)} 
Step 2 : For every sequence W 2 = (it , i 2 ) E r 2,2 generate the two sequences of r 3,2 as 
{(it, i2 ,5) , (it, i2 ,6)} . This process generates all sequences in r3,2 . 
Step m : For every Wm-t = (it , ... , im- t) E r m-t, 2 , generate two sequences of r m, 2 as 
{ (it , ... , i
m
- t ,2m - 1) , (it , .,. , im - t ,2m)} . This process generates all sequences in 
o 
Note that the cardinality of r m, 2 is 2m . The form that equation (9.3.2) takes may be 
simplified by setting: 
Y2i ~ xii' when j = 2 and Y2i-l ~ Xi'; , when j = 1 (9.3.5) 
With this notation, for every u = (il , ... , i m) E r m :I we take >'«1' ~ Yi Yi ... Yi and 
, 1:1 m 
the fixed z'eros in Cm(Xm) appear in the r~,:1 locations. Equation (9.3.2) may then be 
expressed 'as : 
E a rr >'«1' = U , u is R (8) unit , u E r m :I II' ~ , (9.3.6) 
the above is a Diophantine equation over R (s) with parameters .Am = {o" E R (8) , ~ ~ 
(J E r m,:I} and unknowns g; = {>'/7' E IR~(S) , (J E r m,:I} . For the set .Am we have the 
following property. 
Proposition {9.9.~} : The parametric set .Am is invariant of the plant P modulo R~(s) 
units. 
Proof 
IT (At, Bt) , (A~ , B~) are two R~(s) -left coprime MFD pairs of P , then there exists 
an R (s) - unimodular matrix U such that [ A~ , B; ] = u . [ Al I BI ] and thus: 
c:P 
-' ,.., Pm = [ PI , ... , p~ ] = u . [ PI' ... , Pm ] = u . Pm (9.3.7) 
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~I ~ ~ 
Clearly Cm(P m) = 1 U I· Cm(P m) = U· Cm(P m) , where u is 1Rc:p(S) unit. o 
The set Am characterizes the plant [modulo 1Rc:p(S) units 1 and will be referred to as a 
generator set of DDSP . A greatest common divisor of Am will be denoted by fg and 
referred to as a prime invariant function of the plant P . 
Proposition (9.9.9) : Let P be a plant and p(s) , fis) be the first and prime invariant 
functions respectively . Then : 
i) p(s) divides fis) . 
ii) The zeros of fg(s) are fixed modes of any closed loop system under diagonal 
precompensation and unity output feedback. 
Proof 
m 
i) It suffices to show that p( s) = n f1;( s) is a common divisor of all the elements of j=l 
.Am. The nonzero elements of .Am are those elements aD" of Cm(P m) which correspond to 
(j = (i1 , ... , i m ) E r m 2 , or equivalently the nonzero aD" are the m x m minors I Pi Pi 
, - 1 - 2 
... Ei
m 
I of Pm = [ PI' ... , Pm 1 , where each ~i j is taken from the corresponding P j , j= 
= 1 , ... , m . flj is the greatest common divisor of the elements of P j and hence a 
common divisor of the elements of Pi .. A common divisor of aa = I Pi Pi ... Pi I, 
m -J -1-2 -m 
Pi. E P . , is p(s) = .n f1j(S) . Hence, p(s) divides fg(s) . 
-J J ]=1 
ii) By inspection of equation (9.3.6) we conclude that for each selection of (ni I d i ) (and 
thus Ci = ¥i· di1) the greatest common divisor of the elements of .Am is a factor of the 
determinant of the denominator of the closed loop system under diagonal 
precompensation and unity output feedback . Thus I the zeros of fg are fixed modes of 
any closed loop system obtained under diagonal precompensation and unity output 
feedback. 0 
CoroUary (9.9.1) : If P is noncyclic , then the set .Am is not R~(s) - coprime. o 
Definition (9.S.!) : A system for whick f, in an R~(s) unit will be called strongly cyclic .0 
Remark (9.9.1) : If fg is not an Rc:p(s) unit i.e. 600 (1,) > 0 (there exist zeros at infinitY)1 
then all closed loop systems obtained under diagonal precompensation and unity output 
feedback have fixed poles at infinity with the total number defined by 600 (111) • In this case 
the closed loop system is unstable and exhibits impulsive behavior for all compensator 
schemes of the above type . 0 
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9.4. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT SOLVABILITY CONDITIONS OF ODSP 
We consider t.he general case of DDSP and examine necessary and sufficient. 
solvability condi tions . 
Remark (9.".1) : The necessary and sufficient solvability conditions for equation (9,B.6) 
{including the decomposition of AD' as in (9.B.S)) are necessary and sufficient solvability 
conditions for equation (9.B.l) and hence, for (9.2.9) (nnSP) . 0 
Remark (9.4.1) implies that it suffices to find necessary and sufficient solvability 
condit.ions for equation (9.3.6) (including the decomposition of AD' as in (9.3.5)) . First 
we state the following useful lemma : 
Lemma (9.4.1) : Let A E 1R~2(S) , t? 2 and the greatest common divisor of all the entries 
of A be an IR (s) unit. Let H denote the row Hermite form of A , namely: 
c:p 
H =[.~ . .)] (9.4. 1) 
Factorize b , w as , b = g. b' , w = g. vi , with (b' , vi) an R~(s) - coprime pair. Then 
the family of IR~( s) - coprime pairs (11. , d) such that the vector: 
, 
I = [rl , ... , rt f = A . [ d 11. f 
is 1Rc:p(S) - coprime is given by all pairs: 
i) (n , d) 1Rc:p(S) - coprime, such that (11. , b) is Rc:p(s) - coprime, (11. , d) 1: h· (b' , - vi) 
for all h -1Rc:p( S) units , when A is nondegenerate noncomplete . 
ii) (n , d) 1Rc:p(S) - coprime, when A is nondegenerate complete. 
iii) (n , d) IR~(S) - coprime, solutions of the scalar Diophantine equation,' 
h=3l·[d,nf 
for all h-IR':}I(s) units, when A is degenerate and.ll is a minimal McMillan degree and 
R':}I(s) - coprime base for the row [R~(8) - module of A ] . 
Proof 
From the hypothesis is clear that A is a cyclic matrix . The cyclicity of A implies the 
cyclicity of H and thus b , W , z are R4!P(s) - coprime . 
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i) Let A be a nondegenerate noncomlete matrix . 
(=» Let (u , d) be an IRGjl(S) - coprime pair such that (9.4.2) holds true. Then: 
(9.4.4) 
with I. an IRGjl(S) - coprime vector and V I an IRGjl(S) - unimodular matrix. (9.4.4) implies 
that: 
(9.4.5) 
With, y = [ VI v20 ... O]T = ViI.I. ,an IRGjl(s)-coprime vector. The latter implies that 
(VI' V2) is an IRGjl(S) - coprime pair. Equation (9.4.5) can he expressed as : 
h·d + w·n = VI { 
z·n = v2 
(9.4.6) 
Then (n , h) is an IR~(S) - coprime pair, else an So E ~ would exist such that n(so} = 
=h{so) = 0 . But then (9.4.6) would imply that h(so) .d(so) + w(so) ·n(so} = v1(so) = 0 
and z(so}' n{so} = v2{so) = 0 , which contradicts the fact that (vI' V2) is a coprime pair. 
Additionally , (n , d) #= h· (hi ,- w') for all h - R~(s) units, else: 
" 
, V I = g. {hi. d + Wi. n} = g. h . {hi. ( - Wi) + Wi. hi} = 0 , V sEC 
In that case the pair (vI' V2) = (0 , v2) would be coprime if and only if V2 was an R.,(s) 
unit or equivalently , (9.4.6) , z , n were R~(s) units simultaneously . But if z was an 
R (S) unit then (9.4.1) and the cyclicity of A would imply that A was a complete 
~ 
matrix something that contradicts the truth. Thus the R.,(s) - coprime pairs (n , d) 
such that (9.4.2) holds true must satisfy the constraints of i) . 
(<=) Let (n , d) be an 1R~(s)-coprime , such that (n , b) is an R~(s)-coprime pair and 
(n , d) ;C h· (b' ,- Wi) for all h - R.,(s) units. Then we shall show that (n , d) satisfies 
(9.4.2) . Consider the vector 1:. = A.[ d n ]T . Then an R.,{s)-unimodular matrix U, 
exists such that : 
(9.4.7) 
or equivalently , 
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Cod+won=Vl 
(9.4.6) 
z·n = V2 
It suffices to show that (VI' v2) is an IRG}(S) coprime pair and thus V, .y = I. is an IRG}(S) 
coprime vector . Let So E tp be an arbitrary zero of V 2 , then the following three 
alternatives may happen: 
{
Z(so) = 0 , n(so) -10 
z(so) = 0 , n(so) = 0 
z(so) -10 ,n(so) = 0 
If (9.4.7) holds true then (9.4.6) implies that: 
(9.4.7) 
(9.4.8) 
(9.4.9) 
(9.4.10) 
g( so) -I 0 , since b , w , z are 1Rc:p(5) coprime . We distinguish the following three cases : 
1) b'(so) = 0 , w'(so) i- 0 . Then (9.4.10) gives vt(so) = g(so}· w'(so}· n(so} -10 and thus 
the pair (VI' v2 ) is 1Rc:p(S) coprime. 
2) b'(so) -10 , w'(so) = 0 . Since d -I - h· w' , (h an Rc:p(s) unit) , is implied that 
d(so) -I - h(so)· w'(so) = 0 . Then (9.4.10) gives vt(so) = g(so)· h'(so) .d(so) 1= 0 and thus 
the pair (VI' v2) is 1Rc:p(S) coprime. 
3) h'(so) 1= 0 , w'(so) -10 . Since (n , d) 1= h· (h' ,- w') for all h - Hc:p(s) units is implied 
that {b'(soJ· d(so) + w'(so)· n(so)} -10 . Then (9.4.10) gives vt(so) 1= 0 and thus the pair 
(vt , v2) is 1Rc:p(S) coprime. 
If (9.4.8) holds true then (9.4.6) implies that: 
(9.4.11) 
Since (n , d) , (n , b) are 1Rc:p(S) coprime pairs is implied that d(so) 1= 0 , b(so) 1= 0 . Thus 
vt(so) 1= 0 and the pair (Vt , v2) is Rc:p(s) coprime. 
If (9.4.9) holds true then (9.4.6) implies the same result as above. Thus we have proved 
that an R (s) - coprime pair (n , d) that satisfies the constraints of i) satisfies (9.4.2) as 
c:p 
well . 
ii) Let A be nondegenerate complete . Then A is an R,,(s) left unimodular matrix and 
ii) follows immediately . 
iii) Let A be degenerate. Then it is well known that A can be written as : 
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(9.4.12) 
where, 11 ,yare minimal Mc Millan degree bases for the column [ IRGjI(S) - module of AI 
row [ IRGjI(S) - module of A I , respectively. Hence, 1! , yare 1Rc:p(S) - coprimc vcctors 
unique [ modulo 1Rc:p(S) units] . 
(=» Let (n , d) be an 1R<:p(S) - coprime pair such that (9.4.2) holds true. Then!. IS an 
IR (S) coprime vector and : <:p 
A.[d] = u ,vT.[d] = u·h = r n - - n - - (9.4.13) 
where, h = yT. [ d , n ]T . Since 1!,!. are 1R<:p(S) - coprime vectors h must be an 1R<:p(S) 
unit. Thus (n , d) is a solution of the scalar Diophantine equation h = yT. [ d , n ]T 
with h an IR (S) unit and the constrain of iii) is satisfied. <:p 
(¢::) Let (n , d) be an 1Rc:p(S) - coprime, solution of the scalar Diophantine equation : 
(9.4.14) 
with h an 1R<:p(S) unit and y a minimal McMillan degree and R<:p(s) - coprime base for the 
row [ 1Rc:p(S) - module of A ] . Then a 1! minimal McMillan degree and Rc:p(s) - coprime 
base for the column [ 1Rc:p(S) - module of A] exists such that A = 1! . yT and thus: 
A.[d] = u ,vT.[d] = u ·h = r n - - n - -
and!. is an 1Rc:p(S) - coprime vector since 1! is and h an 1Rc:p(S) unit. o 
Theorem (9 . ./.1) : Let .Am = (OtT E Rc:p(s) , (j E r m,2) be a generator set of DDSP defined 
on the plant P . A necessary and sufficient condition for solvability of equation {9.9.6} 
(including the decomposition of ).tT as in (9.9.5)) and hence for solvability of DDSP is 
that the system is strongly cyclic . 
Proof 
(=» Let a solution of DnSp exists. Then by (9.2.9) , (9.3.1) , (9.3.2) , (9.3.5) equation 
(9.3.6) has a solution and thus the greatest common divisor f" of the generator set .A.m 
must be an Rc:p(s) unit . Definition(9.3.2) implies that the system is strongly cyclic. 
( <=) Let the system be strongly cyclic . Then a greatest common divisor of the set .A.m is 
an 1Rc:p(S) unit and thus {OtT E Rc:p(s) , (j E r m, 2} are coprime . Without los8 of generality 
we can assume that u in equation (9.3.6) is 1 . Consider equation (9.3.6) : 
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(9.4,15) 
We shall prove that for all 1 = 1 , 2 , .. , , 11/ , (Ill , ell) IR':P(S) - coprime exist such that 
A=Y .y ... y.: 
(j 'I '2 .Im 
_ { dl , when i l = 1 , 3 , '" , 2 71l - 1 , (or 2 I - 1) 
Yil -
n, , when i , = 2 , 4 , ... ,2m, (or 2 I) 
(9.4.16) 
If Im-" denotes the set 1m-I( = (il , ... , im-I() E r m-". 2 , Im= (7 = (,m-I( , im-I( + I , ... , im ) 
K = 0 , 1 , '" , m - 1 , then : 
Step 1 : Since the set .Am = {OtT E IR':P(S) , (7 E r m, 2} is IR':P(S) - coprime is implied that the 
matrix Am = [Oi,; 1 E 1R;2(S) , Vi = Im-I E r m-I,2 , j = 2 m -1 ,2m, t = 2m-I• is cyclic 
and, (lemma(9.4,l)) , thus Rc:p(s) - coprime vectors [ ... , A'lm_1 ' .. , ] , Q:m = [oil , (Ylm , 
Y2m-d , Vi = Im-l E r m-l,2 exist such that: 
(9.4.17) 
and 
'"' A", 0", = 1 , Im-l E r m-l 1 L...J 'm-l 'm-l • 
"Ym-l 
(9.4.18) 
or, 
Clearly each solution of equation (9.4.19) : 
A.., = A"Y ' Y i , im in {2 m - 1 ,2m} 
m m-l m (9.4.20) 
is a solution of equation (9.4.15) . 
Step 2: Since the set .Am- 1 = {o.,. eRGI>(S), "Ym-term-t2} is R_(s)-coprime is 
'm-t ;r ';r 
implied that the matrix Am - t = [OJ,; ] E R;2(S) , V i = "Ym -2 E r m-2,2 , j = 2 m - 3 , 
2m - 2 , t = 2m-2, is cyclic and , (by lemma(9.4.1)) , thus Rl!P(s) - coprime vectors [ ... , 
A"Y , ••• ] , Qm-l = [OJ] , (Y2m-3 , Y2m-2) , V i = "Ym-l E r m-2 2, exist such tha.t : ~2 • 
(9.4.21) 
and 
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'"' A", 0'", = 1 , I m-2 E r m-2 2 ~ 'm-2 'm-2 ' 
"'(m-2 
(9.4.22) 
or, 
Clearly each solution of equation (9.4.23) : 
A", = A", 'Yi , i m - 1 in {2 m-3, 2 m-2} 
'm-l 'm-2 m-l (9.4.24) 
is a solution of (9.4.18) and thus: 
A", =A", 'Yi 'Yi ,(im_l,im )in{(2m-3,2m-2)x(2m-l,2m)} (9.4.25) 
'm 'm-2 m-l m . 
is a solution of (9.4.15) . 
Now it is clear that if for I'\, = 2 , ... , m - 2 we repeat the above process successively for 
the IR (s) - coprime sets .Am - IC = {O''''( E IRcn(S) , I m-K E r m-IC 2} we can construct ~ m-IC :r ' 
IR (S) - coprime vectors [ ... , A", , ... ] , gm-IC = [O'i] , (Y2m-2K , Y2m-21C-l) , V i = ~ 'm-K-l 
Im-IC-l E r m-K-l,2 , such that: 
(9.4.26) 
Y2m-2K 
where, A~-K = [O'i,i] EIR;2(S), Vi = Im-K-l Erm- K- 1,2, j = 2 m-2 1'\,-1,2 m-2 1'\" 
t= 2m - K - 1 , is a cyclic matrix. Furthermore: 
(9.4.27) 
or, 
(9.4.28) 
Clearly each solution of equations (9.4.28) : 
(9.4.29) 
are solutions of equtions : 
(9.4.30) 
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and thus it is implied that: 
\,. = )."m = )."1 . Yi2··· Yim = Yi 1 . Yi2··· Yim (9.4.31) 
is a solution of (9.4.15) . o 
9.5. PARAMETRIZATION OF SOLUTIONS OF THE DDSP 
In the following we introduce a parametrization of solutions to nnsp . First we state 
some useful preliminary results, [Kar. 2] . 
Definition (9.5.1) : Let T E 1R~2(S) J cyclic . Then a pair of (n,. , d1) J (~ J ~) J 
(coprime) ni J di E lRep(S) J that satisfy equation: 
[Ii, ndT{~]=l (9.5.1) 
is called a mode T mutually stabilizing pair . o 
Assume that the Smith form of T over 1Rc:P(S) is ST = diag{l , 4>(s)} and let AT = 
= { Ai E ~ : 4>(\) = O} be the distinct values of the zeros of ¢( s) in ~ . AT may be 
referred to as the root range of T over 1Rc:P(S) • 
Definitionl(9.5.~) : Let TE 1R~2(S) be a nondegenerate cyclic matrix and let (n J d) be an 
IR (S) - coprime pair. Then (n J d) will be called mode T (mode rr) IR (8) - coprime if 
c:P ...., ~ c:P 
the pair (n J d) (( n J d)) is 1Rc:P(S) - coprime J where: 
(d,n}=[d,nj.T, [:]=T{~] 
o 
The set of mode T (mode TT) 1Rc:P(S) -coprime vectors is characterized by the following 
result: 
Proposition (9.5.1) : Let TE 1R~2(S) be a nondegenerate cyclic matrix and AT its root 
range. An 1Rc:P(S) - coprime pair (n , d) is : 
i) mode T 1Rc:P(S) - coprime if and only if V Ai E AT : 
(9.5.~) 
ii) mode rr 1Rc:P(S) - coprime if and only if V Ai E AT 
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(9.5.3) 
Proof 
i) Since T is nondegenerate it.s Smith form is ST = diag{l 1 ¢>(s)} . If ¢>(s) is a unit then 
V (n 1 d) IRGjI(S) - coprime ~ [ d 1 n ]. T is IRGjI(S) - coprime and hence 1 (n 1 d) IS 
IR (S) - coprime. Let now ¢>(s) not be a unit. Then: 
GjI ~ (=» Let (n 1 d) be mode T IRGjI(S) - coprime. Then V J-L E CP => [ d (J-L) 1 n (J-l)] f:. QT ~ 
~ [ d(J-L) 1 n(J-L) J . T(J-l) f:. QT . Hence 1 V A; E AT => [ d(A;) 1 n(A;) J . T(A;) f:. QT . 
(<=) Let V \ E AT 1 [ d(\) 1 n(A;) ]. T(\) f:. QT . Then [ d (J-l) 1 n (J-L)] f:. QT 1 V J-L E GJ . 
(If [ d (J-L) 1 n (J-l) ] = QT 1 for some J-L E GJ - AT 1 then [ d(J-l) 1 n(J-L) ]. T(J-l)· = QT for some 
J-L E GJ - AT . But since I T(J-l) I f:. a 1 is implied that [ d(J-L) 1 n(J-L) J = 0 1 for some J-l E CP 1 
which contradicts the fact that (n 1 d) is IRGjI(S) - coprime) . 
ii) Can be proved in a similar way . o 
Remark (9.5.1) : By the proof of proposition(9.5.1) is concluded that when T 1.S 
complete then all the IRGjI(S) - coprime pairs (n , d) are mode T IRGjI(S) - coprime. 0 
Lemma (9.5.1) : Let A E 1R;4(S) , t ~ 2 and the greatest common divisor of the entries of 
A is an IRGjI(S) unit. Then there always exist pairs (Jl , !!:.) , Jl = [ bI , ... , bt } , !!:. 
=[J-LI , J-L2 , J-L3 , J-L4 f , 1R"jl(S) - coprime vectors respectively, such that: 
Jl·A.!!:. = 1 (9.5·4) 
Proof 
By the hypothesis rank{A} can either be 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 . We prove the lemma for 
rank{A}=4 . Then the rest of the cases are direct results of it . The Smith form of A 
over IR (S) can be written as : GjI 
1 0 0 0 
0 <PI 0 0 
0 0 ¢>2 0 
A=U,· 
0 0 0 <P3 
. Ur , U, , U, are R~(s)-unimodular 
000 0 
Equation (9.5.4) can be written as : hT. U,. [ diag{l , <PI , <P2 , <P3} : 0 ]T. Ur ·!!:. = 1 , or , 
(9.5.5) 
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with, s/ = hT. VI , !!.. = V r ·!!:. ' 1RGj'l(S) coprime vectors whenever hT , !!:. are 1RGj'l(S) coprime 
vectors and vice versa. Equation (9.5.4) can now be written as : 
(9.5.6) 
For each selection of {1I i , i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4} , IRCjl(S) - coprime , such that the set {1I} , <PI 
112 , <P2 113 , <P3 1I4 } is IRCjl(S) - coprime , sets of {Cj i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4} , 1RGj'l(S) - coprime 
always exist such that (9.5.6) holds true . This implies that there always exist 
IRCjl(S) - coprime pairs (hT , !!:.) = (£ T • Vi} , V~}.!!..) , such that equation (9.5.4) holds 
true. The rest of the cases, namely, rank{ A} = 1 , 2 , 3 can be derived by the previous 
analysis if we successively set <Pi = 0 in (4.6) , for i = 3 , ... , rank { A} . 0 
Now we can proceed with the parametrization of solutions to DDSP . For technical 
reasons we consider first the case m = 2 p . 
9.5.l. PARAMETRIZATION OF SOLVTIONS OF DDSP - CASE m = 2 p . 
As it is implied by the proof of theorem(9.4.1) the solutions of DDSP can be 
obtained by solving equation: 
(9.5.7) 
where , .A:n = {au E IRCjl(S) , (j E r m, 2} is an IRCjl(S) - coprime set (corresponds to a strongly 
cyclic system) . Let 1m-I< = (i} , ... , im-I<) E r m-I<, 2 , lm= (j = ('m-It' im-It + 1 , ••. , im) , 
and Yi as in (9.4.16) . 
I 
Algorithm. for the Parametrization of solution of DDSP - Case m = 2 p 
Step 1: Set i m-1 = 2m - 3 , 2m - 2 , im = 2m - 1 , 2m . Since .Am = {au E 1RGj'l(S) , 
U E r m, 2} is an 1RGj'l(S) - coprime set is implied that the matrix Am-2 E 1R;4 (s) , t = 2m- 2 : 
has an IR (S) unit as a gcd of its entries and thus, by lemma(9.5.1) , we can find all Gj'l 
RGj'l(s) - coprime vectors [ ... , A'Y
m
_2 ' ... ] , [ JJf , JJ~ , JJ~ , 1': ]T such that: 
(9.5.8) 
or, 
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where, 
'""" A..., Q..., = 1 , Tm-2 E r m-2 2 L....J 'm-2 'm-2 ' 
-Ym-2 
(9.5.9) 
Now set M..., to be the matrices: 
'm-2 
a{..., 2m-32m-I} a{... 2m 32m} 
'm-2" 'm-2' -, 
, Tm-2 E r m-2,2 (9.5.10) 
and T p to be the cyclic matrices : 
T = '""" A . M E 1R2x2(S) 'V 2 E r 2 2 p L....J -Ym-2 -Ym-2 ':P "m- m- , 
-Ym-2 
(9.5.11) 
For each cyclic matrix T p constructed by the above process the family of controllers 
that stabilize the m - 1 , m channels of the systems is given by the set of solutions of 
equation: 
(9.5.12) 
Step 2 : im-3= 2m - 7 , 2m - 6 , i m-2 = 2m - 5 , 2m - 4 . Since A m - 2 = {a1'm_2 E 1Rc:p(S) , 
Tm-2 E r m-i, 2} , IR':P(S) - coprime set is implied that the matrix A m - 4 E 1R~4(S) , t = 2m- 4 : 
has an IR (S) unit as a gcd of its entries and thus, by lemma(9.5.1) , we can find all 
c:p • p-l p-l p-l p-l T IR (S) - copnme vectors [ ... , A.... , ... 1 , [J.ll , J.l2 , J.l3 , J.l4 1 such that: 
c:p '~4 
] [ 
p-l p-l p-l p-l ]T [ ... , A..., , ..• . Am-4 . J.ll , J.l2 , J.l3 , J.l4 = 1 , '1 m-4 E r m-4 2 
'm-4 ' 
(9.5.13) 
or , 
where, 
~ A..., Q..., = 1 , '1 m-4 E r m-4 2 L..J 'm-4 'm-4 ' 1'm-4 (9.5.14) 
1 [ p-l p-l p-l p-l ]T [a1'm_4 = Am-4 · J.ll ,J.l2 ,J.l3 ,J.l4 , '1m-4 E r m-4, 2 
Now set M... to be : 
'm-4 
, '1m-4 E r m-4,2 (9.5.15) 
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and T p-l to be the cyclic matrices: 
T p-l = L A-y . M",/ E 1R!:,2(S) , Im-4 E r m-4, 2 
')' m-4 m-4 m-4 or 
(9.5.16) 
For each cyclic matrix T p constructed by the above process the family of controllers 
that stabilize the m - 3 , m - 2 channels of the systems is given by the set of solutions of 
equation: 
(9.5.1.17) 
Repeat the above process successively for all j = 2 , 3 , ... , p - 1 , (K = 2 j) , im-,c-l = 
=2m - 2K - 3 , 2m - 2K - 2 , i m - It = 2m - 2K -1 , 2m - 2K . Since, .Am-It = {Q:...., E IRGT\(S), 
'm-It -.r 
Im-IC E r m-IC, 2} , IRGjl(S) - coprime set is implied that the matrix Am - IC- 2 E 1R;4(S) , t = 
=2m - It- 2 : 
A m - IC- 2 = [Q:hm - IC- 2,p,q} , Q:hm - K - 2,p,q+1} , Q:hm - It- 2,p+1,q} ' Q:hm - IC- 2,P+1,q+l}] 
where, Im-IC-2 E r m-It-2, 2 , P = 2m - 2K - 3 , q = 2m - 2K -1 , has an IRGjl(S) unit as a gcd 
of its entries and by lemma (9.5.1) we can find alllRGT\(s) - coprime vectors [ ... , A...., , 
-.r 'm-IC-2 
p- j p- j ]T 
••. ] , [1-'1 , ... , 1-'4 such that : 
] [ p- j p- j ]T [ ... , )....., , ... . Am - IC- 2 • III , ... , 1-'4 = 1 , 'Y m-IC-2 E r m-IC-2, 2 
I m-IC-2 
(9.5.18) 
or , 
(9.5.19) 
where, 
[ ] - A [P- j p- j ]T Q:...., - m-IC-2' 1-'1 , ... , 1-'4 , 'Y m-IC-2 E r m-IC-2 2 1~~2 ' 
Now set M')'m-IC-2 to be : 
a{...., 2m-21C-3 2m-21C-l} 
I m-IC-2' , a{'Y 2m-21C-3 2m-21C} 'm-IC-2' , 
Q:{...., 2m-21C-2 2m-21C-1} 
'm-IC-2' , 
and T p_ j to be the cyclic matrices : 
T ~). . M E R2z2(S) E r p- j = L..J "t m-IC-2 "t m-IC-2 Gjl , ')' m-IC-2 m-IC-2,2 
"tm- IC-2 
(9.5.20) 
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For each cyclic matrix T p constructed by the above process the family of controllers 
that stabilize the m - K - 1 , m - K channels of the systems is given by the set of 
solutions of equation: 
(9.5.21) 
CASE 1 Tp-j is degenerate: Then by iii) of lemma(9.4.1) , (t = 2) , (9.5.21) can be 
written as : 
(9.5.22) 
where,!! ,yT are 1Rc:P(S) - coprime vectors uniquely defined modulo 1Rc:P(S) units. 
Theorem (9.5.1) : For strongly cyclic systems with Tp _j degenerate the family of 
solutions to (9.5.22) is given by the family of solutions to the following scalar 
Diophantine equations : 
[ dm -2j-1 , nm -2j-l J'1l! = 1 (9.5.29) 
Proof 
Let (nm -2i-:'i , dm - 2i- 1 ) , (nm - 2 j , dm - 2j) be a solution of (9.5.22) . Then: 
(9.5.24) 
By (9.5.22) we have that [ dm- 2j- 1 , nm - 2j-l ] . y . q = 1 and thus q must be a divisor of 1 
or equivalently q is an 1Rc:P(S) unit . On the same token p is an Rc:P(s) unit . This proves 
the necessity . The proof of sufficiency is obvious ; (the solutions of (9.5.23) are 
IR (5) - coprime and satisfy (9.5.22)) . 0 
«!JI 
CASE 2 : Tp-j is nondegenerate : By making use of definitions (9.5.1) , (9.5.2) , 
proposition(9.5.1) and remark(9.5.1) we state the following theorem: 
Theorem (9.5.!) : Let Tp_j E R;2(S) be a cyclic nondegenerate matrix . 
0.) The following statements are equivalent : 
i) An 1Rc:P(S) coprime pair (nm -2j-l , dm -2j-1) , (nm -2j , dm -2j) is a solution of (9.5.!1) 
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ii) (nm -2j-t , dm -2j - t ) , (nm -2j , dm -2j) are mode T p _j mutually stabilizing pair 
iii)(nm -2j-t , ~m-2j-t} is mode Tp _j IRGjl(S) - coprime and (nm -2 j , dm -2j) stabilizes 
(nm-2j-t, dm -2j - t ) . Equivalently, (nm - 2 j , drn - 2j) is mode TJ,-j IRGjl(S) - coprime and 
(nm -2j-t , dm -2j - t ) stabilizes (iim - 2j , dm -2j) . 
b) The family ofIRGjl(s) - coprime pairs (nm - 2 j-t , dm -2j - 1) , (nm -2j , dm - 2) is defined as 
follows: 
i) For any (nm -2j-l , dm -2j - 1) mode Tp _j IRGjl(S) - coprime pair a subfamily of (nm -2 j , 
dm - 2 ) that together with (nm - 2 j-l , dm -2j - t ) fixed are solutions of (9.5.21) is given 
by the solutions of : 
dm -2j- t dm - 2j + nm -2j-l nm - 2 j = 1 , [dm -2j - t , nm -2j-l} = [dm -2j - 1 , nm -2j-t}' Tp _j 
(5.1.25) 
ii) For any (nm -2j , dm - 2) mode TJ,-j IRGjl(S) - coprime pair a subfamily of (nm -2j-l , 
dm - 2j- 1) that together with (nm -2j , dm -2j) fixed are solutions of (9.5.21) is given 
by the solutions of : 
(9.5.26) 
Proof 
a) i) => ii) By definition(9.5.1) and (9.5.21) (nm- 2j-l , dm- 2j- 1) , (nm-2j , dm- 2j) are a 
mode T p_ j mutual stabilizing pair. 
ii) => iii) Consider (nm - 2 j-l ,dm - 2j- 1 ) in order to be IR~(S) - coprime , by 
propositiori(9.5.1) it suffices to show that [ dm - 2j- 1(S) , nm- 2j-l(S) ) =F QT , for all s in the 
root range of T p_ j . Let an s in the root range of T p_ j exists such that [ dm- 2j- 1 (s) , 
nm-2j-l(S) ) = QT . Then: 
[dm - 2j- 1(s) ,nm - 2i-l(S) ) . Tp_j(s) Jdm - 2j(s))1 = 0 =F 1 ~m-2j(S ~ (9.5.27) 
which contradicts the fact that (nm-2j-l , dm-2j- 1) , (nm-2j , dm - 2j) are a mode Tp _j 
mutual stabilizing pair. Hence, (nm-2j-l , dm-2j- 1) is IR~{S) - coprime pair and (nm -2j-l , 
d
m
- 2j- 1) is mode T p_ j IR~{S) - coprime . By (9.5.21) (nm- 2j , dm- 2j) stabilizes (nm-2j-l , 
dm - 2j- 1) . 
iii) => i) Consider IRG}(S) - coprime pairs (nm- 2j-l , dm -2j- 1) , (nm -2j , dm - 2j) such that 
(nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) is mode Tp-j IR~{S) - coprime and (nm - 2j , dm- 2j) stabilizes (nm -2i-l , 
dm - 2j- 1) • Then: 
and is obvious that (9.5.21) holds true. 
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b) i) By using lemma(9.4.1) , (t = 2) , A = T~_j , [ d , n r = [ dm - 2j-1 , nm - 2j-1 r we 
can find (nm - 2j-1 , dm - 2j- l ) IR':P(S) - coprime such that: 
[ dm - 2j-1 , nm - 2j-1 1 = [ dm - 2j-1 , n m - 2j-1 l· T p-) 
and (nm-2j-1 , dm - 2j- l ) is IR':P(S) - coprime. Thus, for each (nm -2j-1 , dm - 2j- l ) fixed the 
family of solutions of dm - 2j-1 dm - 2j + nm - 2j-1 n m-2j = 1 satisfy (9.5.21) . Kow we must 
show that all solutions of (9.5.21) are generated by this process. Let (nm - 2j-ll d m - 2j-I ), 
(nm -2j , dm - 2j) be a pair satisfying (9.5.21) . Then by a) iii) (nm - 2j-1 , dm - 2j- l ) is mode 
T p_ j IR':P(S) - coprime and (nm -2j , dm - 2j) stabilizes (nm - 2j-1 , dm - 2j-l ) . Hence, (9.5.25) 
holds true. 
ii) It can be proved in a similar fashion to i) . o 
Corollary (9.5.1) : Consider equation (9.5.21) with Tp _j cyclic, nondegenerate and 
AT . be the root range of Tp _j • 
P-) 
a) If Tp_j is complete i. e. AT p_j = 0 , then: 
i) For any IR':P(S) - coprime pair (nm -2j-1 , dm - 2j-1) , (mode Tp _j IR':P(S) - coprime , by 
remark(9.5.1)) , the family of (nm - 2j , dm - 2j) IRGjI(S) - coprime which together with 
(nm -2j-1 , dm - 2j-I ) are solutions of (9.5.21) are given by : 
- nm - 2 j-1 
= r;,~j" + t· r;,~j" , t E IR':P(S) arbitrary 
dm -2j -
where, (bl , ~) is a SISO plant that stabilizes (nm - 2j-l , dm -2j-l ) . 
ii) For any IRGJI(S) - coprime pair (nm -2 j , dm -2 ) , (mode T!-j RGJI(s) - coprime , by 
remark{9. 5.1)) , the family of (nm -2 j-l , dm -2j-1) RGJI( S) - coprime which together with 
(nm -2j , dm -2j) are solutions of (9.5.1.24) are given by : 
where, t E IRGjI(S) arbitrary, (b2 , ~) is a SISO plant that stabilizes (nm -2; , dm -2;) . 
b) 11 T _. is noncomplete i. e. AT . f= 0 , then : 
PJ p~ 
i) For any RGJI(s) - coprime pair (nm -2;-1 , dm -2;-1) such that: 
(9.5.90) 
there exists a family of (nm -2; , dm -2j) RGjI(s) - coprime defined by (9.5.f5) , which 
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together with (nm -2j - 1 , dm -2j - 1) are solutions of (9.5.21) . 
ii) For any 1R'jl(S) - coprime pair (nm -2j , dm - 2 ) such that: 
(9.5.31) 
there exists a family of (nm -2j-l , dm - 2j - 1) 1R'jl(S) - coprime defined by (9.5.26) , which 
together with (nm -2j , dm -2j) are solutions of (9.5.21) . 0 
It is clear that using the parametrization of solutions of (9.5.21) for all j = 0 , 1 , ... , 
P -1 , T p_ j , we achieve a parametrization of the solutions to DDSP when m = 2 P . 
9.5.2. PARAMETRIZATION OF SOLUTIONS OF DDSP-CASE m = 2 p + 1 
As it is implied by the proof of theorem(9.4.1) the solutions of DDSP can be 
obtained by solving the equation: 
(9.5.32) 
where, .Am = {OIT E IRGjI(S) , a E r m, 2} is an IRGjI(S) - coprime set (corresponds to a strongly 
cyclic system) . Following the same steps as in section 9.5.1 , for j = 0 , 1 , ... , p-1 
the following set of equations is generated : 
l
d
m
-
211 [ dm - 2j- 1 , nm - 2j-l j. T p_ j' = 1 
n m -2j 
(9.5.33) 
where, T p_ j are identical to the ones in (9.5.21) for j = 0 , 1 , ... , p - 2 , whereas for j= 
p -1 , Tl is : 
(9.5.34) 
and { 0135 , 0136 , 0145 , 0146 , 0235 , 0236 , 0245 , 0246 } is an R~(s) - coprime set . There 
exists 1Rc:P(S) - coprime set { J.L! , i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } such that : 
or equivalently: 
(9.5.35) 
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Using lemma(9.5.1) (A = Al , t = 2 , J2T = [ dl , nI ] , !!:. = [ f-lt , Il~ , Ilj , f-l~ ]T ) , we 
can parametrize all the 1R"]l(S) -coprime pairs (n l , d I ) such that equation (9.5.35) holds 
true . Hence , the parametrization of solutions to DDSP in this case is given by the 
parametrization of solutions of the following set of equations : 
1 ldm-2JJ . [ dm - 2j-I ,nm -2j-I . T p_ j' = 1 , J = 0 , 1 , ... , p - 1 n m - 2 j (9.5.36) 
[ dl , n l ] . Al . [ f-l~ , f-l~ , f-lj , f-l! ]T = 1 
The parametrization of solutions to DDSP allows the searching for proper , strictly 
proper, biproper , reliable solutions as well as stable diagonal decentralized controllers. 
First we study the case of proper solutions to DDSP . 
Example (9.5.1) : In the following example we illustrate the parametrization method 
described above for an unstable strongly cyclic plant P E 1R;~3(S) . In this case a 
generator set of DDSP is given by : 
and is an IR (S) - coprime set. Following the parametrization process introduced in the 
"]l 
case m = 2 p + 1 = 3 , p = 1 , j = 0 , set MI , M2 to be the matrices: 
Applying lemma(9.5.1) for t = 2, A = AI, we construct 1Rc:p(s)-coprime vectors [AI' 
A2] , [JLt , f-l~ , f-lj , f-l!]T and the family of cyclic matrices: 
The family of diagonal decentralized stabilizing controllers (nl , d t ) , (n2 , d2) , (n3 , d3) 
for the channels 1 , 2 , 3 respectively are given by the families of coprime solutions of 
the set of equations : 
[ d, , D, j.T 1 -[ ~: ] = 1 
[ dt , nl ] • Al . [ILt , JL~ , JL~ , JL~]T = 1 
o 
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9.6. PROPER SOLUTIONS OF THE DDSP 
The searching for proper solutions to DDSP can be restricted to the searching of 
IR (s) - coprime pairs (ni , di) , i = 1 , ... , m such that the corresponding stabilizing cp 
controller for the channel i is ci = ni· di 1 , proper. In other words: 
a) When m = 2 p , we can search for IRcp(S) - coprime pairs (nm-2j-l , dm - 2j-1) , (nm -2j , 
dm - 2j) , j = 0 , 1 , ... , p -1 , which are solutions of (9.5.21) and Cm -2j-l = nm -2j-l· 
d;,!-2j-l , Cm -2j = nm -2j· d~_2j the stabilizing controllers for channels m - 2j -1 , m - 2j 
are proper. 
b) When m = 2 p + 1, we can search for 1Rc:p(s)-coprime pairs (n m-2i-l, d m - 2j-1), 
(nm-2j , dm - 2j) , j = 0 , 1 , ... , p -1 , which are solutions of (9.5.32) and Cm- 2j-l = 
=nm-2j-I . d~-2j-l , Cm-2j = nm- 2j· d~_2j the stabilizing controllers for channels m - 2j -1, 
m - 2j are proper. 
Cases a) , b) reveal an intimate relation to results concerning the properness of solutions 
to scalar Diophantine equations over 1Rc:p(S) . 
9.6.1. PROPERNESS OF SOLUTIONS OF SCALAR DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS 
Let (b , a) be an 1Rc:p(S) - coprime pair . The pair (b , a) will be called proper 
non proper , strictly proper , if the transfer function p = b· a-I is respectively proper , 
nonproper , strictly proper . For the general given pair (coprime) we define the scalar 
Diophantine equation: 
bn+ad=l (9.6.1) 
where, the solution (n , d) over 1Rc:p(S) always exists because of the IRcp(S) - coprimeness 
of (b , a) . The solution pairs (n , d) are always 1Rc:p(S) - coprime and if (no, do) is a 
particular solution then the general solution is expressed by : 
[ : ] = [ ~ ] + t -[ _:] , t E R~(s) , arbitrary (9.6.2) 
In the study of DDSP , Diophantine equations of the type (9.6.1) always emerge, where 
(b , a) is not necessarily proper ; however , since (n , d) represents controllers the 
question of properness is always an important aspect to be examined . 
Definition (9.6.1) : A pair {(b 1 a) 1 (n 1 d)) that satisfies (9.6.1) will be referred to as 
mutuaUy stabilizing pair; in particular (n 1 d) 1 (or (b 1 a)) will be called dual of (b 1 a), 
(or (n 1 d)) . 0 
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The existence of proper dual pairs for a given (b , a) is examined next. The following 
result establishes a useful general property of mutually stabilizing pairs. 
Lemma (9.6.1) : Let (b , a) , (n , d) be !Rep(S) - coprime and mutually stabilizing pairs. 
Then: 
{9. 6. 3) 
Proof 
Since b n + a d = 1 by taking valuations we have: tioo(b n + a d) 
properties of {j oc ( • ) valuation it follows that: 
o . By the 
Since (b , a) , (n , d) are from !Rep(S) and thus have nonnegative valuation. The last 
condition clearly implies (9.6.3) . 0 
Remark (9.6.1) : Let (b , a) be an !Rep(S) - coprime pair. Then the following three cases 
concerning (b , a) properness are the only possible : 
i) (b ! a) is nonproper . 
ii) (b , a) is strictly proper. 
iii) (b , a) lis biproper . 0 
Using lemma (9.6.1) for the case of nonproper pairs (b , a) we have. 
Proposition (9.6.1) : Let (b , a) be an Rep(s) - coprime nonproper pair. Then: 
i) For all (n , d) dual pairs, 6ocJn) = 0 . 
ii) If a proper dual exists, it has to be biproper . 
iii) There always exists a family of biproper duals (n, d) . 
Proof 
i) Since (b , a) is coprime and nonproper , it follows that 6oo(b) = 0 , 6oo{a) = € > 0 . 
Thus by condition (9.6.3) we have min { 6oo(n) , € + 6oo(d) } = 0 . Clearly, since e> 0 
=> 6oo( d) ~ 0 follows that 6oo(n) = 0 . 
ii) Since, for all duals (n , d) , 6oo(n) = 0 , if a proper dual exists, we must have: 
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and thus Doo( d) = 0 . Thus if a proper dual exists it must be biproper . 
iii) Consider the family of duals as defined by (9.6.2) . At s = 00 we have: 
where , Doo(b) = 0 , Doo( a) > 0 . Then it follows that boo= (3 t= 0 , and aoo O. 
Furthermore by part ii) n~ = Q' t= 0 and thus the above may be written as 
[ n
oo ] = [ 00 Q' ] , too= t(oo) , t E IR~(S) , arbitrary 
doo do - too (3 
(9.6.4) 
We may distinguish the following cases: 
a) Particular solution (no, do) is nonproper . 
b) Particular solution (no, do) is biproper . 
a) If particular solution is nonproper , then Doo(do) > 0 and thus d~ = 0 . By (9.6.4) we 
have: 
[ n
oo
] = [ Q' ] , too= t(oo) , t E IR (S), arbitrary d -t R ~ 00 oofJ 
(9.6.5) 
and thus for any biproper t E IR~(S) , i.e. c5 oo( t) = 0 , doo t= 0 and the corresponding d has 
Doo( d) = 0 , i.e. there exist biproper duals for all biproper parameters t E IR~(S) . 
b) If particular solution is biproper , then 6oo(do) = 0 , and d~ = "Y t= 0 . By (9.6.1.4) we 
have: 
(9.6.6) 
Clearly for all t E IR'!))(S) parameters such that: 
(9.6.7) 
d(oo) f. 0 and 6oo(d) = 0 , i.e. solution (n , d) is biproper . o 
An important remark that follows immediately from the above proof is stated next . 
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Remark {9.6.2} : If (b J a) is an IR~(S) - coprime nonproper pair J then there exist non 
strictly proper duals. 
Corollary {9.6.1} : Let (b J a) be an IR~(S) - coprime nonproper pair. 
a} There always exists a biproper dual (no J do) . 
o 
b} Let boo= j3 =I 0 J noOO = a f; 0 J dO = , f; 0 . The family of hiproper duals is defined 
by : 
where J t is constrained by the condition : 
,- too j3 f; 0 J too= t{oo} I t E IR~(S) I arbitrary 
(9.6.8) 
{9.6. 9} 
o 
Remark {9.6.9} : The duals of IR~{S) - coprime nonproper pairs {b I a} are generically 
biproper . Indeed I t{oo} = too E IR . Those I too = hlf3} form a hyperplane (the set 
h /f3 }) of the line IR . Thus the set GJ = ( too E IR : too = hi (3) } is of measure zero I 
which implies that generically each t E IR~{S) has too # hi (3) . 0 
The case of strictly proper pairs (b , a) is considered next . 
Proposition (9.6.2) : Let (b , a) be an 1Rc:p{S) - coprime strictly proper pair. Then all 
duals (n I d) are proper. 
Proof 
Since (b , a) is an IR~(S) - coprime strictly proper pair it follows that 8oo(b) = e > 0 , 
8
oo
(a) = 0 . By condition (9.6.3) (necessary condition which all duals must satisfy) we 
have min{ e + 8oo(n) , 8oo(d) } = 0 . Clearly, since e > 0 , 8oo(n) ;:: 0 follows that 
8
oo
(d)= 0 , i.e. all duals have d biproper and thus they are proper. 0 
The case of (b , a) biproper pairs is considered next. 
Proposition (9.6.9) : Let (b I a) be an Rc:p(s) - coprime biproper pair (boo # 0 , aoo :/: 0) 
a) There always exists a family of biproper duals and a family of strictly proper duals . 
b) Let (no I do) be a biproper dual: 
i) The family of biproper duals is defined by : 
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(9.6.10) 
where , t is constrained by the condition : 
~-too boo =I- 0,11.000 + too aoo=l- 0, too= t(oo) , tEIR~(S), arbitrary (9.6.11) 
ii) The family of strictly proper duals is defined by : 
(9.6.12) 
where , t is constrained by the condition : 
Proof 
a) The general family of duals is given by : 
where from the coprimeness of every dual it follows that (no, do) may have one of the 
following properties : 
1) hoo(no) = 0 , hoo(do) > 0 : nonproper dual. 
2) boo(no) > 0 , boo(do) = 0 : strictly proper dual . 
3) boo(no) = 0 , boo(do} =0 : biproper dual . 
1) If (no, do) is nonproper dual then no =I- 0 and dooo = 0 and thus: 
or , 
(9.6.14) 
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by selecting t E 1RGj)(S) such that n~+ too aoo t= 0 , too t= 0 then a biproper solution is 
defined . If t E 1RGj)(S) is constrained by the condition n~+ too aoo = 0 , then noo = 0, 
doo t= 0 and a strictly proper solution exists. 
2) If (no , do) is strictly proper dual then at least a strictly proper solution exists . 
Further more nO'= 0 and dO' t= 0 and thus: 
(9.6.15) 
by selecting t E 1RGj)(S) such that d~ - too boo t= 0 , too t= 0 then a biprol?er solution is 
defined. 
3) If (no, do) is biproper dual then at least a biproper solution exists. Further more 
nO' f:. 0 and dO' f:. 0 and thus : 
(9.6.16) 
by selecting t E 1RGj)(S) such that n~+ too aoo = 0 , then a strictly proper solution is 
defined (since , noo = 0 and doo = (( d~ aoo + no boo) / aoo) = (1/ acxJ f:. 0) . 
b) The analysis of the above cases demonstrates that there always exists a biproper dual 
say (no, dd) . Using this, the whole family of duals is given by : 
At s = 00 , the above yields 
where, no , do , aoo , boo are nonzero. By restricting the parameters t E Rc:p(s) , such 
that no+ too aoo i= 0 , dgo - too boo t= 0 , noo , doo becomes nonzero and (n , d) IS 
biproper. This proves part i) . Part ii) follows along similar lines. 0 
CoroUary (9.6.!) : Let (boo i= 0 , aoo i= 0) . Then starting /rom a biproper dual (no , do): 
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a) The condition for existence of nonproper duals is : 
~ - too boo = 0 , too= t{oo} , t E IRGjl(S) , arbitrary {9.6.17} 
b) The condition for existence of strictly proper duals is : 
(9.6.18) 
Proof 
a) By proposition(9.6.3) part b) , i) , ii) the conditions for existence of nonproper duals 
is : 
(9.6.19) 
But whenever d~ - too boo = 0 is implied that ((n~ boo + dO' aoo)/boo) = (1/boo) :f 0 or 
equivalently no+ too aoo:f 0 and thus we may omit the second equation of (9.6.19) . 
b) By proposition(9.6.3) part b) , ii) the conditions for existence of strictly proper duals 
IS : 
(9.6.20) 
But whenever n~+ too aoo = 0 is implied that ((dO aoo + no boo)/aoo) = (l/aoo) '10 or 
equivalently d~ - too boo 'I 0 and thus we may omit the first equation of (9.6.20) . 0 
Remark (9.6 .. /.) : The duals of an (b , a) IRGjl(S) - coprime biproper pair are generically 
biproper .' The existence of nonproper and strictly proper duals is nongeneric The 
proof or this result follows along similar lines to the proof of remark(9. 6. 9) . 0 
The above results are used next for the study of proper diagonal decentralized 
stabilizing controllers . 
9.6.2. PARAMETRlZATION OF PROPER SOLUTIONS OF DDSP 
The study of proper diagonal decentralized stabilizing controllers is equivalent to 
the study of proper 1Rc:P(S) - coprime pairs (nm-2j-l , dm-2j- 1) , (nm-2j , dm- 2j) such that 
when m = 2 p , the set of equations (9.5.21) holds true, j = 0 , 1 , '" , p -1 , whereas 
when m = 2 p + 1 the set of equations (9.5.32) holds true, j = 0 , 1 , ... , p . 
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Parametrization of Proper Solutions of DDSP - Case m = 2 p 
Fix a j and a T p_ j . 
i) If T p- j is degenerate then by theorem(9.5.1) the fl::i~JOf 1R<p(S) - coprime solutions of: 
[ dm - 2j-1 , nm -2j-l J . T p_ j" = 1 (9.6.21) 
n m-2j 
is given by the family of solutions to the scalar Diophantine equations (9.5.23) : 
[ dm - 2j-1 , nm -2j-l ] .!! = 1 , [dm - 2j , nm - 2j ] . y = 1 (9.6.22) 
where, !! = [ Un , U21 ]T , yT = [ Vn , V12 ] are 1RGj)(S) - coprime vectors uniquely defined 
modulo 1RGj)(S) units. By making use of the results of section 9.6.1 we can distinguish the 
following cases : 
1) (U21 , un) , (V12 , vn) are nonproper . Then the duals (nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) , (nm -2j , 
d
m
- 2j) satisfying (9.6.22) are generically biproper . The family of biproper duals of 
(9.6.22) is given by (9.6.8) . 
2) (U21 , un) is nonproper , (V12 , vn) is strictly proper. Then the duals (nm- 2j-l , 
d
m
- 2j-1) satisfying (9.6.22) are generically biproper . Their family is given by (9.6.8) . 
The duals {nm -2j , dm - 2j) satisfying (9.6.22) are always proper. Their family is given by 
(9.6.2). ' 
3) (U21 , un) is strictly proper, (V12 , vn ) is nonproper proper. This is dual to case 2) . 
4) (U21 , un) is nonproper , (V12 , vn) is biproper . Then the duals (nm-2j-l , dm - 2j-1) 
satisfying (9.6.22) are generically biproper . Their family is given by (9.6.8) . Whereas 
biproper (generically) and strictly proper (nongenerically) families of duals (nm-2j , 
d
m
- 2j) satisfying (9.6.22) exist j given by (9.6.10) and (9.6.12) respectively. 
5) (U21 , un) is biproper , (V12 , vn) is nonproper . This is dual to case 4) . 
6) (U21 , un) is biproper , (V12 , vn) is strictly proper. Then biproper (generically) and 
strictly proper (nongenerically) families of duals (nm-2j-l , dm-2j-1) satisfying (9.6.22) 
exist ; given by (9.6.10) and (9.6.12) respectively . Whereas the duals (nm- 2j , dm - 2j) 
satisfying (9.6.22) are always proper. Their family is given by (9.6.2) . 
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7) (U21 , u ll ) is hiproper , (V12 , vll ) is strictly proper. This is dual to case 6) . 
8) (U21 , Ull) , (V12 , vll ) are strictly proper. Then the duals (nm - 2j-l , dm - 2j-1) , (nm - 2j , 
dm - 2j) satisfying (9.6.22) are always proper. Their family is given by (9.6.2) . 
9) (U21 , u ll ) , (v12 , vu) are biproper . Then biproper (generically) and strictly proper 
(nongenerically) families of duals (nm - 2j-l , dm - 2j-1) , (nm-2j , dm - 2j) satisfying (9.6.22) 
exist; given by (9.6.10) and (9.6.12) respectively. 
ii) If T p_ j is nondegenerate then by theorem(9.5.2) the solutions of (9.6.21) are mode 
T p_ j mutually stabilizing pairs . In other words for each stabilizing controller for the 
fixed channel m - 2j -1 defined by (nm - 2j-l , dm - 2j-1) there exists a subfamily of 
stabilizing controllers for the channel m - 2j defined by (nm-2j , dm - 2j) such that (9.6.21) 
holds true. A realizable controller for the fixed channel m - 2j -1 is ensured if Cm -2j-l = 
= nm -2j-I' d~-2j-1 , boo( dm- 2j-l ) ~ boo(nm-2j-l) or , if boo( dm- 2j-l ) = 0 and either 
boo(nm-2j-I)= 0 or > 0 . 
Consider channel m - 2j -1 fixed ; select a realizable controller Cm - 2j-1 defined by 
(n
m
-2j-l , dm - 2j-l ) . This can be achieved as follows. By theorem(9.5.2) the stabilizing 
controllers for the channel m - 2j - 1 are mode T p_ j 1RGj>(S) - coprime pairs and can be 
found by solving equation : 
. [ dm - 2j-1 , nm -2j-1 ] . T p_j = [ U I , U2 ] (9.6.23) 
where , l:! T;= [ UI , U2 ] is an 1RGj>(S) - coprime vector . Equation (9.6.23) can be viewed as 
similar to 'the one of lemma(9.4.1) , where t = 2 , A = T!_; ,!:. = [ UI , U2 ]T . Using the 
results of i) , ii) of lemma(9.4.1) we take that in order boo( dm- 2j-l ) = 0 we must add to 
the parametrization constraints concerning the selection of (nm -2;-1 , dm - 2j-l ) that 
d
m
- 2j-1 is arbitrarily selected to have boo( dm- 2j-1) = 0 . 
The pair ( nm -2j-1 , d m - 2j-1) defined by [ d m - 2j-1 , nm-2j-l] = [ dm - 2;-1 , nm -2;-1 ] . T p_; 
will be called nonproper , proper , or strictly proper if its respective transfer function 
Cm-2;-1 = nm -2j-l' d~-2j-l is so defined . There are three cases which may be 
distinguished : 
1) ( nm-2j-l , d m-2j-1) is nonproper . If the 1RGj>(S) - coprime plant ( nm-2j-l , dm -2;-1) is 
nonproper , i.e. (nm-2j-1 , dm- 2j-1) selected to be realizable generates ( nm-2;-1 , d m - 2j-1) 
nonproper then by proposition(9.6.1) there exists no strictly solution to : 
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If a solution exists then generically it will be biproper . The family of biproper solutions 
is defined by : 
l 1 [0 1 l'" 1 
nm - 2j nm - 2j dm - 2j-1 
. = 0 + t· '" ' t E 1RGj>(S) , arbitrary 
dm - 2J dm - 2j - nm - 2j- t 
and t E IR (S) is constrained such that d~_2j( 00) - t( 00) nm - 2j-l (00) :f. 0 . Hence: Gj> '" 
(nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) realizable => ( nm - 2j-l , dm - 2j-1) nonproper => (nm - 2j , dm - 2j ) biproper 
(generically) and realizable . 
2) ( nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) is strictly proper. If the IR (S) - coprime plant ( nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) Gj> . . 
is strictly proper, i.e. (nm - 2j-l , dm - 2j-1) selected to be realizable generates ( nm - 2j-l , 
dm - 2j-1) strictly proper then by proposition(9.6.2) all the solutions of : 
are proper . Hence : 
(nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) realizable => ( nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) strictly proper => (nm -2j , dm - 2j ) 
proper and realizable . 
3) ( nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) is biproper . If the 1RGj>(S) - coprime plant ( nm - 2j-l , dm - 2j-1) IS 
biproper ',/i.e. (nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) selected to be realizable generates ( nm -2j-l , dm - 2j-1) 
biproper then by proposition(9.6.3) the solutions of : 
are generically biproper and nongenerically strictly proper . The family of biproper 
solu tions is defined by : 
and t E IR (s) is constrained such that d~-2j( 00) - t( 00) nm -2;-1 (00) :f. 0 , n~-2;( 00) + t( 00) 
,.., c:p 
dm- 2;-1 (00) :f. O. Hence: 
(nm -2j-l , dm - 2;-1) realizable => ( nm-2;-1 , dm - 2;-1) biproper => (nm - 2; , dm - 2;) biproper 
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(generically) strictly proper (nongenerically) and realizable. 
Parametrization of Proper Solutions of DDSP - Case m = 2 p + 1 
Fix a j and a T p_j . The searching for proper solutions to DDSP (nm - 2j-t , dm - 2j- l) , 
(nm -2j , dm - 2j ) when m = 2 p + 1 is identical to the previous case m= 2 p , for j = 0 , 
... , p -1 , apart from the fact that now we have to investigate equation (9.5.35) : 
(9.6.24) 
for proper stabilizing controllers defined by (nl , d l) for the channel 1 .. By the process 
of creating equation (9.5.35) (and thus (9.6.24)) AI is cyclic, (nl , dt ) , !!:. = [ J.L~ , J.L~ , 
J.L~ , J.L! ]T are IRcp(S) - coprime vectors. We can distinguish two cases: 
1) Al is degenerate. Then Al = !! . yT , where, !! ,yare minimal Mc Millan degree 
bases for the column [ IRcp(S) - module of AI], row [ IRcp(S) - module of Al 1 
respectively. Hence,!! ,yare IRcp(S) - coprime vectors unique [ modulo IRcp(S) units] . 
Then equation (9.6.24) becomes: 
[ d ] T [I I I I ]T - 1 I ,nt .!!. Y . J.Lt, J.L2 , J.L3 , J.L4 - (9.6.25) 
which clearly implies that stabilizing controllers defined by (nl , d l ) for channell can 
be found by solving equation : 
[ d l , n l ].!! = A , A E IRcp(S) , is an arbitrary unit (9.6.26) 
Applying the results introduced in section 9.6.1 for the scalar Diophantine equation 
(9.6.24) the searching for proper duals (nt , d I ) and hence , for proper stabilizing 
controllers defined by (nt, d l ) for channell, is now straightforward. 
2) At is nondegenerate but complete. Then for all the selections of ~ = U [~T, Y[T]T, ~T 
IR (S) - coprime vector , with At U = [12 0] , AI' J.L = q is always an IRGfI(S) - coprime 
c:P - - -.r 
vector. Hence, equation (9.6.24) can be written as : 
(9.6.27) 
Applying the results introduced in section 9.6.1 for the scalar Diophantine equation 
(9.6.27) the searching for proper duals (nt , d t) and hence , for proper stabilizing 
controllers defined by (nt, d l ) for channell, is now straightforward. 
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3) Al is nondegenerate non complete . Then the column Hermite form of At is 
o 
o : ] 
where, Ur is IR~(S) - unimodular. Equation (9.6.24) can now be written as : 
or , 
o 
o 
(9.6.28) 
(9.6.29) 
where, I. = U~l. [ JL~ , JL~ , J.Lj , JL! ]T is IR~(S) - coprime. (9.6.29) can finally be written 
as: 
(9.6.30) 
or , 
(9.6.2.31) 
The searching for proper stabilizing controllers defined by (nl , dl) for channel 1 , has 
now been' transferred to the searching for proper duals of the scalar Diophantine 
equation: 
(9.6.32) 
for each selection of (r2 , rt) mode HT IR~(S) - coprime and [rt, f2 1 = [ rl , r2 ] . HT . 
Applying the results introduced in section 9.6.1 for the scalar Diophantine equation 
(9.6.32) the searching for proper duals (n} , dt) is now straightforward. 
9.7. RELIABLE SOLUTIONS OF DDSP 
Reliable stabilization is the ability of the system to maintain closed loop stability 
with the loss of one or more of its channels. Failure of channel i , i = 1 , 2 , ... , m is 
equivalent to the loss of a S1S0 controller Ci = ni' d? =* ni = 0 , di 1: 0 . 
Definition (9.7.1) : A strongly cyclic system is said to be reliable stabilized if: 
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a) The system is closed loop stable with a set of controllers defined by (ni , di), i = 1 , 
2) ... , m. 
b) The system remains stable with failures in channels 1 , 2 , ... , K , K = 1 , ... , m. 0 
We have seen from the parametrization of the family of solutions to DDSP that 
condi tion a) IS satisfied by selecting controllers to be mode T p_ j 
IR (S) - coprime - mutually stabilizing, when m = 2 p and additionally the controllers 
GJ> 
defined by (nl , dl ) when m=2 p + 1 are solutions of (9.5.35) . The question that 
remains to be answered is , under what constraints such selected controllers satisfy 
condition b) of Definition(9.7.1) . 
i) CASE m = 2 P : Fix a j and a T p_ j , then the parametrization of stabilizing 
controllers for the channels m - 2j -1 , m - 2j is given by : 
[
dm - 2J] [ dm - 2j- 1 , n m - 2j-1 j. T p_ j' = 1 
nm -2j 
(9.7.1) 
Then we distinguish the cases : 
1) Failure for channel m-2j-1 => nm -2j-1 = O. Then equation (9.7.1) implies: 
or , 
or , 
or, 
(9.7.2) 
(9.7.2) clearly implies that dm- 2;-1 must be an RGj>(s) unit. Thus the system remains 
closed loop stable with loss of channel m - 2j - 1 if dm- 2;-1 is RGj>(s) unit (j = 0 , 1 , ... , 
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p-1) . 
2) Failure for channel m-2j => nm -2j = O. Then equation (9.7.1) implies: 
or, 
or , 
or , 
(9.7.3) 
(9.7.3) clearly implies that dm - 2; must be an 1RG)(s) unit . Thus the system remams 
closed loop stable with loss of channel m - 2j if dm- 2; is 1RG)(s) unit (j = 0 , 1 , ... , p -1). 
3) Failure;for channels m - 2j -1 , m - 2j => nm - 2 j-l = 0 , nm - 2 j = 0 . Then equation 
(9.7.1) implies: 
or , 
or , 
(9.7.4) 
(9.7.4) clearly implies that dm- 2;-1 , dm- 2; must be IRG)(S) units . Thus the system 
remains closed loop stable with loss of channels m - 2j -1 , m - 2j if dm-2;-1 , dm- 2; are 
IR (s) units (j = 0 , 1 , ... , p -1) . G) 
Any other combination of failing channels 1 , ... , It , It = 1 , ... , m can be considered 
as a combination of the above three cases . 
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ii) CASE m = 2 p + 1 : The study of the constraints the stabilizing controllers must 
meet in order the system to be reliable stabilized is identical to the one when m = 2 p , 
for channels i= 2 , ... , m , whereas. for failure of channel 1 we proceed as follows : 
The parametrization of stabilizing controllers for channel 1 is given by equation 
(9.5.36): 
(9.7.5) 
Failure of channell:::} nl = 0 . Equation (9.7.5) can be written as : 
or , 
(9.7.6) 
where, Q T = [ an , al2 , a13 , a l 4 ] , !:!:. = [ J.Lt , J.L~ , J.Lj , J.L~ ]T • (9.7.6) clearly implies that 
d l must be an IRGjl(S) unit . Thus the system remains closed loop stable with loss of 
channel 1 if dl is IRGjl(S) unit. 
9.8. THE FAMILY OF STABLE DIAGONAL DECENTRALIZED STABILIZING 
CONTROLLERS OF A STRONGLY CYCLIC SYSTEM 
Consider a strongly cyclic system. Then by theorem{9.4.l) there always exists a 
family of diagonal decentralized stabilizing controllers e = {Cj = nj' di l , i = 1 , 2 , ... , 
m} . The controllers Ci are stable if and only if di is an IRGjl(S) unit . Our task is to 
characterize the family of stable diagonal decentralized stabilizing controllers. 
Definition (9.8.1) : An IR~(S) - coprime pair (n I d) will be called stable if and only if d is 
an IR~(S) unit. 0 
a) Case m = 2 p : When m = 2 p we recall from section 9.5.1 that the parametrization 
of diagonal decentralized stabilizing controllers is given by the parametrization of 
solutions to the set of equations: 
[
dm- 2J] [ dm-2j-1 , nm-2j-l ] . T p-j' = 1 
nm-2j 
(9:8.1) 
For a fixed j and T p_ j we shall search for stabilizing controllers Cm-2j-l = nm-2j-1 . d;,!-2j-l 
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Cm -2j = nm -2j' d~-2j , with dm-2j-t , dm-2j IR~(S) units respectively (j = 0 , ... p - 1) , or 
equivalently , we shall search for stable pairs (nm-2j-t , dm-2j-t) , (nm-2j , dm-2j) 
satisfying (9.8.1) . We can distinguish tow cases: 
1) T p _j is degenerate. Then by theorem(9.5.1) the family of 1Rc:P(s)-coprime solutions of 
(9.8.1) is given by the family of solutions to the scalar Diophantine equations (9.5.23): 
[ dm-2j-t , nm-2j-l ] .!! = 1 , [dm-2j , nm-2j ] . y = 1 (9.8.2) 
where, !! = [ Ult , U21 ]T , yT = [ vll , v12 ] are 1Rc:P(S) - coprime vectors uniquely defined 
modulo IR~(S) units . Thus , the parametrization of stable pairs (nm-2j-t , dm-2j-t) , 
(nm-2j , dm-2j) satisfying (9.8.1) is equivalent to the parametrization of stable pairs 
(nm-2j-l , dm-2j-1) , (nm -2j , dm-2j) satisfying (9.8.2) . The family of stable pairs (nm-2j-t , 
dm-2j-1 ) , (nm-2j , dm-2j) satisfying (9.8.2) define stable stabilizing SISO controllers for 
the SISO plants Pm-2j-t = uil· U21 , Pm-2j = vil· V t2 respectively. The parametrization 
of stable stabilizing SISO controllers is well known and can be found in [Vid. 41 . Hence, 
the family of stable stabilizing SISO controllers for the SISO plants Pm-2j-t , Pm-2j 
defines the family of stable stabilizing controllers for the channels m - 2j - 1 , m - 2j . 
2) T p_j is nondegenerate . Then by theorem(9.5.2) the solutions of (9.8.1) are mode T p_j 
mutually stabilizing pairs . In other words for each stabilizing controller for the fixed 
channel m - 2j -1 defined by (nm-2j-l , dm-2j-1) there exists a subfamily of stabilizing 
controllerslfor the channel m - 2j defined by (nm-2j , dm-2j) such that (9.8.1) holds true. 
Thus , oui first aim is to parametrize all the mode T p_ j 1Rc:P(S) - coprime and stable pairs 
(nm-2j-l , dm-2j-1) and then for each (nm-2j-t , dm-2j-t ) fixed to parametrize the 
subfamily of (nm-2j , dm-2j) stable pairs such that (9.8.1) holds true. 
The family of mode T p_ j 1Rc:P(S) - coprime pairs (nm-2j-l , dm - 2j-t ) can be found by 
solving equation : 
(9.8.3) 
where, y T = [ Ut , U2 ] is an IR~(S) - coprime vector. Equation (9.8.3) can be viewed as 
similar to the one of lemma(9.4.1) , where t = 2 , A = T!-j , I. = [ U 1 , u2 1T • In order 
(nm-2j-l , d m- 2j-1) to be stable pairs dm-2j-t must be selected to be an arbitrary unit 
which satisfies i) , ii) of lemma(9.4.1) . 
Proposition (9.8.1) : A mode Tp _j IR,,<S) - coprime pair (""'-2;-1 , d".-2;-I) is stable if 
and only if (nm -2;-1 I d".-2j-l) is selected to satisfy i) , ii) of lemma(9.4.1} and d,.,.-2;-1 
mu.st be selected to be an R,,<s) unit. 0 
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Theorem (9.8.1) : Let Tp _j E 1R~2(S) be a cyclic, nondegenerate matrix. Then for each 
selection of (nm -2j-l , dm -2j -1) mode Tp _j 1R':}l(S) - coprime and stable pair, defining a 
stabilizing controller Cm - 2 j-t = nm - 2j - t . d~_2j_t for the m - 2j - 1 channel. a subfamily of 
(nm -2j , dm -2) 1R':}l(S) - coprime pairs defining a stable stabilizing controller Cm -2j = 
=nm -2j' d~_2j for the m - 2 j , is given by the family of stable stabilizing controllers for 
the plant p = d~-2j-l . nm -2j-t , where: 
[dm - 2j - t , nm -2j-l J = [ dm -2j-1 , nm - 2j-l J. Tp _j (9.8,,0 
o 
b) CASE m = 2 p + 1 : When m = 2 p + 1 we recall from section 9.5.2 that the 
parametrization of diagonal decentralized stabilizing controllers is given by the 
parametrization of solutions to the set of equations : 
[
dm - 2J] . [ dm - 2j- 1 , nm '2j-l ] . T p_,. = 1 , J = 0 , 1 , ... , p - 1 
n m -2j 
(9.8.6) 
By (9.8.6) is clear that the parametrization of stable stabilizing controllers for the 
channels i = 2 , 3 , ... , m is identical to the one described in case a) . It remains to 
study the parametrization of stable pairs (nl , d1) , which define stabilizing controllers 
for channell and thus satisfy (9.8.6) . Consider equation: 
By its derivation equation (9.8.7) has A[ as an R;;2(S) cyclic matrix 
distinguish three cases : 
(9.8.7) 
We can 
1) Al is degenerate. Then Al = !! . yT , where, !! , Y are minimal Mc Millan degree 
bases for the column [ 1R':}l(S) - module of AI], row [ Rc:p(s) - module of Al ] , 
respectively. Hence, !! ,yare 1Rc:p(S) - coprime vectors unique [ modulo Rc:p(s) units] . 
Equation (9.8.7) becomes: 
[ d ] T [I I I I ]T - 1 I ,nl .!!. Y . iJI' iJ2 , iJ3 , iJ4 - (9.8.8) 
All the stable pairs (nl , d l ) , defining stable stabilizing controllers for channell, can 
be found as stable solutions to equation: 
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[ dl , n l J .!! = A , A E 1R<p(S) , is an arbitrary unit (9.8.9) 
If!! = [ Un , U21 JT , then the parametrization of stable solutions to equation (9.8.9) is 
equivalent to the parametrization of S1SO stable stabilizing controllers for the plant p = 
= uli . U21 . The latter parametrization is well known and can be found in [Vid. 4J . 
2) A1 is nondegenerate and complete . Then for all selections !!:. = U [.9, T, W Tf, .9, T 
1R<p(S) - coprime vector, with Al U = [12 OJ ,I. = Al .!!:. are IR~(S) - coprime vectors. 
Hence, equation (9.8.7) becomes: 
(9.8.10) 
All the stable pairs (nl , dl ) , defining stable stabilizing controllers for channell, can 
be found as stable solutions to equation (9.8.10) . If I. = [ rn , r21 JT , then the 
parametrization of stable solutions to equation (9.8.10) is equivalent to the 
parametrization of S1SO stable stabilizing controllers for the plant p ril· r21 . The 
latter parametrization is well known and can be found in [Vid. 4] . 
3) Al is nondegenerate and noncomplete . Then the column Hermite form of Al is 
(9.8.11) 
where, U: is 1R~(s)-unimodular. Equation (9.8.7) can now be written as : 
or , 
(9.8.12) 
where, I. = U;l. [ JLt , JL~ , JL~ , JLl ]T is IR~(S) - coprime. (9.8.12) can be written as: 
(9.8.13) 
or , 
(9.8.14) 
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The searching for stable stabilizing controllers defined by (n1 , dt ) for channel 1 , has 
now been transferred to the searching for stable solutions to the scalar Diophantine 
equation: 
(9.8.15) 
for each selection of (r2 , rt) mode HT IRGjl(S) - coprime and [rt, r2 ] = [ r1 , r2 ]. HT . 
The parametrization of stable solutions to equation (9.8.10) is equivalent to the 
parametrization of SISO stable stabilizing controllers for the plant p = fit. r2 . The 
latter parametrization is well known and can be found in [Vid. 4] . 
9.9. CONCLUSIONS 
The diagonal stabilization problem (DDSP) has been defined over the ring IRGjl(S) and 
necessary and sufficient conditions for its solvability have been described . The 
important relation between the cyclicity property that the plant may exhibits and the 
existence of stabilizing controllers has been established . The necessary and sufficient 
conditions for solvability of DDSP have been derived by the necessary and sufficient 
solvability conditions for a scalar Diophantine equation over IRGjl(S) under certain 
factorization constrain of its solutions . A complete parametrization of the diagonal 
decentralized stabilizing controllers has been studied and its relation to what are termed 
T mutually stabilizing pairs , introduced . A parametrization of solutions to a scalar 
Diophantine equation over IRGjl(S) which are defined as proper pairs , as it has been 
described'in section 9.6.1 , in combination with the parametrization of diagonal 
stabilizing controllers has led us to a parametrization of proper diagonal stabilizing 
controllers. In section 9.7 reliable solutions to the DOSP have been studied. The use of 
the parametrization introduced in section 9.5 remains the basis from which these and 
the results of next section 9.8 has evolved. An interesting question that remains under 
consideration is the parametrization of minimal McMillan degree diagonal stabilizing 
controllers. 
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Conclusions 
Algebraic methods for solvability and characterization of solutions, (or special types 
of them) , of certain matrix equations over the ring of interest have been developed in 
this thesis. These equations are central to the formulation of various control synthesis 
problems concerning the stability and performance of linear , multi variable , time 
invariant systems , such as , the total finite settling time stabilization , (for discrete 
time systems) , the decentralized and diagonal stabilization, the disturbance decoupling 
noninteracting control and regulator problems with or without the internal stability 
requirement, (for continuous time systems) . More precisely, the matrix equations that 
have been studied are : 
A· X + B· Y = C , (X. A + y. B = C) 
A· X = B , (y. A = B) 
A·X·B = C 
n 
"A··X··B· = C L.J I I I 
i = 1 
(10.1) 
(10.2) 
(10.3) 
(10.4) 
where , A , B , Ai , Bi , C , X , Y , Xi , are matrices over the ring of interest , i.e. a 
given Euclidean domain , (ED) , or principal ideal domain , (PID) . The procedure of 
reducing the solvability of the control synthesis problems under consideration to the 
solvability and characterization of solutions of the matrix equations (10.1) - (10.4) has 
been reviewed in Chapter 2 . There, after a brief survey of the concept of stability and 
especially the relation between internal and external stability of linear systems, each of 
the control synthesis problems in question has been presented and solvability conditions 
via the associated matrix equations have been established . The algebraic method of 
approaching such problems has been based on what is termed as matrix fractional 
representation over the ring of interest . From a control theory viewpoint the rings of 
importance are , IR[S]- polynomials , IRpr(S) - proper rational functions , 1Rc:P(S) - proper 
rational functions with no poles inside a prescribed region ~ of the complex plain. 
The requirement of internal stability is central to all these control synthesis problems 
something that has motivated researchers to study thoroughly the properties of Rc:p(s) . 
In Chapter 3 we have concentrated on the study of the most important property of 
1Rc:p(S) , i.e. the existence of a "Euclidean division" . A detailed analysis of a method for 
introducing unique - modulo Q E IR - - factorization and hence a definition for exact 
division between two elements of Rc:P(s) has been described. The important property of 
non uniqueness of Euclidean remainder in the Euclidean division in Rc:P(s) leads to the 
need of characterization of the various families of remainders according to invariant 
characteristics as for example is the number of zeros in ~ . The need for constructing 
the family of least "Euclidean degree" remainders of the "Euclidean division" in R,,(s) , 
has implied the transformation of this problem to the construction of a rational unit 
over the disc algebra of symmetric analytic functions which map the disc ((0 , 1) , 1) 
into the complex numbers , under certain interpolation constrains . A description of this 
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disc algebra has been made and the interconnection between its units and the units of 
1R'j)(S) has been given . An algorithmic construction of the required unit has been 
introduced and that has led to two algorithms for the construction of the family of least 
possible "Euclidean degree" remainders . These algorithms complete the results 
presented in [Vid. 4] where the existence of a least "Euclidean degree" remainder is 
established but not fully constructed . The knowledge of the least degree family of 
remainders in 1R'j)(S) has been used in the last section of Chapter 3 for the estimation of 
least unstable zeros stabilizing controllers . An extension of the Euclidean division in 
matrices over 1Rc:p(S) has been mentioned. 
An alternative characterization for the greatest common divisor (GCD) , f(s) , of a 
set of m polynomials , E (s) , of maximal degree 8 has been introduced in Chapter 4 by 
making use of the equivalent expression of relationship E (s) = 9: (s) . f( s) in terms of real 
matrices, (basis matrices (b.m.) P , Q of E (s) , 9: (s) respectively) , and the Toeplitz 
representation of f(s) . The relation between the GCD and scalar Toeplitz bases, 'W , of 
a subspace 'r of Nr{P} has been established. The additional property, that the nonzero 
entries of 'W should have a certain expression involving the coefficients of the gcd f(s) 
and 'f has the greatest possible dimension that the latter happens has appeared in 
section 4.3 . This has led to an algorithm for the construction of the coefficients of f(s) 
as a tuple taken from a certain affine variety. It has been shown that Groebner bases 
play an essential role in characterizing the GCD in terms of its Toeplitz representation. 
The present approach uses the notion of Groebner bases in an explicit manner . 
Although simpler methods for the computation of the GCD have already been given in 
the literature, (see [Mit. 2] and the closed form solution given in [Kar. 3]) , the present 
method has the advantage that may be extended to matrix divisors, whereas the others 
have considerable difficulties . Such an extension is under investigation. 
In Chapter 5 we have investigated structural properties of matrices over a PID , ~ . 
The matrices have been assumed to have entries over the field of fractions, GJ , of ~ . 
These properties have been used to generate algebraic tools that have enabled us to 
formulate a unifying framework to deal with solvability of matrix equations over ~ . 
The existence and characterization of families of greatest left - right divisors , greatest 
extended left - right divisors, projectors, annihilators ., left - right inverses, multiples 
and least multiples of the rows columns of matrices over c:R, has been introduced. The 
relation between these algebraic tools and the column , row c:R, - modules , maximum 
~ - modules of the matrices under investigation has been established. 
In Chapter 6 we have tackled the very important issue of formula.ting a unifying 
approach for solving the matrix equations (10.1) - (10.4) over the PID of interest, c:R, • 
In our attempt to do so we use the results ha.ve been derived in Chapter 5 . The given 
matrices A , B , Ai Bi , C , in (10.1) - (10.2) have been considered over the field of 
fractions, GJ , of c:R, , whereas the unknown matrices X , Y , Xi are required to be over 
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G], . Conditions for the existence as well as parametrization of solutions of the equations 
in question have been provided in terms of greatest left - right divisors of the given 
matrices as well as parametric matrices over G], . 
In Chapter 7 the standard polynomial matrix Diophantine equation , (PMDE) , 
(10.1) , (with (A , B) , (X , Y) coprime polynomial MFDs , C a unimodular matrix) , 
arising from many stabilization problems , like the total finite settling time 
stabilization, (TFSTS) , [Kar. 1] , [Mil. 1] of discrete - time linear systems, has been 
considered . Solutions of (10.1) , satisfying various constrains like minimal 
controllability index , least complexity , fixed complexity - PI controllers , minimal 
extended McMillan degree (EMD) , have been studied. The expression of [A , B] , [XT, 
yT]T by composite matrices has led to the transformation of the PMDE to an equivalent 
one employing Toeplitz matrix representation of the product [ A , B ]. [ XT , yT ]T = C . 
It has been showed in section 7.3 that certain solutions, (column reduced solutions) , of 
(10.1) have topological properties , (forms a nonempty dense but neither open nor 
closed set) , that allow the EMD of the controllers they define to serve as a reliable 
upper bound for the minimum one. 
A characterization of the least column degrees solutions of (10.1) , as well as , 
equation Cm([ A " B l). Cm([ XT , yT ]T) = constant has been examined in light of their 
Toeplitz matrix representations . This approach has led to a very simple algorithm 
involving only the computation of right , (left) , null spaces of real matrices . Thus 
upper and lower bounds for the minimum EMD of the stabilizing controllers have been 
introduced. It remains under investigation the construction of the set of least column 
degrees that occur among the family of sets of least column degrees of solutions of (10.1) 
for all IR[Sl- unimodular matrices C . Finally in section 7.5 the investigation of fixed 
complexity solutions of (10.1) , has provided necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a PI stabilizing controller for a discrete - time linear system. 
In Chapter 8 parametrization issues of the general decentralized stabilization 
problem, (DSP) , have been studied. The problem of a closed form parametrization of 
the solutions of DSP studied previously in [Gun. 1] , [Ozg. 1] still remains an open issue. 
We have approached the DSP in an algebraic manner via the set of equations T i · Xi = 
= U i , Xi , left unimodular , [U 1 , ..• , U Ie] unimodular , T i matrices defined by 
appropriately partitioning an R~(s) -left coprime MFD of the plant . A parametrization 
of the family of solutions, Xi , which corresponds to [U1 , .•• , UIe] unimodular has been 
given by theorem(8.4.1} . The above parametrization requires the existence of a 
constructive method that enables us to generate the family of all unimodular matrices 
of given dimension, as well as the families of left, (right) unimodular matrices which 
complete given left, (right) , unimodular matrices to square unimodular ones. Such 
methods has been examined in section 8.3 . The families of parameters involved need to 
satisfy certain parametrization constrains . These constrains constitute a necessary and 
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sufficient criterion that enables us to identify the admissible parameters . Particular 
cases where closed form parametrization is possible have been studied in sections (8.4) , 
(8.5) . In the case of two blocks decentralized controllers a full description of the set of 
parameters has been given, especially when T i are considered generically and are either 
not square or , one of T 1 or T 2 are square . The study of closed form parametrization 
when T 1 , T 2 are simultaneously square as well as the generalization in the case of K 
blocks decentralized controllers are still under investigation . 
A special case of decentralized stabilization , the diagonal stabilization problem , 
(DDSP) , has been defined over the ring 1Rc:p(S) and necessary and sufficient conditions 
for its solvability have been described as an extension of the results in [Kar. 2] . The 
important relation between the cyclicity property that the plant may exhibits and the 
existence of stabilizing controllers has been established . The necessary and sufficient 
conditions for solvability of DDSP have been derived by the necessary and sufficient 
solvability conditions for a scalar Diophantine equation over 1Rc:p(S) under certain 
factorization constrain of its solutions. 
A complete parametrization of the diagonal decentralized stabilizing controllers has 
been studied and its relation to what are termed T mutually stabilizing pairs, has been 
established . A parametrization of solutions to a scalar Diophantine equation over 1Rc:p(S) 
which are defined as proper pairs , as it has been described in section 9.6.1 , in 
combination with the parametrization of diagonal stabilizing controllers has led us to a 
parametrization of proper diagonal stabilizing controllers . In section 9.7 reliable 
solutions to the DSP have been studied . The use of the parametrization introduced in 
section 9.5/ remains the basis from which these and the results of next section 9.8 has 
evolved : An interesting question that remains under consideration is the 
parametrization of minimal McMillan degree diagonal stabilizing controllers. 
Many of the problems addressed in this thesis have not been solved completely 
Open issues that still require further investigation have risen in chapters 6 , 7 , 8 and 9 . 
More precisely , in chapter 6 further investigation of necessary conditions for solvability 
over a PID of the matrix equation (6.1.4) is needed .. This is equivalent to the study of 
special type of solutions over a PID , (block diagonal) , of the matrix equation (6.1.3) . 
In chapter 7 , issues like the parametrization of minimum EMD controllers , for discrete 
time linear systems, defined by solutions of the matrix Diophantine equation (7.2.3) as 
well as parametrization of solutions of (7.2.3) according to a fixed McMillan degree still 
remain open. Further study of topological properties of the family of solutions of (7.3.2) 
and especially of the non column reduced ones is needed . In chapter 8 we need to 
elaborate on the complete description of the family of parameters that satisfy the DSP 
parametrization constraints of theorem{8.4.1) . This will result to a closed form 
description of the family of solutions of DSP in the most general case . The reverse 
problem of selecting a decentralized scheme, when an unstable plant is given, such 
296 
Conclusions 
that decentralized stabilization is possible is worth studing . Finally in chapter 9 1 a 
characterization of diagonal stabilizing controllers according to McMillan degree is a 
topic that needs to be addressed. 
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